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IP^E^A€Mo

The aim of the following pages is to give the names of the men
who have been canonized as followers of Confucius, with a few

notices of the circumstances in which these men, were bom, and Ifved,

and of the work which they severally accomplished. A slight general

sketch of each individual is all that has in most cases been attempted,

but the authorities given in the foot notes will supply more complete

information to those who wish to pursue the study, and will also enable

the reader to correct errors and mistranslations in the present work.

The differences of opinion to be found in these authorities are often

considerable and they occasionally do not agree as to matters of fact.

Sometimes the difference arises from a misprint, sometimes from

carelessness in transcribing, and sometimes from imperfect information.

The reader has consequently often to exercise his judgment in the

selection and rejection of conflicting statements.

Much valuable assistance in compiling the Guide has been derived

from the writings of several western authors whose names are generally

given. The kindness of one or two native scholars deserves mention

also, and one of these, the Principal of a College, supplied some books

not easily obtained. But the Compiler's thanks are specially due to

the Rev. W. S. Holt, of the American Presbyterian Mission Press,

who has performed the arduous and wearisome task of revising the

pages in going through the press.

IcHAKG, April, 1879.





isroTE.

Tlie principal authorities used in the compilation of this book

and not generally mentioned in the foot-notes are the

ShSng-yii-shu-wen (H ^ ii K), edition of 1824.

W^n-miao-ssu-'wei (Jjj .^ |E ©), reprint of 1872.

Much use has also been made of the five volumes of Legge's

Chinese Classics, and references are not always given. They are most

frequently quoted simply as L. Ch. CI. Other sources of information

not in every case specially acknowledged are Mayers' Chinese

Reader's Manual, the Chia-yu, Shi-chi, "WSn-hsien-t'ung-k"ao of Ma
Tuan-lin, and the Mirror of History. The full title of this last treatise

is Tzu-chi-t'ung-chien-kang-mu (j£ ^ Jl M IS @ )> "^^^^ i*^s various

supplements. It is found generally quoted as the T'ung-chien, and

Ma Tuao-lin's work is usually referred to merely by his name.





INTEODUCTION.

OUTLINE OF THE TEMPLE.

According to the laws of China there nmst be a W^n-miao (2!C^)

or Temple of Confucius attached to every Prefecture, Sub-Prefecture,

District, and in every market-town throughout iShe empire. Conse-

quently not only has each town its temple but all Prefectural cities

contain two and some three.

A "W6n-miao may be built on any convenient site within the-'-walls

of a town but it must in aU cases face the South. There are differences

of detail from place to place but the essentials of the temple are much
the same everywhere, and vary only in size and completeness. It must

consist of three Courts which generally follow in a line from South to

North. The outermost of these is called the P'an-kung, (^ g) from

the name given to the state College of a feudal principality during

the period of the Chou dynasty. It is bounded on the South ^ a

wall called the Hang-ch'iang (^ ^), a name which recalls that of

the Grovernment Colleges during the Han period. The colour of this

wall, as of the temple generally, is red, that having been adopted by

the Chou rulers as their official colour. It is not provided vrath a

gate until a student of the district to which the temple is attache^

succeeds in obtaining the title Chuang-yuan, that is, first among the

Chin-shi of his year. When this occurs the middle portion of the

wall is taken away and a gate substituted, through which, howdver,

only a Chuang-yuan and an Emperor or Prince may pass. A little
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to the north of this wall is an ornamental arch of wood or stone called

the Ling-hsing-mgn (-^g f^) and beyond this is a pond called the

P'an-chi (^ ^}. This pond is of semicircular shape properly, and

extends from East by South to West according to the rule established

for state colleges during the Ohou period. These had " half-ponds
"

while the Emperor's College had a complete' circular pond. Hence

came the name of the former, the character phcn being composed of two

elements one meaning water and the other a half, though the name is

also given as (^ M) ^^^ said to denote diffusion, that is of political

knowledge. The pond is spanned by the Yuan-ch'iao (Bliff) or Arched

. Bridge, also reserved for the use of a Chuang-yuan or Emperor, and

often called the Wang-ch'iao, or Eoyal Bridge. The chief entrances

to the Court are by two gates, one in the east wall and one in the west.

At the upper end on the west side is the Tsai-shSiig-t'ing (^ |£ ^),
a room in which the animals for sacrifice are kept, and at the opposite

corner is a chamber for the private use of the chief worshipper. In

this he rests for a short time, on coming to the temple and it is hence

called the Kuan-t'ing C^;^) or Official Pavilion. It is known also as

the KSng-yi-so (H^ ^) because the mandarin here changes his

ordinary robes for Court uniform.

The north side, of this Court, which is usually planted with trees,

is occupied by a large haU in the middle of which is the Ta-eh'Sng-

men, opened only for a Ghuang-yuan or Emperor. This is also known
as the Chi-lnSn (^ f^) or Spear door, because for some time it was

adorned by two stands of antique spears. On each side of this is a

small door leading into the next or principal Court, on entering which

two long narrow buildings are seen extending along the east and

west walls. These are called respectively the Tung-wu ("^ ^) and

Hsi-wu (U J^), and they contain the tablets of the Former Worthies

and Scholars arranged in chronological order. Between these buildings

is an open space called Tan-chu {jf^} or Vermilion Porch, that having
been the name of a corresponding open square in front of a palace

during the Chou dynasty. This part of the Court is usually planted
with cypresses or in their absence with oleas and other handsome trees.

Here all ordinary worshippers kneel and prostrate themselves when
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celebrating the worship of Confucius. Above the Tan-chu is a stone

platform called the Yue-t'ai (^ ^) or Moon Terrace, also a survival

from the Chou times. This adjoins the Ta-ch'eng-tien {^^^) or

Hall of Great Perfection, the Temple proper. In many places this is

an imposing structure with massive pillars of wood or stone and

embellished with quaint devices in painting. In the middle of the

north wall, " superior and alone," sometimes in a large niche and

sometimes merely resting on a table, is the Sage's tablet. Before it

stands an altar on which are usually a few sacrificial vessels, and

overhead are short eulogistic inscriptions. Next below the Sage are

the Four Associates, ttvo on his left hand and two on his right. Their

tablets are in niches or frames and have altars before them. Lower

in the Hall and arranged along the walls are the tablets of the Twelve
" "Wise ones," six on each side, also furnished with altars.

The next Court, which is behind the principal one, or, if space

requires, at its east side, contains the Ch'ung-sh^ng-tzu (^ |^ IbJ)

Ancestral Hall of exalted Sages. In it are the tablets of five ancestors

of Confucius, of his half-brother, of the fathers of the Associates and

of certain other worthies. With a few exceptions the men worshipped

here have been canonized on account of the merits of their posterity

and not from any great virtue in themselves.

The official residence of the Director of Studies is in close proximity

to the Confucian temple which is under the care of that mandarin.

Certain buildings for the use of government students and chambers

for the worship of deceased local celebrities, or deserving officials, are

also sometimes found either within the temple precincts or immediately

outside. The "WSn-chang-kung, moreover, or Hall of the God of

Literature is now often found close beside the Temple of Confucius.*

* Legge, Chinese ClaBsios, Vol. IV. p. 616. Li-chi-chi-shuo (MIE^^) Ch. 3.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH.

One of the last recorded utterances of Confucius is a lament over

the failure of his teachings. The rulers of the time did not appreciate

him and would not adopt his theories or follow his counsels. Among
the people also, the Sage had not much influence and his death was not

followed hy any popular manifestation of sorrow. The Chief of Lu,

Duke Ai, professed to he greatly distressed at the event, but his grief,

if genuine was selfish. It is said, however, that he " caused a temple

to he erected, and ordered that sacrifice should he offered to the Sage,

at the four seasons of the year." The worship was continued, according

to tradition, for many years, but Was interrupted in the troubled times

about the reign of Ch'in Shi Huang Ti.

But the origin of the magnificent honours now paid to Confucius

is to be found in the history of the Han dynasty. The founder of that

dynasty, when returning in b.c. 195, from a campaign against a rebel

prince in the country about the present F^ng-yang (in Anhui) and

Hsii-chow (in Kiangsu), passed through Lu. On his way he visited

tiie Sage's grave and presented the T'ai-lao {-j^ ^) sacrifice, a

Suovetaurilia, or offering of a pig, a sheep, and an ox. About fifly

years afterwards Prince Kung, a son of Ching Ti, built a temple at

Confucius' native place, and called it the Ling-kuang-tien {^%^.
Here worship was offered for some time to the Sage alone, but in A.p.

72, Ming Ti visited Ch'ui-li and sacrificed to the Master together

with his Seventy-two Disciples. , Several other Emperors of this

dynasly made pilgrimages to Confucius' home, and Ming-Ti's successor

introduced the use of music at the worship. For a long time the

rites were performed without the help of any visible symbol, but in

A.D. 178, a Hkeness of the Sage was substituted for the simple

tablet.

In the course of time the Ling-kuang-tien fell into ruin, and Wei
W^n Ti, in a.d. 221j ordered the Chief of Lu to have it rebuilt, but

the work was not finished for a long period. The first Emperor of

the next dynasty in the year 267 decreed that at the Imperial,Academy
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and at his native plf^ce, sacrifices should be offered to Confucius at each

of the four seasons with the three animals named above. A new
temple was built at Ch'ui-li by WSn Ti, of the Liu'Sung dynasty, who
reigned from 424 to 450, and its Courts were planted with pines and
cypresses. This Emperor also drew up regulations for the Confucian

service and decreed that the rites observed in it should be the same as

those used to a Chow chief or noble. The common people had long

ago come to invest the Sage with divine powers and his help was sought

in times of trouble. Hence it was found necessary in 472 to issue an

Edict forbidding women to frequent his temple for the purpose of

praying for children. I'he Emperor who gave this order, Hsiao "Wen of

the Wei kingdom, afterwards erected a temple to Confucius at his seat

of government. In the South, his contemporary Ch'i Wu Ti also

showed great reverence for the Sage, and revived the code of ceremonies

which had been instituted by Wen Ti, of the previous dynasty.

At the beginning of the North Ch'i dynasty about a.d. 555,

an Imperial Decree was issued that a temple should be erected in every

prefectural town to Confucius and Yen Hui, in which worship should

be offered to these Sages every month. The founder of the T'ang

dynasty adopted the principle of ancient times and, in 624, made
Confucius the Associate of Chou Kung whom he styled the Hsien-

Sheng or Forfiier Sage. But his successor a few years afterwards

restored this title to Confucius to whom he joined Yen Hui as

Associate. This emperor also ordered temples to be built to the Sage

in each Prefecture and District, and canonized twenty-two worthies.

In 712 Ts^ng-tsu was "made a second Associate, and the titles Senior

Guardian and Senior Preceptor were given to him and Yen Hui
respectively. In the reign of Hsiian Tsung (Ming Huang) a new
honour was added to Confucius by placing his tablet or image on the

north side of the Hall, it having been up to that time on the east

side. About the same time the class of the " Ten wise ones " was

instituted, sitting images of whom were introduced into the principal

Hall, while Tseng-tsii's image was placed in an elevated position

apart. The protraits of the other worthies were painted on the walls

of the temple.
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The images were all, for fiometime, made of wood, but in the year

960, Sung T«ai Tsu ordered clay figures to be substituted. Two years

afterwards he ornamented the great entrance to the temple at the

capital by a stand of spears. Yen Hui was restored to his place as an

Associate, and in 1QS4, SMn Tsung introduced Mencius as another

Associate, the only good thing that Sovereign' did, according to the

historian. In 1103 the name Ta-ch'Sng-tien, was given to the

Principal Hall in the temple of Confucius at K'ai-feng-fu, its name up

to that time having been "W^n-hsiian-wang-tien (^ ^ S ^) ^rom a

title of the Sage, and six years afterwards the change was ordered to

be made over all the empire. The Four Associates as they are now,

were first appointed by the Emperor Tu Tsung in 1267, and Tuan-sun

Shi was then promoted to Yen Hui's place among the Ten.

The Mongol Emperors, more from policy than conviction, bestowed

honours on the Chinese Sage and his canonized followers. Several

were also added to the assembly, new titles were conferred, and in

1306 a Confucian temple was built at Peking. In 1368 Ming T'ai

Tsu appointed the first ting days of the second months of Spring and

Autumn for the Confucian sacrifices. He also caused the Ling-hsing-

mSn to be erected and made the Tung-wu and Hsi-wu for the tablets

of the Disciples and Scholars. One of T'ai-tsu's successors decreed

that the ceremonies should be changed to those used at imperial wor-

ship, increasing the numbers of the musicians and minuet-movers. In

1530 all the arrangements and regulations of the temples and worship

were revised and several changes made. The clay images were

removed and wooden tablets substituted, all official titles were

abolished, the words Former Worthy and Former Scholar, were

inscribed above the names on the tablets according to their

temple rank and the term. ts&, Philosopher, was added to all. The

sacrificial honours were reduced to their former proportions to appease

the vexed shade of the punctilious Sage, for is it not written, " Confucius

said of the head of the Ke family, who had eight rows of pantomimes
in his area, "If he can bear to do this, what may he not bear to do?"

The Emperors of the present dynasty have out-done all others

in the services they haye rendered to the honour and worship of
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the Sage and his saints. Under them has been enforced, for the

first time, the rule that every city and town should have its temple,

and Shun-chi ordered that the chief civil official at each place should

conduct the worship. The next Emperor, Kanghsi, rebuilt the temple

at Ch'ui-li, and performed sacrifice in it to the Sage. He also revised

the regulations and ordered that the military officials should be present

at the services. He promoted Ghu Hsi to the Principal HaU, making

him the Eleventh "Wise one, and added honours to several others.

Yung-cheng, who ascended the throne in 1723, was also a magnificent

benefactor of Confucian worship. In the second year of his reign, the

temple at Ch'ui-li was burnt and he caused a new one to be built, so

grand and beautiful that there is nothing like it in all the land.

A new image, or statue of the Sage was made for it, which was draped

in robes sent from the Imperial wardrobe. This ruler conferred the

title of king on each of the five canonized ancestors of Confucius, and

changed the name of their temple from Ch'i-sheng-tzu (^^ Jf)) to

Ch'ung-shSng-tzu. He also caused an examination to be made into

the constitution of the temple, the arrangement of the tablets, and the

solemnities of worship. Chia-ching had discanonized a large number

of scholars and several of these were now restored by Yung-chSng,

who also added several others. He ordered a new arrangement of the

tablets, framed a new code of ceremony, and abolished certain

superstitious customs. The next Emperor again revised the arrange-

ment of the tablets and adopted a purely chronological order. Yu
Tzu-yo was now moved into the Principal Hall and made the Twelfth

Wise one. Chien-lung also made several alterations and restorations

in the rites of worship and other matters connected with the temple.

It is the custom for each Emperor, on his accession, to prepare an

inscription which is copied on tablets and hung up in the Confucian

Temples, the manuscript being generally sent to Ch'ui-U. The last

inscription thus presented was that drawn up for the present Emperor

in 1875, the words of which are SsU-wen-tsai-fza (^3K2S)> meaning,

" the manifestation of truth is with me." The expression is derived

from a memorable passage in the Lun-yii which Legge thus translates,

"The Master was put in fear in, K'wang. He said, "After the death
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of King "Wan, was not the cause of truth lodged here in me ? If Heaven

had Tvished to let this cause of truth perish, then I, a future mortal,

should not have got such a relation to that cause. While Heaven

does not let the cause of truth perish, what can the people of K'wang

do to me?"*

f

THE WORSHIP OFFERED IN THE TEMPLE.

Dr Edkins and Mr. Doolittle have described at some length the

ceremonies which take place at the Ueji^fi worship of Confucius, and

consequently it is not necessary to enter into details respecting these

at present. It may be of use, however, to add a few explanations and

additional remarks, while stating briefly in what the service consists.

The first Ting day in the second month of Spring, and the same

day in the second month of Autumn, are fixed as the times for the

worship. The Ting
("J"),

which comes under the element of Fire, is the

fourth of the Ten Stems or Cyclical signs and so the first ting oceaia

within the first third of the month. These two were the days on

which, during the Chou period, the Spring and Autumn Sessions of the

State Colleges were opened fey the Minister of Music.

Throughout the Provinces the person who performs the worship

to Confucius, is the chief civil authority of the town in which the

temple is situated. He is accompanied by the subordinate civil and

military officials, the former of whom assist at the services to the

Associates and other Worthies. A band of musicians and a company

of boys, who make certain minuet-like movements following the music,

also take part in the proceedings. The appointed number of the former

is fifty and of the latter thirty six, both having leaders or conductors.

On the morning of worship the tables and altars in the Principal

Hall are covered with offerings which have been prepared the day

before. In front of the Sage's tablet is an altar on which are an

• Yuan-ohien-lei-han (i^ i^HH ^) Ch. 161 : Ma Tuan-lin'a WSn-hsien-t'ung-k'ao

i^M'M,^) Ch. 43. Peking Gazettes ior 1875, p. 27 : Legge, Ch. CI. I. p. 1.8
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incense vase and two large candles -which are lighted. A table in front

of this altar is spread with bowls of grain, cups and goblets of wine,

and certain other articles, while on the east and west sides are tables

furnished with vessels containing various articles of food. In the

centre of the Hall a roll of white silk is laid out conspicuously, and

before it are the three victims, a bullock in the middle, with a sheep

on one side, and a pig on the other. Offerings of a like description,

but fewer in number, and in all cases without the bullock, are set out

in front of the other tablets.

The Mandarin who is to officiate as chief worshipper is supposed

to have fasted and purified himself during the three preceding days.

He arrives at the temple before daylight and assumes his Court dress

, in the Kuan-t'ing. Under the guidance of the Master of Ceremonies,

he then takes his station at the head of the Civil officials on the east

side of the Court below the Principal Hall, while the military officials

are arranged on the west side. The service begins by the playing of

some shrill music after which the chief mandarin ascends to the Hall

entering by the east door. He then kneels, prostrates himself, and

offers up incense on the altar before Confucius' tablet. This being

finished he descends to his station, and at the order of the Master of

Ceremonies re-ascends and continues the sacrifice. This is done for

three times and in the intervals music is performed to which the boys

go through certain figures with gestures, all done according to rule and

in a grave and solemn manner. Certain hymns of praise are also sung

or chanted in a loud shrill voice, all the music, vocal and instrumental,

being of the most disagreeable kind. The roll of silk is reverently

presented before the S^e's tablet and then burnt in the Court, and the

flesh of the victims is, or may be, distributed among the inferior

ministrants.

AU the ceremonies of this service recall the golden age of Chinese

antiquity, the days of Wu "Wang, and Wen Wang and Chou Kung,

and the times of simpler virtue long before. The same airs wero

played with the same sort of accompaniment, four thousand years ago,

and the sacrifices and worship have meanings brought from a far-off

period. Nearly everything in them is a type or symbol. The white
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silk, emblem of faithful purity, was the present by a chief to the man

whom he wished to take into his service. The ox, head of domestic

animals, leaves broad, lasting foot-prints; the pig, as its bristles

symbolize, has a will of its own ; and the sheep, plump for food, is also

soft with wool to make woollen clothing. The incense typifies the

fragrance of virtue, and the wine and food the abundance of a happy

Kingdom. The music is supposed at one time to rouse the hearer to

valiant deeds and at another to lap him in soft measures expressing

peace and harmony. The boys who perform the curious moving

accompaniment are dressed in the old uniform of Hsiu-ts'ai's or

graduates of the first Degree. They bear a flute in the left hand

and a pheasant's feather in the fight, the former the symbol of the

refinement produced by music and the observance of social laws, and

the latter of the adornment of learning.

The performances of these boys cannot be understood without a

reference to the old Chinese writings. In the Great Preface to the

Shi-ching we read that when the " prolonged utterances of song are

insufficient" for excited feelings, unconsciously the hands and feet

begin to move. This tendency was turned to practical account and

the movements were adopted and regulated to be the visible representor

tion of what music was supposed to express. Hence in very early

times we find a Kan-wu {^_ |S|) and a Wen-wu {% ^), that is, a

warlike and a peaceful accompaniment. The actors in the former

held a bow in the left hand and an arrow in the right, and imitated

the gestures of an archer shooting in the presence of his chief. The

performers in the latter held a flute and pheasant's feather. When
the Emperor Shun failed in his attempt to conquer the Miao, by arms,

he resolved to win them over to submission and allegiance by gentle

persuasives. So he' had an exhibition of "war and peace posture-

makers " in the Court before his palace and within two months the

savage chief tendered his submission. During the Chow dynasty,

exhibitions of these performers were held at the sacrifices to deceased

Kings and Emperors, and on all grand festive occasions of state.

Their numbers were also settled by law, sixty-four being allowed to

an Emperor and thirty-gix to a Prince or Chief. These tcu were
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originally, perhaps, athletic and military exercises performed at the end
of a war or at a military review before the ruler. When a Chow
Emperor held a durbar, the feudal chiefs showed their skill, in archery

in the Court before the Palace. There was an established etiquette

for them in taking up the bow, advancing from their position, bowing,

and retiring, and the boys at the Confucian worship still, to some
extent, imitate these actions. But only the civil performance of

posture-making takes place in the temples of the Sage, the idea of war

being inconsistent with the solemnity of the place and the nature of

the service.

The worship described above cannot properly be called religious,

for the Chinese have not made a god of Confucius. Prayer is not offered

to him, nor is his help or intervention besought on any occasion.

The ceremonies used at his service are the same as those used in the

Temple of Kings and Emperors. It has been the custom in China, from

a very remote age, to pay posthumous worship to the great benefactors

of the country and e^ecially to the promoters of learning and culture.

Hence Yao, and Shun, and Yii, were all worshipped after death, and

similar honour was paid to Chow Kung not only in his own country but

also in Lu. These, however, were all summed up in Confucius who
was the actual founder of learning, the teacher not for one age or

country but for all time and all the Empire. So the titles and honours

of Former Sage and Former Teacher were transferred to him, and

scholars and officials were required to do him homage. In process of

time the rank of Prince or King, was conferred on him, and the worship

offered to him then took the character of that offered to a feudal chief

of the time at which the Sage Kved. It is not as a king, however,

but as their great teacher and pattern, that the Chinese worship their

Sage. The idea involved in the ceremonies is to fprget for the time

that he is dead and to treat him as though he were present in the flesh.

Even to the schoolmaster now, the scholar kneels and prostrates himself

and at stated times reverently presents certain articles of food. Much

more is reverence due to him who first made learning accessible, taught

the way of virtue, and settled the laws of social and political order.

No day, say the Chinese, can pass without an experience of the
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benefits derived from Confucius, and his influence among men is like

that of Heaven and Earth in the world. Hence comes their deep

respect for him and all about him, and hence the worship they pay

him, which is a perpetually renewed service of gateful remembrance.

Offerings are presented to him at other seasons besides those mentioned

above, and his birth-day is observed as a solemn fast in all the public

departments. But he must be worshipped in his own temple and it is

forbidden to set up any image or likeness of him in a Buddhist or

Taoist temple. The school-boy may do him obeisance in the school,

and the student in the College, for these are institutions which are

eminently the result of Confucius, teaching and influence.*

GENERAL REMARKS.

A Temple of Confucius is supposed to present a visible outline of

the course of old truth and right principle from the days of the Sage,

down to modem times. But even a cursory glance will shew that the

outline is deficient, and that the names on the tablets very imperfectly

represent the history of orthodox learning in China. Moreover in the

selection and rejection of men it will be seen that bigotry and caprice

have exercised no little influence.

The persons who have been chosen for the honour of worship with

Confucius are his immediate disciples, the developers of his teachings,

the preservers, transmitters and expositors of the ancient classics, the

popularizers of their philosophy, and the men who have in life

eminently fulfilled the requirements of their practical maxims. By a

recent Edict it has been decided that hereafter only those are to be

admitted who shall have elucidated the learning of the sages and

transmitted the body of truth.

It is admitted by all, that of the disciples worshipped, many have

no other title to the honour than that they were privileged to hear the

• See Edkin's in Journal N.O. Branch B. A. Soc. N.S. No. VIII. p, 79. • Doolittle, Social
Life of the Chinese Vol. 1. p. 359. ; Ta-ch'ing-hni-tien, Ch. 45 ; Li-chi-chi-shno,
Ch. 3 et al. ; Chon-li, Ch. 14; Ma Tuan-Un, Ch. 43. j Legge, Oh. CI. Vol. III. p. 66

;

Vol. I. Proleg. p. 90.
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Master's discourses. It is supposed, indeed, that when they returned

to their homes they taught the doctrines of the Sage in their native

places. This, however, is only a supposition, and one which is refuted

rather than supported by history. But among the disciples were ten

who, in a well-known passage of the Lun-yii, are represented as having

ceased to enter the Master's door, and who are there enumerated

gi'ouped in four classes. These ten were afterwards formed into a

superior order, and their tablets or images were fixed in the Principal

Hall—Yen Hui being replaced by another disciple. For this distinction

there was not the slightest justification, and it has been severely

censured by several Confucianists, notably by Ssii-ma Kuang. It is

very evident, as Ssu-ma points out, that the Master did not regard all

these ten as eminent above their fellow-disciples. On the contrary,

as will be seen, he speaks of some of them occasionalW in slighting or

condemning language, as Tsai Yii for example. Moreover among the

other disciples were several whom he singled out for special praise, and

on account of their possessing merits of a superior kind. So it was

plainly not the Master's intention to create a hierarchy among those

whom he was wont to style collectively his " children ;
" and to make

a superior order of ten, calling them the " wise ones " was a capricious

and improper proceeding. Among the general body of the worthies

also are some who have been admitted into the Temple merely to

satisfy a personal liking. Thus Luh Chiu-yUan, was introduced to

please Wang Shou-jen, and Ou-yang Hsiu to please the Chia-ching

Emperor of the Ming dynasty. But the number of those who have

thus entered the Temple is very small, and in general conspicuous

merit has been required.

There were, moreover, several men of fame who once received

worship with Confucius and who enjoy that honour no longer. The

enumeration of the principal among these will help to illustrate the

rule which is supposed to be followed in making additions to the

occupants of the Temple, and at the same time to show how caprice

can interfere. The earliest was Hsiin K'uang (^ gj) who lived shortly

after Mencius in the bad times of the warring states. He was a

follower ol Confucius, but not of Mencius, whose theory of man's nature
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he combated vigorously. Hsiin-tzu was a bold, clear tbinker, a skillful

reasoner, and an accomplisbed writer, and on many points lie was far

in advance of his age. Holding that man is bom into the world with

a disposition which is evil, he yet taught that man is raised above all

other creatures by the possession of a faculty for discerning and judging

between right and wrong. For a long time his name was always joined

with that of Mencius, and Han WSn-kung who so refers to Hsiin-tzu

gives him qualified praise. In latter times, however, he has been

regarded as not strictly orthodox or at least as holding some erroneous

opinions. His tablet was admitted to the Temple together with those

of Yang Hsiung and Han Yii (wSn-kung) by Sung ShSn Tsung, in

1084. Of the Han scholars there were Tai ShSng (^ ^) renowned

for his labours on the Li-chi ; Liu Hsiang (^J |rJ), a high official and

learned in all the classics, who also did good service to the orthodox

learning; ChSngChung (^^), a faithful offi^cial and good scholar;

Chia K''uei (^'^), the Universal Scholar who wrote on the Tso-chuan;

Ma Tung (J^ g^) of varied accomplishments, and vast learning, who

taught Confucian philosophy to more than a thousand disciples;

Lu Chi (^ fjf) an illustrious scholar of the last and a loyal official

;

Fu Chlen (^ J^) a learned expositor of the Ch'iin-ch'iu ; Ho Hsiu

(^rT i^) ^^^ versed in all the classics and author of a celebrated

treatise on Kung-yang's Commentary ; Yang Hsiung (j^ ^) better

Known as Tzu-yun (^^), a follower of Confucius but halting between

the opinions-- of Mencius and Hsiin-tzu. His best known work is the

Fa-yen (^"b) ajsmall philosophical treatise on which much learning

has been spent and to an edition of which Ssu-ma Kuang contributed

a Preface. In subsequent times were Wang Suh d^), of the Wei
dynasty in the period of the Three Kingdoms, who wrote the Chia-yii

and other treatises ; Wang Pi d§|3), of the Chia dynasty, who wrote

a Commentary on the Yih and another on the Tao-te-ching, and who
had acquired a fame for learning and genius when he died at the age

of twenty four in a.d. 249 ; Tu Yii (;^tS), a contemporary of the last,

famous as a statesman, a warrior, and a scholar, and author of a

highly esteemed treatise on the Ch'un-ch'iu and Tso-chuan. Of the

Sung period were Wang An-shi (I^^g), the learned, astute statesman,

z'
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execrated as an innovator ; Wang Tii (3E H) liis base, worthless son

;

Sun Fuh (^ ^), a profound scholar and famous teacher, who wrote

a Commentary on the Ch'un-ch'iu. Su Shi (^ |$), better known as

Su Tang-p'o, a celebrated poet, commentator and official, but of

doubtful orthodoxy and of imperfect character.

Of the above Wang An-shi was canonized in 1104 and expelled

in 1241, and his son, who was canonized in 1109, was ejected in 1177.

These two ought never to have been in the Temple and every good

Confuciauist regards their removal as reparation for the offence of

having allowed them to enter. Yang Hsiung was uncanonized in

1395, and the strictly ofthodox think that he had no claim to Confucian

worship, for he did not hold the whole truth and he never wrote a

commentary on one of the sacred books. Su Tung-p'o and Sun Fuh
were admitted together in 1235 and removed together in 1845. All

the others, togethei: with a few who have since been restored, were

uncanonized by Ming Shi Tsung in the year 1530. This proceeding

has been severely condemned by Ku Yen-woo and others, who believe

that the scholars thus dismissed wiU be restored in better times.

There- was no right principle involved in the conduct of the Emperor

who merely wished posterity to forget the profligate debauchee in the

regulator of Confucian worship.

Among the scholars and officials, moreover, who have deserved well

of the orthodox learning, are many whose names have never been

enrolled in the W^n-miao. A false step taken turned the fate of

some, and timid doubt in others made good resolve to miss the name
of action. Not a few have passed into utter oblivion or are remembered

only in the petty homage of a village shi'ine. Chance has had much
to do with the posthumous destinies of Confucian scholars, and there

is often no explanation to give for one being taken and another left.

The Han dynasty affords several examples, and none more conspicuous

than the case of Prince Hsien of Ho-chien (Ho-kien) in Chihli.

He gave a great stimulus to learning by his exertions in the recovery

and preser\ ation of the ancient classics and his labours on the Li-chi.

Yet while Kao T'ang-sheng, Mao Chang, and Fuh Sheng have been

admitted to the Temple for similar, though inferior merits, Prince
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Hsien—perhaps because he was a Prince—^has not been so honoured.

So late as 1876 a Petition for his canonization was presented to the

Throne but it does not seem to have received a favourable answer.

Several Petitions of a like nature for the admission of other scholars

into the Temple were made at an earlier period of this dynasty and
were refused. It is probable, however, that a new revision will some-

time be made which will lead to numerous and important changes with
reference to the persons who will hereafter be worshipped with
Confucius.*

• W|n.famg.w4n chi (JgS^;^) oh. 13; Ji-cH-lu (U^M) oh. 14 j Translation
Pekmg Gkizettea for 1876, p. 86.
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At the north end of the Temple and facing the South, the only one

so placed, is the tablet of Confucius. It bears the foUomng inscription

(Mli^65?LTF) Chi-sheng-hsien-shi-K'ung-tzu, that is. The Perfect

Sage, the Former Teacher, the Philosopher K'ung.

The Hfe of Confucius has been told so often that it is needless to

give an account of it here. Legge and Plath, in particular, have put

together aU that can be learned of his history and teachings, and his

fortunes after death, and the details collected by these two Sinologues

have been widely made known. For the present purpose it is enough

to recall a few of the important facts relating to the Sage.

K'ung Ch'iu (JL£) or K*ung Chung-ni (fifi^) was bom b.c. 551

or 550, at Ch'ui-h (^M)> * village near Ch'ang-p'ing (^2|s) which

was a small town in the district of Tsou (^) a city of La—" somewhere

within the limits of the present department of Yen-chow, in Shantung."

TTis father was named Shu-Hang-ho (jg( ^ J^), and his mother was

Yen Ch^ng-tsai (^^ ^), according to some a daughter of a relative

of Yen Hui's father. Shu-Hang-ho had nine daughters by a previous

wife and a son by a concubine before Confucius was born. This last

was " the Benjamin of his father's old age," and the only son of his

mother.

Neither in private nor pubHc hfe was Confucius happy. He
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divorced his wife and was not content with his son who, moreofer,

died before him. The chiefs and Princes of the time did not adopt

his counsels, his teachings could not prevail, and he had to mourn over

the deaths of several of his best disciples.

He himself died in the year B.C. 478, and all the good he had

done at once began to live. But many years*had to pass before the

fullness of time came for the spread of his teachings and their perfect

influence on all the ways of individual, social, and public life in China.

The title now found on his tablet was first given in 1630. The

Emperor Shun-chi, of the present dynasty, changed it in 1645 for a

more flowery one, but the former one was restored in 1657. It is the

last of a long series of titles conferred on the Sage by the Emperors of

the various dynasties from Han P'ing Ti down.*

THE SSU p'eI (E3 @£) OR FOXJH ASSOCIATES.

1. Puh-shgng-Y6ti-t!iu (MMM^)' the Philosopher Ten, the Sage

who returned. Yen Hui (^HI) S. Tzu-yuan {^^) ot amply Yuan.

Yen Hui was descended ffoM ab old family long settled in Lu.

The surname was originally Ts'ao (fl') ^tid Yen was adopted by one

of his aUcestol'S whose father had gained distinction under that name

in the service of the chief of Lu. The descendants of this first Yen
continued to hold high offices iri their native State down to "Wu-ya6

(^ ^^ the fathet of Hui. This latter ^sa bom, according to one

account, in B.C. 519 but according to another in 514. His father

Wu-yao was a disciple of Confucius and he sent his son, while still a boy,

to be educated by the Sage. Hui soon became the most distinguished

of aU the disciples, and his love and admiration for his master, whom
he regarded as a father, were unbounded. None equalled him in love

of learning. He studied with unwearied diligence, and always tried

to put in practice the rules of life which he learned. When only 29

years of age his hair turned gray, and three years later he died, in 488

(or according to the other account 483), "perished in his summer day."

• Legge, ChineBe ClaBsios, Vol. 1. Proleg. p. 56: Plath, Leben des Confuoine
(Transactions of the Bavarian Academj, 1870) : Shi-ohi Cli. 6. : Mayers, CMnese
E«a4er'ei Manual p. 100.
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He was buried near Chii-fou (kio-fu ©^), and His grave remains to

this day, with the temple erected at the place for his worship.

As a disciple Hui was silent and attentive. He seldom asked

questions and he never offered criticisms. To him the Master's

doctrines were sublime and exhaustless in application. He was content

with the pursuit of virtu© and wisdom, though living in deep poverty.

A bamboo joint for a cup, a gourd for a bowl, his elbow for a pillow,

rice and water for his food, and a hovel in a lane for a house—such

was his lot, and yet not only did he not repine but he never lost his

cheerfulness. This traditional picture of his poverty, however, is most

likely overdrawn. One day Confucius hinted to him that he should

go into office. Hui replied that his small patrimony gave him food

and clothing, music afforded him enjoyment, and his Master's teachings

all the pleasure he wanted. Confucius said of Hui that he nearly

reached perfection and that for three months he could be free from any

violation of virtue. He never allowed his anger, on account of one

matter, to influence him in another, and he never repeated a fault.

If he erred it was only for an instant, and his return was easy, for he

had chosen that good way which lies between too much and too little.

The free-thinking scoffer says^—why teach that virtue brings long life

when Yen Hui died only 32 years of age? But the believing

Confucianist replies—To him there came instead of a prolonged mortal

life an immortality of fame, and endless glory is better than added years,

Hui was distinguished for a virtuous life, and he had more faith

than Confucius, as the latter owned. He was a simple-minded, tender-

hearted man. The hopeless wailing of the woman who had to sell her

son to bury her husband fell on his ear as distinct from ordinary

weeping. He won the life-long affection of Confucius, whose gloomy

and desponding moods could always be charmed away by Yen Hui's

harp and song. The Sage looked to him for the future propagation

of his doctrines, and when " the finger of God touched " the disciple

the old Master wept bitterly, giving way to despair and crying out

that Heaven had ruined him.

From the time of the Han dynasty, Yen Hui has been associated

with Confucius in the worship offered in the temples of the latter, and
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he tas received various titles and designations. Thus his tablet hore

for a long time the title Hsien-shi (^ M) which was afterwards given

to Confucius. Under the T'ang dynasty he was made Yen Kung, or

Duke of Yen, a district in the south of Shantung. In 1330 the

reigning Mongol emperor changed this for the longer inscription Yen-

tzu-yen-kuo-Euh-shSngckung (H^ ^ MM H &) The title Dufee

was taken away by the Chia-ching emperor of the Ming period in 1530,

and the inscription which still remains was then substituted. Legge

translates Fuh-shSng in one place as " Continuator of the Sage,"

and in another place as " The second Sage." But Hui did not Hve to

continue the Sage, and Mencius is generally known as the second

Sage, though the term is applied to Yen Hui also, the expression used

being Ya-sheng (ggl^). By some the word Fuh is supposed.to refen

to the exposition of the diagram so named, the 24th in the Yih-chin^

Others derive it from a passage in the Lun-yu in which Confucius

explains to Yen Hui,. the way of attaining perfect virtue. " By seU-

conquest to return to the moral law of man's being is perfect virtue,"

is the saying of Confucius, and the phrase " K'o-chi-fuh-li (^ G.^M)
is very often used as describing Yen Hui. The character jH in this

expression has not its ordinary signification but that of the character

3g. Fuh-sMng may mean, however, the Sage who repeated, or reported,

the lessons taught by the Master, but it is better to understand it ia

the sense of returning as explained above.*

Facing Yen Hui's tablet and next to it in order of succession is

that inscribed :

—

2. Tsung-sheng-Ts^ng-tzu (^ i| ^ ?) that is, the Philosophy

TsSng, the Founder-Sage, or as Legge translates the words Tsung-sMng
" Exhibiter of the Fundamental Principles of- the Sage."

Tseng Sh^n (-f ^) S. Tzu-yii {J- 1|) or (^ H).
TsSng-tzu was born in the year B.C. 506, at South "Wu-ch*eng

i^M>)' ^ town of Lu, whence he is sometimes distinguished as Lu-shSn.

* For Yen Hui see Legge's Ch.CI. 1. Prolog. 113; p. 13, 114 et al : 2.p. 211 : Plath, Die
SoMler des Confucius p. 14 : Chia-yii. Ch. 4. etal. ; Lie-izu Ch. 4. ; Kao-shi-ohuan

(^ i M) Ch. Jl ; Mayers' Chinese Reader's Manual p. 275 : Sh^ng-yu-shu-wdn

iM^-i§ ?M) Ch. 3. Tao-fung-la (Jt^ ^) Ch. ±.
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His father was Tseng Hsi (•^®, a cruel, selfish man and apparently

a hypocrite. Sh^n was only 15 years of age when he was sent to study

under Confucius, at that time Uving in the State of Ch'u, corresponding,

nearly to the modem Hu-kwang.- Dull and slow of speech, he had no

showy abilities, but he soon rose to distinction among the. disciples as

a man of great learning, and it was to him that the Sage entrusted

the education of his grandson Tzii-ssu.

It is, however, rather for his great filial piety and his general high

moral character that Tseng'tzu is celebrated. There are several weU
known anecdotes illustrative of his devotion to his parents. On one

occasion while weeding a garden of cucumbers he accidentally broke

one of the plants. Hereupon his father took a stick and beat him
nearly to death. As soon as Shen was able to move he went to his

father and expressed his anxiety lest the old man might have hurt

himself in administering the lesson, and then sat dawn and played

the guitar to put his father's mind at ease. For his conduct on this

occasion Confucius rebuked Ts^ng-tzu as going to excess.

To his mother he was still more devoted, and between these two

there was a real electric cord erf sympathy. To recall her son from the

hills where he was gatherings firewood the mother bit her own arm.

The pain was at once communicated to the heart of the son, who
hastened home with his bundle of firewood. We need not wonder to

read that in after life he divorced his wife for serving up an iU-cooked

pear to his mother.

On the death of his father first, and afterwards on that of his

mother, Tseng-tzu observed the funeral rites with great care and

precision, and ever afterwards he burst into tears when reading that

part of the Li-chi which treats of the ceremonies for the dead. His

loving remembrance of his parents continued also through all the rest

of his life. The elder Tseng had not been a man of a Mnd or noble

character, but after his death the son could not even bear to eat any
" Sheep-dates " because his father had been fond of that fruit. Up to

old age and in his last illness he stowed his honouring remembrance

of his parents by'his anxiety to keep whole and unharmed that body

which was their gift.
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TsSng-tzii said he examined himself every day on three points

—

had he been self-interested in what he did for others, had he been

unfaithful in his intercourse with friends, and had he failed to embody in

life the Master's teachings. He was very poor, dressed meanly, and had

to support himself by tilling the land. But riches and greatness in others

did not affect his contentment with benevolence and righteousneEfs.

His favourite topic of conversation was filial piety, which he described

as serving one's parents while they live, burying them when dead, and

vrorshipping them afterwards, all according to the, due forms and laws.

After the death of Confucius, Ts^ng retired to his native place

where he became the chief of a school and had many disciples some

of whom afterwards rose to eminence. Tzii-ssu is reported to have

received from him the materials out of which he made the Ta-hsiao,

and TsSng is recorded to have written several treatises. The small

work on Filial Piety known as the Hsiao-ching (^ j^) is ascribed to

him, though it was inspired at least by his Master, and tradition

represents Ts^ng as the only one of the disciples who handed down

Confucius, teachings in their original purity. The Sage speaks very'

warmly of him, and Mencius seems to have known much about him

and to have esteemed him highly.

Ts^ng was always very careful of his life and limbs. His moral

courage may have been great, but he showed a discretionary? valour

when the rebels invaded Wu-ch'^ng. He was one of the first to run

away and he did not return until his house was put in order. His

regard for the proprieties of ceremony remained to the last, and he

died while his sons and attendants were adjusting his mat in b.c. 437.

" His name was heard over all the world, " says a biogr^her of

TsSng-tzu, but a long time passed before his merits were openly

recognized. His tablet was first admitted to the Temple of Confucius

in A.D. 720, in the reign of T'ang HsUan Tsung, and in 1267, it was

placed among the Associates. The epithet Tsung-sh6ng was givefl in

1330 by Yuan WSn Ti, and the title which now remains was adopted

in 1530.*-

« For TsSng-tzfi, see Legge, Ch. CI. 1. Proleg. p. 118 and the Four Books ; Plath, Die

gobuler &o. p.,65;.T.ao-I'ung-lu (j^ |^ ^) Ch. Jl J ShSng-yu &o as above.
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3. Shu-sheng-Tzii-ssu-tzu {^'BJ^^IF), The Philosopher Tzu-

ssu the Transmitting Sage, or as Legge translates, " The 'Philosopher

Tsze-sze, Transmitter of tlie Sage/'

K'ung Chi (JL 15). S. Tzu-ssu (^ ,g).

Tzu-ssu was the son of Poh-yii and grandson of Confucius.

The dates of his birth and death cannot be ascertained with accuracy,

but he is supposed to have been born about the year b.c. 490 (or 600
according to some), andito have lived 100 years, though one account

makes him to have died when only 62 years old. He was left an

orphan at an early age and consigned to the care of his grandfather who
seems to have done his best for the boy. The latter was clever but

apparently- rather precocious. One day when Confucius was sitting

absorbed in gloomy thought the child divined his thoughts, that they

were about the doubtful fate of his doctrines. He then told his

grandfather that he was anxious to become able to bear the bundle made
by his father—to transmit to posterity the Sage's teachings. The
sad old man smiled and felt no more despondent.

Tzu-ssti afterwards became a disciple of Tseng-tzu, but he outstript

his master, at least in knowledge of the Code of Cerpmonies. From
Tseng-tzii and others, as also from the Sage himself, . he received the

substance of Confucius' teachings, and embodied much of it in the

Ta-hsiao and Chung-yung. There is some doubt, however, as to his

having written the former of these books, but all are agreed that he is

the author of the latter—perhaps the best of the early Confucian

wi-iting$.

Tzii-ssu held various offices under several of the small princes

who then divided the country. When Minister of State to the Chief

of "Wei, he remained at his post during the invasion of a party of

rebels, though advised to fly. This, Mencius says, was the proper

thing for him to do as a Minister, just as to run away at once on the

same occasion was the proper thing for Tseng-tzii to do as a teacher.

Hsien Kung of Lu, otherwise known as Duke Muh, had to give Tzii-ssu
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an attendant, otherwise he would not have continued in his service.

Duke Muh also wanted to treat Tzti-ssu as a friend, but the latter

would not agree. The ancients had not mentioned such a thing, and

the prince Was, as to official position, his superior, and as to virtue, he

shoxdd be the prince's teacher. But Duke Muh did not treat him as

a teacher nor appreciate his merits properly.

In old age Tzii-ssu retired to his native town and.devoted himself

to study, writing, and teaching, soon collecting a large number of

disciples. He was very poor, at times not having even the simple

necessaries of life. When in such straits he accepted a gift of food

but he refused wine and other luxuries, especially when given with a

bad grace. Misery came with poverty. His mother committed the

social crime of marrying again after the death of her husband, and

this must have caused him pain for the rest of his life. Then his wife

did not please him and he divorced her. When she died his son

Tzii-shang refused to observe the usual mourning. Tzu-ssu defended

his son's conduct, and from this arose the custom in the K'unglamily

of not goiug into mourning for a mother who died divorced.

Tzii-ssu seems to have been a man of strong will and great self-

confidence. He was bold and faithful in counsel but could not bear to

be slighted or thwarted. While inheriting something of his grand-

fathers' genius he seems to have inherited his temper also.

The tablet of Tzii-ssu was first admitted to the sacrifices in the

Confucian temples by Sung Hui Tsung in 1108. In 1236 it was

placed among the " Wise Ones," and 1267 promoted to its present

position. The title Shu-sh6ng-kung was inscribed on the tablet in

1330, and this was jchanged for the present title in 1530. Sung Hui

Tsung had ennobled Tzu-ssii posthumously as Yi-shui-hou (fFf ^ ^),
and Tu Tsung of the same dynasty made him Yi-kuo-kung (jjf ^^),
Yi being the name of a district in the South of Shantung.*

* For Tzii-asii see Legge, Ch. CI. 1. Prolog, p. 36; 8. p. 105 efcal. (Legge's account of
the life and sayings of Tzii-ssii is very detailed and gWes all the information
p,bout him that can bo obtained). Bheng-yu &o. as above ! Shi-chi, Ch. 6 at end.
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4. Ya-shSng-Meng-tzu (3g H :S ^), the Philosopher M^ag, tha

Sage who is Second (i.e. to Confucius).

Meng K'o (3;^) S. Tzu-ch'e {J-^) or Tzu-chu. (-^^ Jg) or Tzu-

Mencius was a native of Tsou (g[5 otherwise written |^), a small

State in the South of the present Shantung, and he was related to the

local family of Lu named Meng or MSng-sun. He was born in B.C.

371 or, according to one* account, in 372. The mother of Mencius is

a lady of noble fame in Chinese history, but little or nothing is known
of his father except that his name was Chi CM)' ^"^^ ^^^^ ^^ "ii^d when
his son was only three years old. His mother took very great care of

the fatherless boy, changing her place of residence twice on his account,

or as the Chinese express it "thrice changed her abode." She moved

first from the neighbourhood of a cemetery because the child was

learning to make fun of funeral ceremonies. Then she took a house

in the market place, but her child began to learn the bad ways of

tradesmen and she had to move a second time. Her next house was

near a public school where the mimicking boy could use his natural

faculties to advantage in imitating the solemn gestures of salutation

which passed between scholar and master. In course of time Mencius

was sent to school, but he does not seem to have been very diligent at

first. A well known story tells how his mother roused him to

earnestness by cutting asunder a web she was weaving, and the words

Tuan-chi-ch'uan-hsiao (^ ^Wl ^) " She cut through her web to

exhort to learning," are household words in China to this day.

Mencius took the lesson to heart and applied himself diligently

to study. From disciples of Tzu-ssu he is said to have learned the

doctrines of Confucius—the truth thus getting free course. He became

a follower and, to some extent, an imitator of the Sage. For some time

he was employed as State adviser by the king of Ts'i, and was otherwise

engaged in public life for a number of years. He was a stern and

faithful adviser though at times impracticable. Sometimes his counsels
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hare a haughty tone, and he was not wanting in self-appreciation.

In old age he retired into private life and gave himself up to learning.

Many disciples followed him and with these he discoursed on morals

and politics not without a slight mixture of metaphysics. Assisted hy

some of these disciples he edited the Shi and Shu, handed down the

meaning of Confucius, and compiled the book which bears his own
name. He died in b.c. 288.

Mencius' admiration for Confucius was unlimited, and his iesteem

for some of the disciples, especially Yen Hui and TsSng-tsii, was great

and apparently sincere. His own recorded sayings and teachings

are often interesting and instructive, and his thoughts and language

are more definite and precise than those of Confucius. His greatest

merit with the orthodox is that he was an uncompromising enemy to

heterodoxy. He " blew out " Yang and MSh and held aloft the

brightly-burning torch of truth first lit in the world's prime and handed

down from sage to sage, a light to the feet of all who dwell in the land.

He taught plainly and distinctly that man is born good, but that his

physical, no less than his spiritual nature, requires careful fostering.

He too first dwelt on Jen (fz). and Yi (^) as complementary

elements of man's moral being. The former is the fullness of virtue

in the man as a separate individual, the attainment of which ends in

the perfection of the moral nature. The latter is the due observance

of all man owes to his fellow creatures. But the two cannot be parted

in actual life, and are mutually dependent.

Mencius was admitted into the Temple of Confucius as an Associate

in 1088 by Sung Ch& Tsung, who at the same time conferred titles on

the Sage's father and mother. The previous Emperor had made

Mencius Tsou-kuo-kung (^^&) or Duke of the State Tsou in 1083.

The inscription on his tablet was changed in 1330 to Ya-sh6ng-kung.

The first Emperor of the Ming dynasty removed the tablet from its

place in the Temple but restored it a short time afterwards. In 1530

the inscription which still continues was settled by Ming Shi Tsung.

A title and sacrificial honours have also been awarded to Mencius'
mother at her home in Shantung.*

# Fot Mencius see Legge, Oh. CI. 2. Proleg. Ch. 2; Morrison's Cli. Diet. Vol. 1. art.

3£ • Tao-t'ung-lu, as above. Bemiisat. Nouveaux Melanges Asiatiques.T . 2. p. 115-
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The Shi4rh-Che (+ ~ =g), The Twelve Men of Genius, or, as

Legge translates " The Twelve Wise Ones."

The tablet of each of these hears the title Hsien-hsien (5fe g),
Ancient or former Eminent One (or Worthy).

(1.) Hsien-hsien-Min-tzu (3fe U li ?), The Philosopher Min.

Min Sun(|3 ^). S. Tzu-ch'ien {^ ^).
Min Tzu-ch'ien was a native of Lu, and 15, or, according to one

account 50, years young;er thafii Confucius. His family was poor and

he was afflicted in childhood with a cruel stepmother who treated him
very badly notwithstanding the sacrifices he made in order to please

her and make her comfortable. Her husband wanted to put her away
on account of her treatment of Tzii-ch'ien, but the latter pleaded for

his stepmother and she was at length won over to kindness.

Min became a disciple of Confucius, and rose to considerable

eminence. When he first joined the Sage he had a poof appearance,

but the food of philosophy gradually made him Well-looking and

contented. His filial piety was acknowledged by all, and he was
distinguished among the disciples rather for virtue than for genius.

His manner was precise and bland as he stood beside the Master, who
said of him on one occasion—" This man seldom speaks ; but when he

does, he is sure to hit the point."

When the Chief of the Chi (^) family wished to make Min
Grovemor of P'i (S), the latter politely declined, and threatened to go

out of the country if the ofPer were repeated. Yet we find him afterwards

in that capacity consulting Confucius about the theory of government.

He seems to have been of an economical and conservative nature,

and he is praised for purity and uprightness. He would not serve a

usurping chief, nor take the pay of a disreputable prince. Confucius

held him in high esteem, and pronounced him to be a model man,

Chiin-tzu.(^ ^). Later writers have also admired him very much,

and by one of these he is placed next to Yen Hui and equal to Ts^ng-

tzii. He died before Confucius, and it is not recorded that he ever

committed anything to writing.
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Min was admitted to the Confucian Temple as one of the Ten

" Wise Ones " in a.d. 720 by T'ang Hsiian Tsung. By the same

Emperor he was afterwards ennobled as P'i-Hou (^ ^), Marquis of

P'i. Under the Sung dynasty he received still further posthumous

titles, having been made Lang-ya-kung (^ i}[$ ^) in 1009, and P'i-

kung in 1267. The present designation was settled in 1530.*

(2.) Hsien-hsien-Jan-tzu {% ^^ J^), The Philosopher. Jan,

This is the first on the west side and faces Min Sun.

Jan-kSng (^.^). S. Poh-niu
(fjgf ^)

Poh-niii was a, native of Lu and was only seven years younger

than Confucius. Little is known about him. He was noted among

the disciples for his high moral qualities, and he won the esteem of

the Master, who gave him an official appointment.

When confined to his room by the loathsome disease which ended

in death he was visited by Confucius. . The latter did. not go into the

house, however, but shook hands with the patient, through the open

window, and said—"It is killing him. It is the appointment of

Semen. Alas that such a man should have such a sickness ! That

such a man should have such a sickness !
" But there is a difference

of opinion as to the reason why Confucius did not go into the room,

the older commentators supposing it was on account of the nature of

the disease, and Chu Hsi thinking it was because, the patient's bed

had been placed on the south side of the room; Poh-niu died and the

Master sighed for him along with those,other good disciples who came

no more to his door.

Jan Poh-niu was " daring in word and upright in conduct."

Under the T'ang dynasty he was ennobled as Yun-Hou ($5 ^),
Marquis of Yun, and under the Sung dynasty he was made Tung-

•p^ing-kung (^2g^) and afterwards Yun-kung, Duke of Yun, Tung-'

* For Min Sun and all the other disciples of Confucius see Legge, Oh. 01. 1. Proleg.,
Oh. T. Sec. ; Plath, Die Sohii.'er des Confucius ; The Chia-yu j ShSng-yii-shu-'ffte,
oh. 4> &c. '.,,.,
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p'ing, sometimes used for Yun, was a town of thfe latter which was a

district in. the South-east of the present Shantung. He was canonized
in A.D. 720, along with the others wht) made up the Ten, though, like

them, he had long before been sacrificed to along with Confucius as
one of the Disciples. When it is said of any of these Ten that he was
admitted to the Temple in that year, the statement is to bo understood
as referring to the formation of them into the superior group called the

Ten Wise Ones*

3. Hsien^hsien-Jan-tzu (^ g H •?), The Philosopher Jan.

Jan Yung (|^ Jg); S. CHiung-kung (^ ^).
Chung-kung was of the family from which Jan KSng came, but

he was born 21 years after the latter, and was consequently 29 years

younger than Confucius. His father was a notoriously mean, bad
man, but the calf of the brindled cow was red and horned—^the son

was good and worthy though sprung from a base fa!ther.

Chung-kung became a disciple of Confucius, and took a high place

for solidity of character and a virtuous life. Th« Master said he would

do for a prince, and defended him against the objection that he was
not a ready talker. He became a high o£Bcer in the employment of

the chief of the Chi (0) family, and he must have made a good

Minister if he carried out his own principle thut the ruler should be

reverently circumspect in character though indulgent to others. When
Confucius explained to him- in what j?e?* (tl) or perfect virtue consisted

he said—" though I am not clever I beg to make these words my
business." He talked, says Tzu-kung, and thought of filial piety until

his thoughts became his principles. In attendance-on his chief and

in all the affairs of office he was strict and careful. He did not change!

his anger, nor keep resentment, nor record old offenciBS. Confucius

spoke very highly of him and said he was one of the few who could

persevere in virtue up to death—quoting with reference to him the words

of the Shi-ching,—" All are good at first, few can keep so to the end."

• I-eggo, Ch. CL 1. p. 62, and lOl.
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The date of Chung-kung's death is not known, but it occurred

some years hefore that of Confucius. Under the T'ang dynasty he was

A^ ennobled as Hsie-Hou f^Jf^ Marquis of Hsie, and under the Sung^ dynasty he was promoted to be Hsie-Kung, The title was taken from

the name of a small state of the kingdom of Lu, and corresponding to

part of the present Yen-chow in the South of Shantung.*

4. Hsien-hsien-Tsai-tzu (^g^?). The Philosopher Tsai.

Tsai-yii (^^). S. Tzfi-wo (Go) (-^fg).

Tsai yu was a native of the state of Lu, but it is not known in

what year he was born. For some time he was a disciple of Confucius,

and exposed himself on several occasions to severe rebuke fi-om the

Master. Thus he was found once sleeping during the day and Confucius

thereupon observed, " rotten wood cannot be carved nor a wall of dirty

earth be plastered," that is, reproof would be useless. Again when

Yii told Duke Ai (Gae Kung).that the founder of the Chou dynasty

planted the chestnut at the altars of the Gods in order thereby to

symbolise the sharp, severe rule he was about to initiate, Confucius

heard the remark with regret, but the words having been uttered

it was of no avail to find fault. On another occasion his question as

to whether " a benevolent man on " hearing " There is a man in the

well " would " go in after him " elicited from the Sage the famous

reply—" Why should he do so ? A superior man may be- made to go

to the well, but he cannot be made to go down into it. He may be

imposed upon, but he cannot be befooled." Again Tsai wished to

shorten the period of mourning for a deceased parent from three years

to one year, and gave fairly good reasons for the proposal. But

Confucius put him down with the crushing reply that " a superior man"
would act differently. He afterwards remarked to his disciples that

Yu showed in this he was not a man of perfect human feelings—a child

had to be carried in the arms of its parents for the first three years of

its life, and all the world observed the term of three years' mourning,

* legge, Cb. CI. 1. pp. 4S, 50, 101, U5, 127j Ohia-yii Ch. 3. Seo. ia;'Legge, Ch. CI.

i. $. 605.
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adding " Had Yii three years' aflfection from his father and mother P
"

These were convincing arguments though Legge calls them " puerile."

Tsai was a man of a sharp and ready tongue, and he was always

asking pu^izling questions which Confucius did not like. "When he

enquired whether Huang Ti (^ ^) was a man seeing he had lived

300 years, the Master gave a characteristic reply that as the histories

of Yu, T'ang and the founders of the Chou dynasty could not be

thoroughly investigated, the disciple was asking about Huang Ti who
lived long before these, merely for the sake of asking a difficult question.

Tsai explained, however, and the Master then told him of Huang Ti

and the four other Ti's in succession. But at the end he added the

ungracious remark that the disciple was not able to comprehend what

he had said. In general Confucius seems to have had a low opinion

of Tsai. It was through him, he said, he had learned not to take men
by their speeches but " to hear their words and look at their conduct."

Yet he sent him on a mission to the Prince of Ch'u (^) and approved

of the answer which Tsai gave to the Prince when refusing on behalf

of Confucius an " easy carriage adorned with ivory " which the former

wanted to send as a present. His reply to the Prince is really excellent,

and when Tzii-Kung showed how he might have embellished it,

Confucius said that his flowery praise was not so good as Yii's plain

truth.

Tsai entered the service of the Chief of Ch'i (^), and was

appointed a high officer at Lin-k'uei (g^ ^) or, according to another

version, Lin-tzu (|^ Jg). In b.c. 480, the powerful and popular minister

of Ch'i known variously as Ch'en Heng (J^ ^g) or Ch'^n Ch'^ng (j^)

and T'ien Ch'ang (gj ^) revolted against his chief Chien Kung and

murdered him. Confucius, on hearing of this, at once took a solemn

bath and went to the court of Duke Ai to ask that a force might be

sent to punish the murderer. Unfortunately Tsai was mixed up in

the revolt, and he was put to death with three generations of his

family. After this Confucius said he was ashamed of him.

During the T'ang period Tsai was ennobled as Ch'i-Hou (^j!fe/1^
and under the Sung dynasty he was jnade first Lin-tzii-Kung (^^2")
and afterwards Ch'i-Kung. Lin-tzu was a town of Ch'i and was
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situated in wh^t is now called Ch'ing-cho-w-foo (^ j|t| J^) in the north

part of Shantung.*

5. IMen-hsien-Tuan-mu-tzu (56 R^ TK ^). The Philosopher

Tuan-mu.

Tuan-mu Tz'u (^^K ^) Tzii-kung (? %).
Tzu-kung was bom in b.c. 520 of parents apparently not rich

who resided in the kingdom of Wei. In early life he became a disciple

of Confucius, and it is said that at the end of his first year of education

he thought himself beyond the Master, at the end of the second he

thought himself ,equal to him, and at the end of the third he found he

J.
idid not come up to him. Afterwards he took office, his first appointment

>j& being Chief Magistrate of Sin-yang (|^ [g). He subsequently rose to

high position ^ot only in Iju but also in his native state.

As a disciple he had an unbounded admiration for Confucius of

whom he is represiented as speaking in the most rapturous and

enthusiastic language. Ching, Duke of Ch^i, asked him whether the

Master was a njaoa of excellence. He is a Sage, said Tzu-kung, and

then went on to illustrate the immensity of his resources, the endless

store of learning he possessed, thus showing that he himself had wisdom

to know a Sage, to use the words of Mencius. He had a straight-

forward look, was a man of great abilities and strong feeling, and was

specially clever as a talker. In this last quality he excelled the Master

himself. On one occasion Confucius said of him— " With one like

Tzu I can begin to talk about the Odes. I told him one point and he

knew its proper sequence." Another time the Sage compared him to a

Sacrificial vessel made of precious stone. He wished to have the

peremony of sacrificing a sheep on the first day of the moon abolished,

but Confucius dissented, saying that Tzu-kung grudged the sheep and

he the rite. Tzurkung disliked the prying, the impudent, and the

babbling, and he said that he wished not to do to others what he would

not have others do to him. This, Confucius said he had not attained

# For Teai Yii see Legge, Ch. 01. 1. p. 26, 40, 56, 101, 191, et ai. ; Chia-yvi. Sec.
23 ;Shi-pW Ch, 6; Ch, CI. 5 p. 838 &c.
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to, and assented to his statement that he was not equal to Yen Hui.
Yet he had a high opinion of Tzu-kung and there was a mutual
affection hetween master and disciple. It was he whom the Sage

recommended to he sent into Ch'i to expostulate with the rebellious

T'ien Ch'ang. He was rebuked, indeed, for his habit of making
comparisons and his fondness for talking, and the Sage once said to

TsSng-tzu—" after my death Tz'u will wane," because he would not

make friends of the proper persons.

When Confucius died the disciples all mourned for him the full

period of three years, but Tzu-kung built himself a hut near the grave

and remained there iot three years more. He himself died in Ch'i,

but in what year is not known. It was through him, says a biographer,

that Confucius' name was spread abroad over all the empire. He liked

to publish men's virtiies and could not conceal their vices. He spoke

with a generous enthusiasm of several of the other disciples, and he

seems to have held a high place among them. Ch'en Tzu-chin once

said to him, " You are too modest. How can Chung-ne be said to be

superior to you ? " The character he bore among men was very good,

for he had not been servile when poor and riches did not make him

proud. Still he was fond of making and owning money, and of living

in a style of comparative splendour.

Under the T'ang and Sung dynasties he was ennobled, first as

Li-Hou (^ ^), then as Li-yang-Hou (^ ^ ^) and afterwards as

Li-Kung. Li or Li-yang was a place in the kingdom of Wei situated

in the north of the present Honan.*

* For Tzu-tnng see L. Ch. CI. 1. p. 6, 8, 25 et al. ; 2 p. 130 et al. ; Lie-tzii Ch. 1 & 4.

;

Shang.yi-lu (^^ M) S.T.
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6. Hsien-hsien-Jan-Tzu (3fe J[^ •?), The Philosopher Jan.

Jan Ch'iu (4^ ^) S. Tzii-yu (^ #).
Jan Ch'iu, a native of Lu, was born in b.c. ^20, and was a kinsman

of Jan KSng and Jan Yung. He was noted among the other disciples

of Confucius for his great- abilities and specially for his administrative

talents. He was frank and honest,~ of a modest, cautious disposition,

and needed to be urged and encouraged. Once he said to Confucius

that he had not strength to follow his teachings, but the Master

said—" Those whose strength is insufficient give over in the middle of

the way, but now you limit yourself." The desire which he expressed

for himself was, that he might be appointed to a small state into which

he would bring plenty within three years, waiting for a "superior

man " to teach the people " the principles of propriety and music."

When Confucius left Lu in disgust and disappointment, among the

disciples who went with him was Ch'iu who acted as carriage-driver

for the Master when going to Wei.

He took office under the ambitious chief of the Chi family and

rose to be one of his ministers. Though unable to reform his chief he
'

yet helped him to enrich himself by the levy of a grain-tax double

that which had been formerly collected. This conduct brought down
on him Confucius' displeasure. " He is no disciple of mine," said the

Master, " You may proclaim him, children, with beat of drum." It

was wrong for Ch'iu to take service with this chief, and it was doubly
wrong to help him in his unprincipled measures for adding to his

wealth, already very great. On another occasion the master rebukes
him for continuing in the service of Chi while the latter was pursuing
a policy of wicked aggrandisement.

With his chief, however, Ch'iu seems to have had considerable
influence, which he was able to use in favour of Confucius. Not only
did he speak of him in terms of high praise, but he succeeded also in
X)btaining the restoration of the Sage to his native land. Confucius
was then in his old age, but the disciple, in the flower of manhood, died
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before the Master. His loss was greatly lamented by tlie people of

"Wu-cb'eng, where he had been living for some time and where he

had collected about him 300 disciples.*

In the period of the T'ang dynasty Jan Ch'iu was ennobled as

Hsii-Hou (^ ^). In the Sung period he was promoted to be Peng-

ch'eng-Kung (^^ ^) and afterwards Hsii-Kung, Peng-ch'eng and

Hsu being different names for the same place, a district corresponding

nearly to the present Hsii-chow-foo in the North of Kiangsu.

7. Hsien-hsien-Chi&g-tzu (5fe g ^ ^), The Philosopher Chung.

Chung Yu (iifi ^) S. Tzu-lu (^ ^) al. Chi-lu ($ m),
Tzii-lu, who was born in b.c. 543, was a native of Pien (-jc), a

town of Lu, situated in what is now the Prefecture of Yen-chow in

the South of Shantung. He became a disciple of Confucius but left the

study of philosophy for public life. "While studying with the Master

and indeed through all his life he had a warm and thorough affection

for him. The latter seems to have had a high opinion of the purity,

fidelity, and courage of his disciple, and to have regarded him with no

little fondness. "Since I have had Chung Yu," he says on one

occasion, "no bad words are heard in my ear." Yet he had several

times to rebuke the fierce eagerness, and dashing rashness of the

disciple, and his desire to give unbecoming state and dignity to his

master. Tzu-lu was one of the few who ventured to dictate to the

Sage, and his remonstrances were heeded. When Confucius wanted

to obey the summons of the rebel Kung-shan Fuh-jao (^ jlj ^ ^)
Tzu-lu was displeased and said—" Indeed you cannot go ! Why must

you think of going to see Kung-shan." It is not to be wondered at

that the Sage called him rude. So also when Confucius was inclined

to accept the invitation of Pi Hsi (•^ J^), another rebel, Tzu-lu

expostulated with him, reminding him of his own sentiments.

Of his filial piety the Master spoke in terms of high commendation,

saying that he served his parents while they were alive with all his

• For Jan Ch'm See L. Ch. CI. 1. Proleg. p. 84. p. 52, 107, 111, et al. j 2. p. 180; The

tnn-yu &o. (M.W ^l£ * IS H #) Chnan 11.
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energy and when they were dead with all his thoughts. In the days

of his prosperity he sighed for the early years in which his own food

was wild herbs while he carried rice on his back for his ^jarents.

Tzu-lu had a bold, dashing manner and a stubborn will which

would not conform to circumstances. Generous and fearless, he disliked

all cosvardice and hypocrisy in others and was always willing to hear

of his own faults and shortcomings. He was a great lover of war and

of every thing that was military and the Master did not like this trait

in his character. Confucius could not even endure the disciple's

warlike music at his door, and could not be induced to praise his daring

rash spirit. Yet the Sage once said that if he resolved to float on a

raft out of the world into the ocean, Tzu-lu would be his companion, a

statement with which the latter was much delighted. Indeed this disciple

seems to have taken a personal interest in the Master beyond what any

of the others took. He was equally ready to argue, fight, be silent, pray

for his master, and die with him. So it is very unfair in Dr. Legge to

caU him a " kind of Peter," meaning of course Simon Peter, a man who
lacked faith, courage, and fidelity, and who moreover cursed and swore.

Tzu-lu held office under the house of Chi, in Lu, and under the

chief of "Wei. He was at one time P'u-yi-t'ai-fu (M ^^ ^)> or

Chief Magistrate at P'u, a town situated in what is now the Prefecture

of Gh^ng-ting in Chihli, and complained to Confucius of the difficulty

of ruling the place. His administration, however, there and elsewhere

seems to have been successful, and it obtained high praise froin the

Master on several occasions. He never slept over a promise and could

settle a lawsuit, Confucius said, with half a word. But his ardent

impetuous spirit could not be restrained, and the Master foretold that

he would not die a natural death, a prediction which proved correct.

A plot against the Chief of Wei was suddenly put into execution and
the government was seized by a usurper. Tzu-lu spoke and acted with
his wonted generous daring and remained loyal to the end. Tzu-kao
met him going into the palace and said—" you are not implicated—avoid
the Chief's difficulties." " I have had his pay," said Tzu-lu, " and I
will not shun his difficulties." He spoke of setting fire to the tower
and thereupon men were sent to kill him. They hacked him with
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spears and left liim dying. In the struggle, feft-lu's official cap was
knocked off, and saying, the perfect man does not die without his. cap,

he tied it on and died. I'his event occurred in the year b.o. 479, and
none mourned for him more than the forlorn old Sage, who sorrowed
for him as a father for a son.

The honorary title conferred on Tzii-lu during the T'ang dynasty

was Wei-Hou (^ 0). In the iSung period he was created Ho-nei-,

Kung (fjjf p^ ^) aiid at a somewhat later period Wei-Kung.*

8. Hsien-hsien-Yen-tzu (^ gW ^), The Philosopher Yen.

Yen Yen (^ ^) 8. Tzu-yu (^M)
Tzu-yu'helonged, according to the Chia'-yii, to Lu ; hut accOTfingto

another and the correct account, to the Kingdom of Wu (^). He was

bom near what is now the town of ChWg-shou (^^), in the

Prefecture of ISoochow, and his descendants still live in that iieigh-

hourhood. The Chia-yii says he was 35^—other authoritiesj say 45—
years younger than,; Confucius, the former being the more probable.

Inflamed with a zeal for leaa^ning he travelled to Lu, and became a

disciple of the i Sage, and he must have studied with great diligence

and success. While: in Lu, betook office and became Governor of

"WurCh'eng (^^), a town in what is now the sub-prefecture of

Lin-ch'ing in Shantung. In this capacity he distinguished himself by

the Belectiotiof good subordinates and by his efforts to reform the

people of his jurisdiction by the introduction of culture, teaching them

classical music ;and the la\7S of refined society. Confucius at first,

though pleased, ridjculed. the work as like using " an ox-knife to kill

a fo-yl," but when he'heard Tzu-yu's defence he retracted and said he

had only been joking. Elsewhere the Master is represented as speaking

very highly of this disciple. Thus on one occasion he says of him

—

" Wishing to have ability he learns, wishing to know he asks, wishing

# Legge, Ch. CI. ll p. 15, 39, 62, 84 et al j il, p. 81 ; V. p. 843, ; Xi-clii, Ch, 2. ; Lie-tisiS

Ch. 4.
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to do things well he is carefolj wishing to be reiidy he prepares."

But Tzti-yu does not seem to have been of a \Eery amiable and

Mendiy disposition. He speaks rather disparagingly of Tzu-hsia's

disciples as amateur scholars, and says of Tzii-chang that though he

did hard things he had not perfect virtue. Some jealousy also seems

to have existed between him and Tseng-tzu, but Tzii^Kung gives him

generous praise. " To perfect his thoughts," he says " before applying

them in action so that he did not err in conduct, was the moral character

of Yen Yen." His learning was celebrated and he excelled in knowledge

of the rites and ceremonies due on solemn occasions, his decision in

such matters being generally accepted as final. Mencius says he had

one member of a sage, and he is classed with Tzi^-hsia as distinguished

for "literary acquirements." In some matters he was of a very

practical way of thinking, even when it led him near to heresy.

" Mourning for parents," he says on one oceaeioq, " shotUd stop when
grief has reached its height,"

One utterance ofhis is greatly praised. Some time after Cbnfacius

died, Chi Kang-tzu asked Tzu-yu how it came to pass that, while on

the death of Tzu-ch'an (Kung-Sun-Oh'iao St^ M)» ^ ^^ peojde of

Gh^ng had gone into public mourniog, on the-deaidi of Confucius the

people of Lu did not show any signs of mourning. Tzu-yu rej^ed,

" "Where overflowing water reaches, there is life, and where it does not

reach there is death, and so all know of it. But the. enric^g lain

spreads everywhere and all receive its benefits, but do not recognise

whence they come. Confucius is to Tzii-ch'an as the enri<^iBg rain to

the overflowing water."

Nothing is known of the date or manner of Tstl-yn's death.

In the T'ang period he was created Wu-Hou (^ §|) and in the Sung
period Tan-Yang-Hou {j^ {§ §|) and afterwards "Wu-Kung. Tan-
Yang was a town of Wu, and Tras situated in what is noM the

prefecture of Chin-Mang.*

« See L. Ch. Cl„ I. p. 53 &e.j U. p 69. T'iwg.tJia,yi.«ihu (jir^ ^ H) Ch. 3.

Li-ohi, Ch. 2.
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9. Hsieii-hsien-Pu-tzG
(jfc S h ^). The Philosopher Pu.

Pu Shang ( f» ^). S. TzQ-hsia (^ J[).

Tztt-hsia was bom about b.c. 507, and belonged to the State of

Wei. After be became a disciple of Confucius he applied himself

diligently to study and became distinguished for his "literary

acquiiementd/' He was apparently. -^eR read in the Books of Rites

and History, but he was specially noted for his learning in the Shi-

Ching, and afterwards in the Ch'un-ch'iu. The texts of these two

works are said to have been delivered to him by Confucius. The latter

on one oocasicm referring to Tzu-hsia's explanation of a passage in the

Shi, said that he ooidd " begin to talk about the Odes with him."

It is said that he penetrated the meaning of the Shi, and that his

teachings were handed down to Maoj the illustrious editor of the

Classic in the Han dynasty.

TzQ-hsia held ofi^ for some time in Lu, as Chief magistrate of

the town Ch'ii-fu (§ ^). He does not seem to have been held in high

esteem by his contemporaries except in his own country where he

gamed the reputation of a " Sage." Confucius said that he did not

come up to tiie due mean, and that he was a miser. So when he

asked " about government " the Master said ;
^' Do not be desirous to

hav6 things done quickly ; do not look at small advantages." In office

he was veryttrict and careful, and Confucius applied to him the words

of the SM, saying that " by acting fairly he kept worthless men from

becomiiig dungt^rous." He was punctilious and ceremonial, and though

learned he had not wide views, but was rather fond of arguing about

minutisBr, Yet Ohu Hsi says that of the disciples " after Tsang-sin

there was no one oi such finu sineerity as Tsze-hia." He certainly

eeetns to have beeb a man of strong affection for it is said that on his

8(^'s death he w@pt himself bHiid.

Confucius said " after my death Tzu-hsia will wax day by day "

because he kitetr to choose prop^ friends. When the Sage was no

more, Tzu-hsia retired to a hill near Hsi-ho (W ST) in the present
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Province of Shansi/ where he built himself a mud hut. He gave

himself up to study and teaching, and as his fame was great he had

many disciples. In- the evenings he amused himself with lutd and

song, sitting outside his cottagq" door,, and killing care and grief of heart

with music brought down from the days of old world 'tirtue and purity.

His old fellow-disciple Ts^ng-tzii visited himin this retreait to condole

with him on the death of his son". Ts^ng wept and Tzu-hsia's griefIwas

renewed. " It was Heaven "—^he exclaimed, " I was without guilt."

"How are you without guilt ? " Tseng replied, and went:on to ^ow
tiiat his friend had three sins on his head. He had grown old at Hsi-

ho, and made the people doubt whether he had been a disciple of

Confucius ; he had buried his parents without letting.others know, and

he had destroyed his sight by mourning for his son. Tzu-hsia, leaning

on his staflp, bowed and owned his faults, pleading in excuse for.not

having known them before that he had been longliviiig apart from his

friends. In old age he seems to have gone back to court life for a time

as we find it stated that he was Preceptor to Wfen {%), the Marquis

of Wei, about b.c. 406. Neither place nor date of his death is recorded,

but he must have lived to the age of more tha^ 100 years. ' '

Though Tzu-hsia was noted for his great learning yet he does not

make book-knowledge the great business of life. He says that the

official should devote his leisure to study, and the student his leisure to

official life. Many other sayings of Tzu-hsia are recorded and some

of them are very interestii^. Thus we have his famous reply to Ssii-

ma Mu, who complained sadly that while all others had brothers he

alone was without any. " Deatli and life," answers Tzu-hsia, " have

their determined appointment; riches and honours depend upon Heaven.

Let the superior man never fail reverentially to order his own conduct,

and let him be respectful to others and observant of propriety; then

all within the four seas will be his brothers. What has the superior

man to do with being distressed because he has no brothers," Again

he says that he would call that man learned who had come to prize

virtue instead of beauty, who did his duty to the utmost of his abilities

towards parenfaf and ruleuj and whose words among friends were

alwayet faithful^
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Tzu-hsia was first introduced into the Confucian -temple along

with eeveral others by T'ang T'ai Tsung in a.d. 647, but he was made
one of the Ten in 730. His first posthumous title, given in the T'ang

dynasty, was "Wei-Hou (|^ ^). Under the Sung dynasty this was

changed for HoTtung-Kung, (JrT^ J^) and afterwards he was promoted^

to be Wei-Kung.*

10. Hsien-hsien-Tuan-sun-tzii (3fc R ig^ W.]^), The Philosopher

Tuan-sun.

Tuan-sun Shi (igpi^ gj) . S. Tzfi-chang (^ 51)

.

Tzu-chang was a native of Ch'^n (^), part of the present Honan,

in which State he was born b.c. 504. Of his life we know very little,

and the statements given about his character are not always consistent.

He was a disciple of Confucius but apparently had an independent way
of thinking. The other disciples were friendly with him but did not

respect him because he did not lay enough stress on "benevolence and

righteousness." Confucius said he went too far, that is, he went

beyond the Mean, and he characterized him as " specious," or pretending

to be what he was not actually. His questions show that he was

sometimes not quite satisfied with the Master's teachings, and it was

said that he wanted more sublime doctrines. But he "had a great

respect for the Sage. He treasured in his memory the latter's answer

about the duties of one in office, and wrote on his sash the exposition

he gave of conduct which would be everywhere appreciated. Tzii-Kung,

who in one place says he was not virtuous, in another gives him high

praise. " Of excellent deserts," he says, " and not boasting of them,

of honourable position and not taking merit for it, neither insolent nor

luxurious, and not rude to the dependent ; such was the character of

Tuan-sun Shi." His kind, frank, and easy disposition seems to have

made him too indulgent, but it led Confucius to apply to him the lines

of the Shi ; " The happy and courteous sovereign ; the parent of his

# For Tzu-hsia Bee L. Oh. 01. 1, p. 4, 116, and Book six, p. 803 &o. | Chia-yu Oh. 2 }

lii-clii, Oh. 2 et aL
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people." Yet in another place Confucius is represented as saying that

Tzu-chang surpassed him in gravity of deportment. Hiis seems

scarcely possible.

Some of the sayings attributed to TzS-chang are admirable.

" The scholar in o£5ce," he says, " who on seeing danger risks even

ILEe, on seeing personal gain thinks of public 'duty, whose thoughts at

sacrifice are reverential, and at a funeral sad, is aU that is wanted."

Of the "principles of intercourse" he says, "The superior man
honours the talented and virtuous, and bears with all. He praises the

good, and pities the incompetent."

On the death of Confucius, Tzu-chang retired to his native State,

and lived there in seclusion all the rest of his life. It is reported that

when he felt death approaching he said to his son ShSn-hsiang (^ p^).
' Of the superior man it is said ' he ended,' of a common man ' he died,'

I am to day near the former I think."

In A.D. 720 Tzii-ohang was admitted to share in the Confuraan

sacrifices, and in 1267 he was promoted to be the tenth " "Wise one,"

by Sung Tu Tsung. Under the T'ang dynasty he was made Ch^Sn-Po

(Eiffi) or Earl of Ch'^n, in 1108 this was changed to Ying-Chuan-Hou

(MM^)' ^^^ afterwards under the same dynasiy to Ch'en-Kua-Kung

iW'M&)' Ying-chow, formerly called Ying-chuan is the name of a

Prefecture in the north ofAnhm andwas formeirly in the State ol Oh'^n.*

* For Tzii-chang see L. Ch. CI. I. p. 107, 203 et al., 4. p. 489; Li-chi Ch. 2. ; Lie-tsstt

Ch. 4. ; Chia-yii. Ch. 3. Sec. 12, et aJ.
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11. Hsien-hsien-Yu-tzfi (5fe g ^ ^), The Philosopher Yu.
Yu Jo (^ g) S. Tzu jo (•^ ^) or according to the Chia-yii

Tzu-yu(:f W).
The date of Yu Jo's birth is given by some as b.c. 516, and by

others as 539. He was a native of the State of Lu, but it is not recorded

in what village or town he was bom. Among the disciples of Confucius

he was noted for his powers of memory and his love for the ways of

antiqaify. He praises a nigh officer of Ch'i for having worn a fox-skin

coat for thirty years, and he was evidently a man fond of economy.

But his name is not often mentioned and little is known, of his history.

It is probable that he held office tinder the ruler of his native State,

for we find Duke Ai consulting him as to the means of raising a

sufficient revenue. Yu Jo advised a light taxation and said,^ " If the

pec^e lave plenty, thoir prince will not be left to want alona. If the

people are in want, their prince cannot enjoy plenty alone."

On the death of Confucius the disciples observed the full period

of three years' mourning for bJTin as for a father. At the expiration

of this period some among the disciples proposed to make Ya Jo the

chief of the school. His way of talking and his outward manner and

appearance "were very like those of their late Master. There was

apparently no other reason for the proposal, from, which Tseng-tzii

specially expressed his utter dissent and which soon fell to the ground.

But its rejection did not imply any slight on Yu Jo or any demerit on

his part as compared with the other disciples.

Tu died in battle brought on hy an invasion of his native State*

Lti, by forces from the State of Wu, sometime ahout the year b.c. 450,

and it is recorded that the Chief of Lu, caused state ceremony to be

used at his funeral.

The tablet of Yu was first placed in the. Temple of Confucius as

a "Worthy in a.d. 730, and it was promoted to its present position in

1738. In the period of the T'ang dynasty he was ennobled as Pien-poh

("I* f6) <"^ ^^rl of Pien, and in the Sung period he was; made P'ing-
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yin-Hou (S^^%), Marquis of P«Ing-ym. Pien and Fing-yin are

names of tcwns which were formerly in the principality of Lu,^ and at

present belong to the southern part of Shan-tung, the former being one

of the names for the place near which the battle was fought in which

Yu was killed.*

r-jt

12. Hsien-hsien-Chu-tzu (5fe g ^ ?), the Philosopher Chu.

Chu Hsi {^ M) S. Yuan-hui (j^ ^)- al. Chung-hui (fi|i ^).

The family of which Chu Hsi came belonged to Wu-yuan (^ I

a town of Hsin--an (§f ^)—now Hui-chow-foo-'In An-hui.
.
But Hsi'S

father Chu Sung {^j^), who will re-app'ear hereafter, had. been,

appointed District Magistrate of Yu-K<i {-Jt^^), a town within the,

Prefecture of Yen-p'itig in the Province of Fuh-keen, and when his

term of office there had expired he obtained the loan of a friend's house

on the opposite side of the river from Yu-K'i, and being very poor

continued to reside there for some yea^s. The. little -town of Yu-K'i,

or as it is also frequently called Nan-K'i (^ ^), is beautifully sit;uated'

amid romantic mountainous scenery on the left bank of the small river

Yu, at a distance of about 140 miles from Foochow in a north-westerly

direction. It was in this place, in the house borrowed by his father,

that Chu Hsi was born in the year a.d. 1130, being the fourth in the

Kien-yen period of the reign of Kao Tsung, the first Emperor of the

Sung dynasty after the dismemberment of the . empire by the Kin

Tartars. The birth of Hsi was heralded by great, signs and wonders,

in widely-separated districts. Two hUls stand respectively on the east

and west sides of Yu-K'i, facing each other, and named Kung (^) and

"WSn (3SJ) from a fancied resemblance in their outlines to these tw0|

characters. This night a "wild fire" arose and burnt down all the trees,

and grass on these hills, and in the morning the characters liFew and

Sung. -were clearly visible on them. At Wu-yuap, thp home of his

ancestors, an arc of vermilion light was seen to stream,from a well for,

# For Yu Jo See L. Ch. 01. I. Ps. 2, II. 119. p. 130; M6iig.tza.chi-ohu &i.,

(3:? ^^ &C.) Oh. S. p. 52. s
la-ohi-Oli. 2. ill

'
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fliree days. Moreover the baby was foimd to have exactly seven black

spots on one side of his face, a circumstance which every body said

was strange.

The father and mother of Hsi were persons of no ordinary character,

and they began early to train up their child in the way he should go.

When only three years of age he surprised his father by asking what
was above the sky, a question to which through all his life he douli

not gain a sure and complete answer. In his next year he began the

Little Learning, and continued for some time to be educated by his

parents. Even as a child he had quiet, grave ways, and when his

comrades were playing he sat down by himself and solemnly traced

Pa-kua on the mud with his finger.

The family removed to Kien-riing-foo, and herein 1144 Hsi's

father died. The latter on his death-bed appointed a friend, Liu Tzu-:

yii, his executor, and enjoined on Hsi to become as son and disciple

to Hu Hsien (^ ^), Liu Chi-chung (fi] ^ tf») and Liu Yen-chWg

(S'IjS^)* three friends of good repute for virtue and learning. After

the father's death his executor, Liu Tzu-yii, built a house and gave it

to the widow and family of his late friend. Hsi was pronipt to obey

his father's order, and put himself at once under the instruction of the

three scholars, who treated him with great affection but did not always

teach him what was quite orthodox. Liu Chi-chung gave him his

.

daughter in marriage, and some years after he and the other Liu died,

leaving Hsi to the sole care of Hu Hsien.

After having passed the necessary examinations, Chu Hsi was

made a Chin-shi in his nineteenth year, and shortly -afterwards he went

,

to Wu-yuan to visit and worship at his ancestors graves. In 1151 he

received his first official appointment as Assistant Magistrate at T'ung-^

an, a town not very far from Amoy. On his way to this place he went

to Yen-p'ing to visit Li T'ung (^ \^), better known as Li Yen-p'ing

{^M^)> ^ great scholar and philosopher, who was teaching there the

doctrines derived from the brothers Ch'Sng. He remained at T'ung-

an for three years, and wrought much good, fostering learning among

the people and reforming their bad customs. When released from

duty he returned hovae^ paying another visit by th6 way to^
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T*ung, who won him over from studying Buddhism and Taoism,

Being very poor he asked for a new appointment that he might

he enabled to support his mother, and, according to his request, he was

made superintendent of the Nan-Yo Temple in Hunan. As this was

a sinecure office he had abundant leisui-e for study, and he now became

a constant disciple of Li T'ung. In 1163 he was summoned to Court

by the new Emperor Hsiao-Tsung, and at once presented an earnest

Memorial on the bad state of public affairs. But he did not like

the Capital, and after a short stay he went back to his home and studies.

On being, again appointed to the Nan-yo Temple he went to live at

T'an-choW, and here he met the philosopher Chang Ch'ih. His mother

died in 1169 and his wife in 1176, and he had no desire to return to

active official life. But he was forced, in 1178, to accept the post of

j)refect of Nan-k'ang in Kiangsi. His administration at this place

was very successful, and he did much for the moral and material

improvement of the people. Afterwards he was appointed to special

duty on the east coast of Chekiang. While on this mission he

ordered the demolition of the Hall which had been built for sacrificial

honours to Ch'in K'uei, the Minister of State who had counselled

peace with the Kin Tartars, at Yung-chia in the Prefecture of

Wenchow.
Numerous other appointments were offered to him, but he generally

refused them and only went into office with g^eat reluctance. In the

meantime he continued to do what he considered his public duty, teach

orthodox philosophy and bring into publicity the classical literature- of

his country. But in 1196 an official named Hu Hung (j^ 3^) as the

agent for others, brought false charges against him of teaching corrupt

doctrines, and he was stript of all his honours and titles. Some of

these were restored to him three years afterwards when a new
appointment was given to him. Now, he was old and broken down
by sickness and he obtained leave to resign. I'or a long time he had
been afflicted with something like rheumatism in one of his feet, and
latterly he had suffered from acute pains in the bowels. Yet he did

not " bate a jot of heart or hope," and continued to teach his disciples

and correct his manuscripts^ anxious to leave his work as perfect as
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possible. In 1200 h.e became very muoh worse, and it was plain that
life was ebbing quickly. He regretted the long absence of his sons
and wished to see them once more. The disciples visited him often
but Ts'ai Ch'en (^*gfc) remained with him constantly and tended him
with great care and affection. When Hsi knew his ehd to.be near, he
signed to Ts'ai to have his dress adjusted, and after much suffering he
passed gently away in the arms of his beloved disciple. Some nights
before he died a dreadful roaring noise, such as had never been heard
before, echoed through all the surrounding hills, and the people knew it

was a warning of some great, calamity. On the night of his death also
a mighty wind arose which blew down houses and tore up trees, the
rivers suddenly overflowed their banks and great hills were rent
asunder, for "the fading away of a Sage is no slight event in nature."
The ceremonies of antiquity were observed at his funeral and he was laid

beside his wife.

Chu Hsi was knovm by many names and soubriquets, some given
by others and some adopted by himself. His baby name, given by his

father, was Ch'en-lang (gfc ^), Gentleman of Ch'en, an old name of

Yu-k'i, and his style as an infant was Chi-yen (^ JE), or Young
Yeu-p'ing. In boyhood he received two other names denoting his

place among his kindred. His teacher Liu Yen-ch'ung called him
Yuan-hui (j£ ^), Greatness latent,, and Hsi modestly changed this

for Chung-hui (f^ ^), Mediocrity latent. Afterwards he styled

himself Sui-yen (B§ ^), from the name he. gave to a retreat he had
made near Kien-yang, Bui-weng (^^), old man of obscurity, and in

old age Thm-ichig (jg ^), the old man hidden away. Besides these

there are a few other designations which are still sometimes used.

The'posthumous epithet conferred on him was WSn, accomplished, and

he is usually known as Chu-w§n-kung, or Chu-foo-tzii. He was

admitted to the Temple of Confucius in 1241 as one of the " Scholars,"

and in 1642 he was promoted to be one of the " Hsien," placed below

the Seventy disciples. In answer to a Memorial, the Emperor Kang-

hsi in 1712 caused him to he advanced to the Hall of Great Perfection

next below the " Ten Wise Ones." When Tzii-yo was promoted to a

place in this Hall for the sake of symmetry in 1738 Hsi was transferred
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from the East to the West side, Yu Jo having at least the qualification,

of having died before him.

The amount of literary work achieved by Chu Hsi is almost

incredible, specially when its general excellence is taken into considera-

tion. He Regarded it as his fated duty to restore the geniune texts of

the ancient classics, and to set forth their true meanings. With these

ends in view he confirmed to the Ta-hsiao, and Chung-yung their

independent places, divided them into chapters and sections,' and added

elaborate commentaries. He revised also and annotated the Lun-yu

and Mencius, and the CMng, giving Mencius that high place which he

has since retained. He composed five works on the Yih-ching and

short treatises on several of the other classics. Of the principal authors

whose works shed light on the canonical books he took Han Ya, Chou

Lien-ch'i, the two Ch'^ng, and Chang Tsai. The writings and sayings

of these philosophers he collected and pubhshed with notes and

criticisms. In History he revised the T'ung-chien of Ssu-ma Kuang
and, with the help of his disciples, published it in a new form as the

T'ung-ohien-kang-mu. He corrected also the Chi-ku-lu of the same
author, and wrote accounts of the eminent men in the previous part of

.

the Sung dynasty. Morover he composed biographical or critical

pketches of the most distinguished ruleiis, scholars, and statesmen of

former times, a large number of poems, and Essays on Buddhist and
Taoist subjects. In addition to all this he had many disciples to whom
he lectured or gave advice daily for several years, and he kept up a

porrespondence with not a few literary and philosophical friends. The
Tu-lu, or Eecord of his sayings, and WSn-chi, or Collection, of his

Letters and Miscellanies, form volumes of considerable size and great

value.

The life of Chu Hsi is beautiful for its simplicity and purity, and
its long history of self-sacrifice and devotion to noble aims. He was
wont to rise while it was still dark and perform the morning service

of remembrance to his ancestors and the ancient Sages. He began his
studies immediately after an early breakfast and continued at them
yintil he was interrupted by his disciples. With these he was unwearied
ifi teaching, wd often remained with them until after midnight in
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order to clear away all douMs and darkness from a youthful mind

He was a man of immense erudition, but of a liberal spirit and generous

sympathies. He did not cry out in the streets against error and heresy

but wrote and reasoned against them in his study. Tiue wisdom, he

thought,once made known to the people would win them away from

false doctrine and evil living. Hence in his writings and conversations

he taught that philosophy was for every day life—that the Ultimate

Principle—the law and source of moral life—is embosomed in every

man and woman, and that the sum of all ^ioctrine was to lead a life of

duty free from reproach.. Philosophy was to make men wise and good,

above all fitting them for the active service of their country. Chu
Hsi's daily thoughts, said one who knew him, were about his country

and he was always affected to tears by any new story of national trouble

or disgrace. In his speculations about a Supreme Being, the future of

the world, and other subjects beyond the ken of man, he had little

dogmatism, and was wont to say that the matter required further

reflection. But he did not shrink from discussing any problem which the

Buddhist learning and religion had raised, though his solutions of such

problems are often very unsatisfactory. Confucianism was enough for

him, and he preferred its plain maxims for this working-day world,

and human examples of wisdom and holiness to a,iry speculations about

gods, and heavens, and the dark hereafter. " Hostile criticism " has

attacked much of his work on the ancient classics, and tried to make

him out a schismatic and an innovator, and the priests of western sects

have called him materialist, and atheist. But none can deny the

perfect purity of his life, his grandeur of soul, and the wonderful

influence of his teaching and example. " Hie est optimus [Philosophus],

non qui plurimum disputat, sed qui optim6 vivit et optim^ vivere docet,"

if we accept the Confucian view of philosophy, and thus judged, Chu

Hsi has a high place among the philosophers of the world. For though

statements may be disproved and faults discovered in his theories, yet

the good results of his life and doctrines remain imperishable. He has

joined " the choir invisible
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Of tliose immortal dead who Mve again
In minda made better by their presence ; Ut6
In pnlses stirred to generosity,

In deeds of daring rectitude, in scorn
For miserable aims that end with self,

In thoughts sublime thart pierce the night like stars,

And with their mild persistence urge men's search
To vaster issues."* x,^

. ^-^^ J

* See Chu-tzu-nien-p'a {^ ^ if. ^) ; Nan.ch'i,chi ((§ ^ |^) ; Chinese

Eepository, Vol. XVIII. p. 187 &o. ; Mayer's Ch. E. M. p. 25 ; Ch. Recorder Vol. IV.

No. 12 1 Hsing-li-hui-yao {^MM fe) oli- 12.
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The Ssien Hsien (^ g) or Former " Worthies."

The tablets of these form the inner rows "arranged along the sides

of the main part of the temple—the " outer Court." The order is the

same as in those above, the first from the North on the East side being

the First, and the first on the West side being the Second and so on

throughout. The epitbet Ssien-hsien is prefixed to the surname on
each tablet, but is not given here.

1. Kung-sun Ch'iao (^% ^). S. Tzu-ch'an (•? ^) "

Eung-sun Ch'iao, generally known by his second name Tzu-ch'an,

was some years senior to Confucius, but the date of his birth is not

known. He first appears in history in b.c. 565, when marauders from

Cheng his native state, invaded Ts'ai and captured its Duke's son, who
was at the time Minister of War. On this occasion Tzu-ch'an was

the only one in Cheng who had the morality to condemn the expedition.

He said^'-There can be no greater misfortune to a small State -than

to have success in war while there is no virtue in its civil administration."

At this time he must have been very young, for his wise and politic

father in rebuking him for the above language about the invasion

says—" If a boy like you talk about it so, you will get into disgrace."

The State of Cheng (^), corresponding to nearly the northern

half of the present Honan, did suffer, however, and Tzii-ch'an was not

disgraced. On the contrary he is next found as Chief Minister of the

State, and conducting the government in such a way as to make it a

model to other States. He selected the best men for ofiice using them

according to their natural abilities, and he then allowed each to do his

best in his own department, while he exercised over all a constant but

light control. Thus the State Decrees and other official documents

passed through the hands of several officers from P'i Shen (|$ |g) the

counsellor, who could think well only when he was out in the open

country—who drafted tiien, down to Tzii-ch'an who gave them the
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" proper elegance and finish." So it came to pass that during^ hia

administration this little State seldom came into collision with other

States, and at the same time its chief commanded the respect due to

his position.

Confucius had a very high opinion of Tzu-ch'an, and said that he
" had four of the characteristics of a Superior man ; in his conduct of

himself, he was humble ; in serving his superiors, he was respectful

;

in nourishing the people he was kind ; in ordering the people, he was

just." Elsewhere he says that Tzu-ch'an was fit to be the " foundation

of a State," and on another ' occasion he calls him *' a kind-hearted

man." Mencius on the other hand thinks that the way in which he

showed this kindness, for example in conveying people across a river

in his own carringd, was evidence that he did " not understand the

practice of governnent" Confucius himself says that Tzu-ch'an was kind

to the people as a mother to hep children, and that he did not instruct

them. But this seems not to agree with a statement about his conduct

towards public schools found in the Chia-yii and the Tso chuan. He
gave the people a Penal code, and secured to them peace in a time of

general Confusion. His dying advice to Tzu-T'ai-Shu (^ ^ ^)—the

Shi-Shu of the Lun-yii amounts to this—Be generous first, and be

severe rather than indulgent. So he himself had acted while in office,

being stern and severe to the bad because he loved the people. He
was eminently patriotic, and always wanted the littie State of Chgrig

to hold her own and be respected. His political sayings are often good.

Such as, " It is being prepared which keeps a State from being made
little of." He was also a skilful debater and an eloquent speaker.
Though respectful to his superiors he did not shrink from telling them
their faults and duties in plain and sometimes cutting language. He
stands out in history as one of the very few men in authority during
those dark times who were able and pure, true to their chief and
generous to their people.

Tzu-ch'an died in the year b.c. 521, and all the State mourned for
him with a deep and general sorrow. When Confucius heard of his
death he went out and wept, for this man as he had said, " had a love
bequeathed by the ancients."
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The tablet of Tzu-cli'an was admitted to the temple in the

year 1857. It took the place formerly occupied by that of Chii

Yuan, which was moved across to the opposite side. This comes

next.*

2. Chii Yuan (H Jt) Poh-yii (fg 5).
Chii, known best by his second name Poh-yti, was a contempoiary

and, as some say, a disciple of Confucius. His native place and the

dates of his bu-th and dfeath are not recorded, and we have only

occasional notices of him from which to cull our information. We
know that he belonged to Wei, and nearly, if not quite aU his public

life seems to have been spent in that State, He served under three of

ifai Dukes and was for some time a Chief Minister.

The first mention of Poh-yii in history is on the occasion of the

trouble in the State of Wei, which led to the flight or expulsion of it?

Duke Hsien, in b.c. 558. At this time he appears proclaiming the

doctrine of non-resistance even as a matter of expediency. As he rose

in office, his fame grew, and it was said that Wei could not be invaded

while Po-yii was at the head of the administration. Then we find him
in the service of the wicked Duke Ling, and still keeping his high

notions of respect for the ruler. Once the Duke had been sitting up

very late with his fair but infamous conport Nan-tzu. As morning

was drawing near, the noise of a quicklyrgoing carriage was heard

approaching the palace. The noise then ceased and the carriage moved

slowly until it had passed the palace. " That is Chii Poh-yii who is

driving past," Nan-tzii said to her lord. And then she explained that she

knew it was he by the ceremony observed in passing the palace—" an

eminent, high officer of the State, virtuous and wise, reverential m
serving his chief, he is a man who could not take advantage of the

darkness to fail in etiquette."

Confucius when in Wei, made the acquaintan<!e of Poh-yii and

For Tzii-oh'ao see L. Ch. CI. I. p. 42, 142; 2. p 193, 223; 6. p. 434 et al. ; Clua-yii.

Ch. 9 et al.,
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was Bis guest^n one occasion. This acquaintance ripened into a close

friendsliip> and the Master was evidently highly satisfied with Poh-yii,

He calls him a "superior man," and says of him; "when good

govemmoit prevails in his State, he is to be found in office. When bad

government prevails^ he can roll his principles up, and keep them in

his breast." When the Sage had returned to his native State, Poh-yii

sent a messenger to enquire about him. Confucius asked him what

his master was doing, and the messenger replied tha.t he was wanting

to make his faults few but had not then succeeded. It is said of

him, however, that at 50 years of age he knew all the failings of his

previous life, and that at 60 he was converted (hua -ftl)? or refined

to purity.

His death is supposed to have occurred about B.C. 500, but this is

apparently only a conjecture. His tablet was first admitted to the

Confucian honours in a.d. 739. It was removed, however, in 1530,

and was not restored until 1724, when it was put first on the East

side—^the place which it continued to occupy until 1857, Poh-yu was

ennobled in 1267 as Nei-huang-Po (ft ^ fg), Earl of Nei-huang—

a

town in the present Honan.*

3. Lin Fang (^^gj;) S. Tzu-ch'iu (^ ^).
Lin Fang is said to have been a native of Lu and a disciple of

Confucius. He is known, however, only by a question which he asked

Confucius, viz ;—^What is the first thing to be attended to in ceremonies?—^which Confucius said was a great question.

He was admitted to the temple in a.d. 739. Chia-ching in 1630

removed his tablet, but it was restored in 1724. He was also honoured

by territorial titles during the T*ang and Sung dynasties.f

» For Chii Poh-yii see L. Ch. CI. I. p. 148, 160. ; 5. p. 461 et aL j Shi-chi, K'ung.tgii-

Bhi-ohia. : Li-chi, Ch. 2.

t L. Ch. Ca. L p. 19.
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4. T'an-t'ai Mie-ming (H g Ji m)- S. Tzii-yii {J- ^),
T'an-t'ai was born in b.c. 513, or according to another account

603, in Wu-chfeng (^ j^), a town in what is now Lin-chMng-chow, in

Shantung. He was introduced to Confucius as a disciple, and the Sage

at first formed a low opinion of his character and abilities, judging

from his plain features and ungainly bearing. Afterwards, however,

Confucius had to own that he had been mistaken, and that, taught by

his experience in this case he had ceased to take men by their personal

appearance. But this story does not agree very well with another

statement which ascribes to this disciple the outward semblance of a

" superior man."

T'an-t'ai took ofiice in his native town, and we find him a

subordinate of the disciple Tzu-yu {^ J^) when the latter was Governor

of "Wu-Ch'eng. At this time Confucius one day asked Tzu-yu what

kind of ofiicers he had to help him. Tzu-yu replied that he had

T'an-t'ai Mie-ming who never took a short cut and never came to his

official residence except on business. From this low position T'an-t'ai

rose to be a State counsellor in Lu. His character as a public servant

was very good, and it is thus given by Tzii-kung—"He shows no joy

when honoured, and no anger when sHghted. Profuse in what benefits

the people and exacting in all that concerns himself, he serves his

superiors by helping his subjects." Confucius, too, says that he was

upright and disinterested. He was indeed endowed with many talents

but too generous and self-forgetful, caring neither for an easy life nor

a decent burial.

It is related of T'an-t'ai, that he was once crossing the Huang Ho,

bearing his massive gold badge of office, when two dragons at the

bidding of the guardian demon of the river, tried to take the piece of

gold by violence. T'an-t'ai told them that while he could be prevailed

on by fair entreaty he would not yield to force. So he killed the

dragons with his sword and afterwards destroyed the piece of gold.

T'an-t'ai's fame grew and went abroad into every State. He came
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to have about 300 disciples and ttese followed him in his travels which

he extended as far south as the Yang-tze. He survived Confucius and

spent the last years of his life in the State of Ch'u (^), among his

books and disciples.

Under the T'ang and Sung dynasties successively he was ennobled,

aftd in A.K. 739, he was admitted into the Coafucian temple as one of

the " Worthios." This is the date of all the other disciples in this

department except when a different date is mentioned.*

5, Yuan Hsien (^ jg) S. Tzu-ssii (^ Jg).

Yuan HsieUjwho was bom in b.c. 516, was a native of Lu, according

to one author, but, according to another, of Sung. He became a

disciple of Confucius, and when the latter was Minister of Crime, in

his native State, he made Yuan his chief administrator, or as some

interpret the expression, Governor of a town. In this office the salary

wa "QOO measures of grain" which Yuan wished to refuse, but

Confucius said " Do not—suppose you give them away in the neigh-

bourhoods., hamlets, and villages." Afterwards he asks Confucius as

to what was shameful. The latter replied that it was shameful to draw

salary alike in times of good and bad government. Yuan would serve

without pay himself and he thought it was a shame for a public servant

to take remuneration. But Confucius held that if the country was in

a state of order, and an officer was able to do his duty according to his

principles he should take salary. It was shameful to enjoy the

emolimients of an office only while its duties could not be properly

performed. The passage in question, however, is translated by Legge,

following Chu Hsi, thus—" When good government prevails in a State,

to be thinking only of his salary ; and, when bad government prevails,

to be thinking, in the same way, only of his salary; this is shameful."

Thus translated, the answer of the Sage had no special meaning for

Yuan Hsien.

* ^"fxJ'??'*^^^ ^- ^^•^^- ^- P- 6S;Chia-yuCh.6. see. 19,etal.; Po-wu-ohim if i^) Oh. 1.
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Tuan is described as a plain, modest man, of clean hands and pure

heart, poor, but Laving his delight in truth. After the Master's death

he retired to "Wei, and Hved there in studious seclusion. Hu An-kuo
doubtingly attributes to him the compilation of the Fourteenth Book
of the Lun-yii, but there is no record apparently of his literary

occupations. He lived in a hut made of branches of trees and dried

grass, caring only to have a dry floor and a stanch roof. He wore a

leathern cap, straw sandals, and raiment from the woodland. Content

with his books and happy in the study of truth, he recked little of the

outside world, and could enjoy his lonely lute in the hours of evening

leisure. There is a well«known story—told with many differences of

detail—about Tzu-kung visiting Yuan in his hermitage. The old fellow-

disciple came in all the grandeur of a State Minister, with carriages,

and horEemen, and grand display. The recluse went out to receive

him clothed in the tattered weeds of every-day wear. " Are you ill,

Hsien-sMng (Sir) ? " said Tzu-kung with a sigh. " I have heard,"

replied the other, " that to be without riches is to be poor—that to learu

truth and be unable to carry it into practice is to be ill. I am poor,

not iU." Tzii-kung at once took his leave, ashamed through all his

being. i(xJuiai'te/&itei^ed,'JaHtll4lMd^6dMeeld?d^

It is not known when Yuan Hsien died nor is anything related

about him after the above event. Like the other disciples he received

titles of nobility from Emperors of the T'ang and Sung dynasties in

• For Yuan Hsien consult L. Ch. CI. I p. 50, 139 j Liim-yu-chi-chn, &e. Ch. 6 p. 10,

Ch. 14 p. 1 : Kao-sM-chuan ch I, at end. '
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6. Fuh Pu-cli'I (jg; J^ if) S. Tzfi-cMen {^f ^).

The surname is also written {JJ and ^ both pronounced Fuh.

Tzu-chien was a native of Lu, and -was^hom in B.C. 513, or

according to another account in 503. In his youth he became a disciple

of Confucius, and he must have applied himself to learning with

great zeal and devotion. He was distinguished among the Sage's

disciples as a man wise and clever, and at the same time kind and

affectionate. After he left Confucius he took office in his native State,

and became Governor of Tan-fu (H ^), a town in what is now the

Prefecture of Tsao-chow in Shantung. In his administration of this

place he won golden opinions of all. Confucius on learning about

his success said of him—"He is a superior man indeed ! If Lu had

not excellent men, could he have acquired this merit ? ." On another

occasion Confucius asked him how he acted in government so as to

please all the people. Tzu-chien thereupon explained his system to the

Sage. He said that he sympathised with the people in their various

relations and duties, that he had three men who were fathers, five who

were elder brothers, and eleven who were friends, to teach the people

the laws of domestic and social morality, and lastly that he had five

men of the place wiser than himself to consult with and to teach him
the art of governing. "It is in this last that there is greatness," said

Confucius warmly, or, according to another author—" Is there anything

greater than this ? " Yao and Shun in old times, he added, in like

manner sought out men of ability and virtue to help them in governing

the Empire. It is a pity that Pu-ch'i has only the administration of

a small place.

Tzu-chien was a humane and large-minded ruler. He took care

to choose his subordinates well, employing only such as were like-

minded with himself. He then left to them the practical working out

of his rules and theories. So he is said to have merely sat still and

played his harp, and thereby to have secured good government for

his subjects, none of whom could bear to impose on him. He was
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also an author, and the names are given oi some of his writings, but

none have been preserved. In the period of the T'ang dynasty Tzu-

chien was ennobled as Tan-poh (|g fg) and under the Sung as

Tan-fu-Hou (U^ §|), Marquis of Tan-fu, the place in which he

ruled so well. In later authors he is sometimes referred to under this

latter title.*

7. Nan-Kung Kuo (^ g j®) S. Tzu-jung (^ §).
This man appears ^under many different names, and there are

several reasons for thinking that two individuals have been mixed up

in the old histories. We find Nan Jung (^ ^), Nan-Kung Kuo (^),

and the name is also given as T'ao (j^ and as Ching-shu (^ ^), but

.

this last is said to be a posthumous appellation. According to the

Han history there were Nan Jung, known as Nan-Kung T'ao, and

Nan-Kung Ching-shu also caUed Nan-Kung Kuo, and Chung-sun-

yne {\if^ ^). In the Sung dynasty, however, these two were

said to be one, and this judgment has been adhered to in the temple

arrangements.

The family surname was MSng (;3£), and TzS-jung was the son

of M^ng Hsi-tzfi (^ft ?) and brother of MSng Yi-tzu (^fS^).
He thus belonged to one of the three powerful famUies of Lu, which

in the 6th century b.c, kept that State in trouble and confusion.

But he himself is represented as a man of great abilities and genuine

goodness. His father sent him to be a disciple of Confucius, with

whom he soon found favour. The master said of Nan Jung " that if

the country were well governed, he would not be out of office, and if it

were ill governed, he would escape punishment and disgrace." He was

accustomed to repeat three times a day certain lines in the Shi-ching

to the effect that " a flaw in a white sceptre-stone may be ground away

;

but for a flaw in speech nothing can be done." Confucius was pleased

with liinn and gave him his crippled brother's daughter to wife.

• For Tza-ohien see L. Ch. 01 1. p. 37. ; Lun-yu-chi-ohu, &c. ; Ch. 5 p. a j Ohia-yu Oh.

3 p. 11.
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"While attached to the Court of the Duke of Lu, Tzii Jung lived

in the Nan-Kung or South Palace, and the name by which he has come

to be known arose from this accident. He went with Confucius to the

Royal Court at the capital of Chou. But befell into. disgrace with

Duke Ting and went to live in the State of Wei. He took his badge

of office with him and used it in his efforts to obtain employment under

the chief of that country. On hearing of Confucius' strongly expressed

disapproval of this conduct, he desisted, and soon after he was allowed

to return to his native State and was restored to office. We read that

when a great fire broke out in the palace of Duke "Ai, in b.c. 491, IsTan-

Kung Ching-shu saved from destruction the official archives,, and the

copy of the Chow-Li which was in the palace library. So he has the

" great merit " of having preserved that valuable canonical treatise.

The dates of Nan-Kung Kuo's birth and death are apparency not

known, and very few incidents of his life are recorded beyond those

stated above. He seems to have reciprocated the affection and esteem

which the Master had for him, and to have been in publio life a man
of tender conscience and upright conduct. " A superior man indeed is

this ! ", exclaims Confucius, " An esteemer of virtue indeed is this
!

"

And TzQ-kung in his usual style sums up his character in these words—"whes alone, his thaughts were on perfect virtue,' and whe?i in

company, his conversation was oo righteousness." *

• See L. Oh. 01. 1. p. Sf, 102, UX, 11 ; Lnn-yii. Chi &o. Ch. 5, & Ch. 14. ; ghang-yu-Iii

(f& iS ^) Ch. 22 p. 30. J OhiB-yu, Ch. 3 sec. 12. The Story about the badge dt

office is told in difieceut ways.
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8. Kung-ye-Ch'ang (& J§ :g) S. Tzii-oh'ang (-^i ^).
It is doubtful whether Kung-ye's name and second name were as

above, or one Ch'ang and the other Chi {'^). Chiang is also written ^
and Chi is also written {^). But nothing is known about the man
beyond what is told of him in the Lun-yii. We read there—" The

Master said of Kung-ye Ch'ang ' he is fit to have a wife—though he

was in bonds it was not for any crime he had committed.' He gave him

his own daughter to wife," This is said to indicate the Sage's apprecia-

tion of Kung-ye Ch'ang's high moral character.

One account makes Kung-ye to have been a native of Ch'i (@)
and another says he belonged to Lu. It was in the latter State that

he was buried, and his grave was a few mites from an old town situated

in what is at present the Prefecture of Tsao-chow, in Shantung.*

9. Shang Chii iMW)- S- Tzii-mu {J-:^).
The surname of this disciple is usually given- as Shang, but in the

Han-shu it is given as Shang-ehii. He was a native of Lu, and was

bom in B.C. 523 or 513 for the accounts vary. He became a disciple

of Confucius in the old age of the latter. But he studied diligently

and attained to a good knowledge of the old classical literature.

Shang Chii seemed destined to be childless, and one day the disciple

Yu-Jo lamented this failure of progeny to Confucius. The Master,

however, prophesied that Shang would become the father of five sons

after he had attained the age of forty years ; and so it befell.

The great merit of Shang Chii, is that Confucius delivered to him
a perfect. Copy of the Yih-ching (^ jg) with his own commentary.

Shang kept this text carefully, and at length delivered it over to a

disciple. From him it was transmitted without interruption or danger

down through a succession of hands until the time of the Han dynasty.

This text was used by all the Scholars of that illustrious period who
studied the Yih-ching.f

* L. Ch. Cl. 1. p. 36; Shang-yu-lu Ch. 21 p. 34.

t For Shang Chii, see Han-shu, Oh. 88 ; Shang-yn-lu Ch. 11 p. 20.
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10. Kung-sl Ai (a W S)- S., CM-tz'fi (^ tJj).

The name of Kung-si is also giren as K'o (^), and his second

name as Chi-ch'^n (^gt). He was a native of Ch'i, or of Lu, according

to one account, but the dates of his birth and death are not known.

It appears that he was for some time a disciple of Confucius, and little

more is known about his life. He became disgusted at the number of

scholars who took office about this time under the chiefs of powerful

but usurping families, and he persistently refused to bend to the

acceptance of such office. For this conduct he won the high esteem

of Confucius. Legge says—" Confucius commended him for refusing

to take office with any of the families which were encroaching on the

authority of the Princes of the States, and for choosing to endure the

severest poverty rather than sacrifice a'mtle of, his principles."*

11. Ch'i-tiao K'ai (^ Ji |3). 8. Tzu-K'ai. (^ ^).
The name of Ch'i-tiao was at first Ch'i (^) and it was chan gex

to K'ai on the accession of Han Hsiao-ching in B.C. 156 in order to

avoid the use of that Emperor's name. Instead of Tzii-k'ai for" the

second name we find Tzu-jo (•^ ^) and Tzu-hsiu (^ fif), but there

were severalfcien 5f the surname Ch'i-tiao with whom Confucius had

intercourse—three disciples bearing that surname—and it is possible

that they have been mixed up by later writers.

Ch'i-tiao K'ai was born in b.c. 541, and belonged to the State of

Ts'ai, corresponding partly to Ju-ning-foo in Honan, though one

account makes him to have been born in Lu. He seems to have been

plain-looking and deformed, but his moral character was excellent and

his mental powers above the average. Confucius once said that it wad
time for Ch*i-tiao to take office, but the latte^- replied that he was not

yet able to believe intelligently all the Shu-ching—an answer which

* For Knng-si Ai, see Shang-yu-lu Ch. 21 p. 3a
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pleased tte Master. This story is told differently in the Lun-yii, where

he is represented as replying that he could not fully understand

Confucius' teachings. He did not care for official life, however, and

he was very fond of reading, and specially of the Shu-ching.

The date of Ch'i-tiao's death is not recorded. His tomh was a

few miles from Shang-ts'ai in Ju-ning-foo.*

12. Kao Ch'ai (^ ^). S. Tzu-kao (^ #.).

The Kao of the second name of Kao Ch'ai is also found written

as {^ and he is caUed Chi-kao (^ ^). One says he was horn in

Ch'i (^), and one in Ts'ai (^), while another says in "Wei (^), and

the date of his birth is variously given as b.c. 522 and 512. He
was for some time a disciple of Confucius, but afterwards went into

public life and held several offices. "When Tzti-lu appointed him

Governor of Pi, Confucius said " you are injuring a man's son," that is,

you are doing a wrong to Tzu-kao in appointing him to a difficult office

for which he has neither abilities nor training.

The Master evidently did not think much of Tzii-kao's intellectual

powers, and in another place he describes him as simple, that is, having

a good heart but no head.

Yet Tzu-kao was very successful as an official. "While Criminal

Judge in "Wei, he had to order the feet of a criminal to be cut off, that

being the statutory punishment for the crime which the man had

committed. Afterwards the judge, during the time of a tumult in the

city in which he was living, had to run for his life. The gate through

which he wanted to passwas kept by the man whom he had made footless.

He offered to hglp the judge over the city wall, but the judge said a

" superior man " does not climb over the wall. Then the man offered

to hide him in a hole, but no "superior man " would hide in a hole,

and at last the shelter of the man's house was offered and this the judge

accepted. He then talked about the sentence which he had formely

passed on the man who was now his preserver, and the latter admitted

» See L. Ch. CI. I. p. 38 ; Lnu-yu-oM Ac. Ch. 5 p. 5 j Shang-yu-lu Cli. 22. p. 51

MS-tzii (S -y) Ch. 9 at the end.
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fully that the judge had only done his duty. This incident showed

that Tzii-kao dispensed justice with strictness and impartiality, combined

with great personal kindness and humanity. Confucius saw in it a

rare blending of severity and goodness.

Kao Ch'ai is described as being dwarfish in stature—several feet

smaller than Confucius—and of very plain features. He was eccentric

in manner, and of a very gentle, harmless disposition. He was too

candid and sincere for an official, and he had no genius or brilliant

accomplishments. But his love and friendship were sincere and lasting.

The prescribed term of three years' mourning he kept for each of

his parents with the utmost faithfulness. He wept tears of blood, says

one author, and he never relaxed his mouth to a smile, says another,

that is, during all the period of mourning. In respect of these matters

Confucius spoke of him in terms of high praise. It is not known when
he died, and accounts vary as to where he lies buried. He was serving

in Wei, at the time of the ttxmult in which Tzu-lu lost his life, but Tzu-

kao does not appear to advantage in this crisis, as he evidently deserted

his chief in the latter's hour of danger. *

13. Ssti-ma Kgng {pi^W S- Tzu-niu (^ ^). '

The second name of Ssu-ma Keng is often given simply as Niuj

and he is generally quoted under the designation Ssu-ma Niu. The
family surname was Hsiang (Ipj) or Huan (;g), an older name which

was still used by his elder brother. His name is also given as Li (^)
or Li-keng. Ssu-ma that is. Master of the horse, was an office or title

hereditary in the family, and hence it came to be used as a surname.

The date of Ssu-ma JSTiu's birth is not recorded, but we read that

he was a native of Sung, a State corresponding to parts of the present

Honan and Anhui, and that he was for a time a disciple of Confucius.

He had an elder brother knownas Huan T'ui (g ^) who caused him
much trouble and anxiety, so that he spoke of himself as not having

* See L. Ch. CI. I. p. 107 et al. Lun-yii-chi-oliu &o. CK. 11. p. 20 et al. j Shang-yu-
lu Oh. 7 p, 6. : Chia-yu, Cb. 3, gee. pi. 12,
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any brother. This was partly because T'ui had raised a rebellion and
was seeking to kill the Duke of Sung, and Niu feared that this conduct

would lead to the destruction of himself and his brothers. For some
time he fled from State to State pursued by this bad big brother.

Niu was too fond of talking, and he had a rash, violent disposition.

Hence when he asked Confucius about Jen (t) or perfect virtue, the

Master replied—" The man of perfect virtue is cautious and slow of

speech." So also, partly because he was in constant fear and trouble

about Huan T'ui, the Master replied to his question about the
" superior man," by saying that he does not distress himself or fear.

The chiefs of Chen (f^) and Chao (^) called him to their Courts

but we are not told whether he served in these States. His death took

place in Lu, outside the outer gate of a' city, and he was buried by a

stranger. The usual' honours were conferred upon him during the

T'ang and Sung, djmasties.*

14. Fan Hsii (^ ^). S. Tzu-cH {^ Ji).

Fan Hsii, better known as Fan-ch'i, was a native of Lu, or of

Ch'i, it is not certain which, and the date of his birth is variously given

as B.C. 616 or 506. He was a disciple of Confucius for some time,

but took office in the service of the chief of Chi (^), one of the great

usurping families of Lu, and rose to some distinction as a military-

commander.

Once, while in office apparently, he asked to learn husbandry and

gardening from the Master, who referred him to a farmer, and then

remarked that Fan-ch'i was a small man. He tried on three different

occasions to obtain from Confucius an explanation of Jen (t), and he

does not seem to have succeeded.

Though Fan-ch'i was what Legge calls a " minor disciple," yet he

seems to have been much with the Master, for whom he acted as

coachman, at least on one occasion. At another time we find the two

"rambling under the trees about the rain-altars, when he asked what

*-See L. Ch. 01. 1, p. 115 &p. ; Lun-yii-ohi-chi &o. Ch. 12 j Shang-yu-lu, Ch. 21 p. 43.
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the Master called " good questions." But he was evidently not a man
of wide views or great intellect.

Nothing is recorded of his death and burial.
*

15 Liaiig Chan (^ fg) 8. Shuh-yii (jgl,.®.).

Liang's name ig also given as Li (||), and as Chung (fiji), and his

second name is given as Tzu-yu (-^ |SJ and Tzu-mien (-^ ^). He
was a native of Ch'i (^) and was born, according to one authority, in

B.C. 623, and in 513 according to another authority. When thirty

years of age he wanted to divorce his wife because she had not given

him a son. Shang Chii, however, related how he had become the father

of five sons, according to promise, after he was forty years old, and

hinted that it was not necessarily the wife who was in fault. Liang

did not divorce his wife, and two years after the above conversation

took place he became the father of a son. This is the only circumstance

of Liang Chan's life that we find recorded.

16. Shang TsS (^ ^). S. Tzu-chi (^ ^).
Shang Tze whose second name is also given as Tzu-hsin (^ H),

was a native of Lu, but nothing more is known about him.

17. Jan Ju (ft ji) S. Tzu-lu (^ ^).
This disciple's name is sometimes written also Ju (fH), and his

second name is also given as Tzii-tseng (-^ •^) and Tzii-yii {^ fSj.

He is said to have been born in the State of Lu in the year b.c. 502,

18. Wu-ma Shi (^ .^ M) S. Tzu-ch'i (J- ;^).

Another name for Wu-ma, is Ch'i (^), but this is also said to

have been his second name. He was born in b.c. 522, but it is not

certain whether he was a native of Ch'^n or of Lu. He became
Governor of Tan-fa (H^), and kept that lawless place in order by

* See L^h. CI. I. p. 11, 55 &o. ; Luo-yii-ohi &o. CU. 2. p. 15.
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tard work and constant attention to business. Tzu-chien (Fuh Pu-cli'i)

was equally successful in the same place, and he had seemed to lead

an easy, happy life. Tzu-ch'i asked Tzu-chien the explanation. " I

employ men" replied Tzii-chien, "and you employ strength, the

employment of strength makes toU, the employment of men hrings

ease."

There seems to he record of only one question addressed by- Tzu-

ch'i to the Master. One fine morning when about to start on a journey,

the latter told his disciples to take umbrellas as there would certainly

be rain. Wu-ma ch'i said—" the morning is cloudless and the sun

has come out, yet you tell us. Sir, to take our umbrellas. How do you

know that rain will come ? " Confucius answered that it was from

seeing the moon in the Hyades—the Shi-ehing saying—" The moon

also is in the Hyades which will bring still greater rain."*

19. Poh Ch'ien (fg Jt) S. Tzu-ch'Ie (^ #).
This man's name is also given as Ch'u (^), and his second name

appears as Tzii-hsi (^ ^). He was a native of Lu, and was born in

B.C. 502, but nothing more seems to have been handed down

respecting him.

20. Yen Hsing (^ t^) S. Tzu-liu (^ ^).
This disciple's name is variously given also as Hsin (^), Liu (^),

and "Wei (:$). He too was a native of Lu, and was born in the year

B. c. 506.

21. Jan Chi (ft $) S. Tzu-ch'an (J- ^).

The second name of this man is also Tzu-ta (-J ^)i He was a

native of Lu, and nothing more is told of him.

22. Ts'ao Hsu ("^ Jl|5). S. Tzu-hsun (^ ^).
He was a native of Ts'ai (^) and was born in B.C. 502.

• See L. Ch. CI. IV. p. 422 for the qnotation from the Shi-ching.
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23. Ch'i-tiao T*a-fu m M % '<) S. TzH-yu (^ W)-

Ch'i-tiao's name is also given as Ts'ung (^), and his second name

IS also given as Tzii-wSn {^ "tQ. He was a native of Ln.

24. Kung-sun Lung {^ ^ H). S. Tzti-sM (^ ^).
For Lung we sometimes find Ch'ung {%) as this man's name.

He was a native of Wei (^), or of Ch'u {%), according to anothet

account, and was horn in B.C. 499. He is represented as being

invited hy Tzu-kung to join the school of Confucius, and he offered

his sei'vices to the latter when he proposed to stop the force of T'ien

Ch'ang (0J ^) when it was about to invade Lu. His services were

refused, and we do not read anything more about Kung-sun Lung,

except that he was the author of a metaphysical treatise according to

some. It is more probable "that this treatise was the work of a later

namesake.

25. Ch'i-tiao Ch<i (^H (^). S. Tzii-lien (^^).
Instead of Ch'i (or ch'o) we sometimes find Ch'i (^) given as

Ch'i-tiao's name, and Tzii-min (-^ ^) is given as his second name
instead of Tzu-lien. He was a native of Lu, and nothing more is

known about him.

26. Ch'in Shang {M'U)- S- Tzu-p'ei (^p 35).'

Ch'in's second name is given also as P'ei-tzu (3^ S)- According

to the Chia-yu he was a native of Lu, and was only four years younger
than the Master. But other authorities make him a native of Ch'u

(g) and forty years younger than the Master. His father Chin (H)
and Confucius' father were contemporaries and were celebrated for

their strength.
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27. Kung-hsi Ch'ih (^W #)• S. TzQ-Hua (? #).
This disciple, who is generally known as Kung-hsi Hua, belonged

to the State of Lu, and was born b.c. 510. He appears to have been a

modest, unassuming man, highly respected by Confucius and by his

brother disciples. When the Master disclaimed the title of Sage and

said he. was only a man who learned without feeling satiety and taught

without becoming wearied, Kung-hsi Hua is reported to have said

—

"This is just what we disciples cannot imitate you in."

On one occasion the Master asked four of his disciples among
whom was Kung-hsi Hua, what aims or ambition they had with respect

to taking pubHc office. After Tzfi-lu and Yen-yu had told their wishes,

Kung-hsi, being asked his, said— " I do not say that my ability extends

to these things, but I should wish to learn them. At the services of

the ancestral temple, and at the audiences of the Princes with the

Emperor, I should Kke, dressed in the dark square-made robe and the

black linen cap, to act as a small assistant." On this Confucius

observed to Tseng Tien—" If Ch'ih were to be a small aasistant in

these services, who could be a great one ?
"

Kung-hsi Hua was uniformly decorous yet able to assert his

dignity, his mind was set on truth (reading tao ^ and ndt t'ung jj)

yet he loved the proprieties, he acted as master of ceremonies for two

princes, and he had sincere courtesy coupled with self-control, such is

the character given of him by Tzii-kung. He was specially noted for

his unrivalled acquaintance with the laws of rites and ceremonies.

People said he was perfect in these, but Confucius said that it was only

in knowledge of ceremonies required in the entertainment of State

guests that he was perfect, and he referred his other disciples to Kung-

hsi Hua if they wished to learn these. Yet Kung-hsi's affectionate

care of his parents, and his conduct as a friend showed that the

kindness of his disposition prevailed over the requirements of ceremony.

On the death of Confucius, the disciples agreed that he was to bo

burieJ with the solemnities due to a father. The task of arranging
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and conducting the ceremonies was assigned to Kung-hsi Hua, wto
followed the rules of the anraent kings, and gave the remains of the

Master a splendid funeral.*

28. Yen Kao (H i^). S. Tzii-chiao (^ ^).
Yen's name in the Chia-yii is K'o (^J) and it is otherwise given

as Ch^an (^). He was a native of Lu, and was born in b.c. 502. On
the occasion of Confncins' visit to "Wei when he was a guest of Duke

Ling we find Yen Kao acting as coachman. The Duke's- consort,

rfan-tzu, whom Mayers describes as " a meretricious contemporary of

Confucius," drove through the streets of the Capital in a caniage with

the Duke and a eunuch, and she made Confucius and Yen Kao foUow

in another carriage. The Master was ashamed of himself and his

hosts. Yen was again coachman for Confucius at the time when the

latter was in trouble at K'uang from his great likeness to a dreaded

leader of banditti. He was celebrated among his contemporaries for

his great physical strength and for his skill in archery.

29. Jen Pu-ch'i (ft ;?; ^). S. Tzu-hsuan (^ 5!).

This man is said to have been a native of Ch'u (^) hut there

does not seen to be anything more known about him.

30. Jang-ssa Ch'ih {^ fg J^. S. Tzu-t'u (^ ^).
This man's surname is also found written Jang-ssu (;^ |j!J),

his

name is also given as Chi
{ ), and his second name also as Tzu-ts'ung

(^ ^)- He was a native of the State of Ch'in (^), and was

distinguished for his knowledge of the poetical and historical literature

of his country.

• For Knng-hsi Hua, see L. Ch. CI. I. p. 70 and 112; Chia-yu Ch. 3. (Sec. 12); Shang-
yn-lu Ch. 21 p. 33, ; Li-ohi Ch, 2. From this down to no 69 the tablets, excep^
when it is otherwise stated, represent immediate disoiples of Confacins about
whom little more than their names^ is known.
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31._ Kung-liang Ju (^ % ^). S. Tzu-cMng {J- J£).
Kung-liang's name is also found written as Ju (H), and Hs second

name is found as Tzu-yu (-f >g"). He was a native of the State of

Cli'en (^), part of the present Honan, but the date of his birth is not

given. ^,It seems that he was a man of wealth and distinction, and he

joined the train of Confucius with five carriages. When the Master

was in danger" at K'uang, Tzu-cheng, was with him. Then when
Confucius, en route to Wgi, was stopt at the town of P'u (f^) by the

people of that town headed by Kung-shuh, Tzu-cheng and his five

carriages were again in attendance. Tzii-cheng said it was his fate to get

into trouble this way, but that rather than be caught in the net again

he Avould die fighting for the Master. So he drew his sword and

charged the crowd. The people became frightened and allowed

Confucius and his suite to pass, the Master having been obliged to

swear that he would not proceed to Wei. He did go to Wei, however,

but nothing more is known of Kung-liang Ju, the rich, brave, and

faithful disciple.

« » >

32. Shih Tso-shu {/S f^ ^). S. Tzu-ming (•? BJ).

This disciple's name appears also as Chi-shu {^ ^) and Tzu-shu

(? ^)> ^^^ ^^^ surname also is doubtful. He was a native of Ch'^ng-

Chi (j^^) the present Ch'in-chow-foo (M'M^) i^ Kansuh. In one

edition of the Chia-yii we have yu (;§) instead of Shih, perhaps a

misprint.

33. Kung Chien-ting (StM &)• S- Tzii-chung (^ t^).

It is doubtful whether this disciple's surname was Kung or Kung-

chien or Kung-yu (^ ^), or whether surname and name were Kung

Chien-ting (^g ^). The Chung of his second name is also written

in different ways, and the name of the State to which he belonged is,

matter of uncertainty.
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34. Kung.hsia Shou (S H #) S. Shgng (^).
Kung-hsia was a native of Lu, but nothing more is known

about him.

35. Hsiao Tan (fp ^). S. Tzti-chia (^ ^).
This disciple, whose name does not appear in the Chia-yu, was a

native of Lu. It is doubtful whether his surname was Hsiao or "Wu

(M^), and there is no record of his history, his name appearing only in

the Shi-chi.

36. Hou Ch'u (© Ig). S. Tzu-li (^ 3).
Instead of ITou the Chia-yii gives Shih (^), and the second name

of this disciple is given also as Li-chi (iS ;^). The only fact recorded

of him is that he was a native of Ch'i (^).

37. Han-fu Hei (^ ^ M)- S. Tzu-so (•? ^).
This man's surname appears in the Chia-yii as Tsai-fu (^ 5C)-

and his second name is variously given as Tsii-so, Tsii-su (-^ ^), and

Tzii-hei (^ ^). He belonged to Lu.

38. Hsi Jung-tien (^ ^ ^). S. Tzil-hsi (^ ^).
The Chia-yii gives this disciple's name as Ch^n (]g|) and his

second name as Tzti-ch'ie (^ ;ff). According to one account he was
a native of Lu, and according to another of "Wei (^).

39. Yung Ch'r(^ jl^). S. Tzii-ch'i (^ ^).
In the Chia-yii this disciple's name is written Ch'i (j^), and his

second name Tzil-ch'i (^fS)- He was a native of Lu.
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40. Yen Tsu (ME.)- S. Tzu-hsiang {^ ^).
In the Chia-yii the name appears as Hsiang (40), and the disciple

belonged to the State of Lu.

41. Tso Jen-ying (& A i!5). S. Hing (fj).

It is doubtful whether this disciple's surname was Tso or Tso-Jen,

and the Chia-yii gives his surname and name as Tso Ying {/Q §|5) and

his second name as Tzu-hing. Lu was his native State also.

42. Kou (orChii) Ching-chiang ('pj^ |i) S. Tzu-chiang (^^).
This man, whose second name appears also as Tzu-m^ng {J"^^

was a native of "Wei.

43. Ch'^ng Kuo (15 P). S. Tzti-t'u (J- ^).
In the Chia-yii a disciple is given with the surname Hsie (^),

name Pang (^) and second name Tzu-ts'ung (^ ^). By some

this is supposed to be the same person as Ch'eng Kuo, and by others

he is regarded as a different individual. The Commentator on the

Shi-chi thinks that Ch'^ng (g|5) is a transcriber's mistake for Hsie

(^), and that the State annalist of the Han dynasty changed Pang

into Kuo in order to avoid using the name of the founder of that dynasty.

Ch'^ng (or Hsie) is said to have been a native of Lu.

44. Ch'in Tsu (MM)- S. Tzii-nan (^ ^).
This disciple belonged to Ch'in (^).

45. Yuan K'ang (Blu)- 'S- Tzft-chi (^ H).
Some editions of the Chia-yii give this man's name as T'ao (^)

and others as K'ang (ffQ, and he is elsewhere given as Yuan K'ang

with the second name Chi (^). He was a native of Lu.
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46. Hsien Cli'^ng (|f, JSR). S. Tzu-hung (^ H).
This disciple's second name is given also as Tzu-ch'i (-^ ^). He

too was a native of Lu.

47. Lien Chie (^ ^). S. Tzu-yung (^ jf).

In the Chia-yii this disciple's second name is given as Tzu-ts'ao

(1(f). His native State was Wei.

48. Kung-tsu Kou-tzii (g'E 'pJ S)- S. Tzu-chih (^ i:).

The Chia-yii gives Teu (^) simply as the name of this disciple

who was a native of Lu.

49. Shuh-chung Hui (U f* #) S. Tzii-ch'i (^ ^ ).

One account makes this disciple a native of Lu, while another

gives Chin (^) as his native country. In one place he is represented

as having heen horn in b.c. 502, and in another place the date of his

birth is put four years later. He and a young relative of Confucius

named K'ung Hsiian (JL J^) were about the same age, and they took

turns in attending on the Sage to write down his teachings. MSng
Wu-Poh (3£ ^ fS) asked the Master whether such boys as these

could remember what they learned as well as fuU grown men. The

Master said yes. " The attainments of early life when in accordance

with the moral nature become habit by practice."

50. Yen Chi (p^ ^) S. Tzu-ssS (^ ,g).

This disciple was a native of Ch'in (^).

51. Kung-hsi Yii-ju (^ W H io) S. Tzu-shang (^ _t).
This disciple, whose name is given also as simply Yii, belonged

to Lu.
« ^

«

52. Yo Kai (|i |>J) S. Tzu-shSng (^p ^).
Instead of Kai we have also Hsin (^) for the name of this dis-

ciple, who was a native of Lu.
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63. Kuel Sun(iU ^) S. TzG4len (^ |fc).

Instead of Kuei we find Pang (^) given as the surname of ttls

disciple, for his name Hsiian (^) instead of Sun, and for his second

name Tzii-yin (-J f)^) instead of Tzii-lien. He was a native of Lu.

54. Ti Hei (1^ ^). S. Hsi Cg).
Ti's name is given also as Moh(||), and his second name appears

in the Chia-yii as ChS-chih (^ ;^). The latter is elsewhere given

as Hsi-chih (^ ^). According to one account he was a native of

"Wei, and according to another of Lu.

55. Ch'Sn K'ang {}^%). S. Tzfi-ch'in (^ |J).

Ch'en's second name is given also as Tzu-k'ang (^p yj^) and as

Tzu-yun, {^ jg). He belonged to the State of Ch'Sn, and was born

in B.C. 512. By some he is said to have been a disciple of Tzii-kung,

but the Lun-yii seems to show that he was one of Confucius' disciples.

In this work he is represented as asking Tzii-kung how the Master, on

arriving at a State, was certain to learn about its government, and on

another occasion as asking Poh-yii, the son of Confucius, whether

his father gave him different teaching from what he gave the disciples.

"A good story is related of him. On the death of his brother, his

wife and major-domo wished to bury some living persons with him

to serve him in the regions below. The thing being referred to Tsz-

k'in, he proposed that the wife and steward should themselves submit

to the immolation, which made them stop the matter."*

56. E'ung Chung (JL ^ )• S. Tzu-mie (^ M)-
This man was a nephew of the Sage, being the son of his half-

brother MSng-p'i. [Legge says, " His sacrificial title is ' The ancient

Worthy, the philosopher Mee," but this is not'always the case as his

tablet is at least in some cases inscribed with his surname and name.

* L. Ch. CL 1. p 6, 179.
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57. Chin Chang (^ 5|). S. Tzti-k'ai (^P ^).
Chin, whose name is also given as Lao (^), was a native of Wei.

His s4cond name is also said to have been Chang (5i), and he is

said by Mencius to have been one of those whbm Confucius designated;

" ambitious," that is taking wildly and grandiloquently. He is

mentioned only once, I think, in the Lun-yii, and on that occasion

the name Lao is used.

58. Kung-hsi Tien (S W M) S. Tz-shang (J- ±).
The Shang of this disciple's second name is also written ^. He

belonged to the State of Lu.

59. Pu Shuh-shSng (i^Uf^)- S. Tzu-ch'e {:p !$).

This man's surname is also given as Shao (*J?) which is perhaps

only a transcriber's mistake. He was a native of Ch'i (^).

60. Yen Chi-pu (M^M)- S. Tzu-shuh (•? ^).
This man, who was a native of Lu, is sometimes given as Yen Pu

with the second name Shuh.

61. Ch'in Fei (^ |^). S. Tzii-chi (? :t)-

A native of Lu.

62. Shi Chi-ch'ang {M:t'^)- S. Tzu-heng (^g).
This disciple,' a native of Lu, has his second name also given as

Tzu^ch'ang (^ 1^).

63. Yen K'uai (MPf)- S. Tzu-sMng (^ |g).

Yen also belonged to Lu.
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64. ShenCh'ang (^^g).
In the Shik-chi there is a Shen Tang ( »^ ^) with the second

name Cho-w ( J^), and in the Chia-yii there is a Shen Chi
( ^ i^) with

Tzu-chou (•^ J^) as second name. We find also T'ang (^) and Su

iM) given as names to a man surnamed Shen, a disciple of Confucius.

Ch'erg Kang-cheng and other scholars considered these as various

names for one man. Up to 1530 there were tablets of Shen Tang and

Shen Ch'ang in the temples, but in that year the tablet of the former

was removed. The celebrated scholar Chu Yi-tsun (^^ ^), of the

17th centuiy, again decided in favour of two ShSn s, but only one,

Shen Ch'ang, is now worshipped.

"We know of this man only that he was a native of Lu, and that

Confucius declared him to be a man subject to his passions.*

65. Yen Ho (0 fpf). S. Jan (4^).

The second name of this disciple occurs also as Ch'eng (^) and

he is stated to have been a native of Lu, or according to another

account of Chin (^). His name occurs in the old editions of the

Chia-yii and Shi-chi, but not in the new editions. He was admitted

to the Temple along with the other disciples, but in 1530 his tablet

was removed. It was restored, however, in the second year of Yung-

cheng, 1724.

66. Tso Ch'iu-ming (^ £ ^).
It has been much disputed whether this man's name was Tso or

Tso-ch'iu, and it is not unlikely that two persons have been mixed

up in the account given of Tso Ch'iu-ming. The first to maintain

that the author of the Chuan was not named Ch'iu-ming was a scholar

of the T'ang period, Cha K'uang (|f g ). He doubted the authenti-

city of the work and wished to show that it was not immediately

derived from Confucius. This opinion ias since been maintained

* See L. Ch. CL I. p. 41.
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by Wang An-shi and many others. But many hold that the Chnan

was the work of Tso Ch'iu-ming and that the author was a disciple

of Confucius. These suppose the last part of the work to be the

addition of some later writer.

Tso Ch'iu-ming is known only by thi% historical treatise which

bears the simple name Tso Chuan or Tso's Commentary. He is by
some supposed to have been associated with Confueius in the compila- •

tion of the Ch'iin-ch'iu, which treatise the Sage afterwards consigned

to his care, and to have derived at the same time from the State

records, the materials for his own work. He is also said to have been

for a time Annalist or Historiographer in Lu, and in this capacity

he would have excellent opportunity for acquiring a knowledge of the

poHtical transactions of the various States during the period embraced by

his History. For the Chuan is far more than a commentary on the dry

annals compiled by Confucius. It indeed clothes that skeleton chronicle

with flesh and blood and gives it life, but it is also a History in itself.

The positive information about Tso is very meagre, and even

the time at which he lived is still a question for discussion. His

Commentary seems to have been very little known until the time of

Liu Hsin (^ij fj;) of the early Han dynasty, although it had been in

circulation among scholars for some period before. It rose into favour

during the third century of our era and has since generally maintained

a place of superiority over the works of Kung-yang and Ku-liang.

The authorship of the Kuo-yii (^ ^) is also assigned to Tso, a Tsd-

ch'iu, but it is doubtful whether that work was composed by the

author of the Commentary.

In A.D. 647 T'ang T'ai Tsung admitted Tso Ch'iu-ming to the

Temple of Confucius as an Associate, but in the next reign his tablet

was removed to a lower position. In 1530 he was made one of the

"Scholars," but the last Emperor of the Ming dynasty in 1642
placed him among the " Former Worthies " next to the Seventy-twp
Disciples.*

• See L. Ch. CI. V. Proleg. Ch. I ; The Tso-chiian-ohn-su (^£ flf J£ Ic) Vol. 1.

( Yuan Zuau's edition of the Shi-san-ohing ("f" ^ j^).
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67. Hsien T'an (|| B). S. Tzu-hsiang. (^ ^).
The name of this man' is given also as T'an-fu (^ ^) and as

FSng (^). His name is not found in the Shih-chi, and some suppose

that this is the same person as Hsiao Tan (0[5 1^), No 35. His tablet

was not admitted to the Confucian temples until the year 1724. He
was a native of Lu, but there does not seen to be any further record

of him.

68. Ch'in Jan (^ ft). S. Tzu-k«ai (^ ^).
Ch'in Jan was a native of Ts'ai. His tablet was admitted with

the others but in J.530 it was removed. In 1724 it was restored.

The Chia-yii does not mention this man as one of the Sage's disciples.

Of Mu P'i (or P'ei), as Legge says, " nothing is known. Neither

the Shih-chi nor the Chia-yii contains his name. But he is mentioned

once by Mencius who puts him among the " ambitious " ones to whom
Confucius objected. His tablet was first admitted in 1724 and was

placed on the west side, but it was afterwards removed to its present

position.*

70. Kung-ming Yi (S ^ M)-
Kung-ming is said to have been born in Nan, or Southern, Wu-

ch'Sng (f5 ^), and to have been a man of worth and eminence in Lu.

He was a disciple first of Tzu-chang (-^51) ^^^ afterwards of TiSng-

tzu. On the death of the former, Kung-ming was charged with the

arrangement of the funeral ceremonies, and he showed his respect for

his teacher in the way he conducted these. Mencius introduces him^

# For Mu P'i see L. Ch. 01. II. p. 375.
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as quoting Cho"w bung's words—" Wen Wang is my teacher," and

adding, " Chow Kung does not deceive me," that is. Wen Wang may-

be my teacher also. Kung-ming's tablet was admitted first in 1853.*

71. Yo-ch6ngK'o(^iE:g).
The surname of this man is sometimes given as above, but often

as Yo simply. His second name is said to have been Tzii-ngao (-^ g[)

and he was a native of Lu. He became a disciple of Mencius, and

master and disciple seem to have had a mutual admiration for each other.

Yo-ch^ng-tzu, as he is generally styled, obtained official employ^

ment in his native State, and rose to a high position. He recommended

his Chief, Duke P'ing, to make the acquaintance of Mencius, and

defended the latter with great ability when accused to the Duke of

impropriety in the matter of funeral ceremonies.

When Duke P'ing made Yo-cheng-tzu a sort of State Minister,

Mencius was so rejoiced that he could not sleep. This was because he

knew the minister to be a man who " loved what was good." He
owned that Yo-chSng was not a man of • vigour, or wise in council, or

learned, but, as he says elsewhere, he was a good man, a sincere man.

Yet we find Mencius on one occasion reproving his disciple in severe

language for what he considered unworthy conduct.

In, 1115 Sung Hui Tsung ennobled Yo-ch^ng-tzii as Li-kuo Hon

(f'J S ^) 01" Kingdom-profiting Marquis, and ordered him to be

associated with Mencius in the worship offered in the latter's temple.

He was admitted to his present place in the Confucian temple in 1724.

It is possible that Li-Jcuo is the name of some old place in the north of

China,t

72. Kung-tu-tzu (2- ^ ^).
The "philosopher Kung-tu" was a disciple of Mencius, but beyond

this nothing is known about him. His name appears frequently in the

conversations recorded in Mencius. Sometimes he merely questions the

• For Knng-ming Ti see L. Ch. CI. II. p. Ill ; Shang-yii-lu, Ch. 21 p. 37 : Li-ohi, Ch. 2.

+ See Xi. Oil. 01. II. Proleg. p. 80, M. p. 37, 54, et al. j Sliang-yu-lu Oh. 20 p. 16.

,
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Sage, at other times he reports the criticisms of the world, and on a

few occasions he ventures to state opinions illustratiTe of his master's

teachings.

In 1115 Kung-tu was ennobled as P'ing-yang-Poh (i|S p^ fg),
P'ing-yang being the name of a city in Shansi, and at the same time

he was admitted to participation in the worship offered in Mencius'

temple. In 1724 his tablet was placed in its present position in the

temples of Confucius. Legge says, " In the temple of Mencius he was

the "Baron of Tranquillity and Shadiness (ijs |^ f^)-*

73. Wan Chang (^ ^).
This man also was a disciple of Mencius, and nothing more of

his history is known than this one fact. He appears very often in

the work bearing the name of Mencius as a questioner of the latter.

He is supposed to have become a teacher, and tradition says that his

disciples assisted Mencius in the formation of his Book.

The Emperor Huei Tsung of the Sung dynasty ennobled "Wan

Chang with the title Po-hsing-Poh (fH ^ f|§), from Po-hsing, a town

in what is now Ch'ing-chow-foo in Shantung. Legge translates the

title " Baran of Extensive Arousing. " In the same year, 1115, he was

made a participator in the sacrifices performed in the temple of Men-

cius, and, in 1724 he was admitted to the Confucian Temple as a

" Worthy.

"

• •-•-

74. Kung-sun Ch'ou (^ ^ J).
Kung-sun was another of Mencius' discipleSj and a native of

Ch'i (^). He had a great admiration for his master, but displeased

the latter by comparing him with small notables of his own State. In

Mencius' work he appears often asking the Master questions, some of

which were of a plain and practical nature.

He too was ennobled in 1115 and his title was Shou-kuang-Poh

iM ^ ^6)' °^' Baron of Shou-kuang, a place in the modern Ch'ing-

• See L. Oil. Gl. H. Prolog, p. 80.
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Chow-foo ia Shanfcang, but Legge translates, "Baron of Longevity

and Glory, " In the same year he was admitted to Menoius ' temple,

and in 1724 his tablet was placed in its present position in the temples

of Confucius.

75. Chou Tun-i (J?i gfc S). S. Mou-shu (|^ M)-
Chou Tun-i was born in a.d. 1017, being the 20th year of the

reign, of Sung Chen-Tsung. His birth-place was a small hamlet about

six miles westward from Ying-tao, a District-town of Yung-chou in

the South of Huuan. The hamlet was called Lien-ch'i (-j^ ^) from

the name of a stream which rises in the neighbouring mountains, flows

past the hamlet, and joins the river Siang. The remote ancestors of

the Chou family had originally lived in Honan, and had afterwards

removed to Ch'ing-chow (^ j'|'|) in Shantung. But in a.d. 765 a

member of the family, having been appointed to an office in the Yung-

chou department, fixed his residence there, and some time after one

of his descendants acquired property at Lien-ch'i and settled there.

The family had produced a number of scholars and officials, and

Tun-i's father Fu-ch'^ng (f§ jg^) was himself a man of learning and

of good repute as a Magistrate. His mother, whose surname was

Ch^ng (^), also belonged to a family of some distinction in the public

service. Of the boyhood of Tun-i we have very little information,

and he does not seem to have been conspicuous for any precocity of

intellect or any premature exhibition of genius. He spent much of

his time in angling from a bridge on the stream and in roaming over

his native hills. In one of these was a . vast cave with a crescent-

shaped entrance on each side, eastward and westward, but round as

the full moon inside. This was a favourite resort of the boy at all

times, and tradition said that here the idea of the T'ai-chi first rose

in his mind.

But his father died in 1031, and his mother thereupon removed

to the Capital in, Honan. Here her brother, a Chancellor of the Han-

lin, took charge of the education of Tun-i, and loved him with

all the fond affection of a father. In due time Tun-i passed his examin-

ation, and received a small appointment, but in his twenty-first year
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he lost his mother. When the period of mourning for her was over

he returned to public life, and was sent to Fen-ning-Hsien (^ ^ J^)
in the Nan-ch'ang Prefecture of Kiangsi, where he distinguished

himself by a prompt clearing off of old cases. From Fen-ning he was
transferred to Yuan-chow (^ Jfl) in the some Province, and here his

fame as a teacher began.
,
The next post he filled was an important

one of a military character at ISTan-an (^ S) ™ tlie South-west of

Kiangsi. It was at this place that Cheng Hsiang (f§ J|pJ) met him,

and formed a friendship with .him which was destined to have import-

ant results. Hsiang entrusted the education of his two sons' Ming-tao

and yi-ch'uan to Tun-i, who communicated to these youths aU his

learning and philosophy.

After holding several other offices in various parts of Kiangsi.

he was sent to Ho-chow (§• ;H'|) a town of the Ch'uugking Prefecture

in. Ssu-chuan. He was always a great lover of mountains and rivers,

and he enjoyed the voyage up the Yangtse through the wild gorges

which lead from Hupeh into Ssuchuan. At Ho-chow also he had

many disciples and the fame of his learning and virtue daily increased.

In the year 1061 when on his way to a new appointment at

Ch'ien-chow (^ jlfl), the present Kanchow in Kiangsi, he visited the

Lu Mountains near Kiukiang. Smit with the love of their grand

scenery he determined to have a cottage built on their slope near a

deep and dark-blue stream. The name of this stream was Ch'i-shui

CM /^fC). but Tun-i remembering "a secret sweetness in the stream"

of his childhood called it Lien-ch'i and his cottage Lien-ch'i-shu-t'ang

QM ^ tf ^)' the Lien-c'hi study. He continued to be promoted

and transferred from place topliace, but he did not rise to any very

high position. When fifty-five years old he retired to the Lu moun-

tains, and at this time he had not saved enough money to maintain

himself and his family. His patrimony had been signed away chiefly

for the purposes of ancestral worship, and he was now poor and happy.

The Emperor called him back to public life in 1073, but the Decree

did not come in time, for Tun-i died in the 6th ' moon of that year.

As his will directed he was laid beside his mother at Tan-t'u )^ ^)
a town in the Prefecture of Cliinkiang.
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Of Chou Tun-i's philosophical writings only two were published,

the T'ai-chi-t'u-shuo (ic =^ @ li) and the T'ung-shu (jg ^).
These and a few miscellaneous short compositions are aU the written

records of him that remain. He had no thought of fame or glory, and

did not care to publish. Had it not been that he consigned to his

great disciples, the brothers Ch'eng, the T'ai-chi-t'u-shuo and the

T'ung-shu these two would also have perished. The former, Diagrams

of the Ultimate Principle with explanations, is a short pamphlet, and

the T'ung-shu, or as it was originally called Yih-shu, is a small book

of forty chapters. These two treatises are the source of the Sung

philosophy. They give Chou's theory of the evolution of all things,

and his doctrines as to. the relations between the,moral and physical

world. He bases these on the teachings of the ancient classics,

specially the Yih-ching, and endeavours to make one harmonious

system. Some have traced his peculiar doctrines to previous Confu-

cianists, some to Lao-tzii and the early Taoist writers, and some to a

Buddhist monk. But so great a philosopher would not deign to be

indebted for his wisdom to a " cropped " heretic, and there is too

little resemblance between his tenets and those of any earlier writer to

admit the notion of his having borrowed. It is not known who
were his immediate instructors in philosophy, but his great merit is

to have drawn directly from the original fountain—the texts of the

sacred books as left by Confucius and Mencius. From the recorded

teachings of these Sages he divined their unrecorded doctrines and so

was able to supplement the memorials of them bequeathed to posterity

by the first disciples.

Chou's name was at first Tun-shi (^ ^), but on the accession of

Ying-Tsung, Shi, being the old name of that Emperor, was changed,

for i.
,
His disciples called him Lien-ch'i-Hsien-shSng, and he has

continued to be known by that designation or simply as Chou Lien-

ch'i. He was posthunously ennobled, and received the honorary
epithet Yuan-Kung (^ ^), or the Chief (—according to one account

Yuan-ts'ung ). In 1241 his tablet was admitted to the Confucian
Temple and placed among the scholars in the outer chambers. But
the last of tl^e Ming Epiperors ordered that -it .and the tablets of th6
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four which follow should be promoted to the places whieh they now
occupy.

Chou Lien-ch'i was a man of great genius, and of a character

singularly pure and simple. All who met him seem to have been

impressed with his marvelnus powers and his amiable disposition.

As an official he was unequalled for the clearness, justness, and quick-

ness of his decisions and his freedom from corruption. Tenpence and

an old box were all his house at one time contained. As a philosophio

scholar he stood quite alone,.having an in^ired, creative genius. IsTor

did any approach him in his thorough love of nature and appreciation

of her beauty and granleur. His favourite flower was the Lotus,

which like the ideal man, grows, blooms, and dies pure in the midst

of impurity. But his greatest delight was to climb up mountains and

wander at pleasure among their fearful cliffs and over their lonely

summits.*

76. Chang Tsai (5I ^). S. Tzu-hou (^ J^).

Chang Tsai, who was born in the year a.d; 1020, was the son of

Chang Ti (51 M)' * native of Ta-liang (^ ^) in the Prefecture of

K'ai-feng in Honan. His father was an official of some distinction

and died while Prefect of Fou-chow (j[§ j]]), near Chungking, in

Ssuchuan. At the time of this event Tsai was very young. It is

recorded of him that he was clever and studious, but shy and not fond

of the company of other boys. From Fou-chou he was taken on his

father's death to Hung-ch'ii (^ ^)> a military station near Mei (J|B)

Hsien in the Prefecture o£Si-an. Here he imbibed a boyish love for

soldiers and fighting which culminated in an attempt to get up an

expedition for the purpose of seizing some land to the west of the T'ao

Eiver in Kansuh.

About the year 1040, however, Tsai was introduced to the great

Statesman and Scholar Fan Chung-yen (Jq, ^ ^), who turned his

* The Chou-KeU-oh'i-chi ( J^ j'Sl "1^ ^) in 13 Chtian, edited and compiled by Chang

Pob-hang-(5§ fS fif) a Beholar and statesman of theJKanghsi period;^ rU/iuil.
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ambition from war to philosophy. He copied out the Chung-yung for

Tsai, who at once gave himself up to the study of that work with

insatiable eagerness. After this Tsai explored the books of the

Buddhists and Taoists thinking to find in them the way of life. His

labour was in vain, however, and after several years' study of them he

went back to Confucianism, and searched the six classics.

Afterwards he went to the Capital and became a public teacher.

The Yih-ching was his chief book for exposition, and in his discourses

on that treatise he was wont to mix up theories drawn from heretical

sources. As a Professor he compassed himself about with great awe

and dignity, sitting on a tiger skin, the emblem of fierce majesty. But

about 1056 the Brothers Gh'Sng, his young nephews, came to K'ai-

feng-foo also to lecture on the Classics. Tsai went to hear them and

was at once converted. He put aside for ever his heretical books, and

threw away his tiger skin, advising his disciples to attend the lectures

of Ch'^ng Yi-ch'aan on the Yih-ching. Then he went back to his

home in Shensi and continued his studies.

In lOiiT Tsai became a Chin-shi, and was appointed at first to. an

office at Ch'i-chou (fR ^fl) in Chihli but soon afterwards to one at Yun-
yen (^^). He proved himself an official genial and benevolent, but at

the same time thorough and earnest, and his administration was

attended with good and lasting results. His next appointment was in

connection with the military forces at Wei-chou in Kansuh, and in

this he distinguished himself by his exertions for the people during a

scarcity, and his wisdom and forethought. In 1069 he was promoted,

and the illustrious Lu Kung-chu (g S ^) recommended him to the

Emperor Shen-Tsung who summoned him to an audience. Tsai did

not please the Prime Minister Wang An-shi, and he was sent away to

a place near Ningpo to settle a jail commotion. Ch'eng Hao, as censor,

objected to this appointment, but An-shi prevailed. When his work
was finished Tsai returned to the Capital, but, his brother having
become involved in political trouble, he soon after withdrew to Hiing-
ch'u. Here he had a small farm of poor land which with frugal

management supplied all his wants. Ill health obliged him to leave

ihis, and he settled at the foot of the Nan-shan, where he lived in a
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cottage witli only books about him. His whole time was given up to

study and the instruction of his disciples. Though his boyish shyness

remained with him yet he was successful as a teacher chiefly through

his kind, sympathetic manner, and his great love for wisdom. The
disciples who were poor shared their Master's homely fare while they

learned to aim at a higher knowledge and a nobler virtue than what

the Sophists of those days taught.

After several years of this humble but happy life Tsai was recalled

to office at the Capital, and his great aim now was to reform the State

ceremonies. But in 1076 he had a strange dream which was followed

by a severe attack of sicSness. He resigned office, gave the Ms. of the

ChSng-m^ng—the great work of his life-—to his disciples, and set out

on the journey home. At Lo-yang he saw the two Ch'Sng, and told

them he was dying but that he hoped' to reach Ch'ang-an (Si-an-foo).

On arriving at Lin-t'ung (^ JJ), however, his strength failed and it

was seen he could not go any farther. That evening his attendant

washed his face and hands, changed his clothes, and laid him in bed.

When he came to see him next morning he was dead. There was no

money in his box, nor had he enough property even to cover his funeral

expenses. So when some of his disciples came from Ch'ang-an they

had to bury him at their own expense. They laid him in the grave at

"

"Wei-Hsien, and conducted his funeral according to those ancient laws

of which he had been so fond.

Tsai was posthumously ennebled as Mei-Poh or Earl of Mei, and

received the epithet Ming (B^) or intelligent. But he has always been

best known as Hung-ch'ii, the designation given to him by his disciples.

He was admitted to the Temple of Confucius in 1241, and his tablet

shared the fate of Chou Tun-i as mentioned above.

The writings of Chang Hung-ch'ii are the Hsi-ming (|f ^),
Tung-mmg {M^), Cheng-mSng (IE ^), Ching-hsiao-li-k'u (^J^

53 H), and a few miscellaneous pieces. The Tung and Hsi-ming, or

East and West inscriptions were so named on the advice of Yi-ch'uan

from their positions in the author's study. The former, called also the

Pien-yii (^ ^) or Piercer for the Simple, consists of only a few

sentences. The Hsi-ming, known also hf its first name Tin^wap
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(IT SM) or Crltio of tlie Stupid, is l/Jsger and more interesting. Suck

statements as
—" All the world and I are brethren, all nature and I

have the same origin," and " The halt, the siek, the forlorn are my
brothers," have a rare liberality. Yang Kuei-shan found in them

something very like Mehrtzu's doctrine of " universal love," but Yi-

ch'uan showed him there was a radical difference between the teachings

of the two philosophers. The Cheng-m§ng, which is partly based on

the Yih-0hing and Chung-yung, gives the author's theories as to the

origin of the universe, with many curious physical and metaphysical

speculations and with occasional criticisms on Buddhist and Taoist

doctrines. The Hsiao-li-k'u is a longer work, but not so profound or

so highly esteemed. It is largely taken up with the treatment of the

ceremonial observances described in the old canonical works.

Chang was man of honest plodding industry, but without any

native genius'. He seems to have arrived independently at conclusioBS

similar to those of Chou Lien-ch'i, and many things in the ChSng-m^ng

recall the T'ai-chi-t'ueshijoi' and the T'ung-shu. Like Lien-ch'i also

Chang is considered to have developed the teachings of Confucius and

Meneius. His moral courage in reaouncing heresy, and his long zeal

in the cause of true learning have 'won from native authors many
encomiums. The first lesson he taught his disciples was to control

their feelings and regulate their conduct in strict accordance with the

precepts of antiquity. His knowledge of truth was the result of

enduring, painful study, and of this his writings bear evidence.

Compared with Ch'Sng Mipg-tao he was as Poh-yi (^ ^) and I-yin

(^) were to QoiJucius,*
'

• See the Chang-Hung-ohu-qlii ( 5i fH ^ ^), the Foochow edition; Tao-t'ung-la

(jEM M)> Ctiian IF ; Hsing.h-hm-yao ('UMM^) Oh. 11.; Legge's

Ch. CI. li. p. 70.
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77. Ch'eng Hao (@ ||). S. Po-shun (fg m)-
Gh'eng Hao was born at Loyang in Honan in a.d. 1032. His

father Hsiang (J|r1), who will appear hereafter, was an official of

considerable learning and of an excellent reputation. The ancestors

of the family belonged to Qhihli, but Hao's grand-father having been

buried in the Prefecture of Honan, his descendants regp.rded them-

selves as Honan people. As a boy Hao was noted for his handsome,

intelligent face, clear, bright eyes, and fine ringing voice. One day

while he was stiU an infant, his grand-aunt took him in her arms for a

walk, and on the way she dropt a bracelet. The lo^ was not dis-

covered witil her return home, and afterwards, when search was being

made for the bracelet, the baby pointed to the place where it had dropt

and where it was still lying. At the age of nine years he composed a

moral distich which was highly praised. When twelve years old he

was sent to school where he conducted himself like a man. About a

year or so after this a high official named P'eng, seeing the unusual

gravity and sobriety of Hao gave him his daughter in marriage. Then

at the age of fourteen he was, along with his younger brother I-ch'aaa

entrusted to the care of Chou Lien-ch'i, to learn from that scholar the

true meanings of the Classics and all his own system of philosphy.

From the second time that Hao saw Lien-ch'i he conceived a great

delight for the poetry of learning, and preferred the pleasures of the

breeze among the rain-altars to the glory and pomp of office. So he

read all kinds of books, and for nearly ten years went out and in among

Buddhist and Taoist literature, coming back in the end to the orthodoxy

of the Sages.

But his lot was cast in the troubled ways of public life, and he

had to change the sweet quiet of philosophy for the bitter worry of

office. At the, age of twenty-five he took his Chin-shi, in the same

year with Chang Tsai and the brothers Su (^), and was soon after

appointed to office at Hu (^B)> ^ district town in the Si-an Pi-efec-

ture. Here his tact and readiness of expedient soon made him a noted
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man, and lie came to liave great influence. A temple in the neigh-

bourhood had become famous by the possession of a stone image of

Buddha which on a certain day every year emitted rays of light from

its head. The miracle attracted annually crowds of men and women

who spent day and night in the temple very imperfectly^ distributed.

The consequences were very bad and official prohibitions were useless.

Ch'eng Hao asked the monk of the temple to send,him this wonderful

head for inspection as he had not leisure to exmine.it in the temple.

From that day on the image did not send forth any miraculous rays.

Ch'eng also kept the district of Wu from suffering by famine or

pestilence, and was in every way successful. His superior asked him

to what office he would like to be promoted, and Ch'eng replied—
" In recommending an official, regard should be had to his possession

of the requisite abilities, and he should not be asked what he wants.

"

The next place to which Hao was sent was Shang-yuan (_t %)'

in the Prefecture of Kiang-nan (Nankin). Here he equalized the land-

tax, and did many other good things, even causing the little boys to cease

from catching birds with limed twigs. In 1067 he was transferred to

Chin-Ch'^ng (^ ^), in Shensi, where he reformed the manners of the

people, trained teachers, erected schools, and made it a model town.

The people of this place loved and revered him as a father, and the

effects of his good government remained for many years. In 1069 he

was promoted to be a Cenbor, and the Emperor Sh§n-Tsung made of

him a confidential friend and adviser. Hao was conscientiously

opposed to the radical changes which were being made by Wang An-

shi, and he spoke against them courteously and moderately. But the

two could not continue to serve together and Hao applied for a

Provincial appointment. After some delay he was sent to Ch'en-ning

(^ S). a town to the west of Si-an, and in 1075 he was transferred*^

to Fu-kuo-Hsien (Ifc ^ 0), in K'ai-f^ng-foo. His just, humane,

and skilful administration won for him the affection of the people, and

the services he rendered when the Huang Ho caused alarm and disaster,

by bursting into a new course, were very conspicuous. Soon after he

retired to Loyang and devoted himself to study and .teaching, as poor

as when he first went into office. He died in 1085 when an Edict
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was on its way appointing him to an important post at the Capital.

The name of Ch'eng Hao in literature—given to him by his

disciples—is Ming-tao (og ji;), his common designation. His post-

humous epithet is Shun (|ig), or Pure. He was ennobled as Ho-nan-
Poh (:pf ^ fg), and in 1241 he was admitted to the Temple of

Confucius.

The only treatise ascribed to Ming-tao is the Ting-hsin-shu (^
t\^ ^), which is said to be a work of a philosophical character,

supplementary to the T'ai-chi-t'u-shuo of his illustrious Master. His

State papers and other short writings togther with the records of his

teachings are published wifli those of his younger brother.

The personal character of Ming-tao seems to have been one of

peculiar beauty and excellence. He had the warm tender heart of an

affectionate woman, with the chivalrous fortitude of a hero. The
spirit of self-sacrifice was strong in him, and the soft kindliness of his

nature was felt in the large family circle, and in the outer world of

society. As a public servant he did with all his might whatever his

hand found to do, and what his conscience told him was duty. He
showed great tact, broad sympathy, and almost prophetic wisdom in

his official actions and counsels. No One ever saw his face colour with

anger, or heard him utter an unkind word, or knew him to neglect a

duty. He never quailed or lost his merry humour, whether before the

tumultuous rage of an excited rabble, the blustering of an irate chief,

or the dooming wrath of a fickle monarch. When he doffed his robes

of ofiioe he went back to his early love and studied the wise books of

antiquity. But truth came to him by instinct rather than by study,

and he was able to divine the deep meanings of the Sages because he

had their spiritual gifts. Thus he came to give a new life and fresh

brightness to the truth which evil ways and bad doctrines had nearly

quenched. Purity and sincerity of mind and heart marked himself

and he made the attainment of these the first essential with his

disciples.*

» The Tao-t'nng-lu Chiian (f ) ; Erh-ch'^ng-wen-chi (~ @ ^ M)- Ch. 1 &o. (

HBing-li-hui-yao Ch. Hi Chu-tzu-oh'uan-shu (j^ ~r ^ m)- Gh. 53.
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78. Ch'fog I. (g mi S. Cli^ng-shu (IE^
Ch'Sfflg I was bom a.d. 1033, a year after his brofter Hao. He

is said to have been a wise high-souled boy who would not do anything

,

that was not quite correct. "When thirteen years of age he became,

along with his brother, a disciple of Chou Lien-ch'i, and remained

with that teacher for two years. Having finished his education he

turned to politics, and in his eighteenth year he sent in a Memorial to

the throne giving excellent advice to the Emperor Jen-Tsung. In this

document he compared himself to Chu-ko Liang, and prayed to be

called to Caurt in order to have an opportunity of explaining his views

more fully. This impudent Memorial was of course left unanswered,

and the ambitious youth consoled himself with philosophy. But about

this timft Hu Yuan, in his capacity as Director of Studies, gave to the

students as the subject of an examination essay-^What. was the

learning which Yen Hui loved ? Ch'^ng Fs essay on this occasion

showed unusual abilities and led to his being employed by the Examiner

as assistant. Then he became a teacher and soon had many disciples.

He obtained his Chin-shi, but at the subsequent Palace examination in

1058 he failed, and thereupon resolved to abandon the prospect of an

o£B.cial career.

For many years he remained at home studying the Classics and

composing his.great commentary on the Yih-Ching. He had also a

number of disciples some of whom afterwards becamemen of eminence.

In 1085 Ssu-ma Kuang and others wrote a strong recommendatioja for

the appointment of I to office, and Chu Kuang-t'ing{^^^, described

him and his qualifications in terms of extravagant praise. He was

nominated te office but declined, and when a better appointment was
ofEered he refused it also because he had not been presented at Court,

This difficulty was got over and a new office assigned him, but he

wished to decline this also. His refusal was not accepted, however,

and he weot into office as Expounder of the Classics, in 1086. In this

capacity he became preceptor J;o the young emperor Ch^-Tsuugt . He
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stowed himself a great stickler for ceremony and the old rules and
customs, but above all for respect for the teacher. At the same time he
did his duty with most conscientious faithfulness. But he interfered

in government generally, regarding everything as belonging to his office.

So he was always recommending the promotion or dismissal of officers

about the Court. This conduct brought on him a great amount of

enmity and hatred which he had neither the tact nor temper to dispel.

Moreover the priggish manner of the man, who could not sing on

the day on which he wept, made him generally disliked. Some, like

Su Tung-p'o, thought hisgravity hypocritical, and a joke made by the

poet led to a life-long feud between him and his friends on one side,

and Ch'eng I and his friends on the other. Then he made enemies of

the Ministers of the Presence by interfering with them, and a Censor

denounced him to the Throne as mean, quarrelsome, and arrogant.

The Emperor had to send I away, and he appointed him to the Imperial

Academy at the Western Capital (Honanfoo). The change did not

please I, but his father's death soon released him from office for a time

though he could not get leave to resign. "When the period of mourning

was over he was prevented from obtaining employment at the Capital

through the influence of Su Tung-p'o and another enemy who denounced

him as resentful.and insolent.

In 1097 he wished to retire from official life on account of the

intrigues and party fighting which had grown up on his account. But

he was sent to Fou-chow {^^ ^, a town of Chungking in Ssuchuan,

where he remained for three years. In 1101 he was recalled to

Honanfoo and reinstated at the Imperial Academy. He looked so hale

and fresh when he came bAck that his old friends and disciples were

struck with wonder. But lapse of years had not conquered enmity

and in 1103 he was again in disgrace. An Imperial Edict ordered

his official papers to be destroyed and all his other writings to be

submitted to the Censors' scrutiny. Ch'eng I now withdrew from

public life and devoted himself to his Commentaries on the Classics.

But in 1107 he was attacked by a sickness which proved to be his last.

He had outlived most of his disciples, but Yin Shun (^ J;J) and Chang

Yi (^ i|^) were still with him, and to them he consigned all his writings
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which were still in manuscript. He was lying one day with his eyes

closed but suffering great pain. Some of his disciples had called to see %i,

him and observing his critical state they said—It is precisely now, Sir,

that what you learned when in ordinary health has to be used. Looking

at them feebly for an instant and making a last exertion the dying man
answered—If principles are shown useful then'they are wrong. These

were his last words, and he died before the disciples had left his room.

He died as he had lived, self-reliant and independent. His philosophy

taught that death and life are only ordinary events, changes whi]^

occur in the orderly course of nature, and so for him death had no sting

nor the grave any victory.

Gh'feng I was admitted to the Temple of Confucius in 1241 in the

reign of the Emperor Li-Tsung. This monarch also conferred on him

a posthumous title and the epithet ChSng (]£), Correct. His name in

literature is Yi-ch'uan-Hsien-shSng (^ ji( ^ ^), the Teacher from

the streams of Yi, and he is usually referred to simply as Yi-ch'uan.

Yi is the name of a town—-Yi-yang—^and a river in the west of Honan
near his native place.

The great literary work of Yi-ch'uan was his Yih-chuan (^ ^)
or Commentary on the Yih, to which he devoted the leisure of many
years, and in which he embodied much of the teaching of Chou Lien-

ch'i. He made Commentaries also on the Ch'un-ch'iu and other

Canonical works. Neither he nor his brother, however, published

anything, and it was only after repeated entreaties that Yi-ch'uan near

the close of his life entrusted his manuscripts to Chang Yi. The sayings

and teachings of the two brothers have always been published together,

aid this was evidently the desire of the younger. Yang Shi, who will

appear below, put together his notes of their lectures and comments
for the use of the Fuhkeen people, and called his book Er-Ch'Sng-ts'ui-

yen (Z-UW S ). the Pure Sayings of the Two Ch'Sng. But a

complete collection of all their Memorials, Discussions, and Miscel-

laneous writings, so far as they were preserved, was made by Chu Hsi
who edited then; with notes and comments. These have all been
republished as one work, with Chu Hsi's prefaces and additions, under

the title Er-Ch'eng-wSn-chi.
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The fame of Yi-^li'uan as a classical scholar and commentator is

perhaps greater than that of his brother. He was careful and accurate

and had a wide extent of learning. Both sougjit to revive the influence

of old orthodoxy and to destroy the growing power of Buddhism and

Taoism. Critics have found fault with much of their interpretation and

arrangement of the Classics, but all must own that they gave a great

stimulus to the profound and liberal study of these ancient treatises.

The character of Yi-ch'uan forms a striking contrast to that of his

brother Ming-tao, though they admired and loved each other. The

intense vanity, pompous and severe manner, and stern disposition of

the former made him genferaUy disliked. He could not pardon or over-

look a fault, nor could he take a generous, liberal view of any question.

Honest and upright in all his ways, of great learning and good abilities,

he had no grace of manner or tenderness of heart. Stern and precise

with his disciples he was regarded by them with respect and reverence,

but they preferred the company of Ming-tao. The society of the latter

was like the genial breezes of Spring, and his administration of office

was like the enriching rain of Summer. The two brothers had the

same high ideal of life, and accepted the same principles of philosophy,

but their natural dispositions were very unlike. Ming-tao had genius,

a taste for poetry, and a loving heart. Yi-ch'uan had industry, a

desire to be right, and a self-sustained spirit.*

* See the Tao-fmig-lu, Chiian ~f ; Er-Ch4ng-wen-chi (IZ fS ^ ^) I
Er-Oh'Sng-

ts'ni-yen ( . ^ ^ g ) ', Hsing-Ii-hui-yao, Ch. 11.; Ohu-tzti-ch'aan-ahu, Ch. 53

;

Br-Oli'diig-yu-lu {ZL^ta M)-

79. Shao Yung (?15 ^). S. Yao-fu (^ ^).

The family of Shao belonged to Fan-yang {^ %) in Chilili, and

Yung was born a.d. 1011, but the place of his birth is not recorded.

The surname was originally Chi (ig), and his ancestors traced their

history to the founders of the Chou dynasty. His father was a man

of culture who enjoyed society and travelling, but did not go into

public life. In boyhood Yung was noted as an ardent, high-spirited

youth eager to make himself a name. His ambition was of a literary
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character and he read all kinds of books, and studied with the zeal

and perseverance of a devotee. For several years he worked without

a stove in winter, a fai^ in summer, or any sleeping-mat. Then he

went on his travels in order to make the acquaintance of learned men
and gain a wider knowledge.

He visited many places in the central and northern parts of the

Empire, and then returned to Kung-ch'^ng (^ ^), in Wei-hui-foo

{M W M)> Honan. Here he resolved to settle down and renew his

studies, his father and the rest of the family having already fixed their

residence at this town. The Magistrate then stationed at Kung, Li

Chi-ts'ai (^ ^ ^) was a great lover of learning and he soon came

to know Shao Yung. The latter was happy in finding a master, hke

Li, who was well versed in all the mystic lore of the Yih-ching, and

Li gave his disciple the Commentaries which he had composed on the

wondrous marks and symbolic lines of that work with their enigmat*

ical interpretations. The teachings of this master decided the course

which Yung's future studies were to take and also supplied him with

much of the material for his works.

While his parents lived, Yuug tended them with affectionate

solicitude, supporting them by the labour of his hands. They were

" a virtuous household, though exceeding poor, " sometimes indeed in

danger of starvation. Yet toil and privation never marred his temper

or clouded the sunny cheerfulness of his nature. When his father

died Yung buried him by the river Yi, and after the full time of

mourning he changed his residence to the neighbourhood of Lo-yang.

Here he came to knowFu Pi, Ssu-ma Kuang and other men of virtue

and renown who were waiting for the evil days of . Wang An-shi to

pass over. His hut was a poor wretched thing which kept out neither

fain nor wind, and some of his friends subscribed together and bought

him a small cottage with a garden attached. To this little property

he, gave the name An-lo-wo (^ ^ ^)—Nest of quiet delight, calling

himtelf the An-lo Hsien-sheng. Here " Satis beatus unicis Sabinis
"

he passed all the rest of his days, and his life was almost like a happy

dream. By the fruits of his garden he was able to supply himself

with food and clothes, and the society of books and friends gave him
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all tliat he needed more. Attempts -werb made to bring liim into

public life, and a good appointment was actually conferred on him,
but he utterly refused to go into office, perferring " a philosopher's

life, in the quiet woodland ways." He was wont to rise betimes and
bum a piece of sweet-smelling wood in his room. Soothed by the
fragrant incense to an aptness for quiet thought he sat down to study.

iDuring the day he read, or meditated, or wrote, or received enquiring

disciples. But his studies were not confined to books, for he also

observed the ways and workings of nature and then tried to find in

his mind the laws and prinoiple& by which they proceed. His evening

meal was taken about 5 o'clock and he always had three or four cups

of wine at it—enough to exhilarate, but never to intoxicate. After-

wards, if alone, he hummed lays of the olden times or made verses

fraught with quaint fancies and strange meanings. But if Szu-ma
Euang or some other kindred spirit came, he would sit the live-long

night and talk over the signs of the times or a dark saying from the

old Classics. When the weather was favourable, during Spring and
Autumn, for he dreaded the extremes of Summer and Winter, he went
for a drive in the city in a one-horse waggon. Every one knew him
and knew the sound of his waggon, and when it was heard approach-

ing all rushed out of doors to see him and give him welcome. " Our
teacher has come," was the general cry, for no one addressed him or

talked of hira by name or surname. Some in order to lure him to

stay with them made a room like his cottage and called it the "travel-

ling nest," and at times he spent one or two days with these friends.

The good all loved him, the bad owned his gentle influence, and little

boys feared to be naughty lest Ssu-ma Kuang or Shao Yung shoidd

come to. know. But indeed Shao Yung was credited with the gift of

second sight, and he was supposed to know what was being done in

many places and to see beforehand what was about to occur.

Moreover there came to the Nest some of the best and most

eminent men of the time, men who were, living in retirement at Lo-

yang because they could not continue to serve a Sovereign who was

bringing ruin on the Empire by following bad counsel. One might

have scea there iu the autumn evenings Fu Pi of eourtly manners
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and rigid virtue—talking about his peonies or nassions to the faithiess

Tartars, and SsQ-nia Kuang grave and seli-possessed and rich in

historic parallels. There too were Gh'Sng Ming-tao ol easy graoe,

and brilliant wit, and gentle manners—Yi-ch'uan stem and digni-

fied having not yet learned "to tame.the pride of intellect and virtue's

self-esteem," Chang Tsai of wide sympathy* and great learning, but

shy and reserved, and haply many others. Some also came who had

not yet achieved greatness, such as Yang Xuei-iSihan, the ardent

student from far Fuhkeen and Hsie of Shang-ts'ai perhaps.^ already

pro^ostieating his own dark destiny. '

For about thirty years Shao Yung led this quiet happy life. But

in 1077 sickness attacked him and he died, nursed to the end by his

loving friends. They buried him beside his father, as he had a^ed,

and, also in compliance with his request-, Ch'Sng Ming-tao wrote his

epitaph. The posthumons epithet given to him was K'ang-clue

(9§ W)> ineaning perhaps calmly happy in self-control, and this

became his usual designation in literature. In 1235 he was admitted

to the Temple of Confucius, and in 1267 he was ennobled. ,

The greatest and best known of the writings of Shao Yung is tljie,

Huang-chi-ching-shi-shu (^ >^ i@ IS §)> meaning as explained by

the author, the book of what is greatest, most central, most correct,

and most transmutable. This treatise is curious, partly as an attempt

to give number to all things or find it in all things. It is foiuuied: on

the Yih-ching and carries out into detail the theories and princi^es

of that work. But the author also drew largely from Chang Tzu-fsAg,

Yang Hsiian and other sources, and he also worked much of it out

of his own mind. The Huang-chi, says a native scholar, is not to

be put in the same category with the Yih-, for this gives the results

of divination while that is merely a matter of calculation. It is not,

however, all taken up with numbers, and much of it is really interest-

ing rea^ng, giving curious observations on natural phenomeiaa, lemons
from history, and thoughts on moral philosophy. The best parts a!re

the Kuan-wu-P'ien, or Chapters on the study of Phenomena, bU:t these
are often referred to and printed as independent treatises.

The Yii-ch'iao-wSn-tui (^ ^ fp^ ^), or a Dialogue between a
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Fisherman and a "Woodman, is a short treatise supplementary to

the Huang-chi, but of a more popular nature. A woodman carrying

a bundle of fuel is passing along a bank of the Yi river. He sees a

man angling, lays down his bundle, and enters into conversation with

the angler. The two men proceed to ask and resolve questions of

practical and specxdative philosophy, illustrating their opinions by

examples drawn from their own industries. The angler, however, is

much superior to the woodman, and when they are parting the latter

says—" I have heard of the Fu-hsi of antiquity, and I seem to day to

have met him face to face." K'ang-chie was also the author of a

volume of Poetry entitled?^—Yi-ch'uan-chi-jang-chi (^ /I| § ^ $^),

Collection of Yi-ch'uan Earth drummings, that is. Poems of Rural

Life from the river Yi. These poems shows that their author loved

natural scenery -and enjoyed the changing beauties of the seasons with

the cultivated taste of a genial philosopher. They are also said to be

mystic and moral, and inspired to some extent by Lao-tsu and Chuang-

tsu. Yung was evidently a reader and admirer of the former, and

he was also a student of Buddhist literature. So the Ch'eng brothers

were not quite correct, as Chu Hsi admits, when they said that his

writings were pure Confucianism, for there is in them a little mixture

of heretical theories. But still they are essentially orthodox, and they

develope the teachings of the canonical books, specially the Yih-ching

and Ch'un-ch'iu. Yung's notice of the soul going to Heaven, however,

and of man being an incarnate spirit (or Grhost) tell of other teachers

than Confucius and Mencius. . For the old Sages he had an intense

and geniune admiration, and his eulogies on Confucius in particular

seem to be very extravagant.*

• See Hsmg-li-ta-oh'nan {^ M :h '^) CM. 7 to 13 j Er-oh'eng-wen-chi Ch. 3.

Cha-tzii-oli'iian-Bha Ch. 53 ; Stmg-shi. Ch. 427.
,j
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The Hsien Ju (^ f|), ok Former Scholars.

There are at present Sixty-five of these, and they are arranged in

rows on each side of the large hall of the temples outside of the Hsien

Hsien, or Former "Worthies. Every tablet bears the title or heading

Hsien-Ju, or Former Scholar, which is to be understood before each

of the following names.

1. Kung-yang Kao (g' ^ ]f )•

Kung-yang, whose name was Kao, is supposed to have belonged

to the State of Ch'i (@), and to have lived in the first half of the 5th

Century e.g., thongh some bring him down to a time nearly two

centuries later. But there is scarcely anything known about his origin

and history. Tradition represents him to have been a disciple of Tzii-

hsia (^' 5), one of the most learned of Confucius' disciples—^the-'Pu

Shang of the Twelve Wise Ones above, No 9—, and to have received

from him orally the Ch'un-ch'iu (§ ^) or Annals of Lu compiled

by Confucius.

On this work Kung-yang, with the help of several others it is

supposed, composed a supplement or Commentary, and Ch'un-ch'iu

and Commentary were communicated to his son P'ing (Sp). The latter

transmitted them—still orally, according to tradition—to his son,

from whom they were handed on down through several generations.

At length in the reign of Han Ching-Ti (b.c. 166 to 140), the whole

work was written out on bamboo and silk by Kung-yang Shou (^ ^
%), and his disciple Hu-mu Tzu-tu ( Jg # •^ iP), It was made a

special subject of study by Tung Chung-shu (H (^ ^). whose name
appears a little below, a celebrated scholar of this period and a friend

of Hu-mu Tzii-tu. The success which it now had, led to its being

adopted as a work of authority. Tung Chung-shu and others wrote
on it, and it was admitted by Han Wu-ti into the Imperial Library.

After this, however, the Commentary seems to have sunk into some
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obscurity, and it is not until the second century of our era that it

again conies into distinction. It was now edited and published

together with Confucius' text by a scholar named Ho Hsiu (^ ^)

—

known also as Ho Shao-kung (j^f 5|5 5^)—with the title Ch'un-ch'iu-

kung-yang-ching-chuan-chie-ku (M ^ & ^ M M M tk)- This

edition has been often reprinted and it is still a standard work.

Eung-yang's Commentary, incorporated with the Ch'un-ch'iu, is

one of the Thirteen Classics, and it was cut in stone along with the

other Canonical works in the time of the T'ang dynasty. It is not so

popular and does not hold so high a place among Chinese scholars as

Tso's Commentary, and* Legge says of Kung-yang and Ku-liang,

" There is really nothing in them to entitle them to serious attention."

This seems to be a little too strong. Native critics regard the Tso-

chuan as fuller of incidents and showing a better knowledge of the

CTcnts of historj"-, its author having had access to the State records.

The commentaries of Kung-yang and _Ku-liang, on the other hand,

are scanty- and inaccurate as to narrative, but they are fuller and more

precise as to matters of principle. Neither of the latter authors is

supposed to have had access to the national archives, and hence they

sometimes make mistakes as to names of persons and places, and as to

matters of fact generally.

Some other historical writings are ascribed to Kung-yang besides

the famous Commentary. Thus in the Han Shu we find mention of

the Kung-yang-wai-chuan (^ ^ $h flf, in 35, chapters, and the

Kung-yang-tsa-chi (^ ^ ^ M) . i° 83 chapters, but these works

are not known at present.

In A.D. 647 T'ang T'ai-Tsung admitted Kung-yang to the Temple

of Confucius and placed his tablet among the Associates. The

successor of that Emperor, however, i-emoved it a few years afterwards

and placed it in the body of the hall. Its present place and title were

assigned to it in 1530.
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2. Ku-liang Cli'ih (gj ^ #), S. Ying-shao (Jg :^.

Themame of Ku-liang is given also as Shu (^), and as Hsi (§),

and his second name is also said to have berai Yuan-shi {%jt^)- Some

are even prepared to deny that there ever were such persons, as Kung-

yang and Ku-liang. Others think that these are different names for

one individual, hut most writers are inclined to believe in the historical

existence of two men hearing respectively the above names. It is

strange, however, that there is only one Eu-liang in history, and only

one family of Kung-yang, the extinction of which seems to have been

simultaneous with the publication of the commentary. There is also

an unpleasant suspicion of allegoiy about the names borne by some

members of the Kung-yaiig family, such as Peace (P'ing 2p), and

Long-life (Shou %). Still it is to be hoped that they are not to be

turned into solar myths.

As in the case of Kung-yang, very little is known about the history

of Ku-liang, and his fame rests entirely on the Commentary to the

Ch'un-ch'iu which bears his name. He is said to have been a native

of Lu, and to have also been a disciple of Tzii-hsia, from whom it is

supposed, he received the words of the Ch'un-ch'iu accompanied by

Tzii-hsia's notes and explanations derived from the teaching- of

Confucius. TJsing these as his chief materials Ku-liang composed his

commentary. This was handed down, in conjunction with the Sage's

text, through a succession of five persons until tlie time of Han Hsiian

Ti, who reigned from b.c. 73 to 48. Tlie text and commentary were

now written out on bamboo and silk, and the Emperor, who liked

Ku-liang's work more than the commentaries of Tso and Kung-yang,

admitted the fonner int& the Imperial library. But it was known to

scholars, long before that time and in the reign of Han "Wu Ti, b.c.

l40 to 87—a learned oiScial, Chiang-kung of Hsia-ch'iu (^ ^ {1 &>
who owned the treafee, was able to discuss its merits compared with

those of ,Kung-yang's commentary. The first to publish Ktt-fiang's

work, however, and. to make it generally known was Fan King (^ '^)
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—^whose name appears a little below—a great scholar during the time
of the Chin dynasty. The title given by Fan Ning to the treatise

which he compiled was Ch'un-ch'iu-Ku-liang-chuan-chi-chie {^fX^
^M'^M)- In t^e time of the T'ang dynasty a scholar named Yang
Shi-hsun (^^iU ) brought out a new edition of this work accompanying

Fan Ning's notes and explanations with copious and useful comments.

This edition has been reprinted several times, and is stiU the popular one.

According to some of the native critics, Ku-liang is clear in style

but too brief in narrative, while Tso is sometimes condemned as prolix

and superstitious and Kung-yangis declared to be critical and dogmatic.

Some are inclined to think that Ku-liang derived the material of

his work from Kung-yang, while others regard him as the older of the

two. A theory also was maintained for a time that the two com-

mentaries were the work of one person, but the critics of the Sung
period decided against this theory mainly on the ground of dijfferences

in style. It has been opposed also by other scholars and the general

opinion has always been in favour of three distinct commentators, Tso

well versed in pageants and ceremonies, Ku-liang skilled in the classic

usages and Hung-yang learned in the motives and designs of the

Sage's remarks.

The tablet of Ku-liang was admitted to the Temple of Confucius

in AJ). 647 and experienced a similar treatment to that of Kung-
yang's tablet.*

3. Kao-t'ang Shtog (i^^ ^).
It is doubtful whether Kao or Kao-t'ang was the surname of this

man, and whether his name was Sheng or T^ang-sheng, or T^ang.

He is most usually quoted and referred to simply as Kao-t'ang ShSng.

It is very uncertain when he lived as he is said to have been a disciple

of Confucius, and also to have lived at the beginning of the Han dynasty,

the latter being the generally received opinion. All authorities are

agreed apparently that he belonged to Lu, and that he was a scholar

* For EuBg-yang and Ka-liang see L. Ch. CI. V. Proleg. p. 37 : The Kuug-yang-chu-au,

(^^^^) Introduction; Ku-liang-ohu-su, Introduction; Chu-tzii-ch'uan-

slm, Ch. 36; Han-ahu, chs. 80 and 88.
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and official in that State, but very little is recorded of his life. The
honorary title given to him in the Sung period was Lai-wu-Poh

(M ^ iti), that is Earl of Lai-wu, a town of Lu, at present in T'ai-

an-foo in Shantung.

The fame of Kao-t'ang ShSng rests entirely on his connection with

the Classic Books of Rites and Ceremonies. The Confucian literature

had suflPered very badly from the efforts of Ch'in Shi Huang Ti to have

it all destroyed, and no part suffered so much as the Li (^). When
the Han dynasty was settled on the throne, every means was used to

recover and collect the old Classics. Kao-t'ang Sh§ng had the good

fortune to possess a manuscript of at least part of the work, or to

know it by memory. This he communicated to Hsiao Fen (j^ §) of

Hsia-ch'iu (]^ £), a town in his own native State. Hsiao FSn

communicated it to his disciple MSng Ching {^ f^), from whom it

was transmitted to How Ts'ang iJa^)> ^^^ irom this last it came

down to Tai Te (^ f^) and Tai ShSng (^ g).
Kao-t'ang's treatise became known as the Shi-Li

(j; j^) or

Official's Ceremonies, and it contained seventeen chapters. It is to

some extent the same as the work which now bears the name Yi (^)

—

Li. When a more complete copy of the Li was found in the ruins of

Confucius' house, written in the obsolete seal characters, this latter

was called the Ku-wSn (-j^ '^) or text in old writing. Kao-t'ang

ShSng's edition was then spoken of as the Chin Wen (-^ ^), or text

in the modem writing. But the latter was supposed to contain a purer

text and hence it was called the Ku-ching ("^l^) or old classic.

It is very doubtful, howeveti whether the Shi-Ji is preserved in the

Yi-H.

In A.D. 647 Kao-t'ang Sheng was made an Associate in the

Confucian temples, but a few years afterwards he was removed to a

lower position. His tablet was, until lately, 2nd on the West side, but
recent additions to the <' Scholars" have led to several changes of

arrangement.*

« See Hau-shn Ch. 30; Chou-li (Shi-san-ohing edition.) Introduofcionj ChSng-yl-t'ang-
WSn-chi (jEIE^ ^^) Oh. 8. J Wylie, Notes &c. p. 5. ; SJbang.yaJu Chs. 22
and 7. *
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4. Fu SMng (£Jt M)- S. Tzu-chien {^ ^).
Fu's name is often found written Slieng (^), and this is the

character used in the Han History, though, as Legge suggests, it is very-

likely simply equivalent to our Mr. or Teacher. He was a native of

Ch'i-nan-foo in the north of Shantung. The dates of his birth and

death are not known, hut he lived during the latter part of the third

and the first half of the second century b.c. attaining to the age of

about 100 years. At the time of Ch'in Shi Huang-Ti he was already

known as a great scholar. So when the edict was issued for the

destruction of the Classics and the massacre of the learned he had to

fly. Before leaving his house he hid in one of its walls the tablets on

which the Shu Ching had been written out,, apparently by himself.

During the civil wars and general anarchy which brought about the

extinction of the Ch'in and the rise of the Han dynasty he had no

settled residence but wandered about from place to place.

When the Han Emperors recalled the scholars and sought out

the surviving literature, Fu returned to his house. On digging out his

tablets of. the Shu he found them in a very bad state, only 29, or as

some say 28, chapters being legible. These, however, he took as the

basis of instruction and proceeded to teach the Shu in his native district.

The Emperor Wen Ti, who reigned from b.c. 179 to 156, wanting to

find a scholar able to arrange and edit this Classic could not for some

time find any one to do the work. At length he heard of Fu Sh^ng

and Summoned him to Court for that purpose. Fu was, however, now

more than 90 years old and could not go. A high officer was accordingly

sent to Ch'i-nan, and he received either the original tablets or copies

of them with Fu's comments and additions. It is related that when

the Imperial messenger was receiving these, the old scholar spoke very

indistinctly, and he had to call his daughter in to repeat his words.

But she used the local patois, and the official, who'belonged to Ying-

chow in Anhui, could not quite understand her and lost about two or

three words out of every ten that she uttered.
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Anotter account represents Fu as retaining the whole of the Shu

in his memory for 50 years, and at last writing it out for Han "W^n Ti.

But this refers perhaps only to the lost tahlets, or, as has been suggested,

he may have come to know all the work by memory from reading and

repeating it frequently. Thus it is probable that when he was old and

blind he taught entirely from memory, and that his disciples then

committed his less'ons to writing. The text which bore his name came

to be known as the Chin-wen (-^ ^SC) or modern writing, to distinglush

it from the Shu found in the wall of Confucius' house which was called

the Ku-wen (7^ '^) or old writing. The former was written in the

characters current at the time and the latter in those known as

" tadpoles."

The great merit of Fu ShSng and that which gives him a place in

the Temple of Confucius is that he saved a copy of the Shu Ching from

the fires of Ch'in, and that he spread a knowledge of that work among

the people of Northern Shantung where it had been, up to his time,

almost unknown. Some of his disciples rose to distinction as expounders

of this Classic, but Fu's text and teachings, with the exception of

" some fragments," have long since perished.

In A.D. 647 he was admitted to the temples and made an Associate

but afterwards met with the same fate as Kao-t'ang ShSng, and the

others who came in with him.*

5. Tung Chung-shu (H fiji ^). S. Chiao-hsi (^ W)-
Chung-shu was a native of Kuang-chuan (^ )\\), a town in

what is now the Prefecture of Ho-chien in Chihli. He lived in the

second century b.c, and was one of the most renowned men of the

Early Han dynasty. In youth he was a diligent student, specially of

the Ch'un-ch'iu (§ ^) his early love for which he seems to have

kept through all his life. He became a Public Instructor in the reigu

pf Ching Ti, b.c. 156 to 140, and had many disciples. With theSe

he was very precise and dignified, giving his lectures from behind a

curtain, and exacting a strict attention to propriety. The new comers,

• See L. Ch. CI. III. Proleg. Ch. 1. Sec. 2. ; Slm-oliiag Vol. I. Preface with Kong
Ying-ta's notes, j Han Shu Ch. 88.
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moreover, -were not admitted at once to his presence, but had to learn
for a time under the older and more advanced disciples. So devoted
a student -was he that for three years he did not take a look at his own
back garden.

From this quiet life Chung-shu was called to office by "Wu Ti,

who succeeded Ching Ti on the throne. He is represented as giving

this Emperor plain and wholesome advice, drawing lessons from the
records of the past and the sayings of Confucius to urge him to the
adoption of vigorous measures of reform. The Emperor, without tak-

ing the advice to heart, took its giver into his favour, and appointed
him to Chiang-tu (ft ^), the modem Yang-chow in Kiangsu, at the

same time making him preceptor to his brother the Prince Yih. Some
time afterwards he lost the Imperial favour, and begged repeatedly to

be allowed to resign. At last a rival, but inferior commentator on
the Ch'un-ch'iu brought about his retirement through jealousy.

He now went back to his books and disciples, and spent the rest

of his life, which was a very long one, in studying, teaching, and
writing. His residence was for a time on the Kuei-yen (f^ j^) Hill,

whence he is sometimes called Kuei-yen-tsii or the Philosopher of

Kuei-yen. But he ended his days in peace among his kindred and
was buried in the place of his youth.

Chung-shu seems to have made the Ch'un-ch'iu a life-long study,

using as his help and guide the commentary by Kung-yang of which

he was an able and eloquent defender. He himself wrote a work in

sixteen chapters entitled Kung-yang-Tung-Chnng-shu-chi-yii (^ ^
M W ^ f^ WO- '^^^ ^^^ History mentions another work of his

in 123 chapters, which was perhaps a collection of his State papers

and miscellaneous writings. His best known treatise, however, is that

which bears the title Ch'un-ch'iu-fan-lu (# ^^ M)> that is. Copious

Dew from the Ch'un-ch'iu. This is a curious mixture of moral and

metaphysical essays in seventeen ch'uan. Some of them are on

subjects taken from or connected with the Ch'un-ch'iu, giving very

fanciful interpretations to the bald paragraphs of that book. There

are also prayers for rain and for the stopping of rain, and other

curious pieces. This treatise is published in the collection known as
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the Han-Wei-tsung-shu (3||^ ^ #), and has still many admirers.

Chung-shu has always had a high reputation among Confucianists.

He- "was a strictly orthodox adherent of the Sage's own teachings, and

opposed to that exercise of private judgment which led to schools

and sects. He had all the abilities of a prime minister, says Liu

Hsiang,.and while not inferior to Yi-yin and 'Lii-wang he was superior

to Kuan-chung and Yen-ying. Liu's politic son said this was going

too far, and denied that Chung-shu came up to Tzii-yu and Tzu-hsia.

But he was evidently regarded by the other Han scholars as the

greatest of their number for this period. To him is ascribed the

institution of upper schools or seminaries for advanced students with

officials to superintend them. It has been said that Chung-shu and

Yang Hsiung (^ K|) were the only two scholars among the ancients

who combined solid learning with graceful accomplishments. Chu

Hsi also says that Chung-shu was the purest of all the Han writers,

that is, as to style.

His admission to the ConfucianTemple took place in 1330, in the

reign of Wen Ti of the Mongol dynasty.*

6. Mao Heng (^ 1$.).

Mao Heng was a native of Lu, and lived at the beginning of the

Han dynasty in the early part of the second century B.C. But neither

the dates of his birth and death, nor any facts of his life are recorded.

The memory of his name rests entirely on his connection with the

Shi-ohing, or Book of Odes. This Classic had been handed down from

Confucius' disciple Tzu-hsia through a succession of schoolars to Hsiin

Ch'ing (^ jij^), commonly mentioned as Hsiin-tzu, a celebrated philo-

sopher of the Ch'in dynasty who survived, to hold office under the first

Han Emperors. Mao Heng became a disciple of Hsiin-tzu and

obtained from him the tablets of the Shi. These he seems to have

arranged and made into a book which was known as the Mao-ha,
containing 29 Chuan. He then wrote an illusti-ative and explanatory

* See Han-shn Chs. 66, 30. ; Faber's Qnellen z= Conf. p. 8. ; Ch'un-ch'iii-faii-la;
Shang.yu-lu Oh. 13, Chu-tzo-oh'uaji.shn Oh. 58. Ch'un-oh'm-Kung-yaag-
chuan-ohu-su (in Shi-san-Ching, ed. Yuan Tuail) Vol. I. Introdaction.
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commentary on the Classic, which was in 30 chuan and received the

title Mao-shi-ku-hsiinTchuan (^ ff |^ p| ^).
HSng's text and commentary became known to Prince T^ (^)

of Ho-chien, known also as Prince Hsien, the greatest patron of learn-

ing at the time, who obtained them from H^ng and presented copies

of them to the Emperor. At the same time the Prince handed over the

treatises to Mao Ch'ang (^ ^)—^who comes in below^-to look over

and correct them. Ch'ang adopted the text and that still survives as

the accepted standard. Heng's commentary, however, was lost many
centuries ago, and nothing is known of its merits. But it is not

unlikely that it was largely used by Ch'ang in the composition of his

two treatises on the Shi.

In order to distinguish between these two editors and commenta-

tors the writers of the Han period called H6ng, Ta-Mao-kung, (^ ^
^) and Ch'ang, Hsiao-Mao-kung (>J» ^ >&), that is, respectively,

Great and Little or Senior and Junior Mr. Mao. This last word used

alone generally refers to the later of the two.

Mao H^ng was not admitted to the honours of the Confucian

temples until the year 1863.*

7. K<ung An^kuo (JL ff W)- S-' Tzu-kuo {^ g).
K'ung An-kuo, a lineal descendant of Confucius, was a native of

Lu. He lived in the second century b.c, and held office under the

Emperor^ Ching and "Wu of the Han dyansty. In early life he had

the advantage of studying under Sh6n P'ei (^ j§), usually referred

to in literature as Shen-kung (^ ^), one of the most famous of all

the scholars who adorned the first reigns of the Han dynasty; Sh^n-kung

was specially distinguished for his knowledge of the ancient classical

literature, and he had an immense number of disciples^ Undey his

teaching An-kuo studied the Shi and the Shu, though he is also said

* For Mao H^ng, see L. Gh. 01. IV. Proleg. Oh. 1. Sec. 2 : Shi-ohing (Shi-sau-ching ed.)

Intro; Haa Shn, Ch. 30.
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to have gained his knowledge of tlie latter work from Fu Sheng, who

has occurred above. Subsequently he took office, and rose to high

position under the Emperor Wu, in whose favour he contiaued until

old age made him resign.

When Prince Kung of Lu found the old tablets of the Shu and

other Scriptures in the house of the K'ung f&mily, he presented them

to the Emperor who gave them over to K'ung An-kuo. But as the

tablets of the Shu were all written in the obsolete " tadpole " characters,

An-kuo conld not do anything with them until he obtained the portion

of the Classic which Fu ShSng possessed. By the help of this he

succeeded in deciphering his own tablets, and he wrote out their

contents in the characters current at the time. The work thus

transcribed was presented to the Emperor who ordered him to make

a commentary on the whole Shu, a task which An-kuo at once set

himself to accomplish^ It was completed, but the family troubles of

the Emperor Wu which led to confusion in the country, prevented it

from obtaining immediate circulation. So it happened that neither

his text of the Shu nor his commentary on that work was much known

until the time of Ssti-ma Ch'ien. The Shang-shu-hsii (f^ ^ ^),
Preface to the Shang-shu, by An-kuo—known also as the Great

Preface, to distinguish it from that atti-ibuted to Confucius and called

the Small Preface—^is a very interesting and well written document.

It gives a short account of the origin of the Shu and the discovery of his

tablets of that work with his subsequent labour on them. Native critics,

however, generally doubt its genuineness and refer its composition

to a period some hundreds of years later. It has also been much

disputed whether An-kuo was the author of the commentary current

under his name, and a decision is generally arrived at against its being

genuine. His edition of ihe Shu was lost long ago, though there is

still to be found what professes tcf be the " old text.
"

Besides his commentary on the Shu-ching, An-kuo wrote also a

commentary on the Classic of Filial Piety with the name Ku-wfen-

hsiao-ching-chuan ("^ %^ M llf)> ^^^ another on the Lun-yii

with the title Lun-yu-hsiin-chie (^ f§ f|| ^). The tablets of the

Hsiao-ching and the Lun-yii had been found with those of the Shu in
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the ruins of his ancestor's house. He is said to haye made, moreover,

a collection of the sayings of Confucius.

K'ung An-kuo's tablet was admitted to Confucius' Temple in the

year a.d. 647. Like many others it has had to cross over on account of

new arrivals.*

8. Mao Ch'ang (^ %).
Next below Mao Heng is the more fortunate scholar of the same

surname, who received Beng's work on the Shi-ching, and so entered

into the fruits of his labour. Mao Ch'ang, whose name apparently is

also written (;^), was a native of Chao(^), an old State comprising

parts of the modern Shansi and Chihli. In the reign of Haj* Wu Ti,

B.C. 140 to 86, he was Public Instructor at the Court of Prince Hsien

of Ho-chien. While in that capacity he received from the Prince,

according to one account, but according to another, from Mao H^ng
himself, the Tatter's edition of the Shi and his commentary on that

Classic.

Mao Ch'ang adopted Heng's text, and he also composed a

commentary on the Shi in 29 chuan, publishing at the same time

his version of the text. There were at this period three other editions

of the Book of Odes, which were called respectively the Ch'i, Lu, and

Han Shi. Prince Hsien, in order to do the great scholar at his court a

favour, prefixed Mao's name to the edition of the Classic which he had

prepared with great care and industy. Hence this edition, the only

one which has survived, has always been distinguished as Mao-Shi.

It is supposed to be nearer the original text consigned by Confucius to

Tzii-hsia than Avas any of the others. Mao, it has been said, did not

like to alter the text, and he preferred, moreover, to make his inter-

pretation follow the context rather than the meanings of individual

characters.

* See L. Ch. CI. III. Proleg. p. 22. : Shn-ohing (SM-san-ohing ed.) Vol. 1. j Chu-tzii.

Ch'uan, Ch. 33; Han-shu, Ch.88; Wylie, Notes &o, pp 3&6; L. Oh, 01. I.

Proleg, p. 13,
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The commentary of Mao with his text of the Shi did not come

into general use for about one hundred years. But fronl the beginning

of the Later Han dynasty they rose into favour and popularity, and

numerous critics and expositors have since that time exercised their

learning and ingenuity on them.

It is not recorded in what year Mao Ch*ang was bom or when he

died, but he seeins to have spent nearly all his life in Ho-chien. He
was buried in Tsun-fu, a village in the Prefecture which still bears the

name of that old principaKty.

In the year a.d. 647 he was received into the Confucian Temple

as an Associate, but in the reign of the next emperor he was brought

down to be among the Han " Scholars."*

9. Hon Ts'ang (jg j^). S. Chin-chun (j£ g).
Hou Ts'ang was a native of T'an (J^J), a district in the South of

the present Shantung. He lived during the 1st century b.c, and held

office under Han Hsuan Ti T^ho reigned from b.c. 73 to 48. In the

early part of his life he became a disciple of the famous Hsia-how Shi-

ch'ang (S^i&^), a man well versed in all the Classics, but specially

distinguished for his knowledge of the Shi. The C¥i edition of this

Classic and Sla-ch'ang's teachings on it were communicated by thp

latter to Hou, who transmitted them in turn to three of his disciples.

But it is for his labours in connection with the old documents containing

the laws of rites and ceremonies and the precedents of former sagds

that Hou Ts'ang is chiefly celebrated. He received and studied the

Book of Rites which Kao-t'ang Sh^ng had taught. Using this work

as his basis apparently he, in conjunction with two other scholars,

composed a treatise on the Li (j^). From the name of the room in

which this treatise was written it was called Hou-shi-ch'ii-t'ai-chi

(© J^ A S IB)) Hou's Ch'ii-t'ai Record. This work was delivered

to Tai TS (^ (^), one of Hou's disciples, and from it and other writings

TS compiled the work which was afterwards called Ta-Tai-Li (:k^il)>

* See L. Oh. 01. IV. Prolog, p. 11. ; SH-ohing, Vol. 1; Han-shn, Ch. 88; Wylie, Notes
&c. p. 3.
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"Ritual of the Senior Tae," as Wylie translates the name. His

treatise was subsequently revised and much abridged by his nephew

Tai Sheng (^ J|), who produced from it the work known as Hsiao-

Tai-Li or " Ritual of the Junior Tae." Such is the work that has

come down to us under the name of the (jj^ f^) L^ K6 "Book of

Rites," and is now by imperial authority, designated one of the Five

Classics."

Hou Ts'ang was admitted to the worship in the temples of

Confucius in a.d. 1530, in the Chia-ching period of the Ming dynasty*

10. Tu Tzu-ch'iin (|t ^ #).
Tu Tzii-ch'iin was born in the latter half of the first century b.c,

and lived into the second half of the first century of our era, having-

attained to an old age of more than 90 years. His native place was in

Kou-shi (|g J5), a district in the West of the present Honan. He lived

in the small town of Nan-shan (^ llj) and taught the Chow-Li (^ JH),

or Ritual of the Chow dynasty, among his fellow-townsmen. This

work had been one of the last of the old books to be recovered, and the

tablets of it which Prince Hsien obtained and which constituted the

Imperial copy were in a wretched condition. Towards the end of the

Early Han dynasty Liu Hsin took up his father's work of examining

and editing these tablets. His work was not finished until after the

rise of the Later Han, and it was not generally approved. Tu Tzu-

ch'iin was a disciple of Liu Hsin, and as he himself owned a copy of

the Chow-Li he was able to render his master great service in his work

of editing. Besides he was one of the few scholars who could then read

the old characters in which the tablets were written.

Tzu-ch'un published an edition of the Chow-Li, and the fame of

his learing in that work attracted- to him many disciples. Among these

the most illustrious were ChSng Chung (15^) and Chia K'uei (H^)-
Tzu-ch<iin's text of the Ritual and his teachings on the book were

communicated to these two scholars, who afterwards also wrote

• WyKe, Notes &o. p. 5. ; L. Ch. 01. IV. Prolog, p. 9 ; Shang-yu-lu, Oh. 16. p 52 ; Han
Shu, Chs. 30&88.
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commentaries. ChSng Chung's work did not meet with success, but

Chia K'uei's became popular to some extent. It was used by another

great scholar, Ma Yung (J^^) in the formation of his commentary,

which was succeeded by that of ChSng Kang-ch'^ng i^^^)- Hence

Tu Tzu-ch'iin has the merit of having preserved and first taught this

very interesting old work—the Chou Li or ChoV Kwan. The best native

critics are agreed that this is a genuine book of the beginning of the

Chow dynasty, and it presents us with a minute and valuable account

of the internal organization and administration of the Government at

that period.

Tzu-ch'iin is said to have written also on the Yih Ching and he

was well known among his contemporaries as a man of great learning,

but there is very little record of him apart from his connection with

the Chou-Li. He was one of the company admitted to the honours of

Confucian worship by T'ai Tsung in a.d. 647. Like the others, he was

made an Associate, but the next Emperor removed him and placed him

among the Han " Scholars." *

11. Hsii ShSn (ff %). S. Shu-chung (^ £).
Hsii Sh^n was born in Shao-ling (Q |^), a town in the South

of the modern Honan. The History of the Han dynasty does not

give the date of his birth and death, but we know that he lived in the

first century of our era. As a youth he was of a pure and sincere

disposition, and fond of study. The illustrious scholar, Chia K'uei

(K M)' ^ ™^^ °^ ^^6 genius and great learning, became his friend

and master. From him Sh^n received instruction not only in the

teachings of the old books, but also in their style and language. Hence
it came to be said that " K'uei and Hsu Sh6n of Ju-nan ( the name
of the district in which ShSn was born ) were masters in the old

learning."

* See Biot's Tcheou-Li, Intro, p. XVIII. ; Ohon-Li ( Shi-san-ohine ed ) Vol. I •

Ma Tuan-lin'B Oyolo. Ch. 180.
-e.

/
,
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Hau Shen held office for a time " as an examiner of literature ",

and distinguished himself in this capacity by his efforts for the spread

of education. He preferred, however, a quiet life, and retired to his

home and studies. By genius and application he obtained a wide

acquaintance with the old texts of the classical scriptures, and with

the other standard works then in existence. He chose to go back to

the original treatises rather than attach himself to any of the schools

of interpl-etation- which had arisen during the Early Han dynasty.

The critical treatise which he wrote, entitled the Wu-ching-yi-yi

(S S ^ ^) or Different Meanings of the Five Classics, gave him
a popular reputation. So great became the fame of his learning as a

classical scholar that there arose a saying among his contemporaries

—

The Five Ching have not two Hsii Sh^ns.

In his old age he compiled the Dictionary with which his name
is more generally associated, and which has secured him an immortal-

ity of fame. The Shuo-wen or Shuo-w^n-chie-tzu (^ "^ ^ ^), that

is, Character-Explainer, was left at his death not quite ready for

publication, but his son Ch'ung (?4') put it in order and presented it

to the Emperor An Ti in a.d. 121. Mayers says of this dictionary

—

" The original work was scarcely more than a list of characters, some

10,000 in number, accompanied in some instances by concise remarks."

Chinese scholars, however, value it highly, and many of them have

spent great learning and industry in confirming and illustrating its

explanations and derivation. The editions of Tuan Yii-tsai (^ ^
^), al. Tuan Mou-t'ang, and Xuei Fu (^ ^) of the present

dynasty are among the best.

In 1875 a Memorial was addressed to the Throne praying for the

admission of Hsii Shen to the Confucian Temple. His merits .are

thus stated in this Memorial—" Hsii ShSn came forward at a time

when the words of the sages of antiquity had begun to be obscured

under the commentaries of later writers, to establish the true nieaning

of theirlanguage. At about the end of the first century of the Chris-

tian era he composed the Shuo Win dictionary, in 14 Sections, divided

under 540 Classes, and containing 9,355 words. Subsequent writers

of the Han dynasty extolled' his learning; and in the Imperial oata-
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logue of literature compiled in the reigu of Kien-lung (in the last

century), the value of his work is fully enlarged upon." The prayer

of the Memorial was recommended by the Board of Ceremonies and

Hsii ShSn was soon after enrolled among the Han " Scholars " of the

Confucian Temple.*

12. Ch'Sng Hsuan (115 S) S. K'ang-ch'Sng (^ ^).

Among the host of learned scholars and accomplished writers who

adorned the two Han dynasties, Ch'lng K'ang-ch'Sng was coiJessedly

the greatest. He was born a.d. 127 at what was then called Kao-mi

(i^ ^) °^ *^^ Northern Sea, a town in the present Prefecture of Lai-

chow in Shantung. He grew up a youth of a remarkably fine

appearance, tall and stately, and of a genial disposition. In his native

place he obtained an appointment as Petty Magistrate and Revenue

collector, but soon threw it up in disgust to the great annoyance of

his father. Official life did not please him, and h& had recourse to

literature and philosophy. He now read with eagerness the Tih

Ching, the Ch'un-ch'iu with the commentaries of Kung-yang and
Ku-liang, and all the extant works on Astronomy and Arithmetic.

Not satisfied with the learning to be obtained at home, he went to the

town of Cho (J0) in the present Shuntien-foo in Chihli to become a

disciple of Ma Yung (J^ ^). This haughty professor, surrounded

by hundreds of admiring disciples, kept K'ang-ch'Sng waiting three

years foik admission. "When the latter had learned all he wanted from

Tung, who came to love and esteem him, he returned to his native

place for a time. HeM he shut himself up to study, and wrote treatises

on the Classics. His fame soon brought him disciples to whom he

communicated in lectures his views on the ancient Confucian literature.

He again left his home and took office, but his heart was still set

on Study. Rebellion and anarchy were at this time distracting the

• Mayers Ch. Header's Manual, p. 66. ; Peking Gazettes for 1875 p. 129 ; Hdu-Han.
Shu, Ch. 79 ( 2nd part' )"j Tuan Tu-ts'ai'B Shuo-wen, Ch. 15 and Appendix} Kuei
Fu's Edition; A,ppeiidix.
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Empire and bringing the Han dynasty to extinction. It was ,the time

of the famous Yellow-turbaned rebels. Once these rioters were invad-

ing Shantung when they met with K'ang-ch'eng. In compliance ?vith

the latter's request the Chief of the rebels " bid spare " Kao-mi, and

he led his men by another way. So the town and surrounding district

were saved from " ruin bare " by the merit of the genial schplar.

Here he settled down in old age, and gave himself up to study and

teaching, and intercourse with other scholars. He was a very jovial

student, and had a great love for the pleasures of life. It was said

of him that he could drink 300 cups of wine without becoming drunk.

In the spring of a.c 200 he was seized with a severe illness

which for a time confined him to his room. One night Confucius

Apipeared to him in a dream and said—" Rise, rise—This year is in

the sign of the Dragon, and next year will be in that of the Serpent."

This he knew to be an omen of his approaching death. At this time

war and rebellion were in aU. the land. There was no actual Emperor

and several ambitious men were seeking to get the Throne. Among
them was the famous General Yuan Shao (^ $g). He was now at

Chi-chow (5 ji{), a town in what is at present the Cheng-ting Pre-

fecture in Chihli with an army to oppose Ts'ao Tsao. He had known
K'ang-ch'eng before, and he now ordered him to be brought by force

to join the army at his camp. K'ang-ch'eng had no help for it, and

set out on the journey, but on the way his sickness overcame him and

he died near jYuan-ch'eng (-j^ JjJ) in the modern Chihli in the sixth

moon of that year, a.d. 200. He had requested that his obsequies

should be celebrated without pomp or cost, but his coffin was followed

to its place of rest by an immense concourse of friends and disciples.

K'ang-ch'eng wrote elaborate commentaries on the Lun-yii, the

Yih, the Shu, the Yi-Li, the Li-chi, Chow-Li, Hsiao-ching, and two

works on the Shi-ching of Mao Ch'ang. He wrote also a criticism on

Hsii Shen's treatise on the Five Classics, and a vindication of the

genuineness of the Chow-Li, besides treatises or essays on many other

subjects. When his answers to Ho Hsiu's (jpf ^) works on the

Ch'un-ch'iu commentators appeared, Hsiu said—K'ang-ch'eng came

into my house and took my arms to attack me. No one of the time
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matched K'ang-cli'eng in learning and power of expression. As Legge

says, "the amount of his labours on the ancient classical literature is

almost incredible." Later critics have found much to blame in hia

commentaries and expositions, but some of them remain the standard

authorities. They display great learning, a wonderful command of

language, clear thinking, and often sound judgment.

Ch'^ng K'ang-ch'eng was made an Associate when admitted to

the Temple in a.d. 647, but like the others so made at that time, he

was brought down to a lower position in the course of a few years.

In 1530 his tablet was taken away and put in the temple raised to his

memory at his native place, but in 1724 it was reinstated in the Con-

fucian Temple. His tablet is inscribed Ch'^ng K'ang-ch'eng, because

Hsiian ( or Yuan ) (5) being the personal name of an Emperor could

not be used. In books we often find this character replaced by Yuan

(56)) hut Ch'Sng is best known by his tzH or second name K'ang-chSng

as above.*

13. Chu Ko Liang (^ % ^). S. K'ung-ming (JfL BQ).

Chu-ko Liang's family belonged to Lang-ye (J||J J|j{), a district in

the eastern part of the pfesent Shantung, and he was born there in

A.D. 181. His father, who was magistrate of the town of T'ai-shan

(^ llj) i^^ '^^ present Tsi-nan Prefecture of Shantung, died when

Liang was only a child. He and his brother were taken charge of by

their paternal uncle, and removed to the northern part of Hu-pei near

the town of Hsiang-yang. On the death of their relative the two

brothers, still little more than boys, took a small farm and built them-

selves a humble cottage.

Liang, or, to use his better known name, K'ung-ming grew up a

tall, well-built youth of great strength and courage, though the villagers

did not agree with him in his estimate of himself as being as great a

• For the life and works of Cb'&ng K'ang-oli'fing see Mayers, Ch. R. M. p. 19 j !»

Ch. 01. Proleg, I. p. 14 ; Hou Han-Bhu, Oh. 36 jShang-yu-Iu, Oh. 19.
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tero as Kuan-otung or Yo-yi. His days were spent in toiling on the
farm, making and singing songs, and acquiring knowledge. He became
known as a young man of great genius and extraordinary abilities,

but was apparently not generally liked by his neighbours. One friend,

however, was very fond of him, joined in his studies, and shared his

opinions. This was Hsii Shu (^ ]^), the wise but ill-fated friend .of

of Liu Pei.

K'ung-ming had been leading this poor and simple life for some
time, and had attained the age of 26 years, when the event occurred

which began his fame. Liu Pei was now engaged im his long, hard

struggle for the throne of his ancestors. His camp was at this time,

A.D. 207, at Hsin-ye(.^ ^) on the borders of Hupei and Honan.

One day Hsii Shu said to him—" Chu-Ko K'ung-ming is a couched

dragon, why do you not go and see him ? " Liu Pei had to go to this

dragon's home three times before he was favoured with an interview.

He at length induced K'ung-ming to join his fortunes, and the young

recluse left his quiet, studious life for the bustle and tumult of unceas-

ing warfare, and the worry of political intrigue.

He became to Liu Pei his bosom-friend and right-hand man—the

very element of his existence. Kuan Yii and Chang Fei, the sworn

brothers of Liu Pei, who had fought his battles and shared his fortunes

for many years, were at first angry at the favour and influence which

the country student quickly acquired. But soft words and long success

turned away their wrath.

Liu Pei gained the Throne, but the Empire was divided and there

was no peace in the land. It was the time famous as that of the

Three Kingdoms, and the fair provinces of the Han and the Yangtzii

were desolated by years of civil warfare. K'ung-ming continued

to serve Liu Pei after the latter had become king. He moulded his

sovereign's decrees, marshalled his armies, and led them to battle and

victory. Liu Pei was succeeded by his wretched son and K'ung-ming

remained faithful to his cause. He had now led the mixed, anxious

life of State Counsellor and Field Marshal for many years. His name
was feared by his enemies and regarded with awe and affection by his

friends. In the opposing army of Wei was Ssu-ma Yi ( ^[ J|| ^), a
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worthy enemy, of skill and genius scarcely inferior to K'ung-min^
It was when waiting impatiently for an engagement with this General

that K'ung-ming was seized with his last sickness. The gods would

not prolong his life and he died in a.d. 234. Before his death a star

was seen to fall from heaven into his camp, the testimony of nature

to the passing away of a great soul.
'

Of K'ung-ming's private life very little is recorded. He had a

wife who bore him one son. This wife's name was Huang, and she

was a plain and homely creature in appearance. She was very clever

however, and the rapidity with which she made bread was astonishing.

K'ung-ming found that she was skilled in magical arts and had small

wooden men to do htr work. So he learned from her the way of

making these creatures, and thence proceeded to construct his famous,

" wooden oxen and self-moving horses.
"

No man in all Chinese history is so thoroughly known among the

people and so generally a favourite as Chu-ko Liang. The San-kuo-

chi which tells of his " coming," his wise counsels, cunning stratagems

and brilliant victories is one of the most popular books in China.

Episodes from it are acted every day on the Stage. One cannot go

into a theatre, wherever a thousand Chinese are gathered together,

without seeing a drama performed in which K'ung-ming is the

principal character. You know him by his dress and appearance—the

sallow face and thin beard, the black robe of a Taoist alchemist with

the mystic Pa-kua wrought in gold on the back, the feather fan with

the F^ng-shuS compass in its heart, and the old-fashioned cap. To

the many he is at once a cunning statesman, a great general, a prophet,

and a magician, and they never weary of hearing stories about his

stratagems and miracles.

But K'ung-ming has his place in the Temple of Confucius for

other reasons. He is here because at the call of duty he left the

study of ancient virtue in his cottage to practise it in every-day life

—

because he eame forth in a time of anarchy and lawlessness to give up

all his powers and energies for the fallen dynasty to which the empire

belonged by ancient right. It is acknowledged that there are stains

on his character and blemishes in his career, but the brightness of his
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glory has largely dazzled tbem out of sight. He had the heart of a

Royal Minister of State, says one author, though his good principles,

were not fully carried out. Even in early life .when he used to sit

during the long evenings in his reed-hut, nursing his knee and making

whistling noises, he was already looking out into the ftitui'fe and

planning what was afterwards to be put into execution. His natural

genius is owned on all sides to have been remarkable, and his moral

courage and political fidelity were exemplary. Such as I-yin had been

to T'ai-chia and such as Chou-kung had been to Ch'Sng Wang in old

times, such was Chu-ko Liang to Liu Shan, the heir and successor of

Liu Pei. It is remakable that up to the present time many of the

inhabitants of Ssuchuan wear on their heads emblems of mourning of

Chu-ko Liang, and they speak of themselves as having turbans of

"heavenly mourning." The Burmese also worship the conqueror of

their ancestors. As a philosopher alsoE'ung-ming has some reputation

and he is tolerably well known as an author. He wrote a treatise,

illustrated by diagrams, on the Pa-ch'Sn (/V l^i), that is, the system

of tnarshalling in divisions, each consisting of eight companies or bat-

taUions arranged round or guarding a central point. This system,

founded on the mystic distributions of the Pa-kua, is of very ancient'

origin, but it is supposed to have been fir&t perfectly taught and turned

to practical account by K'ung-ming. It is said that in order to have

it carried out properly a very large force is required, but a small army

using it is supposed to have over a large army not using it an advantage

like that which science gives to one boxer over mere strength in

another. A small treatise in forty-six sections and having the name

Hsin-shu (j5» #). or Book of the Heart, has also been commonly

attributed to K'ung-ming, but it does not appear on what authority.

The Book of the Heart is a very interesting little work, treating of

the character and duties of a good general, the faults and vices of a

bad one, and of the relations which should exist between officers and

soldiers and between the general commanding and his ruler. These

two treatises along with a small selection of letters, official documents,

and other papers of K'ang-ming have lately been collected and

published under the editorship of Chang Poh-han. The title of this
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compilation is Ohu-Jco-wu-hou-win-chi (^ ^ 1% ^ 3St ^)> *°^ i*

contains besides a Life of K'ung-ming with notices of his posthumous

fortunes and judgments passed on his conduct and character. It is a

useful and unpretending little treatise.

K'ung-ming was posthumously created Chung-wu-hou (^^^^,
or the Loyal Military Marquis, and he is often designated simply Chu-

ko-wu-hou. He was admitted to the Temple of Confucius in 1724,

but he had been worshipped for many centuries before throughout the

Provinces in separate temples.*

14. Fan Ning (Jg^) S. Wu-tzu (|C ^).
Fan Ning, a scholar and official of the East Chin dynasty^ was

born A.D. 339.1 at Shun-yang-Hsien (Ull^jjl;) in Nan-yang, a Prefecture

of the present Honan. In youth he was fond of study and he gained

a comprehensive knowledge of the old classical literature. The terror

which surrounded a great minister of this time known as the Ssii-ma

WenO ,^ S) deterred Fan Ning from going into office. But after

the death of W^n and when more than thirty gears of age, he sought

employment and became magistrate of Yii-K'ang (f^ J^, a town in

the modern Prefecture of Hang-chow (Chekiang). In this office, whicb

he held for six years, he was popular and successful and distinguished.,

himself specially by his efforts to improve the state of learning and

encourage education. Afterwards he was at the Capital and in high

office. But he tried to recall his sovereign to duty and honour and

induce him to dismiss his profligate Prime Minister. This last

succeeded in making the Emperor send Fan Ning away as Prefect of

Yu-ch'ang (^ :^), the present Nan-chang-foo in Kiangsi. On the

eve of setting out Fan addressed a short but very pithy. Memorial to

the Thone on the dreadful state, moral and physical, of the empire.

In this office also he was a patron of learning, but he was not very

fortunate and was accused to the Throne. He soon after retired from,

office and returned to his old studies. He died in 401.

* i"or Chu-ko Liang's Life see Mayers Ch. E. M. p. 28 ; Stent in China Rev. VoL T.
p. 211, &o.; Ohn-]£o-w\i-hou.-*6n.clii. i San-kuo-chi j Ghii.tKii.oh'a»i:vrahu, Oh. 61.
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Fan Ning was all through his life a diligent student and an

enthusiastic teacher of old Confucianism. He wrote fiercely against

Wang Pi (i 555), the young philosopher of the preceding century

who struck out a new system of divination for the Yih, and against

Ho Yen (jlijf ^) of infamous memory in the History of the Three

Kingdoms. Their guilt, he said, was greater than that of Chie and

Chow (^ ^f) of the old dynasties. It is acknowledged that he was

unjust and intolerant in his criticism of these two men. Fan Ning

was opposed to magic and divination and all the vain heresies of his

time. Like Kao-t'ang and Ch'eng K'ang-ch'eng he injured his eyes

by too much reading, and he was cured by following the simple

presciiption which they had followed. The chief elements of this were

to read little, go to bed early and rise early.

The work by which Fan Ning is known to posterity and which

mainly gives him a place in this temple is his work on Kii-liang's

Ch'un-ch'iuand commentary. The title of this treatise is Ch'un-ch'iu-

Ku-liang-chuan-chi-chie (^t^M^^M- M S?)j and as annotated by

Yang Shi-hsiin (j^ duWi) °^ *^® I'ang dynasty it is still the accepted

edition of Ku-liang's text and commentary. In the composition of

his work Fan was assisted by his friends and disciples, and it was with

him a labour of love and duty. He spent many years on it, and though

critics have found fault with his quotations and illustrations, it has

nevertheless always been held in esteem.

Fan Ning was admitted to the Confucian Temple as an Associate

in A.D. 647. He also was reduced in the next reign to the rank of

" Scholar." In 1530 his tablet was taken away from the Temple, but

it was replaced in 1724.*•

* See Kn-liang's Ch'un-ch'iu (as before) Vol I. Introduotion. j T'nng-ohien &c. Ch.

22; Chin-shu, Ch. 75, referred to by Legge Ch. CI. V Proleg. p. 37.
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15. Wang T'ung (J 1). S. Chung-yen (fijl ^).
Wang T'ung was born at Lung-men (|| f^) now Ho-tsin in

Shansi, in the yea,r.A.D. 584, being the fourth year of the reign of Sui

Wen Ti. While he was an infant a soothsayer predicted that he

would " penetra,te the mind of all the world," and to help in the

bringing about of this destiny his father named him T^ung, that is,

.pentr9.ting.. He became a precocious boy, devotedly ,fond of learning,

and full of vanity and self-esteem. His father attended carefully to

his education, and he had the best masters to teach him the canonical

writings and other learning of the time. So given up to study was he

at this period that he did not change his clothes for six years.

He had to put on clean clothes however, at the end of that time,

for in 603 at the ripe age of nineteen years he resolved to try for office.

Accordingly he prepared an exposition of his polities which he entitled

T'ai-p'ing-shi-er-ts'e (:{c 2|i
-f- _^ ^), that is, National peace in

Twelve Essays. This heiook with him to Ch'ang-an, the Capital, and

.presented it to the Emperor. It glorified the mild rule of example and

principle, and denounced the stern government of force and cunning.

But he had brought his jewel to. the market, and had not waited for

the coming of a purchaser. So his Memorial was cast aside.

The Imperial Court was a bad place—a scene of plotting and

intrigue, and T'ung left it in disgust. A parricide mounted the throne,

and the Capital, he saw, was nbt a fit place for a scholar, who loved

virtue and order. So he went back to his home between the rivers and

made study and teaching the business of his life. His fame spread,

and soon disciples from far ^nd near crowded to hear him teach

philosophy and expound the Classics. A friend in power wished him to

take office but he declined. His father's hut, he said, sufficed to shelter

him, his reedy fields procured him food, and study and conversation

gave him all the pleasure he wanted. Several tempting offers were

made to him afterwards, but he remained firm in his resolve to keep

to literature and philosophy.
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One night in the year 618 Yen Hui appeared to T'ung in a dream

and said Confucius had sent him to say to T'ung—" Come home to

your rest." This he knew was a sign to tell him of his coming death,

and so it befell. A severe sickness came upon him, and he died on

the seventh day from the night of his dream, aged thirty three years.

But in that short life time how much work was done ! For T'ung

was not only the teacher of " more than a thousand " disciples ; he was

also a great writer. His works comprised Discourses on the Li,

Supplements to the Shu and Shi, an amended edition of the Yuan-

ching,. and other treatises. These are all lost, though for a time they

were universally admired. T'ung thought that the period of the Han
dynasty compared not unfavourably with that of Yao and Shun, and

he regarded himself as a new Confucius. His work on the Classics

was compared with that of Confucius on them, and T'ung's editions

were called the "Wang-shi-liu-ching (3E J5 a? M^> ^^^^ i^> *^^ "Wangs'

Six Classics. His Chung-Shuo (tfi ^) he thought corresponded to the

Lun-yii. T'ung did not see that though he might be compared to

Confucius, yet he was to the Sage as an ounce to a pound, to use the

homely Chinese figure.

"Wang T'nng is in Confucius' Temple because he would not serve

a bad ruler, but chose rather to live poor, studying and teaching the

ways of good government and unchanging virtue. The rulers of the

Sui djraasty were governing by laws, and punishments, and all kinds

of force, and were trying to do away with the principles and teachings

of Confucian philosophy. But T'ung by his writings and teaching

gave these renewed life and vigour.

His disciples gave T'ung the posthumous titlW "W^n-chubg-tzii

(X "f* ?)' ^^^ t^^ ^ ^ common designation for him in books. His

tablet was admitted to the Temple in 1530.*

* See T'nng-ohien &o. Ch. 36 (Sui Win Ti 3rd year) j HBing-li-hui-yao (ttS^H)
' Ch. 17; Shang-yn-ln, Ch. 9.
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l6. Luh Chih (^ ^). S. Ching-yii (|fc H).
Luh Chih was horn in a.d. 754, the thirteenth year of the reign

of T'ang Yuan (or Hsiian) Tsung, at Chia-hsing (jg ft)i a town in

the Prefecture of Soochow. In the 18th year of his age he obtained

the Chin-shi degree, and soon afterwards received an official

appointment. On the accession of T6 Tsung in 780 Luh Chih came

into favour with the Emperor and had rapid promotion. He was

made a high officer of the Han-lin, attached to the household of the

Heir apparent, and otherwise honoured. The Emperor was very fond

of him and called him familiarly by his number in the family Luh

Nine. In 791 he was made Vice-President of the Board of War, but

released from his duties in the Palace.

This was the turn in the tide of Luh's fortune. He had rebuked

the sovereign's vices and failings too plainly and freely. The Emperor

had fallen from his early virtue and had become the weak slave of

eunuchs and parasites. So he could not endure the stem chidings of

his faithful Minister. In 795 he deprived him of his office in the

Prince's household. A wicked minister named P'ei Yen-ling (|g ^
H^), who had been denounced by Luh but who was now a specif

favourite with the Emperor, saw the change in the sovereign's

feelings, and accused Luh and others of arrogance and turbulence.

The Emperor's rage now burst out against Luh and he wished to

behead him, but at length contented himself -with banishing him to

Chung-chow (J§ JHl); ^^ Ssuehuan as a subordinate Magistrate. In

his exile Luh devoted himself chiefly to the study of medicine and

compiled a work on the subject which was for a time in general

circulation. But he did not write on topics connected with his life and

opinions as he wished to let anger and malice die away from lack of

fuel. Ten years he spent in this life of banishment as no prayers

could prevail on T^ Tsung to order his recall. At last that wretched

JBmperor died in 805, and was succeeded by his son, Shun Tsung.

One of the first acts of this weakling was to issue a decree recalling
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Luh Chih to the Capital. But it was too late, for Luh had died

before the decree reached his place of exile. ^
The Memorials which Luh Chih presented to T^ Tsung are- still

extant. They show a rare courage and fidelity in their plain, candid

advice' and criticism, " His Memorials, " says Mayers, " have been

handed down to posterity as models of style and intrinsic worth."

He had more practical knowledge and a purer style than Chia Yi (^
IS), of the Han dynasty, but he had not Chia's genius nor had he the

fierce daring of Chu-ko Liang. Luh's counsels to his sovereign were

all founded in humanity and righteousness, and they might be

summed up in these—to disperse wealth and gain the people, to

keep away worthless men from his Court and put confidence in men of

principle. 1

It is to his banishment that Luh Chih owes his fame, says the

historian of the T*ang dynasty. He did not write any treatise on

Confucian ethics or politics, and he was not a man of extraordinary

learning. But he shed a glory on Confucianism by his life which was

simple, pure, and noble. When in ofiice he carried out his principles

of duty and heeded not life. He spoke what was in his mind and he

spoke it all. When cast aside he did not grieve but waited for his

fete, keeping fast hold of duty and honour. Thus he showed himself

to be indeed a " heavenly man, " or, more literally, a subject of

Heaven (5c J£)-

The posthumous title conferred on Luh Chih was Hsiian-kung

(^ &)' ^"d this is his usiial designation in books. His political

papers have been several times republished. They formerly bore the

title Tsou-yi-han-yuan-chi .(^ M '^ M M)> or simply Han-

yuan-chi. The CMng-yi-t'ang edition, which is one of the best,

is entitled Luh-hsuan-kung-chi (^ ^ & ^), and is in two small

volumes.

The tablet of Luh Chih was admitted to the Confucian Temple

in 1826 in the reign of Tao-kuang.*

•Timgf-cliien&o. T'ang T4 Tsung j Hsin T'ang,^u, Ch. 157; Hsing-li &o. Oh. 20;

Lnh-fasuaibkung-chi. ; Mayers, Ch. B. M. p. 139.
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17. Han Yu (^ ^). S. T'd-cti (ii ;S).

HanYii was born in the year a.v. 768 at TSng-chow (S M)» a

town in the Prefecture of Nan-yang in Hotian, but his family be-

longed to Gh«ang-li (^ ^), a town in Yung-p'ing-foo in'Chihli.

He was the youngest of three sons and he lost both his parents before

he was three years old, but only the death of his father who had been

in office is recorded.

The little orphan fell to the care of his eldest brother, named Hui

(#), and when the latter, having fallen into' disgrace, was banished to

Kuang-tung he took Yii with him. After a few years Hui died, and

his widow went back to Honan. She brought up her brother-in-law

with great care and affection, and watched over his education. The

child was very fond of learning, and very clever, and he was also a

boy of strong and lasting affection.

As he
. grew to manhood he longied for official employment, and

soon after obtaining his Degree he was appointed to a small, office.

From this he rose gradually—not without checks—to very high posts.

The Emperor T'ang Te-Tsiing in 803 degraded and banished him to

Yang-shan (^ ilj), a town of Lien-choW in Kwang-tung, for his

Memorial against the collection of taxes in Chihli that year. Han Yii

was a very honest and upright official, of uncompromising' orthodoxy

at least in theory. He was a thorough lover of the past, and a zealous

maintainer of old customs and teachings, of too eager a spirit and too

hot a temper.

His famous Fo-ku-piao ({^ "g- ^), or Buddha Bone Memorial,

presented to the Throne in 819, led to his banishment in that year to

serve as Prefect of Ch'ao-chow-foo in the East of Kwangtung. In this

place he taught the rude natives the great doctrines of the ancient

Sages, and drove away the scaly monster which harassed their river.

Pity returned to the Emperor and he recalled his faithful servant at

length to the Capital and reinstated him in office. But Han Yii had

been delicate all his life, and he had grown^ prematurely old. Soon
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after his return to his beloved Capital he was attacked by a severe

sickness and died in the year 823.

He was posthumously created Weii-kuug ("^ ^) and his common
designations in literature are Han-wSn-kung and Ch'ang-Ii-Hsien-

sheng. He is famous as a Poet, Essayist, and Miscellaneous wiiter

no less than as a Statesman and Scholar of the T'ang dynasty. But

he is in the Confucian Temple because he stood out almost alone

against the heresy of Buddhism which had nearly quenched the torch

of Confucian truth. He defended orthodoxy against the world, as it

were, and suffered for its sake. He did to the evil teachings of his

days what Mencius had" done to those of his time. As a public

servant also he followed the spirit of the Sage's instruction, working

good among the people, controlling or influencing the supernatural

agents, and iserving his rulers, even when bad, with all faithfulness.

The prose works of Han-wen-kung comprise his Memorials to

the Throne, Philosophical Essays, Letters, Epitaphs, Sacred composi-

tions, and jMisceUaneous pieces. These are prized by all the Confu-

cianists for their style and contents, and one author says we should

wash our hands in rose-water before reading them. His Poetry has

been often reprinted and edited with critical and explanatory notes.

It is highly esteemed by native scholars who compare it to a lofty

mountain, and say that it cannot be understood without notes.- An
excellent and useful edition of his collected poems is that entitled

Ch'ang-li-sM-chi-chu, which gives the notes of Ho Yi-men (jpj ^ f^)

and Chu Yi-tsun (^ ^ ^) two great scholars of the present dynasty,

and also supplies much useful information about the author and his

times.

Han-w^n-kung was admitted to the Temple of Confucius in the

year 1084. He is worshipped also in the temple of Mencius.*

* A good and pleasantly written life of Han Yu by Dr. Chalmers is in Nos. 5 and 6 of

the China Review Vol. I.; See also Ohang-li-shi-chi-ehu (§ ^ g# ^ JS) ;

Legge Oh. CI. II Pro. p. 92; Hsin T'ang-shn, Ch. 176. j Ch'ang-li-oh'nan-chi

(1 ^ ^ ^)-
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18. Fan Chung-yen (^ (^ ^) S. Hsi-wSn (^ %).
Fan Chung-yen came of an illustrious family which had formerly

been settled at Pin-chow (g^ ji\) in Shens^ but had lately removed

to the town of Wu (^) in the Prefecture of Soochow. Here Chuug-

yen was born in the year a.d. 989, in the reign of Sung T'ai Tsung.

"When only two years old he lost his father, and soon afterwards his

mother married a man named Chu i^), and her son followed the

surname of his stepfather. "When he came to years of understanding

he left his mother's house and went to live near Ying-t'ien (Jg 3^) in

Honan where he had some relatives. Here he gave himself up to

study with unremitting zeal and devotion, though he had to work

hard for a living. His favourite books were the old Classics and

among these specially the Yih Ching, but he was also dili^int. in

acquiring useful practical knowledge. For some time he wag^ lodged

by a Buddhist monk, but he had to bear great hardships.

In course of time, however, he obtained his Degree, and soon

afterwards received a small official appointment. He now ceased to

use the surname of his stepfather and returned to that of his father's

family, changing his name at the same time. About this time his

mother became again a widow and he took her to his home and nursed

her all the rest of her days with loving devotion. On her death he

observed the full period of mourning with all strictness and sincerity.

After this was oyer he returned to office and soon made
himself conspicuous by his outspoken censures on the usurpation and

extravagance of the Empress Dowager. Still the Emperor JSn Tsufig,

whose reign began in 1023, recognized in Fan Chung-yen a loyal

servant, and advanced him to high places in the public service. But
this sovereign was a weak man without any settled convictions, and

he soon yielded to the solicitations of unprincipled advisers who sought

Chung-yen's destruction. The latter was at length by the influence of

one of these men degraded and sent away to Jao-chow (^ Jfl) in Kiangsi.

But Chung-yen was too good and too useful an official to be kept
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long ia the shade. He was again promoted and entrusted with high
and important powers. When the hordes of Kiang Tartars invaded
and devastated the eastern part of the Empire he was sent with a

force to drive them away. He organized skilful measures of repression

and when they were successful he framed regulations, and drew up a

Treaty for the maintenance of order and peace between the Kiang
and the Chinese. He had a long and distinguished career. Skilful

in war and wise in council, fearless alike in word and action, he
fought against invasion from without and heresy and corruption within.

But his success against Buddhism was not great or encouraging, and
he was on one occasion refluced to silence in a discussion on Faith.

He would not believe in the miracles and other supernatural elements

of Buddhism because he could not see them. Yet you believe, was
the crushing rejoinder, in the doctor's inferences from your pulse,

though you cannot see its dulness or its feverishness.

Ghung-yen was still in active service in the year 1052 when an

attack of sickness proved fatal. His death was greatly lamented by

all who had known or heard of him. The Enip&ror sorrowed for him,

his fellow countrymen, forwhom he had ^ways wrought, wept for him,

and the rude Tartar hordes sent a large company to wail at his tomb.

Tlic Emperor wrote an epitaph for the servant who had been so

true and devoted to him during life, but the best eulogy of Chiing-yen is

in the plain record of history. He was always firm of will but gentle in

manner. So pious was he to his mother's memory that because she had

been poor he never through all his life indulged himself or his family

in any luxury. , He was kind and generous first to those of his own

household, and then to all with whom he came in contact. Ever loyal

to his sovereign he was also faithful to the best interests of his country.

The sons of Chung-yen all grew up to honour, being the heirs of

their father's virtues. He was posthumously rewarded with the

epithet Wfen-oheng ("X jE)> ^^d ^^ ^^^ y^^"" 1715, he was admitted

to the worship of the Confucian Temple. Even during his lifetime his

picture had been adored by the Chinese and Tartars who had come

under his just and gentle rule.
*

•IfoyeTB Ch. E. M. p. 38 j Shang-yu-lu, Oh. 17. i Sung-ghi, Ch, 31 1.
'
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19. Hu Yuan (^ Jf). S. Yi-chih (% Jt).

Hu Yuan was born in the year a.d. 993 at Hai-ling (^ |^), in

T'ai-chow (^ Jfl), a town in what is now jthe Prefecture of Yang-

chow in Kiangsu. Nothing is recorded of his family or his early

years. In youth he went into seclusion at T'ai-shan, and gave himself

up to study, leading the life of a poor anchorite of learning for ten

years. Afterwards he became a teacher, and had many disciples

whom he instructed in the ancient Classics and general literature. He
tried several times to pass the examinations which qualified for olfice

but always failed. At length, when he was more than forty years of

age, he was brought to the notice of the Emperor JSn Tsung by Fan

Chung-yen, who recommended
_
him to the Emperor as a skilled

musician. It was in this capacity that Yuan was first employe4, but

he was soon after sent to servo with Fan Chung-yen on the Eastern

Border. This kind of work was not congenial to him and he resigned.

Then he was appointed "Director of Studies" at Hoo-chow (j^
'^), in Ch^kiang, and in this capapity he had remarkable success.

The disciples who flocked from all quarters to receive his instructions

were very numerous. These were all classed according to their

courses of study. Some liked philosophy, some liked military tactics

or the theory of war, some chose literature, and some the duties of

practical life. The master in all cases directed his efforts to the

development of the special tastes and talents of his scholars.

About the year 1045 Hu Yuan was appointed to the Imperial

Academy and a like success followed him there. He had more disciples

than the Hall would hold and he had to hire a neighbounng building.

His teaching was much helped by his own good example, and his

scholars were known by their orderly deporttnent and their superior

manners. They loved and trusted their Master as a father or an elder

brother, and he treated them as sons or younger brothers. He was

very strict and precise with them, but he made out of them good men
and useful officials. Among his disciples was a son of his early friend

Fan Ohung-yen.
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The Emperor heaped honours on Yuan and wished to keep him

jit the Capital. But Yuan refused nearly all the honours, as his

delight was to be among his hooks and disciples. About 1056 the

Emperor made him " Doctor of the Court of Sacrificial Worship, " but

Yuan was obliged to resign. He was now oppressed by age and

sickness, and he obtained leave to go back to his home. The officials

of the Court and his disciples gave him a farewell banquet, when he

was setting o£E on his homeward journey. He reached his native

place, but his ill health continued, and he died in 1059.

Hu Yuan knew the laws of ancient music a,nd he was skilled in

the art of casting bells, but his great f^me was as a Classical Scholar,

and a succssful teacher. He was dignified and precise, but true,and

modest. The Emperor whom he served knew something of his worth,

but could not gain his esteem and confidence.

The literary designation given to Hu Yuan after his death was

Jkn-ting-Hsien-shSng (^ ^ 5fc^X that is, the An-ting Teacher.

This is perhaps his best known name among native Scholars. An-ting

is a town of Pao-ning-foo in Sstiohuan, where Yuan's learning became

known and influential, and where he had served in the beginning of

his official career. His tablet was admitted to the Temple of Confucius

djaring the time of the Ming dynasty in the year 1530. *

20. Han Ch«i (^ 3t). S. Ch'i-kuei (^ ^).
Han Ch'i was born in the year 1008 at An-yang (^ ^), a town

in the North of the present Honan. He grew up a clever but delicate

boy, and was educated by his father. At twenty years of age he

obtained his Degree of Chin-shi, and as the fact was announced a

five-coloured cloud was seen below the sun. Soon after he was

appointed to serve with Fan Chung-yen in subduing the enemies on

the Ea.«tem confines, and in reducing to order the districts comprised

in the South of the modern Kaasnh and Shensi; The success of these

two was great and their reputation spread rapidly. They were

• See Hsing-li-ta-ch'naii (fj 3@| ^ ^) , Vol. 1. Introduction j Shang-yu-lu, Ch. 2.;

Stong-eihi, Ob. 482.
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constantly joined as the heroes of the Eastern Army who spread fear

and terror in the minds of the enemy. They were sung of in ballads

and their fame went over all the land maMng even the Emperor

wonder.

Thus early in life did Han Ch'i achieve a reputation. He rose

in office, and passed through a variety of positions. He was Prefect

of Ting-chow (^ jHJ) in Chihli, and won golden opinions from all for

his success in relieving the people during a dreadful famine, and for

his exertions to restore the litierary examinations and advance the

cause of learning generally. He held the office of Minister of State to

three Emperors and was ennobled as Wei-kno-kung (|J| g ^), Duke

of Wei.

He is famous for the vigorous opposition he made to the efforts of

the Empress Ts*ao to be associated with her consort in the administration

of government. He also spoke wholesome but unpleasant words to

that feeble creature, ihe Emperor Ying-Tsung about his duty to his

mother, and gave him good counsel about the appointment^of a successor

to the Throne. But the crowning act of Han Ch'i's life was the

forwarding of a Memorial to Shen Tsung, the successor of Ying Tsung,

against Wang An-shi's scheme of government advances. This

Memorial was presented in 1069 when Han Ch'i was holding a high

position in Shensi. It sets forth in bold, clear language, brief and terse,

the evils connected with this new system of raising the revenue, and

begs that it be at once abolished. The Emperor on reading it said

—

" Han Ch'i is a true loyal servant, though abroad he does not forget

the royal household." The counsels of Wang An-shi prevailed,

however, and Han addressed a second Memorial to the Throne on the

subject. In this he answered the great Minister's argument for his

" new method," drawn from the Chou-li or Ritual of the Chou Dynasty,

by boldly asserting that An-shi had tampered with the text of that

venerable Classic. But his enemy was too strong, and Han ask^d to

be relieved of his duties. He was accordingly sent in 1070 to Ta-

ming-foo in Chihli.

He died in 1075, and on the night of his death a great star fell

from heaven into his courtyard and frightened the horses in the stable.
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When the Emperor heard the news he went apart and wept bitterly.

He conferred on Han the posthumous title Shang-shu or President of

a Board, wrote his epitaph, and decreed to him the epithet Ghung-hsien

(J& M) which may be translated Loyal and intelligent. The title

Wei-wang (|S| 3E), Prince of Wei, was afterwards conferred on Han,
but it has not taken the place of the older Wei-kung, and it is by this

latter that he is best known in literature.

The political opinions and career of Han Ch'i led to his forming

an acquaintance and friendship with several of the most illustrious men
of his time. Fan Chung-yen has been already mentioned. Another

intimate friend was Ouiyang Hsiu, a man equalled with him in fate

and nearly equalled with him in renown. The great author and

Statesman Ssti-ma Kuang also knew and esteemed him, and Ch'eng

Ming-tao declared that Han Ch'i was clothed with righteousness.

He was man of a truly kind and amiable disposition. His face

never betrayed any sign of emotion and nothing could ruffle his temper

or interfere with his self-control. He bore with like equanimity the

burning of his whiskers, the breaking of his exquisite jade cup, and the

visit of a midnight murderer. "What have you come to do?," he

asked this last as axe in hand the intending assassin came up to the

bed on which Han was lying. " I have come to take your head," was

the unpleasant rejoinder. "Who sent you?" asked Han, and on

receiving the man's reply added—Take my- head and go, but the

murder was not committed.

As an official Han Ch'i was distinguished by a mild and humane

administration of justice to the people, and a fearless, outspoken loyalty

to the ruler. ' He was not an expert or polished writer, but he was an

eminently, useful public servant. His Memorials and other official

writings were collected and published in 1514 by Ts&ng Ta^yu

(^ :^ W)' ^ scholar and official of some eminence. A selection has

since been made under the editorship of Chang Poh-hang and published

with the title Han-Wei-Kung-Chi. This work contains a large number

of Han's State papers and extracts from his official correspondence, of

considerable interest for the light which they throw on the dark history

of the time. It gives also a careful and minute account of his life and
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opinions which occupies chiian 10 to 20 both inclusive. The political

writings of Han are still read and admired, not so much for their style

as for their matter.

His sons after him walked in his steps and rose to merit and

distinction. His tablet was admitted to the Temples of Confuciiis

in 1852.*

21. Ou-yang Hsiu (^ ^ ^). S. Yung-shu (^ U)-
The parents of Ou-yang Hsiu belonged to Lu-ling (^ g|), a

toTyn of Ki-an-foo in the Province of Kiangsi, and he was bom in the

year a.d. 1007; His father was an official of some distinction, but

specially noted for his uprightness and filial piety. He had been left

an orphan in early childhood, and he himself died when his son Hsiu

was only three years of age. He left his boy to the care of his wife

who fulfilled her trust with great conscientiousness. Though very

poor she remained a faithful widow and devoted herself to the bring-

ing up of her son. She gave him his early education, teaching him

to read and write by means of characters traced on the ground with a

reed, as she was too poor to pay for other writing materials.

From his early years Hsiu was noted as a boy thoughtful,

studious, and quick to learn and understand. While still a youth,

meeting accidentally with the writings of Han WSn-kung, he read

and studied them with great eagerness and delight. They seem to

have stirred up in him a literary ambition, and he aspired, we are

told, to attain equality with their author. He passed the examination

for the Degree of Chin-shi, taking the highest place, and soon after

obtained official employment. His mother lived to see her cares and

pains rewarded, and her hopes in process of fulfilment, as her son rose

to eminence in the public service.

» Han-wei-kxing-chi (H^^J^S); Snng-chi, Ch. 312; Mayers Ch. E.M. p. 46.

;

Heing-li-hui-yao, Ch. 20.
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Hsiu became the stanch friend and warm advocate of Han Ch'i

(^ 3t). fan Chung-yen (j^ fi^ f^), and other faithful officials. For
his spirited defence of Fan against a censor named Kao Jo-no (j^ ^
fj^) he was sent away to I-ling (^ ^), the present I-chang-foo, in

Hupeh. But he was soon promoted again, and rose to be one of the

greatest of the great Ministers who sun-ounded the throne of Sung
Jen Tsung. Afterwards he was accused of joining Avith Fan Chung-

yen and others of his party to make a cabal for the monopoly of

power. His official career was long and varied, but always marked

by fearless integrity. He warned the Emperor Jen Tsung against the

danger of dismissing good men from his councils, and of the risk to

the Empire of not having a successor designated; He fought against

the attempt of the, Empress dowager to reign instead of Ying Tsung,

and he opposed with all his energies the new measures of Wang An-

shih. Seeing he could not pi'evail against this powerful statesman he

implored again and again to be released from office. The Empeyor,

Sh^n Tsung, wished to retain his serA^ces, but Wang An-shih repre-

sented Hsiu as a dangerous man who would ruin the Empire if he

were restored to office at the Capital. So the Emperor yielded in 1071

to Hsiu's urgent entreaty, and allowed him to resign with the

honorary title of Junior Preceptor to the Heir Apparent. But his

life was worn out and he survived only a few months. The historian

of ShSn Tsung's reign under the year 1072 records his death with due

solemnity—" The retired Chancellor of the Kuan-W^n-Tien, Ou-yang

Hsiu, deceased."

As an official Hsiu was distinguished for great abilities, wise

counsel, and unswerving faithfulness to the Throne and the people.

He was abused, defamed, and plotted against through all his career,

but he took his trouble gently and preserved his soul in patience. It

is not, however, only as a public servant that he has been esteemed

and celebrated. In the accomplishments of learning and the practice

of virtue, says the historian, he stood above all his generation. His

first love was literature, and he was true to it through all his life. In

the height of his glory while a Han-lin Chancellor he compiled, with

the help of Sung Ch'i and other scholars, the Hsin-T'ang-shu or New
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History of tlie T«j,ng dyaasty. This was presented in 1060 to the

Emperor Jen Tsung, having been undertaken by his orders. He
compiled also in later years the Hsin-wu-tai-shi (^ £ f(i ^) or New
History of the Five dynasties, that is, the dynasties which came

between the T'ang and the Sung. " Setting before himself " writes

Wylle with respect to this treatise, " the Ch^un-tH^ew and She-ke as

his models, he aimed at the lofty style of those ancient works, but he

has laid himself open to the charge of sacrificing narrative of facts to

elegance of diction." The Emperor ShSa Tsung wished to have this

work, but his order to seek it out was issued too late to reach the

author. The Chi-ku-lu (^ -^ ^) or Collected Old Records, is

another work by Hsiu. In this book he has given a large number of

old inscriptions and notices from tomb-stones, vases, and tablets with

critical and explanatory comments. The Preface which he wrote to

it, modestly and simply describes the nature and quality of the worki

When in office at Ch'u-chow (|^ ^tl), a town on a tributary of the

Yangtzu in the East of Atihui, he wrote under the nom de plume Tsui-

wSng (f^ ^) or the Jolly Patriarch. He was in love with the quiet

scenery of the place and the quaint simplicity of the people's manners.

Memorials of their old Prefect, the Jolly Patriarch are still preserved

by the inhabitants of this city. In wiser years he called himself Liu-.

yi-chii-shi (5?^ — ^ j;), the student 61 years old, and wrote under

this title. He is known as Lu-ling-Hsien-sheng (^ ^ ^ ^), the

Teacher from Lu-ling, his native place.

All the writings of Ou-yang Hsiu have the charm of. an easy

graceful style, and clear precise language. He is learned, but he

wears his weight of learning "lightly like a flower"; didactic, but

he does his teaching gently and persuasively. His contemporary- and
friend, the poet Su Tung-p'o writes of him thus—" He discoursed, on
philosophy like Han Yii, on public affairs like Luh Chih, he wrote
history like Ssii-ma Ch'ien, and he made poetry like Li Pai. These
are not my words, but the words of all the world." This i^raise is

excessive, and requires to be modified by the strictures of Yang Shi

and Chu Hsi. The latter especially while admitting the genius of

Ou-yang i.s severe on the faults of his life and philosophy. He did
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not believe in the " River Plan and Lo writing."

A posttumous title was conferred on Ou-yang Hsiu, and he was

honoured with the epithet "WSn-chung (3SC ,§,), accomplished and

loyal. Hence some collections of his miscellaneous writings have been

published with the title WSn-chung-chi (3it ,S ^). He was admitted

to the Confucian Temple in 1235, but his tablet was afterwards

removed. He was re-admitted, however, in the year 1530.*

22. Ssii-ma Kuang (-^ ,1 36) S. Chiin-shih (g |f).

Ssii-ma Kuang was the second son of Ssu-ma Chi (f^), an official •

of some distinction during the early part of the Sung dynasty. Kuang
was born in a.d. 1019 at Hsia (g) a town of Ho-nan-foo, on the

borders of Shensi. The first instruction he received was from his

father and elder brother who, he tells us, taught him to learn books

by rote when he was only four or five years, of age. Even as a boy

he was distinguished by the gi-avity of manner and presence of mind

which he kept through life. A story of these early years has been

often told. One of his little play-fellows fell into a vessel filled with

water and Kuang saved his life by breaking the vessel with a stone.

An artist madei the incident the subject of a picture at the time, and

the four words which describe it are often given as a theme at the

literary examinations. He was noted for his love of reading and

desire for learning, and he is said to have been specially delighted

with the Ch'un-ch'iu of Confucius when it was brought to him in the

nursery.

In 1038 he was successful at the Chin-shi examination, and soon

afterwards while still a very young man he entered the public service.

His promotion was quick, and he soon distinguished himself by his

wise and faithful counsels. Thus he rebuked the courtiers for con-

gratulating the Emperor that an eclipse of the Sun was not visible at

* See Wylie, Notes &o. p. 13, 17. 18, 61 &c. ; Sung-shi, Ch. 319 ; T'nng-chien &c.

( Supplement. ) Sung Eeigna of Jen, Ying, and ShSp. ; Mayers Ch. R. M. p.

165; HsiDg-li-hni.yao, Ch. 17.
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the Capital.. He also urged Jen Tsung to nominate his successor,

opposed the attempts to set a side Ying Tsung, and when Shen Tsung
.

ascended the Throne he presented a Memorial of seasonable advice.

He was made a Chancellor of the Han-lin and a Minister of State.

But he was an uncompromising opponent of Wang An-shl and all

his measures, and so could not continue in ^rvioe. "When in the year

1070 the Emperor would not accept An-shi's resignation, Kuang

refused the post of Chu-mi-fu-shi (fll ^ filj M) "'' Assistant Director

of the "War office. He declined to remain at the Capital in any position

and was allowed to retire to Lo Yang with the title of Censor. But

unable to have his way with the Emperor and unwilling to serve with

men whose measures he condemned, lie fixed his residence at this city

as a private individual and forbore to interfere in State affairs.

In 1064 Kuang had compiled a History of China, during the

period of the warring States and the Ch'in dynasty. This was

presented to the Emperor Ying Tsung who was much pleased with it

and ordered the author to continue his work. So Kuang applied

himself to the composition' of his general history of the Empire.

ShSn Tsung did all in his power to forward the work. The Imperial

Library and the national archives were put at the author's disposal.

Money and writing materials were supplied from the Emperor's store,

and several scholars were appointed as fellow-workers. Fop nineteen

years, including the long time that he was living in retirement at Lo-

yang, Kuang devoted himself to the completion of his great work.

At length it was finished, the title Tzu-chi-t'ung-chien, was giveato

it, and in 1084 it was presented to the Emperor. This History with

the supplementary volumes comprised 354 chiian, and extended from

B.C. 403 to the period immediately preceding the rise of the Sung

dynasty.

By the ^people of Lo-yang, Kuang was regarded with great

affection and respect. The women and children spoke of him by his

name Chiin-shi, and the peasants and rural patriarchs called him

Ssu-ma-hsiang-kung (^ .^ ^ St)' or Mr. Minister Ssu-ma. In

1085 SMn Tsung died and his mother became Regent during the

nonage of her grand-son, Ch^ Tsung. Kuangj urged by;lus own: feel-
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ings and the advice of Ch*dng Hao now resolved to go back to the

Court at K'ai-feng-foo. His journey was one long ovation. The
people thronged the streets to see him pass and he could scarcely

proceed. At the Capital they beat their heads with joy and called

out one to another—the Minister Ssii-ma has come. '* Go back no
more to Lo-yang," they cried, " but stay here to help the sovereign

and save the people." The Empress Regent took him into favour and
reinstated him in office. He applied himself at once to bringing aboiit

the restoration of old institutions. But a fatal sickness attacked him
and he was laid on his bed. He lived, however, to learn that Wang
An-shi's most mischievous innovations were repealed, and so he felt

that he could sleep quietly in his grave. His last thoughts and

anxieties were about >his country, but death came on him gently and

he was conscious of its approach. He died in 1086, and the inhabit-

ants of town and country, wherever he was known, nioumed for him

sadly. His coffin was treated with sacrificial reverence and some

had his likeness painted in order to do it worship. The posthumous

title given to Ssu-ma Kuang was T'ai-^shi'-wen-kuo.kung (:|; 09 }fi

3 &)> the Grand Preceptor, Duke of the State Wen, this .bein^ the

name of a district in Honan. The literary epithet added to his name

was "Wen-cMng (^ j£), accomplished and upright. His enemies rose

to power again and wreaked their vengeance on the dead. Kuang's

title and epithet were cancelled, his tomb levelled, and all indignity

heaped on his name. But their success was brief, and in 1189 his

honours were restored to Kuang, and he was joined with the Emperor

Ch^ Tsung in the worship offered to the latter. His tablet was ad-

mitted to the Temple of Confucius in 1267.

Beside his great History, Ssu-ma Xuang composed ajso the Ohi-

ku-lu (Jf§
•jg' ^) or Record of Investigations into antiquity, which

goes back to very ancient times. He wrote also two valuable treatises

on subjects connected with etymology, and his miscellanies, or W^n-chi,

formed 80 chiian when collected and published. His usual designa-

tion in literature is Ssu-ma WSn-kung, but he is also often spoken of

of as So-shud'hsienrshkig (|$ ^ % ^), the Teacher from So, the

name of a tributary of the Yellow River near his native place.
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" The character of Ssu-ma Kuaug is singularly, beautiful. He had

no taint of meanness or selfishness in aU his constitution; His elder

brother had throughout life to take care of him as an infant, though

he reverenced him as a father. His great delight was in study, and

books were to him as "pearls and gems are to others. Some regarded,

his writings as too specxdative or ideal, and he accepted the term,

saying that he wrote as he thought and felt. In his official capacity

he was always dignified and upright, and in all things he showed a
'' public-spirited courage." The good of the people was ever before

him whether he wrote history and branded heresy, or opposed invading

hordes of Tartars, or denounced the unscrupulous innovation of ambi-

tious statesmen.*

23. Yang Shi (^m S. Chung-li (+ ±).
Yang Shi was born in the year a.d. 1053 near Chiang-lo (3$l^)>

a town in the Prefecture of Yenping^^in Fuhkeen. His ancestors had

been settled there for a long^ time, and. they had all been farmers.

Sut Shi's father, a fond indulgent parent, resolved to make his son a

scholar. In boyhood Shi was noted as unusually clever, and he grew

up to be a man of a proud, independent nature, above all the meanness

and trickeries of his time. He was very pious to his parents, and when

his mother died, though he was at the time only a child, he mourned

for her Hke a full-grown man. The dutiful services of a son were

continued, moreover, to his stepmother.

He obtained his Chin-shi Degree about 1070, but declined the

• official employment which was soon after offered. The love of learning,

constrained him, and drawn by the fame of Ch'eng Hao (Miug-tao), he

went to Ying-chow in Anhui where Ch'Sng was serving, in order to

become his disciple. A mutual attachment sprang up between master

and scholar, and when the latter was leaving on his return home,

Ming-tao said prophetically—" my teachings are going South." He
afterwards became a disciple of Ming-tao's brother Yi-ch'uan.

* See Mayers Ch. E, M. p. 199 ; Wylie, Notes &o., p. 20, 8, 9. ; Eemusat, Mel. As. T.

2. p. 149, Shang.yn-lu
J Oh. 21; 'W6ii.knng..wSii-oti(j|^^ 3C^ Vol I. j Tung-'

cliien &o. Snug (Beigns of Jen, Yi^, and Sh6n).
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It was not until more than ten years had passed since Yang
ohtained his Chin-shi that he accepted office. He served for some time

as Magistrate or Sub-Prefect in various places, and was subsequently

transferred to Cfaing-chow in Hupeh as Director of Studies. But in

the arts by which men rose to power he was to seek, and he felt more

comfortable and independent in a humble position. His love was all

for learning and his delight was to study and teach. So he came to

have a school of many hundreds of disciples who ilooked to him from

far and near drawn by the fame of his learning. He refused several

good appointments and always -wanted to be free from public life.

The great Wang iTn-shi died in 1086, and his tablet was admitted

to the Confucian Temple. But Yang Shi, who had opposed "Wang in

life, wrote such a vigorous protest that the tablet had to be removed.

He refuted Wang's interpretations of the Classics, and helped largely

in the complete overthrow of all the innovations of that once all-

powerful Minister. These services are regarded as perhaps his

greatest merit. ,

In bis public capacity Yang counselled reform in the army, and

unconditional opposition to the invading Kin Tartars. He consequently

protested strongly against the Treaiy of peace and the dismemberment

of the Empire which took place in 1126. Notwithstanding the enmity

of Wang An-shi's followers, he lived to fill several high offices. But

the country seemed to him to be in a critical state, and as his counsels

could not prevail he retired from office. He. died in 1135, and though

eighty two years old at the time, he had not lost his mental powers or

his bodily vigour.

Yang Shi is said to have been of a quiet, amiable disposition but

silent and reserved. Though endowed with uncommon natural abilities

he did not care to shine in society or to win a passing glory among his

contemporaries. Serving officially in a time of impurity he kept

himself pure, taking no stain or dye fi"om the coloured element in which

he lived. His philosophical reputation is great, and he is regarded as

the Father of the Fuhkeen School, having been the first to introduce

into that Province the doctrines of Chow and the Brothers Ch'eng.

Chu Hsi also was largely indebted to him for his acquaintance with
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the teachiags of these philosophers. Yang expounded Mencius, the

Chung-yung, and the Great Learning to his enthusiastic disciples in

Fuhkeen, and made the study of the ancient Classics popular. He ran

the risk, however, of bordering on heresy when he taught that Jen, and

Ti " Benevolence and Righteousness," did not exhaust man's moral

nature. It seemed as though he would supplement the doctrines of

Mencius by those of Lao-tzii and Chuang-tzu. So he is accused of

having carried his notion of independence into the domain of philosophy,

and of having in fact thought for himself.

Yang Shi was not an author, but his Memorials, Letters, and

other short papers have been collected and published together with the

notes of his teachings preserved by some of his disciples. The

designation by which he is best known is Kuei-shan (^ [Ij), from the

Shi-kUei'Shan, a mountain in his native neighbourhood.

His posthumous literary title is Wen-ohing (tJ^ :^), or Wen-Suh

(M) according to one authority, that is, accomplished and self-possessed.

In 1495 he was admitted to the honours of Confucius' Temple.*

S!4, Hsie Liang-tso (^ % ^), S. Hsien^feao (M M)-
Of Hsie Liang-tso's life little is known, and neither of his birth

nor death is date or place recorded. He is said to have been a native

of Shang-ts'ai (Jt g), in the Ju-ning Prefecture, Honan (though

some authorities make this place to have been in Anhui), and he is

generally known as Hsie of Shang-ts'ai. He was contemporary with

Yai^ Shi, and these two, with Yu Tso and Lii Ta-lin, were known
among the disciples of the Brothers Ch'eng as the Four Teachel-s.

Liang-tso early gave himself up to study, and attended the

teachings of Ming-tao when the latter was in office at Fou-kow in the

East of Honan. He was not quick or brilliant, but he was industrious

and only too eager to store his mind with knowledge. Ming-tao
warned him against the danger of trying to remember too much, and
this put Liang-tso, in a dreadful state of mind. Afterwards when he saw

• See tang-kaei-shan-ohi (1# || lU S), Chs. 1, 6. Acj Chu-tzfi-chuan-shn^Ch. 54;
Hsing-li-hni-yao, Ch. 12.) Tao-nan-yuan-wei (J^ ^ Jig ^). Ch. 1.
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Ming-tao run over the coliimtis of a History witliont making a mistake

he left in a state of discontent. Then he became a disciple of Yi-

ch'uan who seems to have had a high opinion of Liang-tso's character

and abilities. It is said that once when he came back after a year's

absence, Yi-ch'uan asked him what he had learned during that time.

" Only to put away self-glory " replied Liang-tso, and then explained

that this had been his besetting sin.

In 1085, moved by a rebuke fl-om Yi-ch<uan, he tried for and
obtained his Ohin-shi, and soon afterwards was appointed to office at

Ying-ch<eng (Jg jj|), in the North of Hupeh. From this he was
called to Court in 1110, "but disgusted with its insincerity he with-

drew and asked for the charge of a small prbvineial office. After some
time he was sent to Lo-yang in charge of a government store, and
while there he was, on a flying rumour, degraded and put in prison.

The rest of his life remains untold.

Hsie wrote a work entitled Luh-yu-shoo (|% ^ ^), Remarks on

the Lun-yii. This is said to have beeil popular for some time, but it

has Innq; been known only by name. Many years after Hsie's dfeath,

Ohu llsi, who had learned to admire him very much, took great {)ain8

in collecting all the extant fragments of his .oral criticisms and

teachings. These he arranged in a certain order artd published with

an ffiEpIanatory Preface. This small book in three chuan has been

often reprinted, and the edition published under the supervision of

Chang Poh-hang, and entitled Shang-ts'ai-yu-lu contains nearly all

tiiat 18 known of Liang-tso's life and teachings.

As one of the editors of this work says, Hsie Liang-tso was an

unlucky man. But he would not so have spoken of himself, for he

believed in Fate or Providence, and held that all events are fore-

ordained. He was a man of wide and very accurate knowledge, and

his memory of history was remarkable. But he was unfortunate in

life, and, to some extent, in reputation, for he was said to be tainted,

with heresy. One man saw in him traces of Lao-tzii's teachings,

another found stains of Buddhism. But critics of more liberal minds

regarded him as a pure Confucianist, and a thorough adherent of

orthodoxy as taught by the Ch^^ng Brothers. The Yii-lu shows that
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Hsie had studied Buddhism well, and that he could point out wherein

it differed from Confucianism even in docti'ines which seemed; to be

common to the two systems. He pointed out errors in Buddhist

philosophy, helped to make the true teachiiigs of the ancient Sages

known and understood, and suffered martyrdoni in the days of evil

government. These are his great merits, and it was on account
, of

these that he was in 1850 admitted to participate in the worship

offered in the Temple of Confucius. *

25. Yin Shun (f» ):$). S. Yen-ming (jg BJ) al. T4-ch«ung (^

Yin Shun came of a family which had already produced several

men who had become distinguished for their learning, and his father

rose to the position of a Secretary in the Board of Woods and Forests.

Shun was born at Lo-yang in 1071, the fourth year of the reign of

Sung ShSn Tsung. He lost his father in early childhood and w?g

brought up by his mother, a wise and affectionate woman. In his

eighteenth year he joined the school of Ch'^ng Yi-ch'uan,. and

continued to be a disciple of that philosopher for nearly twenty years.

When he went up to the Chii-jen examination, he found that the

subject selected on that occasion as theme for the Essays, was.the

proposition made at the beginning of ChS Tsung's reign to put to

death about 250 scholars and statesmen described by Wang An-shi

as factious intriguers. The friends of Wang An-shi were now in

power again, and they were trying to revive that statesman's measures.

Shun did not like the subject and he went away without writing an

essay. He then told his master that he would not go up to the

Chin-shi Examination, and his master advised him; to consult his

mother in the n^atter. Her reply was—I know you as supporting me
by well-doing, not as supporting me from the emoluments of office.

So he made up his mind to abandon the prospect of a public career,

• See Tao-t'ang.lu (Supplement) ; Shang-tB'ai-ya.lu (_t ^ H il); Clin.tzu.oh'uan.
Bnti, ohuan 51',
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and was soon after confirmed in this resolve by the charge of corrupt

teaching being preferred against Yi-ch'uan, Chan Yi, and himseK.

On the death of Yi-ch'uan in 1107, Shun became the chief of his

school, and from this time devoted aU his time and energies to study

and teaching. For many years he led this retired life, greatly

esteemed and reverenced by all with whom he came in contact. But
his fame at length reached the Emperor, and in 1126, he was
summoned to the Capital. He would not serve, however, and the

Emperor gave him the litle Ho-ching-ch'u-shi (^ f^ 1^ i), The
student of well-tempered, well-balanced mind, and allowed him to go

back to his studies. He/eupon Hu An-kuo and several other high

officials, presented a joint Memorial in which they expostulated with

His Majesty for having allowed Shun to decline office. They described

his learning as thorough, his virtue as^ perfect, his words and conduct

as fit to be models, and his abilities as suitable for a high office. But
the Emperor did not notice the Memorial.

The Tartars were now pushing on their conquest of China, and

in 1127, they took Lo-yang. Shun's wife and one child were killed

and he was carried away nearly dead. His disciples took him to a

hill near Si-an-foo and he remained in that neighbourhood for some

time. Thou Liu-yii (glj ^), who had gone over to the Tartars, tried,

first by fair promises and afterwards by threats, to make him join the

invading army. But Shun fled from the danger on foot and escaped

into Ssuchuan. At Fou-chow in that Province he remained for some

time, the town being dear to him as a place where Yi-ch'uan had

taught the Yi Ching. In 1186, he was induced to accept office, partly

on account of the generous courtesy shown to him by the Emperor.

But he had only reached Kiukiang when he heard of a Memorial by

a Censor denoucing the teachings of the Brothers Ch'eng and praying

that their promulgation be prohibited. So he remained there and

sent a Petition to the Throne stating that he could not, if in office,

conscientiously teach any other doctrines than those he had learned

from Yi-ch'uan. The adherents of the latter prevailed, and Shun
received a new appointment, hut he loved retirement, and was with

difficulty persuaded to take office. The Tartars about this time sued
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for peace and a Treaty, and Shun opposed fay Memorial and letter tke

proposition for peace with a divided empire.

In 1140, old and nearly blind, he urged anew his prayer for leave

to retire, and at last obtained his request. He went to live with hia

son-in-law who was in office at Shao-hsing in Ghekiang, and here he

died in 1142. The Emperor, Kao Tsung, ^ho had been indulgent

and liberal to him throughout, now provided that his funeral should

be conducted with becoming solemnity. He was buried at a hill near

the town of Huirki iji the Prefecture of Shao-hsing.

Yin Ho-ching was the author of two or three works, of which

the Lun-yii-chie (|^ ^ fff), or Explanations of the Lun-yii, was the

principal. It was undertaken by command of Eao Tsung and occupied

the author for several years. He was old and feeble at the time and

suffering much from ill health, but he thought it was his duty to do

the work prescribed, and he laboured at it conscientioudy until it was

finished. After his death his few miscellaneous writing were

collected and published, togethbr with a number of documents bearing

on his life and teachings. These forma small volume entitled Yin-

Ho-<shing-chi which was reprinted at Foochow some time ago.

Yin Ho-ching was not a man of brilliant genius or profound

learning, but like Confucius ' disciple 'Tsei](g-tzu, as he owned, dull of

intellect. He was a plain, blunt man whether in speaking or writing*

with a firm will and a strong sense of duty. He dwelt much on the

duty of keeping a feeling of quiet reverenee, and he ttiught his

disciples to put conduct before words. The doctrines of the two

Ch'eng were preserved and transmitted hy hinl, and their truth and

orthodoxy defended. Faithful and upright in all things he refused

ofBce rather than side with a bad eause, and he preferred the risk of

death before honour bought with shame.

His posthumous epithet is Suh (]|t), Eeverentifll, the name which

according to Chu Hsi, best describes his character. In 1724, he was

admitted to the Temple of Confucius. *

t *P«M).t'ung.lu, (^upptenieiit) I Ym.Ho.ohing.ohi (f^ # ^ H) ; Chs-tz&.oliti**-

ghn,C;h, 64; .J
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26. Lo Ts'ung-yen (Ji ^ g). S. Ctung-so (fi^ ^).
Lo Ts'ang-yen was bom in a.d. 1072, at a village near Nan-

p'ing, a town in the Prefectural DIsti'ict of Yen-p'ing-foo, in Fuhkeen.
It is recorded of him that in youth he had a determined will and was
clever, but that he did not care to acquire the accomplishments which
led to official employment. He became a desultoiy reader, and he
seems to have led a quiet, aimless life until he was forty years of age.

At this period he began to learn the philofophy of hig fellow Provincial,

Yang Kuei-shan, though he did not meet Yang until five years later

when he visited him at P'i-ling in Kiang-su. This interview impressed

him greatly wijUi an idea of Yang's extraordinary learning, and he

quickly became an earnest disciple and a thorough follower. Yang
declared him the greatest among all his thousand disciples, and saw
that his doctrines were safe in the keeping of Ts'ung-yen. One day

in the course of a lecture on the first chapter of the Yih Ching, Yang
stated that he had once heard Yi-ch'uan explain a certain passage in

it admirably. Hereupon Lo sold his farm and set off for Lo-yang to

obtain the explanation from Yi-ch'uan. The latter took much pains

in expounding the passage, «but added nothing to what Yang had

taught, and Lo went back to his home and resumed his studies. He
was Soon attended by a number of disciples, among whom the most

eminent Li Yen-p'ing (Li T'ung).

When he was sixty years old the Chii-jen Degree was Conferred

on Lo Ts'ung-yen by Imperial favour, and he was appointed assistant

to the Magistrate of Po-lo (f§ ^) in the Prefecture of Hui-chow in

Kwang-tung. But he had a great dislike for office, and preferred a

quiet, meditative life in the cottage which he built for himsielf in the

Lo-fou Mounta;ins. He was on his way to his native place, according

to one authority, when he died at Ting-chow (fj* j^) in Fuhkeen.

But according to another account he was in office at the time of his

death, which occurred in 1135. His only son had died before him,

and there was no one to take charge of the funeral. So his coffin
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remained utiburied for many years, and there was no one found

to do him reverence until 1213 when a stranger gave him his due

honour. The Emperor Li-Tsung, in 1247, conferred on him the

epithet "W^n-chi ("^ ^), accomplished and solid. But his usual

designatioft is Yii-chang-Hsien-sheng (^ ^ % ^) from the old

name of Nan-ch'ang in Kiangsi. In 1614'he was admitted to the

Temple of Confucius.

Lo was the author of the Sheng-Sung-tsun Yao-lu (^^^^^)
which is known, however, only by its shorter name Tsun-yao-ln. The
meaning of the title is. Record of the Deified Emperors of the Sung
dynasty who followed Yao. This treatise was finished in 1126, and

its author designed it to show that the disasters of the time were the

result of the apostacy of ShSn Tsung and his successors. It contains

seven chapters giving a short account of the reigns of the first four

Emperors of this dynasty, and an eighth chapter which is supplementary.

The work was directed chiefly against "Wang An-shi and Ts'ai Ching,

and the Emperors who were led by them, but it also gives interesting

notices of Han Ch'i, Ssu-ma Kuang, and other eminent statesmen.

The political maxim of the author is contained in these words ^the

institutions of ancestors are not to be annulled, and their virtuous

influence is not to be relied on. This maxim is stated and illustrated

in another essay by the author, which is entitled Yi-lun-yao-yii (ft|^
^^). A few poems and one or two short papers are all the otlier

writings of Lo which remain. But he published also a collection of

notes of discourses by the Two Ch'eng on the Lun-yii and Mencius;

derived probably from Yang Kuei-shan. His chief merits as a

Gonfucianist are that he was a thorough disciple of this last, and tliat

by his teaching Yang's philosophy, he transmitted the true doctrines

of the Sages which had been revived by the Ch«6ng. He taught

Li J'ung, and Li taught Chu Hsi, and so Lo was one of those

who trimmed and handed on the torch of truth which is the light of

the world.

Lo Ts'ung-yen was a patient and determined student who made
his own all that he read or otherwise learned. He propagated the

dangerous doctrine of calm reflection in private rather than the reading
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of books and hearing of lectures. In teaching he had a quiet

insinuating manner which was felt but not observed, as the airs of Spring

quicken nature though no one knows how they work.*

27. Hu An-kuo (^ $ ^) S. K'ang-hou (g g|).

Hu An-kuo belonged to a family of considerable reputation, his

grandfather and father having both been men of distinction. The
latter specially was celebrated not only as a scholar but also as a model

of devoted filial affection. An-kuo was born a.d. 1074 at Ts'ung-an

(^S)> ^ town of Kieii-njng-foo in Fuhkeen. As a boy he was bright

and intelligent but had a very hasty temper. His tutors were Chu
Chang-wSn (^ -g $) and Chin Ts'ai-chi (ff M Z)> friends of Yi-

ch'uan, and it was with the latter of these that he first learned to study

History.

An-kuo in 1097 went up for his Chin-shi examination. On this

occasion all the candidate's essays were expected to advocate a return

to Wang An-shi's policy and to abuse Ssu-ma Kuang and all his

friends. An-kuo advocated the old policy and did not stigmatize Ssii-

ma and his friends as intriguers and traitors. So though his essay

was declared best he was put fourth on the list of successful competitors.

But when the essays were read out to the Emperor he praised An-

kuo's repeatedly, and caused the author to be placed third on the list.

This was the beginning of his tribulation but also of his glory.

Soon afterwards he was sent to Hunan as Literary Chancellor.

In pursuance of an Imperial Edict he recommended, while in this

capacity, two learned men of Yung-chow for official employment. An
adherent of Ts'ai Ching, the unprincipled, powerful Minister of the

time, falsely charged these two men with being members of a cabal.

Ts'ai made this a pretext for having An-kuo, whom he hated, seized

and imprisoned. The Criminal Judge was ordered to examine him,

and when nothing was found against him he was sent on to Hupeh for

further imprisonment and examination. Though he was in the end

* See the Tao-t'ung-Ia (Suppl.) ; Lo-yu-ohang-ohi (^ f^ W f^) > Clin-tsii-ob'aan.

shu, Ch. 64.
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acquitted and released yet Ts'ai caused him to be dismissed from the

public service. In a very short time, however, he was reinstated in

his office, and was soon after sent in a similar capacity to Ch'Sng-tu

in Ssuch'uan. In 1113 his mother died and while he was still in

mourning for her his father died. At the end of the prescribed term

of retirement he did not return to office but Hvfed privately. It was for

the sake of his parents, he said, that he had gone into office, and now

that they were no more he had no use for a large salary. Accordingly

he resigned on the plea of ill health, and built a cottage near his

parents' graves. Here he wished to pass his life, supporting his family

by the produce of a small farm, and bringing up his children in, the

fear of dishonour and the love of wisdom.

In 1125 several fruitless attempts were made to bring An-kuo

back to public life. At last, in obedience to an urgent Decree, he repaired

to the Capital and had an interview with the Emperor. The language

he used on this occasion was sharp and severe and his advice was bitter

but wholesome. He talked through all a long summer morning until

heat and shame made the Emperor sweat so profusely that his robes

were seen to be saturated. But bad counnsellers stood round the

Throne who plotted still for the ruin of An-kuo, and the Emperor

could not keep his faithful servant at the Capital. The latter was of a

weak and delicate constitution, and sufiPered from an infirmity in one

foot. He entreated again and again to be allowed to return to private

life, but he could not be spared.

When Kao Tsung succeeded to the unsteady throne of the lessening

Empire he wished to have An-kuo as a Censor. The latter presented

a long, plain-spoken Memorial in which ho sternly criticised the

pusillanimous, inglorious conduct of the Emperor in retreating to

Hang-chow—^leaving the North and West of the Empire a prey to the

Taitars-and his relatives in their possession. Yet Kao Tsung had

great esteem and affection for An-kuo and made him an Expositor of

the Classics. But since his counsels were not followed, An-kuo could

not rest at Court, and always prayed for leave to go back to the fields.

After several further vicissitudes of fortune he^ed while holding a high

office in 1138.
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The posthumous epithet conferred on An-kuo was "WSn-ting

(jSC S), that is, accomplished and resolved. The Emperor regretted

his loss very much and made an exceptionally liberal allowance to his

family, several members of which were already rising to honour and

usefulness in the service of the State. The literary designation of

An-kuo is "Wu-yi Hsien-sh^ng (^ 51 ^ ^)j Wu-yi (Bohea) being

the name of a range of hills near his native place. He was admitted

to the Temple of Confucius in 1437, a time when his writings were

very popular.

The youthful ambition of An-Kuo was to make himself a name

as an author, and he lived te satisfy his ambition. The Ch'un-ch'iu-

chuan, or Commentary on the Ch'un-ch'iu is his greatest work.

Wang An-shi had declared the Ch'un-ch'iu uncanonical, and had

consequently succeeded in having it struck out from the list of classical

books used in the Palace and the National Academies. But An-kuo

thought it a duty which he owed to his principles to show that it was

a geniune work of the Sage who composed it as a guide and warning

to all in authority. For more than twenty years he laboured at his

task, setting aside Tso's commentary as obscuring the original, and

searching out the hidden meaning of the Sage's statements. Legge

says that it " is not intrinsically of much value, but it was received on

its publication with great applause by Kaou Tsung, the first emperor

of the southern Sung dynasty ; and all through the Ming dynasty its

authority was supreme. It formed the standard for competitors at the

literary examinations." It fell out of favour with the present dynasty

on the appearance of Mao Bfei-ho's pitiless exposure of its defects and

errors in the treatise in which he makes An-kuo " his butt."

Another important work by our author was the Supplement which

he compiled for Ssii-ma Kuang's History, and which was entitled

Tzu-cH-fung-chien-chii-yao-pu-yi (^ ^ j1 il :^ M ^ JS) His

miscellaneous writings are known by the name Wu-yi-wSn-chi

Hu An-kuo was a zealous, uncompromising Confucianist, not only

in matters of faith and opinion but also in the practical duties of life.

The brothers Ch'eng he regarded as the only ti-ue interpreters of the
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Sage's principles. To talk, he says, of following Confucius but not

the Ch'fiug is like talking of going into a house but not by the door.

Not so profoundly learned as Tung Chung-shu he knew to explain to

others and apply in his own life what knowledge He gained. Whether

in office or out of office he sought to serve his country's highest

interests. He was true to his friends, loyal to his sovereign, and

faithful in all the duties of life. In the mid-winter of trouble and

disaster when all meaner things faded and died, he, like the pine or

the cypress, stood alone firmly-rooted and flourishing.*

28. Li Kang (^ =^) S. Poh-chi (f|§ $£)
Li Kang belonged to the Prefecture of Shao-wu in Fuhkeen and

was born a.d. 1083. His father K'uei (^) was distinguished for his

high attainments as a scholar and his excellent administration as an

official. Kang obtained his Chin-shi in 1112, and soon after received

an appointment. In a few years he had reached the Censor's office

but, having incurred in that office the displeasure of a Minister of

State, he was degraded. In the year 1119 a serious flood caused

alarm at the capital, and Kang presented a Memorial to the Throne,

in which he dwelt on the flood as a sign from Heaven that the native

rebels and foreign enemies should be dealt with in earnest. The
Emperor was displeased and sent him away to Sha-Hsien in Yen-

p'ing-foo, as a Collector of Customs.

He was recalled to the Capital, however, and in 1125 we find him
there as a Sub-Director of the Court of Sacrifices. This was a year

of great anxiety and distress in the western parts of the Empire. The

Kin Tartars broke their Treaty and crossed their boundary; Hui
Tsung appointed the Heir apparent G-overnor of the capital and pro-

posed to remove the seat of Government. Kang, in a Memorial which

he wrote with blood drawn by pricking his arm, urged abdication as

absolutely necessary. The Emperor was convinced and resigned in

* Sung.shi, Chiian 435; Legge Ch. CI. 5 Proleg. p. 137. j Shang-yu-lu, Ch.'2.i Hsing.
li-hui-vBo, Cb, 12,
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favour of his son who reigned in his stead as Ch'ia Tsung. Kang,

having gained the favour of this Emperor, soon rose to high position.

He counselled war to the death with the Tartars, and opposed

vehemently all propositions which involved the dismemberment of the

empire. Consistently with this he also used all his efforts to prevent

the abandonment of K'ai-feng-foo as the capital. In 1126 he was

dismissed from office in order to please the Tartars. Hereupon a

deputation of more than a thousand men presented a petition to the

Emperor praying for his recall to office. The Emperor granted their

request and Kang was soon again in power. He commanded the

forces at tke defence of the Capital and beat the Tartars with great

slaughter.

On the accession of Kao Tsung in 1127 he was against his will

made a Minister of State. It was represented to the Emparor that

this appointment would displease the Tartars who hated Li Kang and

feared him greatly. After a short time the Emperor, who was always

halting between two courses, yielded to his bad advisers, degraded

Kang, and sent him away from the Capital. , The story of Kang's life

from this time forward is sad and paiaful. He wis tossed about from

office to office, all the time seeing his hopes dashed, his counsel aet

at naught, and his labours fruitless. He died while in official exile

at Foochow, and the historian thus solemnly records the event—Died,

Li Kang, Duke of Lung-hsi and Grand Secretary of the Kuan-w|n

Hall. He had been made Duke of Lung-hsi in recognition of his

services in Honan, and his zealous efforts to have the country about

the Huang Ho at first defended and afterwards recovered from the

Tartars. The Emperor was much distressed when he heard of the

death of Li Kang and ordered a liberal gratuity to his family, giving

him also the posthumous title of Junior Peceptor. The epithet con-

ferred on Kang was Chung-ting {^ ;£), Firm in loyalty. His tablet

was not admitted to the Temple of Confucius until the year 1851.

Li Kang was the author of several treatises, the most important

of which were his Commentaries on the Yih Ching aaid the Lun-yii.

He wrote also several political works bearing on the history of the

troubled time in which he lived, and some Poems and Essays.
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The fame of Li Kang, however, does not rest on his literary

works, but on his life. And the record of this shows us a man of a

thoroughly patriotic spirit, forgetful of all priv.ate wrongs, and possess-

ed with a love of national, honour. Though thwarted by personal

enemies, betrayed by the Emperors he served, and subjected to insults

and persecution, he never failed in his duty or Swerved from his loving*

allegiance. As a child clings fondly to the skirts of its mother even

though she chide it in anger, so, writes, his biographer, Li Kang, in

the inidst of all the wrongs done to him, never wavered in dutiful

affection to his country. He would have no truce with the forsworn

invaders while they were on Chinese soil. Rather lose the empire

city by city—village by village—and die nobly on the field of battle

than gain a shameful life and an inglorious throne by cowardly sub-

mission. . Though bred to letters and philosophy and all unused in

-'the arts of war, he was ready not only to join the ranks against the

invaders, but even to take the lead and fight to death for the altars

of the Gods and all that makes Fatherland. His country's disgrace

was his burden of sorrow, and the one great aim of his life was to

have that disgrace removed. Thus more than the fame of his learn-

ing, his good administration, or his splended feats of war, is the

memory of his perfect self-forgetfulness in the presence of public

duty.*

29. Li T'ung (^ ]g) S. Yuan-chung (,^ rfi).

Li.T'ung was a native of Khien-poo (^] ff), a town in the

Prefecture of Yen-p'ing, and was born a.d. 1093. In youth he was
noted for his cleverness at school and his excellent conduct to his

parents and bad elder brother. As he grew up he enjoyed festive

society, and when
,
he had taken too much wine at dinner used to

mount a horse and have a gallop of eight or ten miles. But when

« Sung-shi, Chaan 358-9
j T'ung-oliien &o. Sung Hui Taung, Ch'in TsnuKKao

TsoDg.
i Shang-yu-lu, Ch. 14.

^'
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he came to years of discretion he aWudoned this sort of life, and
hegan to study philosophy. At the age of 24 years he became
acquainted with Lo Ts'ung-yen and joined his school. Having read

the Tsun-yao-lu of Ts'ung-yen, he studied with him the Ch'un-ch'iu

and other Classics and soon became the chief member of the school.

Li T'ung now made up his mind to keep away from public life,

and so did not present himself at any of the examinations for literary

Degrees. He built a small, rude cottage in the country and went to

reside there with his family. Here he spent a life, quiet and uneventful,

in study and teaching, and intercourse with a few friends. He was
poor but happy, caring neither for riches nor glory. Of his disciples

the most celebrated was Chu Hsi, whose father was a friend of Li

T'ung and sent Hsi to study the Classics with him. Li soon discerned

the genius of his disciple and evidently enjoyed the task of expound-

ing to him his favourite work, the Chung-yung. Hsi continued to

receive his instructions down to the end of Li's life, and was content

to travel many miles in order to get a lesson. The fame of the dis-

ciple in this case made the fame of the master.

In 1163 Li T'ung died rather suddenly, leaving two sons who
were already rising to honour in the State. His posthumous epithet

is "WSn-ching {^ So), but" his usual literary name is Yen-p'ing. He
was admitted to the Temple of Confucius along with his master Lo

Ts'ung-yenin 1617 (or 1614 according to some authorities).

Li T'ung did not write any treatise and it is to Chu Hsi that

posterity is indebted for a record of his teachings. Chu preserved

and published the written answers which he had received in reply to

questions or doubts chiefly on the Four Books, the Shu and the

Ch*un-ch'iu. He also collected all the notes he found of Li's sayings

and wrote his life. These are all to be found in the Li-yen-p'ing-chi

(^ M ^ ^) along with contributions from several other scholars;

Li T'ung was of a quiet and gentle disposition, very precise and

methodical, but very warm-hearted. He was never in a hurry or

excited, and he was simple in his tastes. His cottage was well

managed, and his wife was neither to bo seen nor heard, though she

brought up her family with credit and kept everything in good order;
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She and her family were often stinted in food and clothes in order that

help might be given to the needy among their relatives and fellow-

villagers. Li mixed a little in society, but he was not in any degree

a man of the world, and he seems to have taken little interest in public

affairs. As a philosopher his great merit is to have communicated to Ghu
Hsi the teachings derived from Lien-ch'i and the two Ch'^ng through

Yang Kuei-shan and Lo Ts'ung-yen. He taught his disciples to seek

for truth rather in their own minds than in the writings of others.

Strictly orthodox, he disliked controversy and did -not care to talk

about the errors of Buddhism, though he turned Chu Hsi and others

from reading its literature. His own favourite stiidy was the internal

basis of the emotions or the condition of mind in which these are

latent. The theme of his meditations was taken from the Chui^-

yung—"while there are no stirrings of pleasure, anger, sorrow or

joy, the mind may be said to be in the state of Equilibrium. "When

those feelings have been stirred, and they act in their due degree, there

ensues what may be called the state of Harmony. This Equilibrium

is the great root from which grow all human aciing^ in the world, and

this Harmony is the universal path icMcA they all should pursue." He
placed self-improvement and the attainment of moral excellence before

intellectual acquirements. Yet he was well read in philosophy and

the ancient Classics, and knew them with the understanding and the

heart. Though a plain man of the country, he had genius and learn-

ing, and fixed principle. He was, said a contemporary, like an ice

vase or an autumn moon, bright and clear without a speck. But

some of his characteristic theories have been censured as too closely

resembling those of the contemplatist Buddhists, a charge to which

he would have strongly objected.*

* See the Li-Yen-p'ing-ohi (^ ^'^^) ed. Chang Poh-hang. ; Ohu-tzd.-ch'nan.
Bhu, Ch. 54,; Legge Ch. CI. I p. 248.
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30. Chang Chih (5g ^). S. Climg-fu (^ ^).
Chang Chih was a native of Mien-chu (^ j^), a town of Ch'^ng-

tu-foo in Ssuchuan, and was born a.d. 1133. His father Chiin (j^),

usually known by his title Wei-kuo-kung (|^ g ^), or Wei-kung,
was a distinguished general and statesman, an enemy of Ch'in Kuei,

and a persevering opponent of all who proposed peace with the invad-

ing Tartars. He was a man of dashing pluck and enduring courage,

a wise and patriotic official, and a good scholar. Chih was his younger

son and he loved him wisely and well, teaching him early to prize

humanity, public duty, loyalty and filial piety.

Chih was in boyhood wise and thoughtful beyond his years, and
was endowed with a rare genius. The preceptor in philosophy to

whom his father consigned him was Hu Hung (jjg ^), known as Hu
^Wu-feng (J§i 3i ^), a son of Hu An-kuo, and himself a scholar of

no mean fame. From Hu he gained a knowledge of the ancient

Classics and of Confucian ethics as expounded and developed by Chou
Lien-ch'i and the two Ch'Sng. Chih was a youth of quick parts, fond

of study and reflection, and his master saw in him a future hero of

orthodoxy.

But he had to take his part iu the affairs of life, and he began

service as a subordinate in a yamSn, a position which he obtained

through the influence of his father. On the restoration of the latter to

favour in 1163, Chih served with him as aid-de-camp and confidential

secretary. ' But next year his father died, his last moments being

embittered by thoughts of the nation's disgrace. I have not been able, he

said on his deathbed to his sons, to regain the Western Provinces or

-wash off the shame brought on our former Emperors, so bury me not

by the side of my forefathers, but lay me at the foot of Mount HSng

iW)—^^^ sacred mountain of Hunan. His order was obeyed, and

Chih remained near his tomb for.several years. It was here that in

1167, occurred the most important event of his life, the visit of Chu

Hsi, who, led by the reputation of Chang, came to see him at home.
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The conversation of the two students soon turned of course to the

wisdom of the ancients, and they kept up an argument on the Chung-

yung for three days and three nights. Then they climbed Mount

Heng together, discussing' by the way the pressing subjects of contem-

porary politics but more the patient themes of immortal philosophy.

In the meantime Chang presented a Meihorial.to the Throne in

which he urged a renewal of war with the Tartars,' and the adoption

of a firm determination to drive them all out of the Empu^e. He had

inherited his father's brave, proud spirit, and his deadly enmity to the

Tartars, without the stain of prejudice which tarnished his father's

glory. His Memorial was not heeded, but some time after he was

appointed to a high office at Court. Within a year, however, he was

dismissed from this office and sent to Yuan-chou in Kiangsi in 1172.

He was restored to the Capital for a time, but was again removed to

the Provinces. His last office was that of Prefect at King-chou in

Hupeh, and he died in 1180. The Emperor lamented his death as a

loss to the public service, und Chu Hsi lamented it as a loss to true

learning.

The last act of Chang Chih on his deathbed was to write a

Memorial to Hsiao Tsung advising His Majesty to keep only good

men about him, and to have likings and disUkings only of a public

and disinterested nature. At the time of his death he had the title

Compiler of the Right Wen-Tien. His posthumous epithet is Hiiian

(^), or Diffusive, and his literary designation is Nan-hsien (^ ^).
In 1261, (or 1241, according to some authorities) he was ennobled

and admitted to the Temple of Confucius.

Chang Nan-hsien was an author of some popularity and of good

reputation. Ajiiong his writings were treatises on the Lun-yii,

Mencius, the T'ai-chi of Chou^tzti, and Chu-ko Liang. But of these

he had finally revised and corrected for publication only the first—^the

Lun-yu-shuo. The others were copied and circulated by his disciples

without his sanction or approval. After the death of Chang his

unpublished Manuscripts were given to Chu Hsi who prepared them

for publication, adding his own letters from Chang and whatever

Memoranda he could procure from others, These are all contained
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in the Cliaiig-nan-hsieii-chi, a compilation edited.by Chang Poh-hang.

As an official Chang was thoroughly loyal and public-spirited.

He never failed or feared to do his duty to his Sovereign, trying to

rouse him to a course of virtue and honour. To the people whom he

•was sent to govern he was just and generous. Everywhere he sought

to give them peace and comfort and to stimulate in them a desire for

education.

His philosophical teachings, which are considered links in the

chain of transition from Chou-tzu and the Ch'eng, were for some

time highly prized. Chang learned the truths early and he did not

tarry to teach others what he learned. His mental powers were great,

and he saw quickly and clearly into the deep mysterious thoughts of

the old Sages. He adopted Mencius' views about human nature, and

developed his teachings about humanity and public duty ("Benevolence

and Righteousness"). He also took up Mencius' doctrine of the

opposition between personal gain and public duty, and maintained its

universal application. But his philosophy, though grand and noble,

was like the skeleton framework of a house, wanting the details which

fit it for practical uses. Chu Hsi, who could not, however, always

agree with him, writes of him in terms of hearty admiration, and

perhaps Chang's fame rests largely on the fact that he was a friend

and teacher of that philosc^her. *

31. Lu Tsu-ch'ien (g jj^ i|). S. Poh-kung (fg ^).
Lii Tsu-ch'ien was bom at Kuei-lin-foo in Kuangsi in 1137, but

his family belonged to Kin-hua-foo in Chekiang. He was a descend-

ant of Lii I-chien (S ^ f^), a famous statesman and scholar in the

reigns of Chen Tsung and Jen Tsung, of the Sung dynasty. His

grandfather and father were also officials of some repute, the former

having held a high position at the Capital. Tsu-ch'ien received his

* See the Chang-Ban-hsien-olii (51 ^ ff ^) ' Hsing-li-hiu-yao, Ch. 12; Chu-tzu,

nien.p'u (^? ^ ^) Ch. 1. Shang-yu-ln, Ch. 88 and 22.
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early education at Lome where he had access to a collection of the

writings of the Honan philosophers. When he grew up he studied

with Lin Chi-ch'i (ff: ^ ^) and other men of learning, and was a

quick and clever student. •

His first official appointment was obtained through the merit of

his father, but he afterwards became a Chin-shi and was thereupon

made a Director of the Official Examinations. In a few years his

mother died and he was consequently obliged to retire for a time into

private life. The leisure thus forced on him was turned to good

account, for he continued his studies and became a teacher, many

disciples being attracted to him by the fame of his learning. On his

return to public life he was made a Public Instructor and State

Annalist. "While thus in office at the Capital he urged the Emperor

Hsiao Tsung to encourage orthodoxy and to concert vigorous measures

for the recovery of the lost Provinces. His father's death obliged

him to go again into mourning, and at the end of the usual period of

retirement he returned to office. Though the Emperor did not follow

his counsel yet he was pleased to honour him notwithstanding some

envious opposition. But ill health, from which he seems to have

suffered nearly all his life, obliged Tsu-ch'ien to resign office about

the year 1178. He now retired to his home in Kin-hua-foo. and

continued his Hterary work. His most intimate friends were Chu

Hsi and Chang Ch'ih, and they were called the Three Eminent men
ofthe South-east. In 1181 he died, while still bearing the title of

State Annalist, and was honoured with the epithet Ch'eng (jjR),

Perfect. The name given to him by his disciples was Tung-lai (^ ^)
and this has continued to be his literary designation. In 1261 tha

Emperor Li Tsung ennobled him and caused his tablet to be placed

in the Confucian temples.

Lii Tung-M was a great writer and a scholar of immense
reading. In philosophy he adhered thoroughly to the school of which
Chou Lien-ch'i, Chang Tsai, and the two Ch'eng were the chiefs.

It was at his suggestion, and partly perhaps with his help, that Chu
Hsi wrote the Chin-ssii-lu (|£ ,g ff ) which gives the principle writ-

ings of these four philosophers, with notes and explanations. Lii
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Tung-lai compiled the Huang-cVao-w^n-chien (^H Jj; ^), Literary
Mirror of the Imperial Dynasty, that is, the Sung. This work is a
collection of documents hearing on the history of the dynasty during
the period preceding the accession of Kao Tsung in 1127. It was
compiled hy order of the Emperor who gave it the ahove title when
it was presented to him in 1177. The merits of the W^n-chien are

disputed, Chang Ch'ih declaring it useless for practical purposes, while
Chu Hsi gives it high praise.

The Lu-shi-chia-shu-tu-shi-chi (g J5 ^ M ^ K IB) in thirty

two chuan is a much more famous book. Br. Legge translates the
title
—

" Leu's Readings in the She for his family school " and says—
" It gives not only the author's view of the text, but those of 44 other

scholars, from Maou down to Choo, very distinctly quoted." The Ta-
shi-chi (^ ^IE)i-a book of historical criticisms, is also a work of

note by Tung-lai, but this and the previous treatise were left by him
in an imperfect condition. He wrote also a critical commentary on
the Yih Ching and several works of a political and historical character.

His treatises were popular for a time and some of them are still much
read. Besides the above, there is a collection of his miscellaneous

short writings made by his brother.

Lii Tung-lai was in youth of a peevish, exacting disposition, but

he was converted by the following words of Confucius which he read

while confined to bed by sickness—'
" He who requires much from

himself and little from others, will keep himself ivova. being the object of

resentment." ' His conversion was sincere and lasting, and he became

a man of a quiet genial temper. His short life was much troubled by

ill health, but his conduct in office and at home was throughout ex-

emplary. His writings are of unequal merit, for he had the ambition

to be a universal scholar and at the same time a philosophical critic.

Some one once happened to say to him that he did not know men.

Nettled at this he resolved to point out the secret motives of conduct

—the genuine and fictitious feelings—of the historical personages

about whom he wrote, and herein, says Chu Hsi, he was wrong. He
had great powers of mind, but he read too much and studied too little.

Hence his style is not always good and bis^ errors are many. Too
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impetuous and too eager to excel, he marred, his best works by faults

of ambition and affection. But he was a thorough and consistent

follower of Confucius, teaching and illustrating the Sage's doctrines

in his books and embodying them in his public life.*

32. Luh Chiu-yuan (g il Wi) S. Tzu-bhing (T* ^)-
The family of which Luh Chiu-yuan sprang was one in which

virtue and learning had long been fostered in quiet seclusion. But

the Luhs could boast of a remote ancestor who had been a Minister

of State during the T'aug dynasty. His descendants had lived in

peaceful retirement on the patrimonial property down to Ho (^), the

father of Chiu-yuan. Ho was noted in his native village as a man
of solid learning and a good life. " Heaven thinks of the virtuous

man," and so Ho was blessed,with six sons, five of whom became men
of eminence. The family lived at Chin-ch'i (^ ^), a town of Foo-

chow-foo in Kiangsi, and it was here that Chiu-yuan was bom in the

year 1139. At the birth of this last, however, the stars fought, and

he had a narrow escape from a destiny of rural obUvion. A neighbour

unblessed with any children begged for the baby as soon as it was

born, that he might have a son to- cherish him in old age and perform

the yearly rites of remembrance at his grave. The father ^eed to

the request, but the elder brother, Chiu-ling, interceded, and finally

took possession of the infant.

At the early age of about three years Chiu-yuan showed signs of

thoughtful activity. One day he asked his father in what way heaven

and earth were limited. At this question his father only smiled and

had not what to answer. But the' child pondered over this, his first

difficulty in philosophy, until he forgot to sleep and eat. Even in

these young days his conduct was noted as unlike that of ordinary

children, and he grew up to be a youth of great affection and enthu-

siasm. Four of his brothers had also names beginning with Chiu,

and as the five were all young men of unusual abilities and learning

they, were called the Five unofficial scholars Chiu.

* Snng-Blu, Chuan434; Ma Tuau-lin, Ghiian248; Chu-tzfi-ch'uan-shn, Clraaii 59 j

Legge Ch, CL IV. Proleg. p. 1?3 j I. p. 163 j Shangryu-lu, Chuan 15,
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lu 1172 Cbiu-yuan became a Chin-shi, and soou after Legau to

teacb philosophy. He met Chu Hsi in 1175 and had long discussions

with him, for he differed from Chu on some important points of

scholarship and opinion. Afterwards in 1181 he went to visit Chu at

the White Deer Cavern in order to obtain from him an epitaph for his

elder brother Tzu-shou. In the meantime he had been appointed to

a subordinate post at Ching-an, a town of Nan-eh'ang-foo in Kiangsi.

Then his mother died, and at the end of the time of mourning for her

he was transfered to Ts'ung-an a town of Kien-ijing-foo in Fuhkeen.

While here he was summoned to Court and refused to go, but after-

wards he accepted oifice m the Imperial Academy at the Capital. He
now tried to fulhll a dream of his youth, which was, to find men and

means to recover the Provinces conquered by the Tartars. He also

delivered a long moral lecture to the Emperor Hsiao Tsung, who
rewarded him for it by promotion. But a Censor objected and Chiu-

yuan was sent away to T'ai-chow in Chekiang. He did not stay

there, however, but went to his native place, and resumed his teaching

in philosophy. Hundreds flocked to his house andcame day by day

to hear him read and expound the dark sayings of old. His disciples

embraced all. ages, from' youths flushed with their first success in

leaning or puzzled by their first doubts and difficulties, to old men
leaning on staffs and duU with long years of painful study. He had

great success as a teacher, rousing his disciples to think for themselves

and calling forth their latent capacities.

In 1190 Chiu-yuan was recalled to public life, and appointed

Prefect of Ching-men (^J f^) in Hupeh. His administration at this

place was a marvel of success. He changed the bad coarse manners

of the people, decided lawsuits with a justice prompt and cheap, reformed

the revenue system, gave the city a wall and attracted to it artisans

and traders. He had always loved and served his elder brother,

Chiu-ling, and wife, as father sad mother, and he now brought

them to spend a few months with him at Ching-men. Chiu-ling,

like all oUiers, witnessed to the purity and excellence of his rule.

And not men alone but Heaven also testified to the might of his

virtue, for when a drought had been sent or snow withheld and
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CHu-yuan prayed, Heaven relented and yielded the boon desired.

He was recommended for promotion but preferred to remain as he

was. In 1199 one day he told the members of his family that he was

abont to die. Soon after he hiad to pray for snow, and the day after

he prayed the snow came. Chiu-yuan then bathed and put on a

change of clothes, knowing that his end was near at hand. He sat

down and awaited the event in reverent composure and died two days

aftei^ at noon. The epithet WSn-an (TJt ^), Culture-repose, was

conferred on him posthumously, and his literary designation is Hsiang-

shkn. He had called himself the Hsiang-shaTi-w§ng(^ llj ^), or

old man of Hsiang-shan, a town in the Prefecture of Ningpo. In

1530 his tablet was placed in the Temple of Confucius-

Luh Chiu-yuan, even though requested by his friends, did not write

any treatise. Yet some productions of his pen must have been

published during his lifetime, for Lu Tsu-ch'ien knew his Essay at an

Examination from its resemblance to other writings of " Little Luh "

which he had read previously. A few years after his death all his

writings were collected by his son, edited by a few of his disciples, and

published with the title Hsiang-shan-chi (^ \i\ $^). This collection

consists of Letters, Memorials, Introductory Notices to Books, Poems,

and other miscellanies. The Hsiang-shan-wai-chi and Yii-lu are also

included under the general title given above.

As a philosophical thinker Chiu-yuan holds a distinguished place,

though some of his opinions- are considered high and metaphysical.

In early life he rejected Ch'gng Yi-ch'uan as misinterpreting Confucius,

and he regarded even the disciple Yu-tzu (^ :^) as heterodox. He

,

was first awakened to a sense of the narrowness of his views by
reflecting on the two words Yu-ch'ou (^ §), the former denoting all

space and the latter all time. He now found that he should concern

himself only with universal truth and right which hold good at all

times and in all places. Perfect truth, he now held, was to be attained

only by internal processes of the mind and not by any amount of

reading and hearing lectures and investigation of external subjects.

Man, he taught, is highest among all the creatures, and he is highest
only by his mind. He dwelt touch on the greatness and importance
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of this, meaning by mind the Tao-hsin (^ j5), or mind purified and
eidightened and so brought back to its native perfection.

The controversy between Chu Hsi and Luh Chiu-yuan is a very

important affair in modern Chinese philosophy, and is usually referred

to in literature as Chu Luh-t'ung-yi {^^ M^), that is, Chu and
Luh's agreeings and differings. In the year 1175 Lii Tung-lai invited

the two brothers Luh Chiu-shun and Chiu-yuan to meet him and Chu
Hsi at the Ngo-hu-ssu, near Hsin-chow, in Kiangsi. Chu Hsi and
Chiu-yuan had never met and Lii thought that by a friendly personal

discussion certain differences of opinion in philosophy which existed

between them might be removed. The only persons.who took an active

part in the conversations on this occasion were Chu Hsi and Chiu-

yuan, the latter being well supported by his elder brother. Chu
maintained that in education there should be first learning and
afterwards thought, but that both these were necessary. Luh on the

contrary held that thought should precede learning and that the latter

was not indispensable. The latter regarded man's mind as the universe

in which thought should be exercised and taught that books were

useless as a means towards self-perfection. To the expression " self-

conquest " Luh gave a transcendental meaning and said it did not refer

to the controlling and subduing of human passions and appetiies.

Chu Hsi maintained that man could never attain to truth and wisdom

by the unaided efforts of his own uneducated mind and that the moral

nature could not be renovated or kept perfect without the help of

learning. Luh, on the other hand, held that man could, by solitary

meditation, overcome the influences of the senses and attain of himself

to a clear perception of what is true and right. The one thus inculcated

a practical system of morality and philosophy, and the other taught an

ideal perfection of the individual soul to be reached by solitary and

absorbed reflection.

In Chou Lien-ch'i's teachings Luh Chiu-yuan objected to the

expression "Wu-chi (^ ;gg), and his letter to Chu Hsi on this subject

is still extant. It drew forth a reply which is perhaps the clearest

and best ^.ccount of the T'ai-chi or " Ultimate Principle " to be found

in all Chinese literature. Luh, moreover, was disposed to doubt the
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genuineness of the Appendix to the Yih Ching as the work of Confucius,

thought that Mencius came ofi badly in his arguments with Kao-tzu,

and held some other rather independent opinions. It is plain that he

did not lack much of being a heretic, though he and his followers have

strenuously denied the charge of a Buddhistic leaning which" Ghu Hsi

brought against his teachings. It was mainly on account of the evil

consequences which he saw would follow from, the spreading of Luh's

opinions among unthinking disciples that Chu opposed them with all

his energies. They were very near, he thought, to the theories of

Buddhist mystics and would certainly bewilder and lead astray all

who adopted them. So it came to pass, for some of Luh's disciples

found themselves adrift on an ocean of uncertainty without compass or

guide of any kind, and others made an unsatisfactory compaai between

Confucianism and Buddhism.

Luh himself seems to have modified some of his views and when

he visited Chu Hsi at the "White Deer College in 1181 he was received

as an orthodox friend. Chu collected his disciples together and invited

Luh to lecture to them. After some coaxing he consented and delivered

an admirable exposition of a saying of Confucius thus translated by

Dr. Legge, " The mind of the superior man is conversant with

righteousness ; the mind of the mean man is conversant Avith . gain."

Yet Luh never abandoned his early opinions, though his elder brother

went over to the modest views of Chu Hsi. The one great blemish in

Chiu-yuan's character was his great self-conceit, and this perhaps was

the great obstacle to his conversion. No contemporary equalled him

in genius, in power of thought, and in eloquence of exposition, and he

was conscious of his superior endowments. In office, in the lecture-

room, and over the wine he always regarded himself as a superior man
and acted on the assumption that he was such. He made personal

application of the statement that any man may become a Yao and

thought himself, says one critic, equal to the great Sages of antiquity.

Luh Chiu-yuan has been regarded by his followers as a faithful

adherent and developer of Mencius and a disciple of Chou Lien-ch'i

and the Ch'^ng, but his doctrines have long been regarded by the

majority nf Confucianists as a source of grave and wide-spreading
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errors. Some of his followers carried to excess the theory of self-

development by quiet reflection allowing nature to have free course.

These indeed became Buddhists in everything but name and did

serious damage to the cause of orthodoxy while still professing to be

its adherents. The master would certainly not have approved of many

of the tenets and practices of these disciples, but he does not seem to

have studied the possible or actual results of his teachings.*

33. Yuan Hsie (g ^). S. Ho-shu (ft M.)-

Yuan Hsie was a native of Yin (fg), the Hsien in which Ningpo

lies. The date of his birth is not given, but it was probably about

A.D. 1150, or perhaps a few years later. As a child he was quiet and

thoughtful, content to sit all day gazing into a basin .of water placed

before him by the nurse for his amusement. In due time he became

a Chin-shi, and was appointed Magistrate of Kiang-yin iiL^), in

Kiangsu. While in this office he caused full and minute plans and

maps to be prepared of all the divisions and sub-divisions of his

District, giving the names, occupations, and other particulars of the

inhabitants. At this period the western part of Chekiang was

afflicted by a severe famine, and Yuan Hsie was ordered to devise

means for the reUef of the sufferers. Then he was commissioned to

be an Inspector of the sea coast of Kiangsu and Chekiang, but the

deaths of his parents took him away from office for several years.

The Emperor Ning Tsung on his accession to the Throne in

1195, made Yuan a Grand Secretary, but when Chu Hsi and his

friends and doctrines were proscribed he sent in his resignation. In

1208, he was appointed Prefect of Nan-ch'ang-foo in Kiangsi, and

soon after he was recaUed to the Capital. He was made a Professor

in the Imperial Academy, Reader in Classics to His Majesty, and^

^rVung-sW, Ch. 434; Chn-tzii.oh-nan.shn, Ch. 60 ; Chn-tzS^ien-pu, Chs. 2, 3.; Chu.

tzii.yu.lei, Qh. 7.; Wang-hsiao-cM-yi (I ^ K ml app^; Wang^^^g.

ming-chi Ch. 5jWylie,Notea &c.p. 185; Wfen-an-kung-ch. C5t « « ^)-
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Vice-President of the Board of^^ Rites. To the Emperor Yuan,

Hsie spoke words of encouragement and advice rather than stern

reproof, but he vehemently opposed all the peace-policy of Shi Mi-

yuan (|£ ^ ^), a man of little principle or honour but of great

ambition. The friends of this Minister prevailed on the Emperor to

dismiss Yuan Hsie, and he was consequently ©rdred to go to "WSnchow

as Prefect. He withdrew from public life, however, and went home

where he died about the year 1220, but the date is not recorded.

The literary designation given to Yuan Hsie by his disciples was

CIm-chai (^ ^), and the posthumous epithet with which he was

honoured is Ch^ng-hsm (jg J|P{),
or orthodoxly intelligent. In 1868,

his tablet was admitted to the Confucian Temple on the Petition of a

Governor of Chekiang.

Yuan Hsie was the greatest among the disciples of Luh Chiu-

yuan, whose theories about the training of the mind and its consequent

powers he adopted. His chief works are the Chie-chai-chia-shu-shu-

ch'ao (^ 5if ^ ^ 8^ i^). in 12 chiian, and the Chie-chai Mao-shi-

ching-yen-chiang-yi (^ If @ 1^ IS ^)- The latter treatise was

written while he was in office at the Capital in the Emperor's household,

and it was intended for His Majesty's edification. The author uses

certain odes of the Shi as texts on which to deliver lectures, andin his

comments he draws parallels between the state of affairs described in

the odes and that of his own times. The miscellaneous writings of

Yuan are contained in the Chie-chai-chi, and it is in this and the

Shu-shu-ch'ao that his expositions and illustrations of Luh's philosophy

are to be found. He is said to have written also a book on the lA or

Classic of Rites, and he helped to edit and publish the literary remains

of his Master.

Yuan Hsie was a zealous student, a wise and faithful official,

and a clear, graceful writer. He had no eccentricities of opinion, but

was an orthodox and consistent follower of Confucius in his life and

phijospphy. *

# Sung-Blii, Cb. 400. : W^u>Biiao.ssu-wei (X J^ |S lit)- Appendix.
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34. Huang Kan (^ ^). S. Chi-ching (([ ^).
Huang Kan was the son of Huang Yii (Jg), a learned and

distinguisted oilcial under Sung Kao Tsung. He was a native of

Fooohow, and was born in the year 1162. In early youth he lost his

father, and some time afterwards he went to see Liu Ch'ing-chi who
advised him to become a disciple of Chu Hsi. Being a very filial son

he first consulted his mother and having obtained her consent he went
northward to find Chu. His first interview with that teacher

enraptured him, and he at once gave himself tip to study with intense

ardour. For some time he did not lie down on a bed, but when
wearied out rested himself for a few hours on a chair. By his zeal

and application and excellent conduct he quickly won the esteem and

affection of his master. The friendship thus begun was strengthened

by a marriage alliance, Chu Hsi giving him his second daughter in

marriage.

At the beginning of Ning Tsung's reign, 1195, Huang was

appointed to a petty office at T'ai-chou in Chekiang, but his mother's

death, which occurred soon afterwards, caused him to retire for a time

from public life. He built a shed near his mother's grave and while

keeping mourning there, he was visited by numerous disciples to whom
he expounded the ancient Classics. Then his great master died,

bequeathing to him the charge of his philosophical manuscripts and of

his disciples. Huang had often worked with Chu, searching out

references for him and correcting errors, and he had also largely

contributed to the master's commentary on the Li. He kept the full

period of mourning for Chu, and when that was over he was sent in

1203, to a subordinate post at Shi-men-Hsien, in Chekiang. Afterwards

he was appointed Magistrate of Lin-chuan, in Kiangsi, and subsequently

sent to An-f^ng in the same Province. While in this last office he

was ordered to proceed to Ho-chow to try a man for murder. The

witnesses and the accused were examined before him but the . guilt of

the latter could not be proved. Huang after having thought much
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over the case dreamt that he saw a murdered man in a well. Next

morning he called for the accused and told him he had committed the

murder and had thrown the victim into a well. The criminal was

overwhelmed with confusion and immediately confessed his crime.

Huang was next sent, in 1206, to Han-yang, in Hupeh, as Prefect,

and here he won golden opinions from all for"his prompt and exceUeiit

measures to relieve the people during a famine. He also built schools,

taught philosoply, and in every way encouraged learning among

them. Some time afterwards he was made Prefect of An-ch'ang-foo

in the South-west of Anhui. At this time the Tartars were at

Kuang-shan in the South-east of Honan, and it was feared they

would soon attack the defenceless city of An-ch'ang. But Huang
infused into the people a spirit of energetic resistance, built a, strong

wall round the city, and manned it with efBcient soldiers. By day he

laboured incessantly at his official duties, and at night he expounded

History and the Classics. When the defences were finished, on the

15th day of the first moon, he had a great illumination and aU the

people made merry. They deputed their oldest inhabitant, a widow

of five score years, to return thanks to the Prefect. The old woman
attended by her two sons and all her grandchildren went to the

residence of the Prefect, who received her with great courtesy and

offered her presents, which the spirited old woman, however, refused.

An-ch'ang survived a flood and the invasion of the Tartar^', and the

inhabitants said it was through " Father Huang " they were saved

from both.

Disgusted with the cowardly and debauched state of the army, he

retired into private life and resumed his studies. But before doing so

he wrote an earnest, touching appeal to the General against the sel-

fish wantonness displayed in the camp, and warning him against the

disasters which would certainly follow his conduct.

:, Being now free from office he made a journey to the Lu-chan,
and with some friends wandered over places among the mountains
hallowed by the memory of his master. He remained for some time
and expounded philosophy in the White Deer College.

The Emperor appointed him Censor and summoned him to the
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Capital, bttt enemies prevailed and the Decree was not issued to

Huang. So lie went back to Kien-ning with his wife and eldest son

and settled down there—the successor of Chu Hsi in the school which

the latter h-ad founded. Disciples came to him from all quarters, so

that he had to hire rooms in a monastery to lodge them. But he

enjoj'cd his release from office only for a short time and died in 1221.

The literary designation of Huang Kan, is Mien-chai (^ ^), and

his posthumous epithet is WSn-suh (^ ;^"), that is, of cultured

reverence. In 1724 he was admitted to the Temple of Confucius.

Huang is said to have composed some commentaries on the

Classics, but the only on'e which is mentioned is that on the Li. His

Letters and Miscellanies were collected and published under the title

JIuang-mien-chai-chi. Most of his letters are either on philosophical

subjects or on events in which he was concerned. His glowing

Eulogies on Chu Hsi, Prefaces and Postscripts to books, and official

papers make up the principal portion of the rest of the work. His

claim to a place in the Temple does not rest on his writings, however,

but partly on the integrity and patriotism of his official career, he

having been pure, brave, and disinterested in a time of general cor-

ruption and depravity. But it is rather as the friend and helper of

Chu Hsi and' the teacher of his doctrines that Huang is honoured

among Confucianists. His fame brought disciples from remote parts

of the Empire and these carried back to their homes the new views of

the old learning and a lively interest in orthodox philosophy.*

35. Ch'en Shun (^ ^). S. An-ching (^ |gp).

The birth place of Ch'en Shun was Lung-k'i (f| •^), a town in

the Prefecture of Chang-chow near Amoy, and he was born in the

year 1153. In youth he was an eager and ambitious student, of an

independent nature and not earing much for the ways of his neigh-

bours. "While he was studying with a view to the official examina-

tions a friend told him that the Sages' learning was not contained in

* Haang Mien-chai-chi (J^ ^ ^ ^) ed. Chang Poh-hang. ; Hsing-li-hui-yao,

Ch. 12 ; Tao-naD-Tiian-wei (JE ^ W ^) r:h. 3,
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the books lie was reading, and gave him a copy of the recently

published Chin-ssii-lu by Chu Hsi. Hereupon Ch'Sn gave up all idea

of an official career and resolved to devote himself to philosophy.

In 1190 Chu Hsi came to Chang-chow as Prefect and Ch'Sn at

once became his disciple, introducing himself by a moral poem. He
became a zealous student and continued with Chu all the time the

latter was at Chang-chow. Then he began to teach at that place and

soon had many disciples. After several years he went to visit Chu

who was then living at home and suffering from the malady which

was soon to prove fatal. Ch'en showed him the fruits of his labours,

and Chu commended them, but advised him to study less abstruse

subjects and learn the simple rules of every day philosophy. In 1216

he went up to the Capital to a special Examination, and next year

he received a subordinate appointment, but died before he could take

office.

The literary designation of Ch'en, given to him by his disciples,

is Pei-k'i (or Ch'i), (4b^) a-id he was admitted to Confucius' Temple

in 1724. He wrote commentaries on the Chung-yung and other Clas-

sics, and a large number of short treatises. His disciples collected

their notes and records of his teachings and published them under the

title Yim-Jiu-lai-k'ou-chin-shan-so-wen (^^j^ PjfellJ^K)"
known generally by its short name Yun-ku-so-w^n. His miscellaneous

writings were edited and published after his death by his son. Among
these are the IFsiao-tao-i^i-thmg (^ jig || jgg), which he composed to

refute the teachings of a popular heretical professor, and the TzA-yi.

It is perhaps to this latter Mr. Wylie refers when he writes—"The
term ('^ Jg) Sing le as a designation of mental philosophy, was first

used by ^ ^ Ch'in Chun, one of Choo He's disciples in the ^ g !^

^ Sing U tsze i."

Ch'^n Shun was not a man of extraoi-dinary genius or distin-

guished by any great public services. In his private character he
was modest, amiable, and benevolent, and his piety to his mother was
celebrated. Though he did not seek for a name and lived in con-

tented retirement yet his fame became spread abroad over all the

country. He was an insatiable reader, and a most enthusiastic dis-
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ciple of Chu Hsi, who said it was a matter of congratulation that his

principles would be taught by Ch'^n in the South. He taught also

the doctrines of Chou and the two Oh'eng, as the true interpretations

of the ancient Classics, but he gave many of them n6w applications and

developments. He distinguished between T'ien-li (5c@)) °^ Conscience,

and Jen-yii (A ^) or Desire, and he regarded this T'ien-li as iden-

tical with Jen (t) or perfect human virtue. Though he declared

that there was nothing high or subtle in his doctrines and that they

^'ere for daily life, yet they have been "pronounced to be too abstruse

and speculative. He explained the T'ai-chi as Li, or spirit, that

which has revolved in the universe from all eternity, dispersed and

collected alternately in the unceasing succession of natural phenomena.

In the moral world the whole heart of the Sage is its perfect poten-

tiality and its active operation is seen in his conduct responsive to all

the changes of nature. This doctrine, which has been often enunciated

by other Confueianists, may be better understood as stated in detail

by a modern English poet, as follows :

—

" To every Form of being is assigned

An active Principle ; howe'er remoTsd

From sense and obserration, it subsists

In all things, in all natnres ; in the stars

Of azure heaven, the uneuduring clouds.

In flower and tree, in every pebbly stone

That paves the brooks, the stationary rocks.

The moving water, and the invisible air.

Whate'er exists hath properties that spread

Beyond itself, communicating good,

A simple blessing, or with evil mixed
;

Spirit that knows no insulated spot.

No chasm, no solitude ; from link to link

It circulates, the Soul of all the worlds.

This is the freedom of the universe ;

Unfolded still the more, more visible.

The more we know ; and yet is reverenced least

And least respected in the human mind,

Its most apparent home."*

• Tao-nan-yuan-wei, Ch. 3j Sung-she^Ch. 430; Wylie, notes &c., p. 69.
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3G. Tb'ai CL'en (^ f^). S. Chung-mo (f^ |R).

The family of which, Ts'ai Ch'en came was one which had already

in several generations produced men of great learning and abilities.

His father was Ts'ai Yuan-ting (^xS)—^^^ ''^il^ appear hereafter

—a celebrated scholar and philosopher, and a friend and adherent of

Chu Ilsi by whom he was greatly esteemed. Ch'6n was born at Kien-

yang-chow, in the North of Fuhkeen, the home of the family for many
years, in 1167. He was the youngest of three sons and was distin-

guished in boyhood by his sedate and manly bearing, his fiUal conduct,

and his love of study. Following in the footsteps of his father, he

became a disciple of Chu Hsi and chose the peaceful life of a private

student. But when Ts'ai Yuan-ting was banished to Tao-chow in

Hunan for his adherence to Chu Hsi's doctrines, Ch'Sn went with him.

They went on foot all the way, traversing the unfrequented parts of

the Two Kuang and Hunan for some hundreds of miles. Their days

of sadness among strangers and their lonely wanderings among the

hills and streams, which called up memories of the places of their youth,

were solaced by the sweet uses of philosophy.

In 1198, his father died, in exile, and Ch'fin had his remains

carried home. He foUowied the coffin on foot all the way from Tao-

chow to Kicnyang, refusing, on his father's account, a present of money

sent to him by a friend. He was now about thirty years of age? and

putting away all thought of trying for office he retired to the heart

of the Chiu-feng {jl, 0), mountains. Here he settled for life and

gave himself up to study, taking the ancient sages as his masters.

Many disciples came to him and he took a pleasure in explaining

their difficulties and teaching them the deep things of philosophy.

He died in 1230, leaving two sons who also became famous, the

elder as a Scholar and philosopher and the younger as a statesman.

The posthumous epithet of Ts'ai-ch'en is Wcn-cheng (^St jE),

that is accomplished and orthodox. From the name of the mountains

among which he chose to live he was called Chiu-feng Hsien-shSng,
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and this is his usual literary designation, though he also called

himself Wu-yi (Bohea), from the hills of this name in his native
neighbourhood. In 1437, he was admitted to the Confucian Temple
and was further honoured with a title of nobility.

Ts'ai Ch'en was at one time anibitious to excel as a poet and
composed some pieces in the manner of the best T'ang poets. But the
high place he holds among Confucianists is due to the work which he
performed for the Shu-ching. When he had buried his father before

going into seclusion he returned to Chu Hsi and attended him, as has
been stated, in his last illness. "When Chu found that he could not

revise and correct the text'of the Shu and furnish it with a commentary
he entrusted the work to Ts'ai. The latter spent nearly ten years at

the task thus bequeathed to him, and in 1209 the work was completed.

The title of the book is Shu-ching-chi-chuan {^ M ^W)' Collected

Comments on the Shu-ching. It is still the standard edition of that

Classic, and, as Dr. Legge says, " is universally studied throughout

the empire. " The explanations it gives are clear and precise and its

style is a model of excellence.

Another great work of Ts'ai Cli'en is the Hung-fan-huang-chi-

nei-pHen (^ || S ^ ^ %), that is. Inner pages of the Great

Plan's Royal Pole. The title is derived from a section of the Shu
which is headed Hung-fan, or the " Great plan, " and the name of

one of the classes into which this is divided. The Hung-fan-huang-

chi is the Lo-shu, or Writing of the River Lo, which is the Pole-star or

standard for all arrangements of number. The work is entirely

about numbers, showing in a fanciful manner how these enter into

all things and regulate the affairs of men and nature. It is a sort of

appendix to the Yih Ching, carrying out into elaborate detail

calculations supposed to belong to the vague theories of that book.

In the early part it is philosophical and some what Pythagorean, but

afterwards it looks like a Chinese Bradshaw. The general theory of

the book and its calculations were obtained from his father who

committed to Ch'en the task of making these into a treatise.
*

* For Ts'ai Ch'Sn and his works see Shn-ohing-clii-chnaii, Preface .&c., Ch. 4., "p. 20

;

Sung-shi, Cb. 434; Tao-nan-yuan-wei, Ch. 3. ; Hsing-li-ta-oh'nan, Ch. 24 j Legge,

Ch. CI. Ill; Proleg., p. 35; Hsing-li-hui-yao, Ch. 12.
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37. Chen T^-hsIu (j| j* ^). B. Chmg-yuan (^^ x). al. Chin-

tsi (;!: #), al. Hsi-yuan (fgr %).
Ch^n Te-hsiu was born in the year IIZS, at P*u-ch'eng ({§ jjj), a

town of Kien-ning-foo in Fuhkeen. His education was begun when he

was in his fourth year and at that early age he showed signs of unusual

genius. At the age of fourteen he lost his father, and his mother, though

poor, had to undertake the education of her son. But a fellow townsman,

admiring the cleverness of TS-hsiu, took him into his family, educated

him with his own sons, and ultimately gave him his da ughter to wife.

In 1199, Chen was made a Chin-shi and after passing another

examination with great success he was appointed to office. Having

been summoned to the Capital to serve in the Imperial Academy he

was in 1208 made a Public Instructor, and in this capacity he

memorialized the Throne on the subject of renewing war with the Kin

Tartars. Next year he was made a keeper of the National Archives

and was further honoured. "Wicked fellow-officials could not brook

his virtuous presence and sought to ruin him. Their malice he bore

patiently but he asked permission to retire. His services could not be

dispensed with, however, and he was retained at the Capital. The use

of Government paper money, which had been introduced in the reign

of Kao Tsung, was now the subject of much complaint and no one

dared to accuse the officials to the Emperor. Ch§n, however, ventured

to do this and stated in. detail the grevious malpractices which had
grown up in connection with the use of the Govenment Notes. Soon

afterwards he was sent to congratulate the new King of the Tartars on

his accession to the Throne, but he went only a part of the way and
returned distressed at the state of afiairs in the provinces. Rich fields,

he told the Emperor, were left neglected and waste, fine stalwart men
were idle, there were no drilled troops and no preparations of defence.

He implored His Majesty to have the lands brought back to cultivation

and to appoint an officer with general control in the districts which
feared invasion.
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Afterwards lie was by his own request, sent away from the Capital

and placed in charge of a large and important Circuit in the South of

Kiangsu and Anhui. While in this office he distinguished himself by
his zealous and skilful administration. He personally superintended

the government of Kuang-t^ (^ f*) and T'ai-p'ing {^ 2Ji), and

delivered the people of- these two cities from a dreadful famine. Then

he was sent to Ch'iian-chow (Chinchew), in Fuhkeen, as Prefect.

Here he worked hard to improve the moral and material condition of

the people. He lightened the imposts on foreign vessels frequenting

the port and raised their number by this means from three or four in

a year to more than thirty. He discouraged litigation, took active

measures to suppress piracy and to put the sea-coast in a state of defence.

In 1222 he was made Prefect of T'an-chou, in Hunan, with an

honorary title, and here also his administration was marked by wise

and generous measures for the good of the people. On the accession

of Li Tsung, in 1225, he was called to the Capital and appointed a

Secretary in the National Academy. But enemies plotted against him

and charged him with having favoured the Emperor's brother, Ch'i

Wang, who had been put to death on a false accusation. ChSn was

degraded, and his enemies, made bold by his disgrace, asked for his

banishment. To this the Emperor would not consent and Ch^n was

allowed to go to his home. Here he composed the Tu-shu-chi

(18 # SE)» o*" Record of Study for the use of his disciples. In 1233

he was restored to office and sent again to govern Ch'iian-chow, where

his return was greeted with manifestations of universal delight. From

this place he was removed to Foochow, and soon after the Emperor

summoned him back to the Capital and made him President of the

Board of Ceremonies. Ho now presented to the Emperor a treatise

which he had composed while out of office, entitled Ta-hsiao-yen-i

(:k 41 ffif ^)» an Illustrative Exposition of the Great Learning.

A severe illness now attack'ed him and he was obliged to resign. In

1235 he died, retaining his mental faculties to the end and waiting for

death with calm composure.

The Emperor was much distressed when he learned of the death

of CbSn, and he decreed him a posthumous title and the honorary
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epithet WSn-chung (^ ,^), accomplislied and loyal. His liti

designation is Hsi-shan ("g [Ij), Western Hills, and he was enm

and admitted to the Confucian Temples in 1437.

In philosophy ChSn Hsi-shan was a thorough follower and les

expositor of Chu Hsi's teachings. He was the author, or compih

several treatises, some of which have been donsidered of great v

The Tu-shu-chi and Ta-hsiao-yen-i have been already mentic

Of the former Mr. "Wylie states
— "it was left in a rough manus

form at his death, and was arranged for publication by his pupil 1

Han, in 1269. It treats chiefly of mental philosophy, and the char

and doings of eminent ministers from the Hea down to the time o

Five dynasties." The Ta-hsiao-yen-i was intended to be a so

manual for Emperors and high officials. It shows that the lea

principles of the Great Learning are the. same with those taught.jb;

Shu, Mencius, and orthodox philosophers down to Chou Lien-ch'i,

that good rulers had always conformed to them while bad rulers

violated theni. It "is an illustration," says Mr. Wylie, ":

historical examples of the doctrines of the Ta hed, classified under

leading heads, which are further subdivided according to subjects

Chen compiled also the WSn-chang-cheng-tsung (^Sf M'JE^
Correct Progenitors of Elegant Writing. The essays which com

this treatise are derived from old but uncanonical works and

arranged under four heads—Imperial Decrees, Political Discuss

Historical Documents and Poetry. He wrote also a critical examim
of the History of the T'ang dynasty, the Hsin-ching (igig) or CI
of the Mind, and several other short treatises. His Memorials tc

Throne, Letters, and other Miscellanies have been collected

published with the title ChSn-Hsi-shan-chi (SdlS lU^)-
Chfen T^-hsiu was a tall man, with a broad forehead,, a i

complexion, and a stately dignified bearing. He had great n
courage, a patient temper, and a generous, self-denying disposi

In all the offices he held he did conscientiously what he saw to be his <

to the ruler and the people. In politics and philosophy alike, he
a sober practical reasoner. One of his favourite doctrines was
present action in politics should be regulated by past experience,
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SO it behoved those iu authority to be well versed in the history of

former times. In philosophy he taught, like Chu Ilsi, that ecstatic

meditation or absorbed reflection could not of itself bring the mind
to perfection, and that in order to attain this the help of books and
teachers was needed.*

38. Wei Liao-weng (J^ f ^). S. Hua-fu {^ ^).
Wei, whose name is sometimes given as Liao-w^ng and sometimes

as Hua-fu, was born in 1178, the same year as ChSn Te-hsiu, at P'u-

kiang (fUf ^), a town of K'iung-chow in the west of Ssuchuan.

His father's surname was Kao (^ ), but he was in childhood adopted

bj' a man named Wei and hence he has always been known by that

surname. As a boy he was noted for his grave manner and studious

disposition. He distanced his elder brothers at school, and from his

quickness at learning and his v6ry retentive memory he was callfed by

the villagers Shen-t^ung (jjil^ ^), the marvellous boy. When fourteen

years old he published an Essay on Han W§n-kung which showed by

its polished style that he had a genius for authorship. At the

examination for the Chin-shi which he passed in 1199, he had the

courage to advocate Chu Hsi's teachings which were at the time

proscribed with penalties.

The first office which Wei Liao-weng held was that of a Sub-

Prefect at Hsi-ch'uan ("gf ]\\), in his native Province. In 1202, he

was summoned to the Capital and made a member of the Imperial

Academy, and soon after he received further honours. At this time

a powerful and unscrupulous minister named Han T'§-tsao (^il %),
was urging a renewal of hostilities with the Kin Tartars. For this

the nation was notoriously in an unfit condition, and a war would

produce only general misery and still further degradation. Few,

however, ventured to oppose the minister, and among them was Wei
Liao-wSng. He presented to the Emperor a short and pithy Memorial

in which he set forth with great force the circumstances which made

* Chen-Hsi-shan-chi; Wylie, Notes &c. , p. 69i Ma Tuan-lin, Ch. 219 j Tao-nan-yuan-

wei, Cli. 1.
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wai^ impossible. Soon after he requested a Provincial appointme:

and was sent to Chia-ting-foo in Ssuchuan. From this he went hor

to nurse his parents, but after the execution of Han TO-tsao he w
again summoned to the Capital. When his actual father died ]

buried him at the foot of the Pai-ho Shan, the mountain of the Whi
Stork Genius. Here he built first a hut and 'afterwards a college ai

remained at the place for some time. But he did 'not spend his tir

idly for many disciples came to him daily, whom he taught tl

learning of the ancient sages as restored and developed by the t\

Ch'e ig and Chu Hsi. Thus he introduced the study of orthodi

philosophy into that part of the Empire. His own masters were I

Kuang (II ^), and Li Fan (^ ^§), two disciples of Chu Hsi, and

now transmitted their teaching to his disciples first at Chia-ting ai

afterwards at Han-chow (^ >}][). He was sent to this latter tot

when his years of mourning were over, and he did much to reform tl

manners of its rude and turbulent people.

But a bridge fell within the bounds of his jurisdiction and mai

persons*were killed by the fall. This event led to his degradati(

and dismissal to a titular post at the Wu-yi Hills in Fuhkeen. So(

afterwards his former rank was restored and he was sent to Mei-chc

(M 'M)> iti Ssuchuan. Then he was promoted to be Criminal Judg

and shortly afterwards Grain Commissioner also for the T'ung-chc

i.S. M)> Circuit in the same Province. About this time he obtain

from the Emperor honorary epithets for Chow Lien-ch'i and the ti

CL'e.ig, as a means of encouraging learning.

In 1222, he was recalled to the Capital and soon rose again in

favour. But shortly after Li Tsung ascended the throne in 1225, 1

became the victim of false charges and was sent to Ching-chow (:

jl'l'j), in Hunan as Sub-Prefect. At this place he was attended

crowds of disciples who came to him from all parts of the surroundi

counti-y, and here he wrote his Chiu-ching-yao-i (^ @ S ^
Essential explanations of the nine Classics. In 1231, he was age

summoned to the Capital and honoured with high offices. He rose

be President of the Board of Ceremonies and a Chancellor of t

Imperial Academy, but his enemies were very powerful. They w(
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able to have him sent away from Court and kept in the Provinces, and

he died in 1237, while serving at Foochow.

The Emperor, who had always parted with him reluctantly, was

greatly distressed at the sudden" news of his death. He decreed him
posthumous honours and the epithet Wen-ehing ("jSC i^). The literary

designation of "Wei is Ho-shan, from the name of the mountain near

Chia-ting in Ssiicliuan. In later times he was ennobled and in 1724,-

he was admitted to the Temple of Confucius.

"Wei Liao-wfehg was the author of several works which show

wide learning, a good style, and soundness of faith. The Ho-shan-chi-

chiu-ehing-yao-i (|^ |Ii ^ Ai ^ ® $^), which has been mentioned

already by its short title, gives a selection of the best explanations ofr

the Nine Classics arranged according to subjects. This was compiled

with the view of removing doubts and perplexities caused by the

apparently oonflicting commentaries of different expositors. He wrote

also treatises on the Yih, the Li, and other canonical works chiefly

of a critical and exegetical nature.

As an official Wei Liao-weng had that moral courage which

prompts to do right in scorn of consequences. He recommended and

denounced men regardless of the power which might be arrayed

against him. To the Emperor he always spoke out his mind fearlessly,

pointing out the course of honour and duty, and exposing the evil

courses which were fraught with disaster. To the people whom he

was sent to govern he was always beneficent in a large and liberal

sense. He took measures to save them from oppression and misrule,

to make their manners gentle, and to elevate their moral "condition.

As a philosopher he was a follower of Chu Hsi whom he admired

with a frank and outspoken enthusiasm. He introduced into Western

Ssiichuan the teachings of Chou Lien-ch'i and the two Ch'eng. The

Memorial in which he set forth the merits of the three last is still

extant. Xt and the Preface which he wrote for the Biography of Chu
Hsi are in the cbilectibn of his smaller pieces called the Wei-Ho-shan-

chi (1^ H \\i ^). He had a great reverence for the old institiitions

and ceremonies and taught his disciples to study them diligently.
*"

* Sung-shi. Ch. 437; Hsing-li-hui-yao. Ch. 13 : Shang-ru-liJ. Ch. 17.
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39. Ho Chi (^ ^). S. Tzu-kung (-? ^).
Of the life of Ho Chi very little is recorded. He belonged to

Wu-chow (^ il'H), in the Kin-hua Prefecture of Chekiang, and was

born in 1188. His father, whose name was Poh-hui (f|§ ^), was an

official and in the early years of Chi came to . Lin-ch'uan in Kiangsi

as an Assistant Magistrate. His superior at that town was the

celebrated philosopher HuaiUg Kan, and Poh-hui sent his two sons to

study with him. Ho Chi was a youth of good parts aud steady

application and Huang Kan foresaw that ho would become an

ornament to the orthodox learning.

After having studied the philosophy of Chu Hsi and the ancient

Classics Ho Chi retired to his homo to pursue his investigations alone.

His reputation for learning soon grew and he had many disciples.

Offers of employment in the public service were repeatedly made to

him, but he declined all, even . those which were of an easy and

agreeable nature. He lived to the age of eighty years and died in

1268. The Emperor Kung-Ti in 1272, conferred on him the

posthumous epithet WSn-ting (5i ^), Accomplished and Resolved,

showing by this act that in the midst of all his troubles he did not

forget to honour deceased men of worth. In 1724, . his tablet was

added to the number of those in Confucius' Temple.

Ho Chi wrote illustrative commentaries on the Ta-hsiao, Chung-

yung, TsoVchuan, Yih-ch'i-meng, T'ung-shu, and Chin-ssu-lu. In

minuteness and thoroughness he resembled the Han scholars, but all

his philosophy was based on that of Chu Hsi. He was a great reader

and made marginal notes in all the books which he read. For the

Shi-ching he had almost a religious respect. Before taking it up he

swept from his m,ind all disturbing elements, and then sat do-noi and

hummed over a few odes in a quiet leisurely manner. He was

eminently orthodox without any ambition to get a name by peculiar

views or interpretations. Among his disciples the greatest was Wang
Poh who was most persevering in his efforts to acquire clearness and

certainty of knowledge.
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The Weti-clu {^ ^) or Miscellanies of Ho Chi make thirty

chuan, and his Wen-pien (Po^ ^) or Discussions with Wang Poh
make eighteen more. He was a man who courted obscurity, who
talked little and smiled rarely, but had a patient, amiable temper.

His views on the ancient Classics were broad and comprehensive, and
he showed that those works were illustrative of each other.

The literary designation of Ho Chi is Pei-shan (4t ill), North
Mountain.*

40. Wang Poh (Pai and Peh) (I fg). S. Hui-chi (# i).
Wang Poh, who was born in 1197, belonged to the town of

Wu-chou in Chekiang, the native place of Ho Chi. His grand-father

Wang Shi-yii (J §i5 j^) had been a disciple iirst of Yang Kuei-shan

and afterwards of Chu Hsi, Chang Ch'ih, and Lii Tsu-ch'ien, and had

risen to a high position in the public service. His father also, Han

(^), was a scholar and official and was stationed for some time at

Kien-ch'ang-foo in Kiangsi. He died while Poh was in his boyhood

and the latter was left to the care of his oldest brother. This brother a/-d/>

was lim a man of learning and a disciple of Chu and Lii, and all the

other members of the family seem to have had a similar taste for

literature and philosophy.

In his youthful years, however, Poh had an ambition to be a

military hero and aspired to the fame of Chu-ko Liang. So he called

himself Chang-hsiao {^ ^), Long whistle, meaning thereby to dub

himself a mighty man of war impatient of obscurity. Cliu-ko, before

the coming of Liu Pei, used to sit idly by the fire in his mountain cot,

nursing his knee and uttering long ; low whistling sounds. Ho was

longing for the time to come when he would go out into tlic world

and win a deathless fame by great deeds. Poh wished to be like ijim

and the name was the symbol of his ambition.

* SnnK-H>ii, Ch. 4.38; Shang-yn-ln, Ch. 7.
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But 4e when reached the age of thirty he was converted by

passage in the Lun-yii in which Confucius explains to Fan Ch< t^

perfect virtue is
—" in retirement to be sedately grave ; in the inana

ment of business to be reverently attentive." Hereupon he tur:

his thoughts to learning and made the attainment of wisdom his an

tioD. He now discarded Long-whistle as a name unbecoming

reverent deportment of a disciple of Confucius and chose inst

Lu-chai (^ ^), Lu-study, to show that he had become a folio

of the Sage. His chief master in philosophy was his fellow tov

man Ho Chi. With him he studied the Classics and from hin

learned the tenets of Chu Hsi as these had- been communicated to

by Huang Kan. He was an eager student, but always troubled v

doubts and diificulties and rather impatient of authority. The gei

unquestioning spirit of his master must have been sometimes tried

his disciple coming back again and again with new doubts or i

phases of old doubts. Ho taught him to acquire fixed convictions

a habit of reverent attention, and Poh became not only a lear

man, but also an independent thinker and an acute critic.

He did not go into ofS.ce or take any part in public affaire,

devoted all his energies to literature and philosophy, leading a qi

happy life among his kindred and disciples. It was his daily cus

to rise early and, after morning worship, to attend to family conc(

before going into his study. Though affectionate and tender-hear

he was very precise in his conduct towards the little ones of the ho
With his disciples also he was precise and he made them put

mouruing-clothes on the death of the Emperor Li Tsuug. The
ciples were very numerous, and he directed his instructions to ther

such a manner as to rouse them to think for themselves. He
modified his teaching to suit their varied capacities, in all ca

however, making the Great Learning the first book of study.

In 1274 Wang Poh was suddenly attacked by a sickness wl

proved fatal. When he perceived that death was near at banc

sigfted for his wife to leave the room, and allowed only some of

young relatives and disciples to remain. Then he adjusted his

and robes and sat down to await the end in calm composure.
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posthumous epithet W^n-hsien (^C JH ), Pattern of literary culture,

vras confered on him by the same Edict which gave one to Ho Chi,
and master and disciple -were admitted together to the Temple of

Confucius. Lu-chai, the name adopted by himself, is "Wang's usual

designation in literature.

The honours paid to "Wang Poh are on account of the great

services which he rendered to the cause of Confucian learning, and
the amount of literary work which he accomplished is enormous. He
wrote critical or explanatory commentaries on several of the Classics,

the works of Chou, the two Ch'eng, and Chu Hsi, and on the early

books of History, besides several volumes of Poetry, Essays on

Etymology, and other treatises. It is by his labours on the Classics,

however, that he is best known. Though in the main a disciple of

Chu Hsi, he differs from him on many points and boldly foims indi-

vidual opinions. He did not accept the theory that the 5th chapter

of the Great Learning was lost, and he restored the old division of the

CSiung-yTing into two sections, making the 21st chapter in the present

axiangement the heading of the second section. He regarded the

exposition of the Great Plan in the Shu-ching as the teaching of old

sovereiigns and not the words of the Yiscount Ki. In the Shi-ching

he rejected many of the poems and altered the positions of some

contending that all the 305 pieces now composing the work are noi.

those selected by Confucious. Many of them, he thought, were country

ballads which the Han editors took to. fill up gaps in the canonical

works, as the six odes now wanting were once furnished by a Han
sdiolar. Among the pieces rejected by "Wang Poh were the licentious

songs of Ch'eng and "Wei. He is regarded, however, as too bold a

critic and too speculative a thinker, and his judgments have not a

great influence among modem scholars.*

* Sung-sH, Oh. 438 ; Shang-ya-ln, Oh. 9. ; Legge Ch. CI. IV. Proleg. p. 174.
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41, W^n Ol'ien-lisiang (5c X M) S. Sung-jui '(5^ 3^) an

mm- '
.

.

W^n T'ien-hsiang was born in 1236 near Chi-shul (§ ^
town in' the Prefecture of Chi-an-foo in Kiangsi. In the Dii

Government school of 'his native place were pictures of Ou-jrang '.

and two other famous men each of whom had in his title the '

Chung (,S), LoyaL T'ien-hsiang used to contemplete the port

a,nd say—" I shall not be a man of any worth if I am not worshi

after death among these men," thus unwitingly hinting at his i

fate. In 1254 he went up for his Ohin-shi examination, and

account of the unusual excellence of his Essay the Emperor awa

him the highest place. The subject given was the way to attain

keep a good and successful government—and Wen, who had

suffering from intense nervous exoitment, wrote as if by inspirai

The thoughts welled up spontaneously in his mind, and flowed J

his pen in correct language and proper succession so that he did

need to make a draft or re-write his Essay. The Examiner con{

ulated the Emperor on having got a man whose spirit divined i

and wrong and whose heart was set on loyalty.

Shortly after this W^n's father died, and at the end of the i

of mourning for him he was appointed to. a subordinate post at N
hai in Chekiang. The Mongols were now advancing rapidly in t

conquest of China, and in 1260 a degraded minion named T'

Sung-eh'in urged the Emperor Li. Tsung to retire from Hang-el

This advice was at once opposed by WSn who begged that T'

be put to dead. This petition he repeated when advanced to I

Secretary in the Board of Punishments, but without success. E
the Capital he was sent to Kiangsi as a criminal judge, and he

denounced with all his energies the infamous Chia Ssu-tao who
councelled flight and surrender. In 1273 WSn was transferrec

Hunan, and next year sent to Kan-rjhow in Kiangsi as Prefect.
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On the accession of the Emperor Hsien, in 1275, an Edict was
issued for a levy of forces, and "W^n, sad at heart, exerted himself to

raise an army in Kiangsi. He soon collected about 10,000 men,
Chinese and Man savages, whom he sent away for the defence of the

Capital. But in order to do this he had to use up all his private

resources and work himself almost to death. The existence of the

dynasty, however, was at stake, and he had a chivalrous sense of duty.

To his friends he was wont to say—" "Who joys with another's joy

mourns with his sorrow, and who lives by another also dies for him."

Soon afterwards he was sent to govern Soochow, and submitted to the

Emperor a plan for divitfing the provinces which remained into four

military circuits with a commander-in-chief at the head, but his plan

was rejected as impracticable. Ch'ang-chow, in Kiangsu, was now
invested by the Mongols and WSn sent four detachments of troops to

drive them away. Of these forces three were cut to pieces, the fourth

went over to the enemy, and Ch'ang-chow was taken. Wen was now
ordered to abandon Soochow and come to the defence of the country

about the Capital. He was next made an Assistant Minister and sent

to treat with the Mongol. General JBayen. But his proud manner and

menacing language made Bayen think it advisable to make him prisoner

and send him to Peking. On reaching Chinkiang, however, he

managed to escape with several others and fled to ChSn-chow (now

Yi-ehSn in the Prefecture of Yang-chow). Here he was at first taken

for a traitor and narrowly escaped beheading, but after some thrilling

adventures he at last reached WSn-chow in safety.

The throneless Court was now at Foochow, and Wen was sent to

levy forces in Kiang-si, but soon after he had his camp at Changchow

in Fuhkeen. Here even in these days of disaster and despair he had

the spirit to behead an ofl&cial named Wu Hsiian, who, having

surrendered, came to advise W^n to do likewise. He had about this

time one or two petty victories but they were of no avail, and in 1277

he was utterly routed by Li HSng, at Hsing-kuo-Hsien, in Kiangsi.

His wife and children were captured and sent away to Peking, but one

of his sons died on the way. He himself was saved by a friend

assuming his name, and he made his way to Kuangtung. In 1278 he
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received from his sovereign—the child Prince at Yaishan—the empty

honour of Shao-pao, Junior Guardian, and the title Hsin-kuo Kung

(fa lil &) Having raised a body of troops he now went to Ohaoyang

in Kuangtung, hut his army was defeated and he was captured at

Wu-p'o-lihg. On heing taken to the tent of the successful General he

refused to do him obeisance, and the General, €hang Hung-fan, treated

him with all courtesy. He was kept on board ship and taken to the

attack on Yai-shan, but he refused to write and advise Chang Shi-chie

to capitulate.

At the beginning of 1279 Wen was sent as a prisoner to Peking,

the Capital of the Grand Khan now Emperor of China. As he passed

his native place on the way, he was overcome with grief and could not

eat for several days. On his arrival at Peking he was brought before

Marco Polo and other Ministers of the Emperor, who tried to bring him

to submission but were silenced by his arguments. . For more than

three years he was kept a prisoner, though treated with much respect

and indulgence. About the end of that time a Buddhist monk at

Foochow saw an HI omen in the sky, a madman elsewhere called

himself a Sung Prince, and rumour hinted at W^n T'ien-hsiang as

concerned in a conspiracy. The Emperor sent for him and offered to

make him a Minister of State if ho would consent to serve. This

W6 1 refused to do, and at the urgent request of his courtiers Kublai

ordered him to be put to death. But he called "Wen before him again

and said—What do you want? "By the goodness of the Sung Emperors

I was their Minister," replied Wen, " and I cannot serve a second

dynasty—grant me only to die and it will suffice." The Emperor

relented and wished to recall his order but it was too late. When the

executioner arrived W^n retained a perfect composure and merely

said—"My work is finished." Then having made obeisance twice

towards the South received his doom which the historian thus records

under the 19th year, of the period Ohi-yuan, of,Yuan Shi Tsu (1282).

" In the 12th moon, was beheaded the Sung Junior Guardian, Privy

Councillor and Hsin-kuo Kung, Wen T'ien-hsiang." His clothes^

were searched for papers, but all that was found was a slip on which
he had written—Oonfuci as says, Perfect private virtue, Mencius says,
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Acquire public virtue, but private virtue is attained by carrying public

virtue to its completion. If tbis is learned from the reading of the

sages' books there will scarcely be shame either in life or after death.

(The words are JIB ^t^QMmmM^BimtmmmmpBim
jpf ^'W-^ IfD ^ -^.M M ^) His body was given to his wife and she

burst into tears as she looked on his face which still bore its living

expression. It must have pleased him—if aught avail the dead—that

his body was carried to his native place and laid beside that of

his mother which arrived from Chaoyang in Kuangtung at the

same time.

The literary designation of Wen T'ien-hsiang is W^n-shan (3it llj),

and his admission to the Temple of Confucius took place in 1843. A
few of his essays, letters, and other short pieces have been collected

and published with the title Wen-shan-wen-chi. In these is included

the " Song of Perfect air " which he wrote in prison. It shows his

proud spirit and his longing to be with the dead—the noble martyrs

for principle whose names were recorded in history. Life had lost all

charms for him now that his native land was swayed by barbarians

—

the ox was stalled with the chai-ger and the fowl was on the roost of

the Phenix.

WSn T'ien-hsiang was in early manhood robust and handsome,

with fine bright eyes and a clear complexion. He was a poet, a good

scholar, a fluent graceful writer, and an eloquent talker. But zeal for

the Sung dynasty was his consuming passion, and he sacrificed

health, property, and life for the cause which he held so dear. His

devotion to the dynasty was of the most purely disinterested and

chivalrous nature, and he furnishes a perfect example of that loyalty

which first stirred his youthfuF ardour. jVfr. Ijister applies to him

the words which the "affable archangel" uses about the seraph

Abdiel. But surely he forgot at the moment Chang Shi-chio

and Luh Hsiu-fu who also were " faithful found among tho

faithless."

Among innumeraWe false, unmoved,

Unahaken, nnaeducpil, nntcrrified."
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A more modest parallel for WSn T'ien-hsiang might be found

among the Highlanders who remained loyal to the Stuarts in the' 18th

Century.

Cheng-w§n (jE 3!C) is the posthumous epithet of T'ien-hsiang.*

42. Luh Hsiu-fu (m ^ *) S. Chun-shi (g K).
Facing W^n T'ien-hsiang is his friend Luh Hsiu-fu, who, horn to

a like fate, has had a like renown. Luh was a native of Yen-ch'eng

(^ iSX ^ town of Huai-an-foo, in Kiangsu, where-he was born in 1236,

the year also of T'ien-hsiang's birth. In 1238 his father removed with

the family to Chinkiang, and here Hsiu-fu received his education. He
was steady and intelligent and his teacher pointed him out among his

hundred scholars as an extraordinary boy. In 1260, he became a

Chin-shi, and soon after the illustrious Greneral Li T'ing-chi (^^ ^)
selected him to be confidential secretary. He continlied for several

years in the service of Li in the various offices through which the latter

passed. His manner was grave and resei"ved, and he had no enjoyment

in gaiety and dissipation or even in the society of his feUow-dfficials.

At this period northern Kiangsu—^known as Huai-nan—was

celebrated as the birth-place and resort of learned men, and for this

reason it had received the designation Little Court. It was said that

among the scholars of this region few were equal to Luh Hsiu-fu iu

mental abilities and attainments. His chief Li recommended him
strongly for official employment and in 1275 he entered the public

service under the hapless sovereign Ti-Hsien (Kung-Ti). His
promotion was rapid for he became a Minister of State in the same
year. But soon afterwards he had the misfortune to disagree with the

Prime Minister, Ch'^n I-chung and was dismissed from Court and sent

to Chao-chdw, near Swatow. Chang Shi-chie, however, remonstrated

warmly with Ch'§n who was obliged to have Luh restored to office in

the following year, 1277.

• See Wgn-ahan.-wgn-olu (^ [IjXH) ; T'ong-ohien, &o.; Chnan 22, 23 (of the Snng
and Yuan Supplement) ; Mayers, Ch. R. M. p. 254; China Beview.Vol. Til. p. 257.
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From this time he clung to the broken fortunes of the Sung
dynasty with heroic loyalty. The Emperor had done a deed of

unknown shame in making himself the vassal of the barbarian invader.

His son was declared Emperor with the stj'le Tuan Tsung, and the

noble-minded Yang-kuei-fei helped her son in government. She

styled herself merely " slave " at audiences and the rigour of state

ceremonies was now much relaxed. But Luh retained always the

grave, respectful demeanour due to an Emperor in the full enjoyment

of power. The Court had been driven from place to place through

Chekiang, Fuhkeen, and Kuangtung. In the course of his flight the

young Emperor died fronf cold and fear in 1278. Hereupon the other

ofHcials proposed to disperse, but Luh induoed them to remain. They

declared Tuan Tsung's brother Emperor and styled him Ti-Ping,

Yang-kuei-fei continuing to act as Regent for her son who was only

eight years of age.

Huang Fan-chung, the Commander-in-chief of Kublai's Chinese

forces, was now pressing hard on the Sung Emperor and his adherent^.

These were taken in 1278, by Chang Shi-chie and Luh to Yai-shan",

a natural stronghold near Hsin-hui in Kuangtung. Here they

remained for some months and Luh kept life and spirit in the hunted

exiles now at hay. He even taught the young sovereign the Gr«at

Learning, thus fitting him to die, for had not the Master said that if

one learns truth in the morning he is fit to die in the evening. The

story of the capture of Yai-shan has been often told and is well known.

When all was lost and hope was dead Luh forced his wife and

children to throw themselves into the sea. He then proceeded to the

vessel which had been set apart for the child-Emperor and said to the

latter, "Public affairs having come to this crisis, it is Your Majesty's

duty to your country to die. The disgrace brought by Kung-Ti is

very great.and Your Majesty may not again bring shame. " Then he

took the child on his back and plunged into the sea.

Thus perished, in the spring of 1279, the " last champion " of the

Sung dynasty and with him the last representative of that dynasty.

An inscription was cut on a rock at Yai-shan stating that there the

General Chang Hung-fan had exterminated the Sung. But an
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indignant censor afterwards erased the inscription and wrote up

instead—" Here died Luh Hsiu-fu, a Minister of State under the Sung

dynasty. " His tablet was placed in the Temple of Confuciixs in

1859. *

« «»

43. Chao Fuh (^ ^). S. Jen-fu (fc W)-
The date of Chao Fuh's birth is not known, but it is probable

that he was born about the year 1200. His family had originally

belonged to Tiin-mSng-Hsien (p ^ ^), a town of TS-an-foo in

Hupeh. For some time, however, they had been settled in a hamlet

situated at a short distance to the South from TS-an city. As this

hamlet was inhabited mainly by people of one surname it came to be

known as Chao-chia-chou.

Fuh grew up. a tall, handsome youth with bright, intelligent eyes.

He was reserved in manner and very fond of his books, but he read

only orthodox authors, " setting his mind on opening up peace by

royal principles. " In manhood his filial piety and virtuous life, his

scorn for those who had made themselyes rich and- great by bad means,

and his dignified bearing and genial courtesy to others, were felt as a

penetrating influence in the village.

Between 1225 and 1234, he obtained his Chu-jen and Chin-shi

Degrees in succession, but did not seek for or receive - any . official

appointment. His love was for learning and philosophy and he

opened a school for students at the foot of the "Wen-pih Peak near his

native place. For the use of his disciples he prepared two works, the

Hsi-hsien-lu (|| ^ ff|), and the Shi-yu-t<u (|jg ;g @). His lectures

were attended by youths who came from all parts of the surrounding

country and some from long distances.

But this quiet state of affairs was rudely subverted by the Mongol
invasion which reached T^-an in 1235. The enraged Khan had given

orders that the inhabitants of cities taken should be put to the sword,

but that the Professors of Confucianism, Buddhism, Taoism, Divination,

and Medicine should be exempt from this order. Such persons were

* Sung-shi, Ch. 151.; T'ung-cliieu, &o. Ch. 22; (Siipp. Sung and Yuan) j Knang.tuag.
hein.yu (j^ ^ fjf ^), Ch. 2; China Review, Vol. Ill, p. 257.
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to be taken alive and sent to the Khan's Court. So wlien Te-an fell

and a general massacre had taken place, Chao Fuh found himself in

the list of the saved. But he did not- like this and wanted very much
to die and he laid with his parents and kindred. He became the

prisoner of an officer named Yao Ch'ii (^^ ;f^), who treated him

with all gentleness and courtesy. But Chao was bent on dying and

during the night he stole away from his keeper's tent resolved to

drown himself. Yao, finding that his prisoner had fled, mounted his

horse and hastened to seek him, riding over the ghastly corpses which

lay scattered over all the country. It was a clear moonlight night

and he soon descried Chd!b kneeling on the bank of a stream with hair

disheveled and hands raised up to Heaven. He brought him back to

the tent and gently soothed him to bear his desolate lot.

_ Chao was taken to the seat of the Khan at Peking, and before

leating the camp he gave all his manuscripts into the charge of Yao.

At the capital he refused all offers of official appointment, specially

that of being guide to the Mongols' army, and the Khan, pleased at his

loyal constancy, allowed him to live at large. In 1238 his two friends

Yang "Wei-ehung and Yao Ch'ii built a College which they named

T'ai-chi-shu-yuan. The College contained a Hall of "Worship to

Chow Lien-ch'i with potraits of his six most celebrated followers.

They invited Chao to teach in this College and he gladly consented.

He caused the works of Chow to be engraved on the walls of the temple,

and taught with great ardour and brilliant success the philosophy of

the two Ch'Sng and Chu. For the use of his disciples he also composed

the Yi-lo-fa-hui {p m W Ml and the Chuan-tao-t'u (If Ji ®).

In 1242, Yao Chii, won over to philosophy form war and politics,

retired to his native city Su-m^n, now Wei-hui-foo, on the borders of

Chihli and Honan. Here also he built a College and introduced the

writings of Chao Fuh and his great masters. Soon afterwards he

induced Chao, who had resigned his post at the Capital, to come and

teach for a time in this College. He went back to his native place in

1251, and resisted all attempts to induce him to take service under

the Mongols. "But he could not rest at home for his relatives and the

friends of his youth were gone and the place was no more a home.
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So he wandered about from place to place, visiting occasionally an old

acquaintance of congenial sympathies. It is not known when or where

he died or where he is buried, for he had resolved that no one should

plant a tree or raise a stone to mark where he was laid. His choice

was the " secretum iter et fallentis semita vit^"

The literary designation of Chao Fuh is Chiang-Han, for Chiang-"

Han-shang-Hsien-sh§ng {j[£ S| _fc 5t ^X the Teacher from above the

Yangtzu and Han. To show his allegiance to the native sovereigns

he often styled himself Ch'ien-hsiang-kung-Chin-shi ("^ ^"M M
•i), or Chii-jen and Chin-shi of the previous dynasty. In 1724, his

tablet was admitted to the Temple and in utter disregard of his Hfe

and principles he was treated as first of the Yuan scholars.

Chao Fuh wrote commentaries on the Yih and other Classics

besides the treatises already mentioned, and some poetry. The Chuan-

tao-t'u is a table illustrating the " transmission of truth " from Fu Hsi

down to Chu. The Hsi-hsien-lu gives lessons from the Hves of Yi-yin

and Yen Yuan, and the Shi-yu-t'u is an account of the 53 illustrious

disciples of Chu Hsi. The Chao-tzii-yen-hsing-lu contains these short

treatises, a few poems by Chao, and all that has been discovered

about his life and work. It is the production of three men surnamed
Ch'en (^), and apparently brothers, and is a recent publicatioli.

The great merits of Chao are that he remained steadfast in

loyalty to the native dynasty, and that he introduced and spread a

knowledge of Chow, Chang, the two Ch'eng and, above »all, Chu Hsi
into the parts about Peking. He taught the Yih with the commentary
on it by I-oh'uan, and all the other canonical works according to the

readings and interpretations given by him, Ming-tao, and Chu Hsi.

Hence it came to pass that the founder of the Yuan dynasty made
Chu Hsi's editions of the Classics the text-books for the official

Examinations. Moreover Chao had an immense number of disciples

who carried his teachings to their homes. Some of these rose to

®e^5S3%^'^ *^°^®' *^® ™°®* distinguished being Hsii Heng, who
iHPpe««'^«ieww, though it does not appear that Hsii enjoyed the
advantage of hearing Chao's discoxirses. *

* The Chao-tzfi-yen-hsmg-lu (M ^ m f} W-
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44. Hsu H^ng (1^ %). S. Chung-p'Ing (^ 2}S).

The home of the family to which Hsii H^ng belonged was at

Ho-nei (JrT ft), a town in the Prefecture of Huai-ch'ing ('^ ^) in

Honan. He was horn, however, in the year 1209 at Hsin-cheng (ff
gU) in the Prefecture of K'ai-f6ng, his father having fled thither from
the troubles which had come upon his native place. The education

of HSng was begun when he was six years of age, and he surprised

his teacher by asking—"JFor what purpose do I read books " ? " To
obtain your Degree," said the teacher. " And is that all P " replied

the precocious child, an answer at which the teacher marveled. The
latter foresaw that H^ng would become a great mg,n and he insisted

on resigning his situation, declaring himself not competent to teach the

young prodigy. For Heng was an unusually clever, studious boy,

always wanting to comprehend thoroughly whatever he read. A second

and a third teacher wei-e engaged in succession, but they also found

themselves unfit for their office, and Heng was at last left to educate

himself. He hungered and thirsted for knowledge and eagerly de-

voured all the information he could obtain. The troubled state of

the country had made books very rare, ajid he was poor, so, like Chao
Fuh, he had to copy out the works which he wanted to study. At
some dista:ice from his home there lived an astrologer who had a

large and miscellaneous library, including copies of the Classics with

commentaries. Heng, having obtained leave to stay with the astrolo-

ger for some time, read and copied out many of his books. His reading

about this time embraced almost every department of Chinese learning

—^philosophy, history, law, astronomy, engineering, Buddhism, Taoism,

and other subjects.

The alann of war drove him away and he went first to Tsu-lai-shan

in Shantung where he found a copy of "Wang Poh's treatise on the

Yih Ching. From Tsu-lai he went to Ta-ming-foo in Chihli where

he remained for three years, continuing his multifarious studies and

teaching. Hearing that there was peace in Huai-ch'ing he resolved
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to go to that place, but at "Wei-hui-foo he made the acquaintance of

Yao Ch'ii (^^ |g). In 1243 he fixed his residence at Wei-hui and

became a disciple of Yao, who taught him what he himself had

learned from Chao Fuh. This was the turning point in the life of

Hsii HSng. He read and made copies of the works of the two Ch'eng

and Chu Hsi which Yao possessed, and became an enthusiastic

follower of the last. All other learnitig was now laid aside, the un-

profitable books were burnt, and he studied and taught only Confu-

cianism as expounded by Chu Hsi. He now led the life of a rural

philosopher and tilled a small farm for the support of himself and

fSlnily, helping occasionally the needy among his disciples. In the

midst of toil and poverty he set an example of honesty and integrity,

and his household was a pattern to all around.

In 1255 he was brought to the notice of Kublai who was at the

time devising measures for the restoration of order in Shensi. He
appointed Hsii Director of Studies at Si-an-foo, but Hsii declined the

office on the plea of not having passed the usual Examinations. Biit

he was induced to go to Si-an and introduce a system of education.

In this he was very successful and schools were quickly established in

many towns. Kublai's army, however, in 1259 proceeded with the

conquest of China, and Hsii, to the great distress of the people of

Shensi, resigned and went home to Huai-ch'ing. But next year, on

the accession of Kublai, he was called to office at Peking. His old

teacher Yao Ch'ii was also now in office at the Court and Hsii joined

him in opposing the counsels of harshness and severity which an un-

principled Minister was urging on the Khan. Hsii was promoted to

be a Libationer in the Imperial Academy, but soon afterwards he

resigned office on account of ill health.

In 1267 he was again at the Capital holding a high position.

He had now to oppose the grasping ambition of a Mongolian Minister,

and failing in his efforts he importuned the Khan for leave to

resign. In 1271 K«blai instituted a College for the education of

Mongolian boys in the manners and learning of China and he made
Hsii the Principal. This was congenial occupation and he gave him-

self up to the work with great fervour, but he had to resign in 1273
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and go to his native place. Three years afterwards the Khan called

him again to Court in order that he might adjust the Calendar,

making him Grand Secretary and President of the Astronomical

Board. Hsii was engaged on his task in conjunction with another

man of science and produced the well-known treatise Shou-shi-lih

(^flt M)' ^^^ Season-communicating Calendar. In 1280 the Khan
again reluctantly gave him leave to resign and he went home to

Huai-ch'ing. He was now old and broken down with long sickness,

and he did not survive many months. One day in the year 1381 he

was sitting at his cottage door humming some pretty verses in which

Chu Hsi expresses his ha!J)piness ih the enjoyment of beautiful moon-

light scenery. When he finished these verses his spirit passed calmly

and gently away.

Hsii Heng had said to his son—" My life has been embarrassed

with an empty name, and I was unable to keep out of office. When
I am dead do not ask for a posthumous epithet or make a formal

epitaph. Write only the four words—Here lies a Hsii—that inscrip-

tion will enable my descendants to. recognise my resting place." His

son kept the commandment, but Hsii was not allowed thus to pass

into obUvion. His death was attended with portents from Heaven,

for a great wind arose which tore up trees, and the sky thundered

and lightened that evening. His disoiples came from far and near to

weep at his funeral, and not they alone, but rich and poor, old and

young of Huai-ch'ing all came to weep at his door. The Emperor

Oh'gag Tbung in 1298 conferred on hina the epithet W6n-chSng (3SC

jE), and Wu Tsung ennobled him as Wei-kuo Kung (0| g ^),

his native place having once formed a part of the State of Wei. In

1313 he received the crowning honour of being received into the

Temple of Confucius. From the name which he gave his retreat

at the Tsu-lai Shan he was called Lu-chi (^ ^) by his friends and

disciples, and this is his usual designation in literature.

The^ services which Hsii Heng rendered his country were very

great. His pure character and varied accomplishments made hirii a

favourite with the Mongolian rulers and so enabled him to do much

good. He rebuked the vices of the Court with fearless honesty, and
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raised his voice and used his pen in the cause of peace and order.

He taught and practised the sober lessons of a plain philosophy in

the midst of superstitious barbarians and faithless renegades. To him,

says a native author, may be applied the words of Mencius—" a de-

praved generation cannot confound him who is complete in virtue."

That his principles did not prevail was the fault of the times, and

truth, like the Sun, is sometimes behind a cloud and sometimes suffers

eclipse. As a teacher he revived the study of Confucius and Mencius,

but specially of Chu Hsi in Honan and Shensi. His Primer in Philo-

sophy was the Little Learning of Chu, and when his disciples had

mastered that he introduced them to the Four Books. To Chu he is

said to stand in a like relation, to that in which Mencius stands to

Confucius.

The miscellanies of Hsii have been collected and published along

with his Life and other notices of him in a work entitled Hsii-chai-chi.

The official and other writings preserved in this compilation afford

interesting and pleasant reading. Hsii had a clear, simple style and a

homely, straight-forward way of expressing himself. Soine of his

illustrations are quaint and striking, as when he explains the position

of a Secretary of State by comparing that official to a comb or spoon.

His Discourse on the essentials of good government is sound Confu-

cianism and his Lecture on the Great Learning gives a popular

exposition of that work in the language of every day life.*

43. Chin Li-hsiang {^BW- S. Chi-fu ("g ^).
The family of which Chin Li-hsiang came was one in which virtue

and learning had been hereditary for several generations. It Mi long

been settled at Lan-k'i (^ -^) a town on the Tsien-tang river in the

Kin-huo Prefecture of Chekiang, and here Hsiang was born in the

year 1232. His education was begun by his father and elder brother,

and he early showed himself to be possessed of genius and capable of

* Hsa^n-chai-ohi (|^ ^ 3^ ^); T'nng-chien &o., (Supplement) Ch. 223.;

Chao-tzfi.yen-baing.ln, Ch. "f ; Oh'ou-jen-ohuan P^ A ^ Ch.,' 24.
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application. As he grew up ho took in a wide course of study,

including astronomy, geomancy, ceremonial observances, taxatiouj

military tactics, and meteorology. In manhood, however, he neglected

these and applied himself to philosophy, particularly that taught by
Chou Lien-ch'i and his followers. For some time he was a disciple

of -Wang Poh and Ho Chi, and from the latter he learned to study

and admire the writings of Chu Hsi.

At this time the Sung dynasty was plainly doomed to pass speedily

away, and Chin resolved not to seek for official employment. But
when news came in 1269 that Siang-yang and Fan-ch'Sng in Hupeh
were closely besieged by the forces of the Khan he could not refrian

from offering advice. Accordingly he drew up a Memorial to the

Throne in which he proposed that a fleet should be sent by sea with

a large force to attack Chi^chow in Chihli not very far from the

Capital. The besieging army would thus be drawn away to defend

Peking and the surrounding country. The Memorial described

minutely the course which the fleet should take, the cities and towns

at which it could call, and the islands it would pass. Unfortunately

the proposition came too late for the Sang Emperors, but the

Memorial was remembered long afterwards and found useful and

correct.

In 1275 a titular post was offered to Chin which he declined.

War was now raging over all the country and the house of Sung was

near its extermination. Chin fled from the fury of the ravaging armies

and went into seclusion in the Jen Hills near his native place. Here,

when peace came, he was able to lead a simple, happy life. He loved

to wander alone among the crags and dells of the hills and enjoy the

changing phases of nature. His life, however, was not that of an

ascetic for he had many disciples and mixed much with the people of

the neighbourhood. On one occasion he learned of a mother and son

who had been condemned to exile in places far apart. Without dis-

closing his name he paid the redemption money for both, and had the

pleasure of seeing the son rise to eminence, but neither mother nor son

ever knew who was their redeemer. In the latter part of his life he

became the head of a College near Kin-hua, and had numerous disciples,
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the greatest being Hsii Ch'ien whose name will shortly appear. Little

more is known about his life, and he died in 1303.

From the name of the hill at which Chin lived he was called

Jen-shan (•fc ill) by his friends and disciples. The last Emperor of

the Yuan dynasty gave him the posthumous appellation Wen-an
{"% ^), Cultured Repose, that is, scholar in-private life. His tablet

was placed in the Temple in 1437.

The critics of his time used to say that Chin Li-hsiang combined

in himself the moral virtues of Ho Chi and the intellectual endowments

of Wang Poh. . His greatest literary achievement was his addition to

the T'ung-chien-kang-mu. The name of this work is T'ung-chien-

ch'ien-pien (5J ^ llj i^), and it embraces the period from Tao down

to Wei-Lie Wang, of Chow, where Ssu-ma Kuang's History begins.

The Tso-chuan, Wai-chi, and other works which treated of these early

times did not draw their information from- canonical writings and so

Chin considered them to be deficient in authority. His Ch'ien-pien is

the result of a careful study of the ancient Classics helped by the

Huang^ohi-ching-shi, of Shao, and the Huang-wang-ta-chi, of Hu. It

was given in manuscript to Hsu Ch'ien who revised and corrected it

for the use of the disciples, and it.was not actually published until 1330.

Besides this great work Chin wrote also commentaries on the Gre3,t

Learning, the Chung-yung, and the Shu, and a critical examination of

the Commentaries on the Lun-yii and Mencius. These also were given

over to Hsii Ch'ien and circulated in manuscript among the disciples

for many years. His Miscellanies were collected and published with

the title Jen-shan-wen-chi (t [Ij ^^)- He explained and developed

the theories of Chu Hsi, and by his writings and his determined choice

of obscurity he reflected a lustre on Confucianism.*

* Shang.jTX-lji, Ch. 13 ; T'ung-ohien &o. (Sappl.) Oh. 24; Do. Ch'ien.pien, Introduction.
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46. Wu Ch'Siig (^ ^). S. Yu-ct'ing (^ jf).

Wu Ch'Sng, was born in 1247, near the town of Ts'ung-jen
(^ t),

in the Fu-chow Prefecture of Kiangsi. His natal village was situated

between the Hua-kai aiid Lin-ch'uan Hills, and an expert had declared

that the locality would produce a remarkable man. This turned out

to be Wu whose birth was preceded by two portents. An old man saw

an unusual vapour settle on the house of the "Wu family, and an old

woman dreamt that something came wriggling down into the pond

beside her house. These were both satisfactorily accounted for next

morning by the announcement that the Wu family had been increased,

by the birth of a son.

The genius of Ch'eng displayed itself very early, for in his third

year he was able to remember and repeat old poetry which he heard

recited. In his fifth year he could not be kept from liis books and

used to sit up all night reading. His mother feared he would injure

himself and gave him a short allowance of oil, but when she fell asleep

he replenished his lamp. This enthusiasm for learning continued and

when he was nine years old he was always among the first at the

public examinations of the village school. He now began the study

of the Grreat Learning and worked at it for three years. In a similar

thorough manner he read the Lun-yu, Mencius, and the Chung-yung.

But when he went up for the Chin-shi Examination he failed to obtain

the Degree.

In 1276 he went to reside near Lo-an, also in the Prefecture of

Fu-chow, and here he published his edition of the Hsiao-ching or

Classic of Filial Piety. At this time also he revised and corrected the

current editions of the Yih, Shu, Shi, Ch'iin-ch'iu, Yi-li, and Li-chi.

Having been recommended for official employment he was about to

receive an appointment when he declined on the plea of the old age

of his mother. By the advice of the censor who had recommended

Wu the Emperor Kublai sent an officer to obtain copies of the works

which Wu had finished for the use of the Imperial Academy.
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In 1295, he was made official Preceptor at Nan-cli'ang-foo in his

native Province, and some time after he was nominated to a post in

the Han-Un-Yuan. Arriving at the Capital after long delay he found

the post filled, and at once went back to Kiangsi. Here he was

appointed Director of Studies, but at the end of three months he had

to resign on account of sickness. The next appointment held was that

of a subordinate in the Imperial Academy which was conferred on him

in 1308. Here he revived the system of instruction which had been

introduced by Hsii Heng, and discharged his duties in a most thorough

and conscientious manner. Every day he received the students one

by one, and answered their questions or explained their difficulties,

suiting his teaching to the disciple's capacity. After several years he

resigned and many of the youths of the Academy accompanied him to

Kiangsi. In 1321, he was made aSecretaryof theHan-lin, andinl323

he was ordered to write a Preface for certain Buddhist Scriptures which

Ying Tsung caused to be written out in gilt letters as a>work of merit.

Wu, however, in a firm but courteous manner refused to send down

his name to posterity in connection with such a work. Next year the

Emperor T'ai Ting, opened the Classical Hall, and appointed Wu with

certain others to lecture in it to the Prince and the young nobles of

his Court, on the T'ung-chien, the Great Learning and other treatises

of Histoiy and Government.

A few years afterwards Wu resigned and went back to his native

place. In 1330 the post of Director of Studies in Kiangsi was conferred

on his son that the latter might be enabled to maintain his father.

One day next year a great star was seen to fall to the North-east of

Wu's house, and next day he died. The historian records the event

thus ;
" In the 6th moon, (of the Chi-shun 2nd year, 1331) the Han-

lin Secretary, Wu Ch'Sng died." In the case of Hsu HSng the title

was omitted, and the historian has been justly censured for his imperfect

appreciation of Hsii's merits. The same honour was plainly due to both.

Posthumous preferment was decreed to Wu Ch'Sng and he received

the title Lin-ch'uan-chun-kung (g| ffl ^ &), the Man of Lin-ch'uan,

that is, Fu-chow. His epithet is W^n-ch^ng (J^ jE). and his literary

designations are Lin-ch'uan and Ts<ao-lu (:^ ||). When he retired
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from office to his native place he lived in a wattled cottage with a

thatched roof, and hence arose the familiar name Ts'ao-lu. In 1443

his tablet was placed in the Temple, but in 1530 it was removed ; and
in 1767 it was restored.

The contributions of "Wu Ch'^ng to the learning and literature of

his country were very great. His wide range of reading, generous

appreciation of whatever was good in books, and his candid spirit of

enquiry have been acknowledged even by reluctant critics. Though
a follower of Chu Hsi, he did not consider himself bound to accept all

that philosopher's opinions. In the matter of dispute between him and

Luh Chiu-yuan, which is very like the old difficulty as to whether
" Virtutem doctrina paret naturane donet," Wu adopted a middle

course. He held that teaching was necessary, but that it must

presuppose a moral nature, pure and perfect. "Wu was not afraid to

breathe the free air of independent opinion, and not only did he dissent

from many of the received judgments on the orthodox Classics, but he

also strayed into the border-land of heresy. Of his iSAaw^r-shu-tsuan-

yen (f^ fl^ ^ a") I^^gge says—"Under the Yuen dynasty, about the

beginning of the 14th century, Wu Cheng published his ' Digest of

Remarks on the Shang Shoo.' The Work, so far as it goes, is well

worthy of study. ChSng was a bold thinker and a daring critic. He
handled the text with a freedom which I have not elsewhere seen."

Wu wrote similar " Digests of Remarks " on the Yih, the Ch'un-

ch'iu, and the Books of Ceremonies ; he edited and commented on the

Tao-tS Ching and Chuang-tzu ; and he revised and corrected several

treatises of more recent origin. His works, however, have long been

out of fashion, and they are little read except by such students as

prefer learning to office. The taint of heresy still clings to him among

superficial scholars and dim-eyed bigots. In his view Buddhism,

Taoism, and Confucianism were three roads to virtue all diverging from

that Ideal Truth which is one and eternal, but of the three the best

and purest was Confucianism.*

* Tnng-chien &o. (Supplement), Chs. 25, 26j Legge, Ch. CI. III. Proleg. p. 36j

Esing-li-hiii-yao, Oh. 13.
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47. Ch'^n Hao (|S }g±). S. K'o-ta (pf ^).
Of CK'Sn Hao's life very little is known. He was a native of

Tu-ch'ang (^ ^), a town in the Prefecture of Nankang, and situated

on the east side of the Po-yang Lake. His father, whose name was

Ta-yii (^ ^), held office and rose to be Sub-Prefect of Huang-chou

in Hupeh. Ta-yu was a naan of ability and great learning, and he

had made a special study of the Li-chi (|§ 15), collecting materials

for a commentary on that work.

Hao also became a man of extensive reading, and applied himself

devotedly to the study of the ancient Classics. "When the Sung

dynasty was abolished he retired into obscurity and gave himself up

to learning and teaching. For a large portion of his life he was

afflicted with ill health, but he lived to be eighty years old, and died

in 1341.

The literary designations of Ch'^n Hao, are Yun-chuang (p ^)
and Ching-kuei (j^ ^). These were given to him by his disciples of

whom he had a large number. He is also known as Tung-huei-tse

I'M H M) from the situation of his birth place. In 1724 he was

admitted to the Temple of Confucius.

The fame of Ch'fen rests entirely on his one great work—the Li-

chi-ehi-skuo, which was finished about 1321. This treatise contains

forty-nine chuan of text and a minute and very useful commentary.

The author quotes largely from previous scholars specially those of

the Sung dynasty. He shows great research and is terse and clear in

his explanations. This treatise was added to the Imperial Library by

the first Emperor of the Ming dynasty. It was afterwards, about the

year 1440, made the text-book of the Li-chi for the official examina-

tions, and it continues such to the present. In the Yung-lo period

(1403 to 1425), however, Ch'Sn's commentary and arrangement were

already superseding those of the Han scholar Ch'Sng Hsiian.*

» Li-chi-ohi-Bhuo, (® IB ^ ^)j Preface.
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48. Hsu Ch'ien (ff ^) S. Yi-cM (g ^).
Hsii Ch'ien, who was born in 1270, was a native of Kin-hua-foo

in Chekiang. At an early age he was left an orphan and fell to the
care of an amiable and educated woman who taught him the Classic

of Filial Piety and the Lun-yii by word of mouth. He was a quick,

attentive boy and grew up to be a 'thorough lover of learning. In
studying the four old Classics, viz :—the Yih, Shi, Shu, and Ch'un-
ch'iu, he allotted separate tasks for day and night, and worked
resolutely even when in ill health. In philosophy, and classical learn-

ing he had Chin Li-hsiang as his master and studied under that great

scholar for several years. Chin introduced Hsii to the writings of Ho
Chi and Wang Poh, and these four are often associated as the illus-

trious Chekiang men of the 13th century. It was through Chin also

that Hsii became acquainted with the works of Chu Hsi and learned

to admire and adopt their teachings. But his studies were not con-

fined to the orthodox Classics and their commentaries. They extended

to Astronomy, Law, Etymology, Natural philosophy and took in also

Buddhism and Taoism. These last he investigated thoroughly in

order to find the sources and causes of their errors and thus know how
to refute them.

When Hsii had completed his education he retired to the Pa-hua

(A S) Shan, in the Prefecture of Kin-hua, and gave himself up to

study and teaching. Here he became the chief of a large school, and

had disciples of all kinds and from all quarters of the surrounding

country. These he taught with careful assiduity and with remarkable

success, training them to think for themselves and develope their

natural abilities. He used the Four Books as his text-books and ex-

pounded these according to Chu Hsi's method and commentaries.

But he refused to prepare students for the State examinations,

because these, he alleged, cut off personal advantage from public duty.

For forty years Hsii led this philosopher's life, earning a noble

fame without leaving the bounds of his lonely hamlet or in any way
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seeking to be known among men. Various efforts were made to bring

him into public life, but he utterly refused to take service even as

official Examiner under Barbarian Emperors. He died in 1337, and

the historian records the event with minute solemnity.

During his life the disciples of Hsii Ch'ien generally spoke of him

as the Pai-yiin-Hsien-shSng (^ p 5fc ^). ^r- White-cloud, because

Hsii was wont to speak of himself as a White-cloud man. Pai-yiin

is consequently the common name for him in literature. His post-

humous epithet is WSn-yi ("X^), Accomplished and Amiable, and

he was admitted to the Temple in 1734.

Hsii Ch'ien was the author of a celebrated work on the Shi-ching

entitled, Shi-chi-chuan-ming-wu-ch'ao (Hf ^ 1§ ^ ^ ^) which Dr.

Legge describes as—" Exainination of Names and Things, as given

in Choo He's She and commentary, from all sources." It was in-

tended to correct mistakes in the explanations which had been given

of the sounds of characters and of the names of objects mentioned in

the Shi. He composed also treatises on the Four Books and the Shu-

ching. To the latter he appended an examination of the history of

China, from the time of Eu-hsi down to the death of Ssu-ma Kuang,

in.1086. His miscellaneous pieces are published in two volumes with

the title Pai-yun-chi (^ ^ ^). All his works are still current

among the literati of China and stiU hold a high rank.

A place has been assigned to Hsii Ch'ien in the Temple of Con-

fucius partly because he revived the learning of Ho Chi, Wang Poh,

and Chin Li-hsiang, in the Province to which they all belonged, and

taught his numerous disciples to study and appreciate Chu Hsi. But
a higher merit is that he abstained from office, refusing to accept place

or power in evil times. The sceptre was wielded by barbarians and

there was no good government in the land. It was the duty, accord-

ingly, of a genuine Confucianist to embosom his principles and practise

them only in private life. Hsii never felt the spur of fame nor knew
the tickling good of vulgar applause. He wrote books only for the

sake of correcting error and spreading what he regarded as true

knowledge. On account of his wide learning, his skill in the use of

language, and the nature of his doctrines, he was spoken of by the
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scholars of his time, as an incarnation of Chu Hsi. Thougl^i he lived

apart from the noisy strife of the world he di^ not lose his human
sympathies, and when his countrymen were afflicted with famine and
pestilence he was so distressed that he could not enjoy his food and
became pale and thin.*

49. Fang Hsiao-ju (Jf ^ ]^). S. Hsi-ch! (^ ^). and Hsi-ku

Fang Hsiao-ju, was^born in the year 1357, at a village called

Hou-ch'eng (f.^ ^), near the town of Ning-hai in Chekiang, and not

far from the T'ien-t'ai Mountains. His father, K'o-chin (3£ U), was

an official of great abilities and high character under the first emperor

of the Ming dynasty, Ming T'ai Tsu. As a boy Hsiao-ju was noted for

his bright, sparkling eyes and his unusual cleverness. From the

excellence of his juvenile compositions and the ease with which they

were written, he acquired among his fellow-villagers the soubriquet

Hsiao-Han-tzu, that is, the little Han-yii. When sixteen years of

age he went with his father to the latter's post at Oh'i-ning (^ @),
in Shantung, and had much pleasure in visiting the places of classical

interest in that Province. In 1375, his father was arrested and put in

prison on a false charge and Hsiao-ju tried to be allowed to suffer for

him. Next year he became a disciple of Sung Lien (^ '0), a

celebrated scholar and statesman of this period. But.when his father

was put to death he had the corpse carried to the family burying-place

and followed it home. When the period of mourning was over he

renewed his studies with Sung Lien who was now living in retirement

at P'a-yang in the Lin-hua Prefecture, in Chekiang.

In 1382, Hsiao-ju was presented to T'ai Tsu, who was much

pleased with his grave and dignified manner but thought it better not

to put him in office at once. About ten years afterwards he became

tutor to Prince Hsien, one of the llmperor's sons, and Accompanied

him to his Principality in Ssuchuan. Here he remained for several

T'ung.oWeD &o,, (Supplement), Yuen, Oh. 26; Legge, Ch. 01. IV., Pjoleg. p. 179, et al.
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years and won the esteem and affection of his pupil. He gave the

name Sun-chi (5^ ^), Yielding will, ta his study, but the Prince

changed this to Ch^ng-hsio (jg j^), Orthodox learning, and the latter

became Fang's literary designation.

"When Hui Ti succeeded to the throne in 1399, he made Fang a

Secretary of the Han-lin and Expounder of the Classics, and

subsequently a Minister of State and a Doctor of the Han-h'n. The

Emperor consulted him about all difficulties not only in philosophy

but also in government, and he drew up all the Imperial rescripts and

Decrees. The reign of Hui Ti was a short and troubled one. He
was the grandson of T'ai Tsu who had passed over all his own sons

and named the son of the deceased Prince Imperial as his successor.

This conduct created much jealousy and ill will between the young

emperor and his uncles. The former acted cruelly and imjustly to

the latter, stripping them of their rank or driving them to commit

suicide, on slight or groundless suspicions. The Prince of Yen, one of

the most ambitious and most accomplished of T'ai Tsu's sons, headed

a rebellion and soon drove Hui Ti from his throne. It is not known

what became of the unfortunate emperor, whether he burnt himself to

death, or became a monk, or fled to Yunnan. The Prince of Yen
ascended the throne in 1403, and adopted the style Yung-lo. He
called Fang Hsiao-ju to resume his post as Chief adviser and drafter

of Imperial Decrees. This, however, Fang refused to do, resolved

not to serve a usurper, and he was thrown into prison. One of Yung-

lo's ministers warned him not to put to death Fang, whose name and

influence were great among all lovers of learning. Yang-lo summoned
him into his presence and said—" I want to do as Chou-kung did for

Ch'eng-Wang. " " Is your Ch'Sng Wang still living " ? said Fang.
" No, he has died by self-cremation. " " Why not place his son on

the Throne ? " replied Fang. " The Empire requires a full-grown

ruler." "Then why not set one of your Ch'eng-Wang's younger

brothers on the Throne?" "That is a matter of our family,"

retorted the Emperor. He then picked up a pen and gave it to Fang,

saying—" Without you the Decrees for the Empire cannot be drawn
up. " Fang weeping and chiding alternately, threw the pen on the
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ground. But being forced to take it up again he wrote in large

characters—" The Yen rebel usurps the Throne. " He ended by
saying—"Put me to death if you will, but I cannot draft your
Decrees. " The Emperor became enraged and ordered him to be
hacked to pieces in the market-place.

Fang heard his doom with composure and satisfaction, and in

the interval before it was carried out he made a few lines—^his swan-

song before death. His younger brother was hewn to pieces at the

same time, and all his friends and disciples who could be found were

also brutally massacred. His wife and four children all committed

suicide in order to avoid fUling into the hands of the savage tyrant.

In the night after the execution, some of Fang's disciples came by

stealth and gathered up the pieces of his body. They buried them

outside the South gate of Nankin, and a tombstone was placed at the

grave which remains to this day.

The rage of Yung-lo was not appeased by the barbarous murder

of Fang and the extermination of all his kindred. He ordered that

all his writings should be burnt and forbade any one, under penalty

of death, to hide them. Fang had composed treatises on the Yih and

the Chow-li, and had written other works, and these were destroyed.

He had published in 1397, a small collection of essays and miscellanies,

and this was preserved by a faithful disciple. It was carefully edited

and republished during the reign of Hsiian Tsung (1426-1435), with

the title Hou-ch'eng-chi, from the name of Fang's native place. A
new edition with a life of the author has been recently published as

the Fang-chSng-hsio-chi (;^ jE #^ M)- I* contains a number of

Letters, the Prefaces to his lost works, several Essays, some Memoirs

and other miscellanies. The account which he gives of his father's

official career is one of the most interesting in the collection, and some

of the Fragments on political and philosophical subjects are also worth

reading. Fang was a poet and a lover of poetry, and in conjunction

with Ids master, Sung Lien, he edited the collection of lyrics made by

Chang K<o-chiu (51 fj X)> «* t^^e Yuan dynasty.

The literary soubriquets of Fang Hsiao-ju are Sun-chi (jg ^,),

and Cheng-hsio (J£ ^), derived, as has been stated, irom names given
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to his study, but the former is seldom used. He is sometimes referred

to as the T'ien-t'ai Hsien-sheng, because his home was near the T'ien-

t'ai mountains. In 1863, his tablet was placed in the Confucian

Temple, first of the Ming Ju. *

50. Ts'ao Tuan (^ f^). S. Ch^ng-fu (jE ^).
The native place of Ts'ao Tuan was Min-chi Q^ ^), a town In

Ho-nan-f00, where he was born in the year 1376. Asa boy he was

marked for his filial piety and his diligence in study, and these virtues

remained with him throughout life. He grew up to be a man of great

learning and of a gentle, amiable disposition.

In due time Ts'ao entered public life, and he held several offices

in succession. For many years he was Director of Studies at Ho-

chow (^ jH"!), in Shansi, and here he earned his lasting fame. He had

a large number of disciples to whom he communicated the learning of

the great Sung philosophers and the true meaning of the old canonical

books on Ceremonies and Music. His death occurred in 1434, and

his loss was lamented wherever he was known. The shops were

closed at Ho-chow and all the people felt saddened, the children cried

for him and the poor sorrowed as being left helpless and hopeless, and

kis disciples mourned for him the full period of three years.

During life Ts'ao Tuan was called Yue-chuan-Hsien-sh^ng (^
Jl| % &)> and Yiie-chuan became his literary design3.tion. He was

admitted to the Confucian Temple in the year 1860. His published

v^orks comprise explanatory commentaries on the Four Books, the

T'ai-ohi-t'u, the T'ung-shu, Hsi-ming, and the Classic of FUial Piety.

His short pieces were collected and published in one volume with the

title Ts'ao-yue-chuan-chi.

*Paiig.CMng.hBio.olujT'ung.chien,4o.;(Ming Suppl. ^M ^ M B). Oh. 884.;

, WyU&, Notes, &c. p. 206.
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As a philosopher Ts<ao foUoweii Chu Hsi and his predecessors of
the Sung dynasty, and he was a diligent student and earnest expoun-
der of their teachings. He was a determined enemy to Buddhism,
Taoism, and all superstition and imposture including FSng-shui. But
he is known chiefly as the first Ming scholar in the departments of

social ohservances and ancient music. On these suhjects he lectured

to his disciples and he revived the study of them in Shansi. By the

example of his life, and the excellence of his teaching he wrought
much good among the people of Ho-chou and other places.*

51. Hsie Hsiian (^ Jt). S. TS-wfe (^ ?&).

The home of the Hsie family was at Ho-chin (Jflf j^), a town of

Shansi, formerly within the Prefecture of P'ing-yang and now included

in that of Kiang-chow. For several generations the family had pro-

duced men of geniiis and learning though the troubles of their times

had kept them from seSmg office. But Hsiian's father, nsimed Ch§n

(jH), a man of great abilities and high moral qualities, had accepted

office early in the reign of Ming T'ai Tsu. Some years afterwards hei

was appointed Director of Studies at Yii-t'ien (^ 0), a town of

Tsun-hna-foo in Chihli. It was in the College at this town that

Hsiian was born in the year 1389 (though some place his birth in the

year 1393 ). On the night of this event a man dressed in purple

clothes and a tall hat appeared to his mother in a dream, and when

she woke from sleep she was delivered of a son. But the sight of

the infant horrified her, for his flesh was transparent like crystal

and all his iiiwards were plainly visible. She wanted to destroy the

baby, but the grand-father after hearing it cry interposed. " Ah infant

with a transparent body (piire and clear), and strdng powers of

crying," he ^nly observed, " is no common child. He is destined to

bring glory to his ancestors." Then the oracle was consulted, and,

the answer proving favourable, Hsiian was " raised;" .

* Ming-Bhi, Ch., 282;
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It is not stii?prisifig to leam that at seven years of ag6 this child

had the sedateness and gravity of a man, and that he had great powers

of learning and renaemherifig, His education was hegun by his father

who taught him first the Little Learning and afterwards the Four

Books. 'When eleven yesrs of age Hsiian, who had begun to write

verses siftef the manner of youthful genius, was apprenticed to phi-

losophy. Several eminent scholars' were living in exile at Yii-t'ien

and Hsie Chen invited them to the College and entrusted to them

his son's education. Hsiian now applied himself to the study of the

Classics, History, and the works of the great Sung philosophers. His

progress was rapid for he had quick apprehension and unwearying

industry. His teachers after a time ceased to regard him as a pupil

and spoke of him as their " young friend."

In the early part of the Yung-lo period, Hsie Chen was trans-

ferred to Tung-yang in the Prefecture of K'ai-f§ng. Here Hsiian

became known to an official wha was on duty in the district. This

official was struck with the character and abilities of Hsuan and fore-

told his coming greatness. He wished to bring him to the notice of

the Emperor for employment, but Hsiian refused to allow this, saying

that he was not of suitable age and that his education was not finished.

Afterwards becoming convinced that the writings of Chou Lien-ch'i

and his followers were the artery in which divine truth flowed, he

burnt his poetry, abandoned the course of study requii-ed for the State

examinations, and resolved to devote himself to philosophy.

But a few years later, when his father was transferred to Yen-
ling also in K'ai-f^ng he yielded to his request and competed for the

Chu-jen Degree. Having taken first place in this he next year,

1421, went up for .the Chin-shi and obtained it also. The death of

his father soon followed, and Hsiian observed the prescribed rules of

mourning with the greatest strictness and with deep sorrow. When
the period of retirement was pver he applied for a literary appoint-

ment, and some time afterward he was made Superintendent of the
Silver Mines of Hunan and Hupeh, While holding this office he did
much to improve the people, and also continued Us private studies.

In 1435 he was made a Censor, and next year he was sent to Shan-
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tung as Literary .Chaneejlor, an ftppointnient whicfgaye him great

satisfaction. He introduced Chu Hsi's method of instruction, but
taught his disciples to place the practicp of virtu.e first and literary

accompli^ments second- His tenuye of office was marked with great

success and he came to he iknowa in literary circles as Hsie-fu-tzu

Through the action of a vile, but powerful creature of Ying Tsung,
named Wang Chen (2 g), Hsie was promojted to be a Sub-Director

of the Grand Court of Revision at the Capital, and soon after by the

same influence he was made Director. These appointments were

obtained by Wang merely because he wished to have a man from
P'ing-yang in the Court of fievision, and because he wanted to put

Hsie under an obJUigation. But itiie latter would not cringe to Wang
or show him any respect and even dared to defend .a woman whom
one oi his relatives was persecuting. Wang became enraged, ordered

Hsie to be arrgsted and put in prison, and was about to have him
executed. But seeing an old servant weeping ia his kitchen and

learning that the cause of his g?ief was the report that Hsiian was to

be put to death, he- thought it bettfer not to proceed any further.

Accordingly Hsie was released and aHoiwied to return to his native

place, where he remained for several years. Disciples came to him in

great numbers, and he taught them not only to know the old Classics^

but above all to make peraoaaial application of the tiruth which they

acquired.

In 1449 he was recalled to office and imthe next year transfenced

i;o the Grand Di>urt of Revision at Nankin. Oae who did not bear

jhim any io^e aaid that he was the only good official in that city. In

14§7 he WS& jnade yice-JPreaident of the Board of Ceremonies at

fekistg i^d afeo a Secretary in the Han-lin. The Emperor held him

in great e^teemj but -the government was largely in the hands of vile

iavoujatfis iwiho loathed all vktue and nobility of character. Hsie

temiti natreft^ttre to serve uaiter these and remain in office when bis

^eounsds were set aside. So he obtained leave to resign, and went

;baek to end Ws days at home, poor as when first he sought employ-

anent. He aiejited a ihpusp in Ho-chin and gained a subsistence by
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teaching. Disciples thronged to him until the house could not hold

them all, and he taught them with untiring assiduity. His theme

was still the same, to nourish the heart and restore the Heavenly

nature^—^to find in philosophy practical rules of life and follow these

with unfaltering earnestness. Having reached the age of seventy-five

years he was one day sitting at his door composing some verses on the

subject when he was suddenly seized with a severe iUness. Knowing

that the end was coming, he put on his robe and hat and sat down on

a chair in the middle of the room. A thunder-storm arose which
shook the house, a white vapour was seen to rise up through the at-

mosphere^ and Hsie Hsiian was dead.

This was in the year 1464, and the Emperor gave him the post-

humous rank of President of the Board of Ceremonies when the death

was reported. Afterwards the epithet W^n-ch'ing ("^ jg) Accom-

plished and pure, was given to him, the term ch'ing being that applied

to him by his grand-father when he was newly bom. TTis other

designations are Ching-hsien (^ |f), Ho-fen (ftir f&), and sometimes

Tung-ho (^ ^). Of these the first is Hsie's common name in litera-

ture, and the other two merely indicate the locality of his birth place.

In 1572 he was admitted into the Temple of Confucius.

Hsie Hsiian did not write much and he destroyed a large portion

of what he had written. The best known of his works is the Tu-

shu-lu (^ ^ ^) or Notes of a Reader. This treatise as it now
exists is, a combination of two works which were published during the

author's life time, with a new arrangement. It is a series of notes

and reflections which he wrote down as they occurred to him while

reading. His remarks are often good and are generally terse and

pithy. It is much read and highly valued by native scholars, and

Luh Lung-ch'i selects for special praise the views which it gives res-

pecting the T'ai-chi. The author's reading extends over a large

number of books and a great variety of subjects, embracing the

canonical books, the Sung philosophers, early Confudanist, Taoist

and Buddhist writers, and Natural History. The Tao-lun (Jg tSf)k
a collection of thoughts and aphorisms uttered by Hsie and collected

by some of his disciples. This also, is a, very interesting little book
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and contains many striking reflections, some of which are scarcely

Confucian. In these treatises his favourite doctrine that all study

should he directed to the development and perfection of the inner self

is strongly inculcated. They are amongst the most suggestive and
thoughful productions of all the Chitfese philosophers. A collection

of Hsie's Letters, Biographical notices, Essays, and other short pieces

has been several times republished. One of the latest editions is that

by Chang Poh-hang which is entitled Hsie-ching-hsien-chi (^ ^
The official career of Hsie was marked by some of the highest

human virtues. His fortitude was put to a severe test on several

occasions, and his love of justice and mercy was large and sincere.

Threats of imprisonment and death could not avail to mar his cheerful

spirits or turn him from the path of duty and honour. Incapable

of any meanness he lived pure and noble in the midst of vice, and cor-

ruption, and aU debasement ; faithful to his sovereign he was also

tenderly solicitous for the welfare of the people.

As a scholar and philosopher he was unrivalled among his con-

temporaries. The books which he read were very numerous, and, as

the Tu-shu-lu shows, he read with care and understanding. His

favourites were the works of the Sung philosophers and Chu Hsi

specially. The end of all learning with him was to regain the moral

nature which is man's pure and perfect birthright. So he laid great

stress on habitual self-reverence and self-control, on the necessity of

subduing the passions and thus leaving scope for the mind to devolope

itself. His views are often broader and more tolerant than those of

Confucianists generally, and he is not ashamed to own that there is

good in Taoism and Buddhism. From this latter he seems to have

borrowed some of his forms of expression and even one or two theories.

But he was a thorough adherent of orthodoxy, the great principles of

which he never wearied in studying and teaching. In the obituary

notice of Hsie written by a friend it is stated—" During the present

dynasty he stands alone in philosophy." *

• Hsie-clmig-liBieii-clii; Thmg-oliion 4c., (Supplement) Ming Chs., 6 Ac. ; Tn-shn-ln,

Vol. I, Introduction.
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52. Ch'gn Hsien-ckang (^ fj M) S. Kung-fu (^ f).

The native place of Ch'Sa Hsien-chang was a hamlet named

Pai-sha (|^ ^), near the town of Hsin-Iiui in the Prefecture of

Canton, where he was born in the year 1428. In early life he lost

his father, but he had a true-hearted, affectionate mother who trained

him wisely and teiiderly. From childhood he was grave and thought-

ful, and fond of reading all kinds of books. He grew up to be a tall,

fine-looking man though he had seven black spots on his right cheek.

In 1447 Ch'Sn obtained his Chii-jen Degree, hut he failed at the

examination for the Chin-shi. "When twenty-six years of age he

attached himself as disciple to "Wu Yu-p'i (^ j^ 5SS)) ^ ^^^ "^ solid

learning and stern integrity. Ch'en remained with him, however, for

only half a year and then betook himself to private study. Having

built a house which he named Yang-ch'iin-t'ai (|^ ^ J) he shut

himself up in it, and for seTeral years neither went abroad nor

received visitars.

Beturning to the world after iihis period of voluntary seclusion he

went to the Capital to study in the Imperial Academy. Here the

Chief Examiner one day tested the students by giving them a poem by

Yang Kuei-shan and telling them each to compose a poem on the

same subject after the manner of Yang. Ch'fen's composition on this

occasion was so good that the Exanainer -declared it to be superior to

the original. This led to his becoming famous in the Capital and

brought him to the knowledge of ike Emperor. But he wohW
not remain and, went back to his aative place wbeisei' hp was
soon surrounded by numerous disciples. Ike Gtoyfiwar and the

Provincial Treasurer «f Kuangtung now recommended him for offioiftl

employment, %nd Jb^: was consequently smaamojced hack to thje CMiifcai.

On arrival there he was ordered to attend t]be BoaBdof Giyil qlScesioT

examination but he refused smi Ty-efli away with ihe honorary ti^Jj^fll

a Graduate of the JSsuiTlia. Of his s^ftsf career nothing is recorded,

but it is known that he died in the year 1500.
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Ike posttuttiotis epithet of Cli'^n is "Wen-kung (^ S), or the

Eeverent, -which was conferred on him in 1584 at the time he was
pennitted to share in the honours of the Temple of Confucius. His

literary appellation is Pai-sha from the name of his hirth-place.

Of the philosophy of Ch'en little is known as he refused to commit

his theories to writing. But he is said to have taught that truth was to

he reached hy silent meditation and the ahsorption of the mind from,

all external influences. He was for many years a student of hooks but

he came to think much reading a mistake. So he had recourse to quiet

observation of his own mind and heart, and learned to know and control

them thoroughly. Long training enabled him at length to keep his

passions at heel, and he came to experience tho- happiness of virtuous

tiiought developed into habit. But he slighted all book-knowledge and

did not teach that virtue was for use in the daily business of life.

Self-perfection hy long mental exercise in complete isolation from, the

world was the end of his philosophy. Hence Hu Chii-jen is very,

wroth with him and calls him a Buddhist. Another scholar, however,

declares him to be a follower of Chou Lien-ch'i and Ch'^ng Ming-tao,

and a Contemporary spoke of him as a "living Mencius."

The filial piety of Ch'en is famous, and there was a wonderful

bond of affectionate syiapathy between him and his mother. As in

the case of TsSng-tzu, when he was away from home and his jjaother

longed for him, he at once felt his heart throb and went away to find

her. He is also highly commended for his persistence in refusing to

go into office while wicked men were in power and the principles which

he held dear could not prevail. In the family circle and in public

rdations his life was preeminently good ; and he had a great name and

a wide spread popularity among his contemporaries.*

» Ming-shi Ch. 283 ;. T'ung-cliien &c (SnppL) Ming Oh. 15.
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53. Hu Chu-jen (^ Jg fc) S. Shu-hsin (^ ,&).

Hu Chii-jeh was born at Mei-k'i (jig ^) now Min-ch'ing (^ }f

)

in the Prefecture of Foochow, but the home' of his ancestors was Yii-

kan (^ ff) in Jao-chow, a Prefecture of Kiangsi. His forefathers for

several generations had been men of learning who did not care for

office but preferred a life of quiet study and modest virtue.. As a boy

Hu was very careful about his words and actions, always correct in

deportment and strictly honest, and full of high resolve. When he

was twelve years of age his father removed from Mei-k'i to the village;

of Ta-yuan in the District of An-jen, a town near Yii-kan, and there

the family continued to live for twenty yealrs.

On settling at Ta-yuan, Hu became a close student, readitig

incessantly and preparing himself to compete for the Degrees which

lead to office. But hearing of Wvl Yii-p'i's fame he went on foot all

the way to Ts'ung-jen and became a disciple of that philosopher. The
effect of Wu's teaching was to make Hu cast aside his text-books and

miscelltoeous treatises and devote himself to the study of pure

Confucianism.

In 1465 finding Ta-yuan too confined a place for a growing family

he obtained his father's consent to a migration to Mei-k'L A place

was found in the neighbourhood of that town, the situation of which
was good in every respect. There were a high plain, mountains, and
streams which could supply crops, fuel, and fish, and afford healthful

exercise. A geomancer selected the site for the house which was
made of mud and thatched. Next year, however, his father died, and
Hu performed, his obsequies with every formality prescribed in the

ancient rituals. He fasted until he could not rise without the help of

a staff and looked like a breathing skeleton. Having to go to law
about the site chosen for his father's grave, he dyed his mourning
clothes in order that he might not have to change them before appearing
in the magistrate's office.

Some time afterwards he travelled through several Provinces
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visiting the famous mountains and rirers and making the acquaintance

of illustrious scholars. While on this excursion he was invited by the

Prince of Huai to stay with him and explain the meaning of the Yih
Ching. He was also engaged as tutor or teacher by other persons, and

was subsequently appointed Master of the "White Deer College in the

Lu mountains.

On his return to Mei-k'i young students came to him in such

numbers that he had to build two houses for their accommodation.

To these he expounded the old Classics and the philosophy of Chu Hsi.

But he would not prepare any for the State examinations, and he

impressed on all the paramount necessity oi learning to control the

feelings and purify the mind. He continued to study and teach

for several years, but in the meantime his family had sunk to a

state of utter poverty. This did not disturb the even dignity of his

spirits, and he was content with his patched clothes and scanty fare.

Little more is recorded of him but it seems that he died in the

year 1485.

The watchword of Hu Chii-jen throughout all his life was Ching

(Wi)' *^^*' ^^' Reverently circumspect. He called his study the Ching-

chai (^ ^), and his disciples transferred the name to himself. This

is still his literary designation, and his posthumous epithet is Wen-

ching, which was conferred on him in 1584, when his tablet was added

to the Temple of Confucius.

The only treatise composed by Hu was the Chil-ye-lu (^ H ^),
which is regarded as a companion work to the Tu-shu-lu of Hsie Hsiian.

The meaning of the title is Notes on Life Principles, and it is derived

from a passage in. Confucius' exposition of the third line in the Chien

diagram (^)- The words in the Yih Ching are, " By regulating the

outward expressions, and establishing sincerity within [the perfect

man] becomes settled in principle." In 1488 as many of Hu's Essays,

Poems and other miscellanies as could be collected were edited and

'

published with the title Hu-ching-chai-chi (i|g ^ ^^). These two

works have since been several times reprinted, but it cannot be said

that they are very popular. They contain, however, all Hu's philosophy

and are interesting on that account. Though it was said of him that
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he had read all books and exhausted every subject, yet he taught his

disciples to make reading subordinate to reflection. He insists on the

supremacy of undisturbed thought, teaches that the heart should be

nourished and the pure nature which is born with man be thus restored.

But first and last the seeker after truth and virtue must have Reverence,

and in this term he comprehends all that previous moralists had meant

by fear, caution, sedulous attention, and similar expressions. He held

that man's mind (or heart) and the moral law of the universe were

originally one. In the Sages they are always so, and in those next

below the Sages the mind and the law are in accord. The truths

contained in the old Classics and developed in the works of the great

Sung philosophers should be studied with reverent attention and when

received into the mind be made the law of all conduct. A thorough

scholar and a profound thinker, he had no patience either with the

orthodox sciolists of his time or with Taoists and Buddhists. These

indeed he "cudgeled with invectives more than cut with arguments,"

while showing that superficial resemblances between them and

Confucianists overlay deep and radical differences. So near, however,

are some of his doctrines to some of those in Buddhism that the charge

which he brought against Ch'en Hsien-chang of teaching that heresy

has been preferred against himself. It was a vanishing boundary

which parted iis pet theories from Buddhism, and with some of his

disciples the boundary quite disappeared.

In private lifeHu Chii-jen showed all the stern and prickly virtues.

So quiet, solemn, and decorous did he keep his family that his house

was said to be like a temple,. He would not receive any visitors unless

he was in full . dress, and all his manner to them was cold, reservedi-

and rigorous in etiquette. Even with his wife he would not allow any

familiarities and the two lived together as host and guest. In filial

piety he went to ultra-canonical lengths, and he performed his duties

towards brothers and distant relatives with strict conscientiousness.

He kept a diary in which he wrote every evening the result of a self-

examination with reference to the day's work, and he taught his

disciples to keep similar diaries. In short he lived a Confucianist

after the most straitest sect of that religion, honest but narrow-
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minded, learned but censorious, and virtuous, but formal and
disagreeable.*

54. Ts'ai Cb'ing (^ J^). S. Chie-fu (^ ^).
Ts'ai Ohing was born at Cbin-kiang (^ ^), in the Prefecture of

Chin-chew, in the year 1453. He became a thoughtful, diligent youth

and went to Foochow, in order to study the Yih Ching with Lin-P'i

(^ Jit), a native of that city celebrated for his learning. Having

obtained a thorough acquaintance with the Yih, Ts'ai prepared for the

oifioial examinations, and in 1477, took first place among the Chii-jen

of his district. In 1484, he became a Chin-shi and soon afterwards

he received a subordinate appointment in the Board of Ceremonies.

In this capacity he became known to "Wang Shu (2[ 1S^)> ^ ^^S^ ^^^

worthy statesman who made Ts'ai his intimate friend arid confidential

adviser. Ts'ai prepared two Memorials for Wang, in one of which

he expounded the main principles of government and in the other

recommended a number of good men for official employment.

Then his mother died and he had to go into retirement for the

prescribed period. Immediately on his return to public life he begged

for leave to go home and nourish his aged father. This was refused

but he was transferred to the Imperial Academy at Nanking in order

that he might be near his father. While here he one day felt a

sudden throb at his heart and prayed earnestly to be allowed to return

home. Leave was granted and he was enabled to attend his father

during the illness which proved fatal to the latter at the end of a few

weeks. For some time after the period of mourning was over, Ts'ai

remained in retirement chiefly occupied in studying and giving private

lessons. In 1506, he was again called to office and made Assistant

Literary Chancellor for Kiangsi. In this position he distinguished

himself by bold opposition to the unprincipled ways and ambitious

schemes of the Prince of Ning. This conduct made the Prince his

enemy, and Ts'ai saw that his wisest course was to retire from the

* Ming-shi, Ch. 282; Hu-ohing-ohai-ohi; Chu-ye-lu; T'ung-ohiefl, etc. (Supplement)

Ming, Ch. 15.
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public service. But be did not survive long, for his death occurred* in

1508, while a new appointment was on its way to him.

From the title which Ts'ai gave to his study, arose his literary

name Hsii-chai (^ ^). The posthumous epithet conferred on him

is W^n-Chuang (^J" ^), or Chuang, that is, sedate, and his introduction

to the Confucian Temple occurred in 1724.
'

Ts'ai Ch'ing's fame rests mainly on his labours in connectioA

with the Yih Ching. Through all his life he was a diligent student of

that hard book and he made himself a name among his contemporaries

as being skilled in its mysteries. He wrote on it a treatise called the

Yih-ching-mSng-yin (^ j^ ^ 5|), which is chiefly a selection of

notes and commentaries with original observations. This work he left'

in Ms. and it was carefully transcribed by his son wbo presented-it to

the Emperor Shi Tsung, in 1529. The Emperor ordered it to be

printed and put in circulation, and it has since remained a standard

work on the Yih. Ts'ai wrote also the Ssu-shu-m§ng-yin'(|7g ^ ^
§1), which was published at the same time and in the same manner as

the work on the Yih, but it has never held so high a place as the latter:

The leading theories of Ts'ai Ch'ing's teaching were similar to

those of Ch'en Hsien-chang and Hu Chii-jen. In the early part of

his career he made emotionless contemplation the ruling principle, but

afterwards he taught the cultivation of Hsii (^), or Emptiness. But
he distinguished between this and the " emptiness " of Buddhism and

Taoism. The latter was simple Vacuity—^iaere nothing, while his

was the penetrable receptacle for aU good according to the exposition

of the Hsien (^) Diagram in the Yih Ching. He had many
disciples among whom were a few who afterwards rose to considerable

eminence.

Ts'ai was a simple-minded generous man, equally contented- with

poverty and with philosophy. In ofiicial life he was careful and

punctilious about all that concerned the honour and dignity of the

Emperor. But he did not care for preferment and he had not his

heart set on riches. *

* Mmg-slii, Ch. 282.
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55. Lo Chia-sliun (il ^ jlH). S. Tun-shSng (;^ 5f).
Lo Chin-stun was born in the j'ear 1465, at T'ai-ho (^ fu), in

the Prefecture of Chi-an ('^ ^), in Kiangsi. He early showed

himself a lover of knowledge and a seeker after virtue. In his

fourteenth year he wrote up over his door—" Persevere in efforts for

excellence in yourself and toward others. " lie became a Chin-shi in

1493, and, thereupon received the title of Compiler in the Han-lin.

As this did not oblige'him to go into service he closed his door against

aU visitors and gave himself up to study. Becoming acquainted with

a Buddhist monk at the Capital he had an opportunity of learning the

principal doctrines of the Buddhist religion. They pleased him at first

and he was specially charmed with the theory of ideal intellectual

perfection, but he gradually came back to sound orthodoxy.

In 1502, he was appointed Tutor in the Imperial Academy at

Nanking, and he betook himself with great earnestness to the study of

the Canonical books and the works of Chow, Ch'^ng, Chang, and Ohu

Hsi. The Academy had long been in a demoralized state and Lo set

about making reforms by introducing discipline and periodical

examinations to classify the students. In 1508, his term of office

having expired, leave of absence was refused to him through the

influence of Liu Chin (fj JS), an unprincipled creature of the Emperor,

and because he would not pay court to this Liu he was dismissed from

the public service. Soon afterwards, however, his enemy was put to

death and Lo was recalled to office. He was made a Director in the

Court of Sacrificial Worship and soon after Vice-President of the

Nankiilg Board of Civil Offices. In each of these offices he tried to

obtain the abolition of certain abuses which had lately sprung up but

he was not very successful. In 1522, he was made President of the

above Board, but the death of his father caused his retirement.

When the period of mourning was over he was again appointed

President, first of the Board of Ceremonies at Nanking and, on his

refusing this, of the Board of Civil Offices at Peking. The
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administration of government was now, in "1527, chiefly in tte hands

of two very bad men, and as Lo would not serve with them he obtained

leave to resign. Returning to his home in Kiangsi he spent the rest

of his days in a quiet, happy manner, dividing his time among study,

teachings and gardening. He enjoyed the intercourse of literary

friends and died in a ripe old age in the year 1547.

The name by which he is best known is Lo Oh^ng-ngan (^ ^,
adopted by himself. The epithet conferred on him posthumously is

WSn-chuang (35^ ^), and he was allowed to share the Confucian

worship in 1724, on the Petition of Chang Poh-hang,

Two works were published by Lo Chin-shun, the K'un-chi-chi

(H ^ l£), which appeared in 1528, and the Shi-w%-ts'un-k<ao (^
3X -J? ^)» 'which appeared in 1534. The former, a short but valuable

treatise, discusses the supposed points of resemblance between

Buddhism and Confucianism. The author argues not only against

the ethics and psychology of the former, but also against the opinions

of those Confucianists who tried to harmonize the two systems.

A selection from the Shi-wen has been lately published with

several pieces not in the original work and entitled Lo-ch§ng-ngan-

chi-ts<un-k<ao (M ^ ^ ^ # fl)- This contains some official

documents and a few Essays and Letters, the last being the most
interesting. Brisk but friendly controversies were carried on by Lo
with two distinguished philosophers Wang Tang-ming (J ^ H^),

and Tsan Kan-chuan (j^ -^ ^). Lo held that Ch'^n Hsien-chang
was wrong in his expositions of Confucianism because he mixed them
up with theories derived from Buddhism. Tsan on the other hand
maintained that C'h^n was perfectly orthodox and that the theories

objected to were founded on passages in the Canonical books and the
works of the Sung philosophers. The two old friends, "beyond
seventy and in sight of eighty, " discuss the subject in a genial
pleasant manner with much skill and learning, but Tsan is apparently'
the winner.

Lo Chin-shun was an amiable, accomplished man with great
decision of character. Strict wherever duty was concerned, he was at
the same time kind and gentle to all and the influence of his example
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^as felt wterever He lived. His way of living was plain and homely

but he never forgot order and decorum. Honest and thorough in his

own convictions, he was fair and courteous to those from whom he

differed, and ready to bring to light the truth which lay hidden under

ferror.- His arguments against Buddhists and trimmers are not

always strong or convincing, but native scholars judge of them in

Connection with the end for which he laboured.*

56. Wang Shou-jen (3E '^ fc) S. Poh-an (fg ^).
The.birtli-place of Wang Shou-jen, was Yii-yao (f^ §1), a town

in the Prefecture of Shao-hing and lying between that city and

Ningpo. His birth^ which occurred in 1472, was attended with un-

usual circumstances, his Mother having borne him in her womb for

fourteen months. Shortly before the event, moreover, his grand-

mother had a dream in which she saw an angel bring down an infant

boy from a cloud. Hence when the son was born he received the

baby-name Yun, that is Cloud. Has father, Wang Hua (^), was an

official of some distinction who rose to be President of the Board of

Civil Offices. In early childhood Shou-jen was feeble and delicate,

and he had attained the age of five years without being able to speak.

One day about this period a strange being appeared who stroked little

Cloud's head and advised his parents to change th&name to Shou-jen.

This was done and forthwith the child began to talk.

In his fifteenth year Wang set out on his travels, and led by

chances or choice he made a long tour enjoying the beautiful scenery of

his native land. When he returned to Shao-hing he fitted up a room

in the Yang-ming (^ BJ) Cave, in the Hui-ki (-^ W Mountain,

famed for its associations with Yii Wang who led the rivers in their

proper courses and made order in the world. In this (jongBnial dwel-

ling place "he took an extended course of reading in the literatures of

Buddhism and, Taoism. This did not- interfere with his, ordinary

* Jfing-shi, Ch. 282; T'nng-ehien, &o. (Ming.) Ch. 12; K'un-olii.olu,' Lo-clieng-ugau-

Chi; Chteg-yi-t'ang-su-ohi (iE M ^ M ^)> Ct 1.
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studies and he was soon able to pass tiie Chu-jen Examination. But

he had a youthful ambition for war, and though of a delicate con-

stitution, he was fond of military exercises and became an expert in

archery. Having obtained his Chin-shi, in 1499, he was called to office

and soon afterwards made an Assistant Secretary in the Board of

Punishments. Ill health obliged him to giv^ up work for a time, and

on his recovery he received a similar appointment in the Board of

War. At this time Liu Chin (flj @) was high in the favour of the

new Emperor "Wu Tsung, and was abusing the power which he had

gained by shameful means. In 1506, he arrested and imprisoned a

Censor and twenty others who were obnoxious to him. Wang pro-

tested vigorously against this conduct and so enraged Liu who sub-

jected him to the disgrace of corporal punishment and then banished,

him to a petty office in Kuei-chow. The place to which Wang was

thus sent was a small Post Station in a wild part of Kuei-yang-foo,

in the mountains inhabited by the Liao savages. He set himself to

work for the improvement of these rude tribes, and taught them some

of the ways of a better life. They were glad to receive his instructions

and showed their gratitude by felling trees to make him a house. It

was during the few years of this -lonely exile that Wang began to

work out his system of philosophy. Not having access to any books

he proceeded to meditate on the teachings of the various systems with

which he had become acquainted. But he could not find truth in any

and came to the conclusion that it was to be reached by efforts directed

to the mind itself—^to be sought within and not from without.

In 1510 Liu Chin fell into disgrace and his enraged master ordered

him to be hacked to pieces in the market place and all his ill-gotten

treasures to be confiscated. Wang was now recalled to civilised

life and received a succession of appointments. Serious rebellions

arose throughout Kiangsi and in the parts of Fuhkeen, Euangtung,

and Hunan which border on that Province. Wang was sent to quell

these insurrections, and beginning with Fuhkeen, in a few years he

reduced the country to order. His military feats, though stained by

the usual Chinese treachery towards enemies, were brilliant and suc-

cessEuL In 1519 he was able to report that all Kiangsi was free from
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rebellion and that Cli'en Hao, the Ning Wang, was defeated and

captured. Then he withdrew from public life to avoid the plots of

jealous enemies, and devoted himself to the study and tea,ching of

philosophy. In 1527 he was again called to serve in the field and

sent against the wild tribes of Kuangsi who were ravaging that

Province. Here again he was successful and within a year could

announce that the Province was restored to tranquillity, the savages

having been utterly routed and driven into the mountains. He had now
attained the high position of President of the Board of War to which

was added that of the Censorate, and he had been created an Earl

(Poh), with succession to his heirs. But the glory of his achievments

had brought him envy, and malicious accusations were brought

against him. He asked for leave to resign and retire to his native

hills as his health was quite broken down. Without waiting for the

Emperor's reply he set off for Chekiang, but only survived to reach

Nan-an, in Kiangsi, where he died in 1528.

Envy and malice followed Wang into the grave and his patent

of nobility was canceled. But after a few years it was restored and

the posthumous epithet WSn-ch'eng {35^ ^) added. In 1584, an

Imperial Decree sanctioned his reception into the Temple of Confucius.

From the name of the cave in which he lived for a time his friends

called him Yang-ming (|^ ^), and this has ever since been his usual

designation.

Wang left a collection of Essays on various subjects, "but in after

times when the original blocks were lost, extensive alterations and

corruptions took place in later editions. In the latter part of the 17th

Century I 3^ ^ Wang E-16, a fifth-generation descendant of the

author, made a collection of his ancestor's writings, which he published

under the title 1. f^ ^M M Wang-ying-ming-tseih, in 16 books.

"

This work had many readers and was soon out of print. In the reign

of Chien-lung an enthusiastic admirer of Wang's philosophy by name

T«ao Ch<un-t'ien (HH ^ ffl), had great difficulty in procuring a copy,

but after much searching found what he calls "the priceless rare

jewel " in an old-book shop in the Liu-li-ch'an in Peking. Ch'un-

x'ien -prepared notes for a new edition which he proposed to publish.
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but he died befote the work was ready for , the press. These notes,

however, are iticorporated in the edition which was published in 1826,

under the care of several scholars. The first of the 16 books or chuan

gives an elaborate biography of Yang-ming with notices of his

posthumous fortunes, and the others contain his philosophical remains,

notes of his teachings, Lettfers, Poems, ofiicial Writings, and miscel-

laneous pieces. The style of his prose compositions is charming from

its clearness and simplicity and his sentences have an easy graceful

flow which is aU their own. The explanations are generally distinct

and preoise, the arguments good, and ah air of fairness and moderation

prevails throughout. He did not shrink from any conclusions or fear

any consequences even when maintaining opinions which seemed

dangerous and schismatic.

The charge of teaching Buddhistic theories was incurred partly

by the errors of his disciples who gave a one-aided development to his

teachings. Partly it was the result of Yang-ming's generous efforts

to rescue the name of Luh Chiu-yuan from unmerited obloquy and

neglect. The followers of Chu Hsi branded Luh as a heretic and a

feud had long existed between them and the followers of Luh. Yang-

ming showed the disputants on both sides that they took imperfect

views of their great masters' teachings, that they had dwelt too much

on the pOitits of difierence, overlooking the essential agreement which

existed'between the two philosophers. For Chu, while maintaining

the all-importance of learning, also insisted strongly on the paramount

necessity of cultivating the mind and purifying the heart by internal

processes ; and Luh, though dwelling largely on the development of

the native faculties from within, also laid stress on the study of the

Ancient Classics. It was wrong and stupid, Yang-ming declared, for

rival scholars to strive for mastery, one saying I am of Chu and another

I am of Luh, for these two were disciples of one master and held the

same general principles. Yang-ming was very courageous in his defence

of Luh and succeeded, to use his own figure, in clearing the mud off

his philosophical reputation. For this he has gained the lasting

gratitude of all liberal and true-minded Confuciaai&ts.

Another subject which plays an important part in Yang-ming's
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philosophy is Uang-chi (^ ^). This is the faculty by which man
gains his first and surest knowledge, without any aid from book or

teacher or any instruction whatever. By it he knows "day and

night, " that is understands all subjects relating to brightness and
darkness, life and death, ghosts and spirits. The expression liang-chi

is taken from a passage in Menqius, and Dr Legge there translates it

"intuitive knowledge." But with Yang-ming it has a large and

varied use, and it sometimes answers to conscience and sometimes to

consciousness, while at other times it is apparently instinct. It exists

in all men throughout life but in different degreps of intensity and in

the same person it not always equally active. To keep it pure and

perfect as it is at birth and to develope its influence until it is followed

nnconsoiously, should be man's constant endeavour. No amount of

reading and learning can lead to this end which can be attained only

by intense thought, calm meditation, and constant self-control. Bu-t

there must be a basis and a rule and these are furnished by the ajicient

books and their orthodox comucientators. For though Yang-ming

discarded books and teachers for a time, yet he remained a strict

Confucianist, and retained the canonical works as authoritative. Bij,t

he explained such expressions as "resting in the highest excellence,
"

" completing knowledge, " and " investigating things, " in the Great

Learning as referring to the internal operations of the mind directed

to itself. This of course savoured of heresy and Lo Oh'^SpgrDgan

criticized Yang-ming's doctrines as inconsistent with the principles of

Confucianism and as too much like Buddhism. He was afterwards

accused of renouncing allegiance to the Sages and of trpng to found a

new school of philosophy. But he was strictly orthodox and considered

that he was only taking the rational and proper interpretation of the

words of Confucius and Mencius. To the objection that self-absorption

and mere study as the means to aitain spiritual perfection were tenets

of Buddhism, he answered that they were also Confucianist, and

pleaded that it was wrong to cast away those elements of orthodoxy

which were common to it and heterodoxy. There were touches of

goodness and hints of truth in Buddhism and Taoism derived from

the one conunon source whence all had sprung. Yet he was not by
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any means partial to these systems or Wind to their errors and defects

against which he often warns his disciples. The charge of heresy and

specially of a leaning to Buddhism, is indignantly repelled by the

editors of his collected writings who refer to these confidently, and

with justice, as thoroughly refuting the accusation. But they are

not much read at present, for Tang-ming ' criticized Chu Hsi's text

and commentary of the Great Learning and wrote in favour of Luh
Chiu-yuan, so the timid and indolent orthodox have stUl an

apprehension about his soundness.

There are many points of more than superficial resemblance

between the life and opinions of "Wang Yang-ming and those of

Descartes the study of which would prove interesting. Both were

soldiers while cherishing an ardent love of philosophy, though the

pagan fought in a nobler cause than the Christian. Both held tliat

the mind possessed an innate faculty for knowing high truths and

taught the great • importance of self-dependence. But the Chinese

philosopher had the courage of his opinions while Descartes feared the

Pope and would not for all the world that from him should emanate

a discourse " ou il se trouvit le moindre mot qui f(it d^sapprouv6

d r Eglis^. " He, however, also was accused of heresy and was buried

without the becoming solemnities. *

* Wylie, Notes, &o. p. 188. j Wang-yang-ming-haien-slieiig-cli'iiaii-olii d ^ ^
5fc ^ ^ ^)> edition of 1826.
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57. Lii Nan (g ;}^) S. Chung-mu ((i|i ^).
Of the life and character of Lii Nan, little seems to he recorded

and little to be known. His native place was Kao-ling (^ |^), a

town of Si-an-foo, in the Province of Shensi, and he was born in the

year 1479. He did not become a Chin-shi until 1506, (or according to

one authority 1508), and soon after he obtained this Degree he was

made a Compiler in the Han-lin. The infamous Liu Chin wished to

attach Lii to him as a friend but did not succeed. The latter in fact

opposed the plots and devices of Liu, and ventured to present a Memorial

to the Emperor Wu Tsung, who had given the active administration of

the Empire into the hands of his favourite. Lii urged His Majesty to

return to the Palace and resume the control of public business. By
this Memorial he incurred the bitter enmity of Liu, and accordingly

went out of office on the plea of ill health.

When Liu fell into disgrace and was put to death, Liiwassummoned

to take office again at the Capital. He now presented another Memorial

to the Emperor in which he set forth the duty of paying attention to

public education. After holding various appointments he was made a

Vice-President of the Board of Ceremonies at Nanking, and he died in

the year 1542. He had been greatly beloved and respected and his

death was generally lamented ; the people of Kao-ling closed their

shops for three days, and his disciples wore the garb of mourning for

the prescribed period.

The literary name of Lii Nan is Ching-ye (^ ^), and his reception

into the Temple of Confucius occurred in 1863. As a public servant

he was firm and faithful, taking office when he felt it his duty to do so,

and withdrawing when his counsels were unavailing. , But his heart

was set on learning and he was a devoted student of the ancient orthodox

philosophy. He wrote useful commentaries on several of the Classics,

and his house was frequented by a considerable number of disciples.*

* Ming Shi, Ch. 282.
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68. Lii K'wun (g if) S. Shu-cHen
(J^ fj).

The native place of Lii K'wun, was Ning-ling (^ ^), a town of

Kuei-tS-foo in Honan, where he was born in the year 1536. He
obtained his Chin-shi Degree in 1574, and soon afterwards was made

Magistrate of Hsiang-yuan in Shansi. His administration of this place

excited admiration, and at the end of his term he was transferred to

T'ai-t'ung in the same Province. From this he was promoted to a

subordinate position in the Board of Revenue at the Capital. Then

he became in succession Judge in Shansi, Treasurer in Shensi, and

Governor of Shansi, with extraordinary powers. This last office he held

for three years after which he was promoted to be a Censor and a Vice-

President of the Board of Punishmen'ts. In 1597, he presented to the

Emperor Shen Tsung a long and very remarkable Memorial on the

unhappy condition of the country, its causes and the means of removing

them. The four classes of persons, he states in this document, who

have always been the originators of civil troubles are vagabonds, persons

without moral principle, false teachers, and lovers of anaxchy. He
then contrasts the sad poverty and distress of the subjects with the

luxury and extravagance of the Court, and describes eloquently the

miseries of those who had to procure the massive trees required for

Imperial buildings. He counsels His Majesty against hstening to

calumny and refusing access to faithful words. The Memorial contained

further good advice and rebuke, but it was not heeded. Lii, accordingly,

requested leave to resign and the Emperor granted his petition.

Several enemies of Lii K'wun now tried to work his ruin by

interpolating treasonable passages in a work which he had published

some years previously. But the clumsy imposture was discovered and

the perpeta-atoTS of it were visited with severe punishment. Lii went

home and lived in retirement all the rest of his life, engaged chiefly in

studying and teaching. The only occasion on which he is recorded to

have meddled in public affairs was when the Prince Fu was invested

with 40,000 chHng (above 60,000 square acres) of territoiy in Honan.
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He addressed the Emperor against the grant which was unprecedentedly

large and greatly beyond what other Princes had obtained. He wrote

also to the Ministers of State on the subject, and his efforts were

successful, the Prince's endowment being diminished by one half.

The Emperor could not be prevailed on to invite Lii back to office and

he died at home in the year 1618.

His literary designation is Hsin-wu (gf g), and he was admitted

to the Temple of Confucius in 1826.

While holding office Lii K'wun published a treatise which he

named Kuei-fan-t'u-shuo (|@ fa ^ ^), meaning Notices of Model

ladies of Imperial Harems with Portraits. In this, beginning with the

famous Ma How, first concubine and afterwards Empress of Han Ming
Ti, he gave historical accounts of all the eminently good women who
had been Imperial wives or concubines. It was this treatise which

was tampered with in order to bring ruin on its author. He wrote also

a work on the principles of Confucian philosophy which has been

highly praised. In 1598 an official named Chao W^n-ping (|g ^ <(ig),

a disciple of Lii K'wun, made a collection of the political and official

Essays of his master. Having arranged these he published them with

the title Shi-ch§ng-lu, that is, Records of genuine Q-overnment. This

is a book of great practical usefulness and very interesting for the

information which it gives about the state of the empire at the period.

Many of the Proclamations and other documents which Lii issued to

the people in his various jurisdictions also form part of this treatise.

They show him to have been a man of unusual mental activity, taking

a practical interest in all the affairs of the people. He states the

measures proper to be taken in the event of a famine, tells what should

be done when a crime has been committed, warns all, but specially

women, against extravagance in dress, and urges the formation of

Kterary clubs for the improvement of education and the spread of

culture. His language is plain and direct, and he enters into minute

particulars about every subject of which he treats.

It is on account of his official career that Lii has received

posthumous honours, and it would.not be easy to out-do the language

of eulogy in which this is described by Chao WSn-ping in his Preface
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to tlie Shi-eh^ng-lu. It 'is agreed that he was a man of strong will

and decided opinions, of true courage and long perseverance. He
always wrought for the material and intellectiial welfare of the people,

hut he served an Emperor who could not appreciate his purity and

devotio*. In philosophy he is considered orthodox and a true expounder

of Confucianism, though it is admitted the he introduced independ'ent

opinions. He had studied thoroughly the teachings of the Sung writers

and adopted them to some extent. *

69. Liu Tsung-chow (gij ^ J||). S. Ch'i-tung (^ ^).
Liu Tsung-chow was born in the year 1578, at Shan-yia Hsien

( ill l^)> i'l ^^^ Prefecture of Shao-hing. His father, who was a poor

literary graduate, died before the birth of his son leaving his widow

utterly destitute. . She had to seek shelter and food for herself and infant

in the home of her parents where Tsung-chow remained until he

reached boyhood. Then learning that his grandfather Liu was in

want and an invalid he went to nurse and serve him. So for several

years he tended the old man and his wife cutting wood, carrying

water, and preparing their gruel and medicine. He was a very frail,

delicate boy and his mother was always anxious and distressed about

the ^tate of his health. Poverty, and sorrow added, brought on sickness

which she bore with heroic patience until it ended in her death in 1601.

Her son was at the time in Peking having just obtained his Chin-shi

Degree. "When the news reached him, he at once returned home and

observed the rites of mourning with deep and lasting sorrow. Soon

after this his grand-parents died and he kept the prescribed period of

mourning for each of them.

His first appointment, on which he entered in 1611, was a small

and unimportant one as a foreign correspondence clerk at the Capital.

This he held only for a short time and resigned on account of the

»Ming-Bhi, Ch. 282; Shi-ohSng-lu (ff jE ^) ; T'ung-ohien, &o. (Snppl.) Ming
Cih. 16.

,
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growing power of wicked and adverse factions. In 1621, he was
again summoned to office and made an Assistant Secretary in the

Cgremonial Department of the Imperial Household. He now began

his crusade against Court vices and political corruption by attacking

an unprincipled and usurping Minister. He then urged that capital

punishment should be inflicted on certain officials for past delin-

quencies, but the Emperor became annoyed and merely removed him
to a higher post. On being afterwards transferred to another office he
pleaded ill health and retired. In 1624 he was again summoned to

Peking, but the enemy whom he had provoked before prevailed

against him now, and he was soon stript of his official rank. On the

accession of Chuang-Lie in 1628, Liu was made Governor of the

Imperial Prefecture Shun-tien. Being compelled to accept this office

he at once addressed a long Memorial to the Emperor. In this he

calls His Majesty's attention to the dreadful condition of the empire,

the result mainly of official rapacity. He describes how excessive and

irregular taxation and the harsh insolence of the revenue collectors

had made the peasants destitute and had broken their spirits. He
then points out the tendency of the existing abuses and warns the

Emperor of their consequences, advising him to employ only men of

superior excellence and to have regard to the rural peasantry. His

Majesty admired the loyal spirit of the Memorial but thought its

suggestions too vague and speculative to be adopted. In 1629, when

the Capital was in danger and the Emperor meditated flight, Liu

implored him to remain as the only hope was in the preservation of

the seat of government. He knelt a whole day at the palace door

until he received the answer to his prayer. At this time he organised

measures for the relief of the poor in Peking, and expostulated with

the Emperor about his severe treatment of officials. Next year he

again resigned and went home after drawing up a Prayer to Heaven

for an enduring Decree. The Emperor's Prayer was to be a pure and

noble life devoted to the welfare of his subjects.

After a few years Liu was summoned once more to the Capital

but the profligate Court now " let alone " by Heaven couuld not endure

his reproving presence and words which pricked to the heart.
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Dismissed and recalled, his counsels were all set aside and his faithful

rebukes only provoked the Emperor who at length deprived him of all

rank as an official. Liu was not many months at home when the

news came that Peking was in the hands of the rebels, and the ill-

treated patriot at once shouldered his spear and set off to help a ruined

cause. Failing to rouse any heroism in an official to whom he

appealed, with the help of two friends he raised a volunteer force and

offered his services unofficially to Prince Fu now reigning at Nanking.

Even here, while the shadow of coming invasion was over the land, the

honest counsels and faithful warnings of Liu made him bitter enemies.

These sought day and night how they might kill him, and hired

assassins to go to his residence at Tan-yang near Chinkiang and stab

him. But these, witnessing the calm fearless manner of the man,

dared not strike and went away without doing their deed. Then Liu,

seeing that his services were useless, left the scene of ignoble strife and

withdrew to his cottage.

Soon afterwards, in 1645, Nanking surrendered, Hangchow fell,

and the Manchoos were lords of China. The news reached Liu as he

sat at dinner, and bursting into tears he thrust the food away and

went about to kill himself. To those who tried to turn him from his

purpose he said that if only the Capital had been lost and the reigning

Emperor deposed it might be a question whether to live or not. But

not only had the sceptre passed and the dynasty perished, his own
native land was lost to him and there was nothing for him but to die.

"Me si ooelioolse Toluissent ducere vitam,

Has mihi sei'vassent sedes."

Having taken farewell of his ancestors' tombs he went out on the bay
in a boat and tried to drown himself. The water was not deep and he

was rescued by the sailors. Then he proceeded in a cool, deliberate

manner to starve himself to death. For twelve days the only

nourishment he took was a little tea occasionally, and all the, time he
received his disciples and discoursed to them as usual. Afterwards
he became unable to swallow anything and in a few days died.

The literary designation of Liu is Nien-t'ai (,-§: ^), and he is

sometimes called Chi-shan (|^ [Ij), from the old name of his birth-
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place. His admission to the Temple of Confucius took place in 1822.

All his writings have been collected and published with the title Liu'

tzu-ch'uan-shu (§1] •? ^ #), forming more than 100 chuan. Chang
Li-hsiang, who was his disciple for a time, made a selection from this

work and published it with the title Liu-tzu-sui-yen (gj ^ 3^ "g),

Pure words of Liu-tzu.

Liu Tsung-chow was a good scholar, an elegant writer, and a

lover of learned society. Disgusted at the conduct of "Wang Shou?

Jen's disciples in adopting Buddhistic theories, he founded a college iij

which the orthodox of his neighbourhood could meet for discussion.

He taught his disciples that purity of mind was an essential antecedent

to learning, that a feeling of reverence should always be supreme, that

they should attend carefully to private meditation and secret, thorough

self-examination, and that all thought of blessings and rewards should

be rejected. He guarded them also against sliding into those errors

in Buddhism which bore a superficial resemblance to truths of

Confucianism. Yet he has been accused, and not without a show of

reason, of having been influenced by Buddhistic teachings. This

heretical tendency is seen chiefly in his Jen-pu (A ^), or Man's

Register, a short but very curious treatise. It describes first the

moral constitution of man following the analogy of the T'ai-chi of

Chou Lien-ch'i. It then unfolds the general character of the duties

required of man as an individual and a member of society : and the

last part enumerates the sins, secret and open, small and great which

men are liable to commit, and adds ;:ules for self-examination and

correction.

As an official, Liu was honest and upright, bold in speech and

ready in act. He sought to sweep away long-standing abuses and

recall the rulers to the old ways of virtue, but it was too late. His

counsels were, it is true, sometimes unpractical, for it was idle to

hold up Yao and Shun as models and to object to Western fire-arms

at a time when the pressing anxiety was to preserve existence. He
was a good man with great abilities, but he was born out of time and

belonged to the days of old-fashioned simplicity. When retiring from

office to his native place he always travelled on foot, and at home ho
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had only cotton clothes and coarse fare, but he was happy with truth

and contented with poverty. *

60. Huang Tao-chou {M M W- ^- Yu-p'ing (j^ 2|i).

Huang Tao-chou was born in the year 1585 at Chang-p'u (i^

^), a town of Fuhkeen in tlie Prefectural District of Chang-chbu.

His early life was full of toil and privation, and when he grew up to

manhood he had to work all day in the fields in order to support his

parents. It was not until the year 1623, when he was thirty-eight

years old that he obtained his Chin-shi Degree. He was then made

a Bachelor in the Han-lin and after a further examination was

appointed a Compiler and Insti-uctor in that institution. By his

proud and dignified manner he soon became an object of aversion to

the principled Minister Wei Chung-hsien, but his mother died and so

he had to resign office. In 1629 he returned to public life and was

made an Assistant Secretary in the Board of Education. Shortly

before this an upright Minister named Ch'ien Lung-hsi had incurred

the Imperial displeasure and he was now in prison under sentence of

death. Huang addressed three Petitions in succession to the Throne

pleading' for Ch'ien, and His Majesty commuted the punishment of

the latter, but dismissed Huang from office. In 1632, while still

waiting for employment he was attacked by sickness and obtained

leave to go home. Before setting out he presented a Memorial which

was a practical discourse on the words of the Yih—"If it be an Em-
peror's destiny to establish a dynasty and keep up the family succession

persons of low principles will not be in office." He shows that the

troubles and disasters of the time arose from the selfish conduct of

officials who deceived the Emperor and oppressed the people. The
Emperor was displeased with the Memorial and still more with the

explanation of an obscure passage in it which Huang gave at' his

command. The explanation was all directed against two powerful

Ministers of bad character, but high in Imperial favour and so Huang
was stript of his rank and dismissed from office.

* Ming-3hi, Ch. 255. J T'uiig-ohieu, &o. (Snppl.) Jliiig, Clis. 19, 20; Jen-pn.
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In 1636, however, he was recalled to the Capital and restored to

his old position. Next year when drought was added to the other

disasters of the country he had the courage to expostulate with the

Emperor on his inconsistency in praying to Heaven for rain while he
kept two upright officials in prison. On heing appointed to a higher

office he drew up a paper giving his reasons for declining the appoint-

ment. Ho enumerated seven qualifications in each of which he had
superiors among men welUkn^wn at the time. One of the names
given was ChSng Man, or "Wan (|5 ft), and Huang said he was

inferior to Cheng in literary and mental accomplishments. This was

a bold thing to do for 'Cheng Man was at the time in prison on the

terrible charge of having beaten his mother. The charge was a false

one hut the courtiers and officials generally affected to treat it as

established. The Emperor was startled and when Huang proceeded

to explain his words and plead for Man he give him a severe rebuke.

There were many evil-minded officials who saw in Huang's dauntless

integrity an obstacle to their advancement and they were now glad to

have the semblance of a reason for attacking him. They took the

words " inferior to Man " from their context and treated them as a

declaration by their author that he was beneath a man who had struck

his mother. Some time afterwards the Emperor was again enraged at

the faithful outspoken counsels of Huang and wished to put him to

death, but he feared to do so on account of his high reptitation. Then

a charge of conspiracy was invented and Huang was degraded and

sent to serve in a very low capacity under the Judge of Kiangsi. In

the course of time the Grovernor of that Province recommended him

to the Throne. For this offence he and Huang were cast into prison

and beaten, the alleged crime being that they were in a league to

create rebellion. In 1641 Huang was sent into perpetual exile in

Kuangsi leaving his wife and only son in great poverty. Next year

through the skilful and discreet mediation of some friends he was

recalled and reinstated at the Capital. But after having an audience

of the Emperor he obtained leave to resign and go home. Then Peking

fell, the Emperor left without one faithful Minister or one loyal official

committed, suicide, and the Manchoos reigned, Huang now took
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service with the Prince reigning at Nanking, but his words and€xample

were of lio avail and he resigned. Then still wishing to help the Ming

cause he joined himself to Prince T'ang, but though honoured with a

high title he was treated with contempt. So having obtained leave he

raised a large force of volunteers in Kiangsi and took the field in the

vain hope of regaining the Empire. In an engagement fought at

Wu-yuan, in the South of Anhui, he was defeated and taken prisoner.

He was carried to Nanking and after a short detention there was led

out for execution. As he was passing the tomb of the first Ming
Emperor he begged to be put to death at that spot. His request

was granted and he was beheaded near the Tung-hua Gate in the

year 1646.

In the early part of his life Huang Tao-chou had chosen as a

favourite place of study a natural rock-cavern in the T'ung mountain,

and his disciples called him the Rock-Study Teacher—Shi-chai-hsien-

sheng (^^ 3fe ^)- Thus Shi-chai came to be his name in books, but

it does not seen to be much used. In 1825 he was admitted to share

in the worship offered in the Temple of Confucius. He was the author

of three treatises of some celebrity but not much read—the Yih-hsiang-

ch^ng (^ ^ jE), tbe San-yih-t'ung-clii (H ^ M ^)> and the T'ai-

han-ching (i; gj j^).

Huang was a public servant of unshaken loyalty and unswerving

rectitude. Living at a time of utter degeneracy when nearly every

trace of faith, honour, and humanity had disappeared, he kept his soul

pure and stood aloof from all the vices of the age. No amount of

injustice and ill-treatment could make him desert the cause of the

Emperor, or cool his ardour. Even after his iniquitous exile when he

was summoned to the Imperial presence he was moved to tears.

Huang was also a scholar of unusual attainments, not- only well

versed in all the literature of Confucianism but also skilled in astronomy

and arithmetic. His favourite book of study was the Yih-ching, which
he never wearied of reading and in which he found a clue to all history.

His disciples were numerous, but they could not understand the abstruse

philosophy of their master. He had a calm equable temper, unruffled

by want, injustice, or ruin, and he continued his literary pursuits in
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the prison at Nanking until he was led out for execution. After his

death a prediction of the year, in which that event was to occur was
found in his handwriting, and so it came to be believed that he could

calculate future events.*

61. Sun Ch'i-fSng {M ^ %) S. Ch*i-t'ai (^ ^).
The native place of Sun Ch'i-fSng, \^ho was born in the year 1584,

was Yung-ch*6ng (§ |^) a town of Pao-ting-foo in Chihli. "When
thirteen years of age he passed the Hsiu-ts'ai Examination and next

year became entitled to, the Rice allowance granted by Government to

deserving students. In 1600 he took the second or Chii-jen Degree

but he does not seem to have tried for the Chin-shi. Soon afterwards

his father and mother died in close succession and in their funeral rites

he observed strictly all the requirements of ancient precept. .His

brothers and he built a hut near the graves and lived in mourning for

six yeai-s. Filial piety like this was rare at the time and it was reported

to the Emperor who decreed a memorial arch to the family. As he

grew up Sun formed an intiniate friendship with Lu Shan-chi, a man
of learning and virtue, with whom he discussed the deep problems of

philosophy. "When the infamous "Wei Chung-hsien seeking to suppress

all virture imprisoned three officials of known integrity who were natives

of Pao-ting-foo, Lu and Sun combined in endeavouring to obtain their

deliverance. The infatuated Emperor, however, listened to Wei who
now brought the new charge of extortion against the three men. Sun

did his utmost for them, collected a large sum of money, and rode day

and night until he reached the Capital. But the money came too late

for the innocent men had died under torture. All other friends of these

three victims were paralysed with fear and Sun alone had the cour-

age to speak out and clear their names. At the risk of his life also he

removed their bodies and had them sent to their native place for burial.

Neither the bribes of the wicked nor the recommendations and

invitations of the good could induce Sun to accept any official employ-

ment. The days were evil and only evil, and he would not cast his

• Ming Slii Ch. 265; T'nng.ctien &c. (Suppl.) Ming Ch. 20.
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peai-ls of high principle before the herd of swine which wallowed in all

wickedness and dishonour. But he did not fail in duty when the time

came for him to be of service. In 1636 Yung-ch'eng was attacked by

the rebel army of Li Tzu-ch'eng, and Sun maintained a vigorous

defence. He collected his kindred and fiiends, armed them and ap-

pointed them to keep watch ; he repaired the ruined battlements and

all the while fought the enemy who returned again and again to the

attack. The city held out bravely for a time but was at length taken,

and Sun escaped with his brothers to Yih-chow in the same Prefecture.

Here too he tried to stem the torrent of rebellion by raising a force and

stirring up the courage of the people, while amid the clashing of war

he observed the courtesies of peace and in the intervals of defensive

preparations he calmly pursued his studies.

From Yih-chou Sun went to the neighbourhood of Hui, a town

near the confines of Honan and Chihli. This place was dear to him

for the memories which it held of Chao Fu and other gi-eat philosopliers

of former times. Here he settled with his wife and family and resolved

to make it his permanent residence. The Manchoo Emperor Shun-

chih urged him repeatedly to accept office but he pleaded sickness and

refused all offers. A friend presented to him a piece of land on the

Hsia-f^ng Hill, and here he built a school or Hall. His children and

grand children lived with him, supporting themselveis and him by the

produce of a farm. The fame of his learning drew many disciples to

his cottage and he spent the autumn of his life in tranquil happiness.

.

He continued to study and teach and enjoy the society of friends for

many years and died at the age of ninety-one in 1675.

Sun Ch'i-feng is known by several names besides those given

above. Thus his hao is Chung-yuan (jg| j{^) : his literary designation

is Hsia-feng (g ^), or sometimes Yung-ch'eng from the name of his

birth place : and his common soubriquet among the people of Wei was

ChSng-chiin (^ g), given to him because he was so often summomd
to take office and always declined. He was the author of works on the

Four Books, the Yih, and the Shu, and of several other treatises which

are still read by scholars. In 1828 he was admitted to the Temple as

the first of the " Scholars" belonging to the present dynasty.
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In pMosophy Sun tried to reconcile the opinions of Ohu Hsi and

Lull Ghiu-yuan, but did not follow the latter or Wang Poh, as he

considered that their teachings opened the way to heresy. Not caring

for a vain reputation he did dot seek to become the head of a school

or sect, and taught his disciples to prefer the solid and useful in learn-

ing before what was merely ornamental. His learning was like a river

from which many drew each according to his capacity but no one knew

its depth. Sun was of a genial friendly disposition, liberal in his treat-

ment of others, and so much beloved and respected by all who knew

him. TTis affection for his parents remained with him through life,

and when reading a book the sight of a note or remark in his father's

hand-writing brought tears and he fasted that day. To his poor rela-

tives he was kind and generous, cheerfully denying himself to help

them. He lived to see peace prevail in the land once more, and virtue

and learning lift their heads again. His children and grand children

grew up at his knees, and many of his disciples rose to fame and

honour, the greatest among them being T'ang Pin.*

62. Luh Shi-yi(^ ift p) S. Tao-wei (1 ^).
The date of Luh Shi-yi's birth is not recorded nor is anything

known about his parentage. He was a native'of T'ai-tsang (:fc ji')

in the Province of Kiangsu, and lived during the first half of the seven-

teenth century. la youth he read much of Buddhism and Taoism,

and studied the economy of the vital energies with the view of learn-

ing how to prolong life. He'took delight in these pursuits for a time

but when he came to reason on them he found them vain and unpro-

fitable. It seemed to him that the suppression of all mental activity

and of all the natural functions of the bodily senses for the sake of the

vital spirits would make only a sony man to whom long life would be

of no use. So he abandoned Buddhism and alchemy and turned to

Confucianism. Carrying his enthusiasm into the new pursuit he con-

tinued a course of thorough and severe study in philosophy for nearly

• Chao-tzii-ycn.bsing.lu (Jg ? ef fj ^) Ch., 2.
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thirty years. He now found that Reverence of HeaT^en is &e jdoor of

Virtue, and that to reverence one's own heart is to reverence Heaven,

A distinguished scholar named Ch'ien Cknng-chie (^ Jg, ^), but

better known as Chi-shan (^ [Ij ) frem the name of a hill near his

native place in Chekiang, was about this time a public teacher at

T'ai-tsang. He became acquainted "with' Luh and foretold that he

would rise to the first place among the learned of the time. It was a

life-long regi-et to Luh that he did not carry out an intention he had

formed of becoming a disciple of Chi-shan.

For some time he was employed on the staff of a general as

secretary but he did not receive any substantive appointment, and the

offer of his services was declined by the Prince at BTanking. Wheia

the Manchoos obtained possession of the empire he resolved to go into

seclusion. Accordingly he made an artificial lake with a small

island in the middle. On the island he built a small pavilion in which

he shut himself up for a time refusing to see any friends When the

winds and waves of war had subsided he left his hermitage and went

to Ningpo to pay the tribute of mourning at Chi-shan's tomb. Then
he returned home and, yielding to the requests of many students,

began his career as public instructor. The Ministers of Shun-chih

pressed him on several occasions to accept office but he persistently

refused. For some time he taught in the famous Tung-lin College

and afterwards at Ch'ang-chowTfoo inKiangsu, returning finally to

his native village. Of his subsequent history nothing is known but

his works show that it was not a blank. " Nee vixit male qui natus

moriensque fefellit."

The name which Luh ,Shi-yi gave his Lake-dwelling was Fu-
*'i°g (# ^)> and this became his literary soubriquet. He was canon-

ized in 1874 at the petition of the literati of T'ai-tsang presented by
the Governor of Kiangsu. The only treatise which he composed is

the Siii-pien-lu (,g H ^) or Records of Reflections and Judgments.

The title is taken from the following passage in the Chung-ynng-r-To
the attainment of Sincerity " there are requisite the extensive study

of what is good, accurate inquiry about it, careful reflection on it, the

clear discrimination of it, and the earnest prai^ce of it." The woii
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was first published by his son with a Preface written at his request

by Luh Lung-oh'i, a great admirer of the author. Recently an abridge-

ment of it has been published under the editorship of Chang Poh-hang
with the title Lith-Ii\i-t^ing-ssii-pien-la-chi-i/ao. It begins with the

Little Learning, that is, with reflections and suggestions on the educa-

tion of children. It then goes on to the subject of settling the mind,

and from that to the attainment of perfect knowledge, and soon

through a variety of topics in practical philosophy.

Few books in Chinese literature are more delighful than the Ssu-

pien-lu. Its style is pure, simple, and elegant, and its matter is

generally excellent. The author had read widely and studied pro-

foundly but his genius had " added feathers to the learned's wing

And given grace a double majesty ". He knew Buddhism and Taoism

well and so was able to " discriminate " between them and Confu-

cianism. But he saw that there were elements of good in these

despised systems and thought it was ijs.eful for boys to like them

provided that orthodoxy supplanted them afterwards. He deals gently

with the elder Confucianists when expressing dissent from their views

and gives heartj' approval to sentiments which seem to him right.

His models were the great Sung philosophers, and he had a special

admiration for Chu llsi, of whose clear practical views, love of learn-

ing, and delight in nature he speaks in terms of genial appreciation.

Of the scholars who shed a lustre over the first reign of the exist-

ing dynasty Luh Fu-t'ing was one of the greatest and one of the least

known. Some have not hesitated to declare him next to Chu Hsi,

and as to this his latest editor merely says he " does not know."

Though he was forgotten by the world during a large portion of his

life he was all the time working to preserve and propagate the great

principles of orthodox learning. Nor he did forget the more urgent

needs of his country in the hour of her peril from rebellion. He used

his pen to show that the rule of regular gradation in oifice should give

way for the time to that of ability, and that efficient generals and

other officers should be added to the army. Though he did not get

office under the Ming rulers and would not take it under the new

dynasty, yet the wisdom which he gained by long and patient study
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and which he freely imparted to others was of greater benefit to the

people than a life of active service would have been. He taught men
to seek for knowledge and practise virtue, but above and before all to

establish and cherish the habit of reverence.*

63. Chang Li-hsiang (5| ^ j^) S. it'ao-fu (^ ^) and Nien-

chiC-i:-^).
,

Chang Li-hsiang was born in 1611 at a small village called

Yang-yuan {\^ ^) or "Willow Grove, situated about five miles in a

North-westerly direction from T'ung-hsiang (fl3 fpp), a District town

Df the Kia-hing Prefecture of Chekiang. Here his ancestors had been

settled for some time and the family owned a small farm. The grand-

father of Li-hsiang was a man of liberal education, and much esteemed

in the neighbourhood specially on account of the interest which he took

in the young. His father also was a lover of learning and distinguished

for his filial piety, and his mother was a pattern of womanly virtues.

Neither grand-father nor father took the higher Degrees or aimed at

public employment.

The name Li-hsiang was given by the father to this, his second

son, in the hope that he would become like Chin Iji-hsiang, a great

scholar and philosopher of the Sung period. The child's education

was begun very early by his father teaching him the Classic of Filial

Piety when he was four years of age. Two years afterwards he was

sent to a school in T'aug-hsiang, the master of which was noted for

his superior moral character and his general attainments. But his stay

here was short, for his father died very suddenly in 1619, and^left the

family very poor. The grand-father took a small shop in the village

town and the mother helped to maintain herself and children by

spinning. She had a daughter and two sons, but the latter enjoyed

all her care and devotion. For them she toiled and watched, denying

herself the comforts of life that they might receive a good education.

She urged them to diligence by the examples of Confucius and Mencius.

• Luh-Fn-t'i ig-ssfi pienln-thi-yao (i| W ^ M- M ^) i San-yu-t'ang-wte-chi

(zi M^ ^ ^) ^^- 8- ; Translations of Peking Gazettes, 1874 p. 66.
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These, she said, were left fatherless children but because they had high
resolves they attained to the rank of Sages. The grand-father continued
to superintend the education of the boys and selected for them the
best teachers of the neighbourhood. Thus for several years Li-hsiang
studied under a succession of masters acquiring a wide knowledge of
the ancient philosophical, historical and poetical literature. When he
came of age he abandoned the designation Chi-jen ("g A) or Blessed
Man, which his relatives had given, and adopted instead the name
K'ao-fu. He also married the niece of the amiable and accomplished
master under whom he was studying at the tinie.

It was at this period that Chang first showed symptoms of stand-

ing aloof from the ways of the age. About 1628 habits of extra-

vagance and display led to changing fashions in dress and he became
noted for adherence to the tall hat and narrow sleeves of better times.

He now lived at home happy in the loving services which ho rendered

his mother and grand-father, and in the pleasant society of intimate

and congenial friends. But in 1630 the kind old grand-father died,

and in the following year he lost his mother.

Soon .afterwards Chang made the acquaintance of Yen Shi-feng,

a student with rare gifts both of heart and mind. They met at the

school of a philosopher noted for a thorough acquaintance with the

Tih-ching, and they read and studied together. A friendship thus

grew ,up of the most cordial thorough kind, which lasted thirteen

summers and winters and then the "Shadow fear'd of man" broke the

fair companionship. Chang had hitherto been a desultory and miscel-

laneous reader and had been specially captivated by the teachings of

Wang Yang-ming. About this time, however, he was induced to read

the Great Learning and Chu Hsi's Chiu-Ssu-lu. These works con-

verted him, and he renounced heresy, abandoned Yang-ming, and

became a devoted follower of the ancient Sages as interpreted by the

brothers Ch'Sng and Chu Hsi.

The rest of Chang's life was chiefly spent in teaching, writing,

and farming. He did not obtain his Chii-jen Degree, nor did he take

any open part in the troubles which now distracted the Empire. For

a time, in 1644, he was at Chi-shan for the purpose of studying under
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Liu Tsung-choa, to whose criticism he submitted some of his Trritingsi

Though he admired Liu at first he did not become a follower or accept

all that philosopher's opinions. During a few years Chang taught a

school at Hoochow but he spent nearly all his life in the immediate

neighbourhood of T'ung-shan. The rebels burnt his cottage and the

coffin of his grand-father which had been pla^d in a mat shed awaiting

burial. This was his greatest distress and he was with difficulty

dissuaded from committing suicide. When the rebel chief Li Tzu-

ch'^ng took Peking, and the Manchoos coming in afterwards gained

possession of the Empire he fasted and mourned. But these and the

other great events of the time did not e£fect any change in Chang's way

of life. He refused to prepare students for the official examinations,

and advised them in view of the serious troubles coming over the land

to study only books of practical usefulness. Mapy disciples received

instruction from him, and he continued to enjoy the happy though

obscure life of a village philosopher until old age. In conjunction with

his brother he built a house near T'ung-hsiang, and here he had lived

for a short time when his death occurred in 1674. For some time

before he had been wasting away with pain and sickness and at last

was scarcely able to stand or sit upright. A Vfery short time before he

died an old friend called and wished to see him without formality.

Ch'ang, however, quoted the dying words of TsSng-tzu and received

him with the observances due to a visitor. Death found him ready,-

waiting in his chair, solemn and composed.

From the name of his native Willow Grove Chang received the

designation Yang-yuan Hsien-sheng by which he is best known. He
was admitted to the Templef of Confucius in 1871 on the Petition of a

high official. Until lately, however, his name and writings were little

known, and even from his native place all memory of him had departed.

But within the last few years a complete collection has been made of

his Poems, Letters, Philosophical and other treatises, and notes of his

lectures and discussions. The Compilation^ which has been carefully

executed, gives also a Minute Life of Chang with criticisms and sum-
maries of his teachings. Among the Poems is one on the death of his

beloved friend Yen, written in the manner of Sung Ya*s lament for
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Chii Yuan. He calls the spirit of his friend back to the chamber
which his absence had made empty and to the world which needed hia
counsel and example. The Letters, which occupy thirteen chuan, are
mfcerestmg chiefly for the detailed manner in which they state the
writer's philosophical opinions. Among the larger treatises of Chang's
composition are the Pei-wang

(fl| .g), Yuan-hsuo-ehi {M ^ IE),
Yen.hsmg-chien-w6n-lu (W ff S K Mh Chin-ku-lu (j£ ^ $^) Pu-
nung-shu (H g g) and Commentaries on some of the Classics. The
Pu-nung-shu, or Supplementary Treatise on Husbandry, is very plain
and pra.ctical. It gives minute directions about the various processes
of farming, the keeping of cattle, rearing of silkworms, getting rid of

snakes and other plagues. The Chin-ku-lu, first arranged for publica-
tion by Chang's disciples, illustrates the private, social, and public
virtues by examples taken from modern history. It recounts instances

of conduct which " came near to the ancients." This and the other

treatises mentioned above were all prepared with the immediate end in

view of supplying the wants of the author's family, disciples, and
fellow-villagers.

In philosophy Chang Li-hsiang was a thorough adherent of Chu
Hsi, adopting that scholar's readings and explanations of the Classics.

From him he learned to admire Chow Lien-ch'i and the two Ch'^ng

and to see in them the true continuers and expositors of Confucian

doctrine. Consequently lie was opposed to Luh Chiu-yuan and his

vindicator Wang Yang-ming. In the chain of transmission he links

Hsie Hsuan and Hu Chii-jen with Luh Lung-ch'i. This last knew
him and read some of his writings. All that Yang-yuan taught

whether by lecture or book had a practical aim. He believed only in

a philosophy which was of use to man in the affairs of every-day life.

Man does not need, he taught, the wide space of the world, or an

exalted position, or any high qualifications in order to lead a noble life

and fulfill the requireaients of duly. His own heart, the family circle,

the little village are room enough ; the occupation of a farmer and the

most humble abilities will suffice as his equipment. Self-reverence can

be practised in any place, and the moral law of humanity may be

studied in any condition of life.
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All Chang's writings are plain and simple without elegancies of

style or any recondite meanings. He wanted to turn men away from

the crooked paths' which led to place and wealth, and to show them the

more excellent way of a humlile virtuous life. The only two occupa-

tions winch he cousi4ercd suitable for a good^ man were husbandry and

learning, and these he thought were best united. As a farmer a man
could be independent and lead a good life easily, while the ofiScial,

mercantile, and mechanical employments were such that scarcely could

a righteous man keep his integrity in any of them. " He deprecated the

unreasoning abuse which was dealt out to Buddhism and Taoism, but

disliked the conduct of men like Liu Meu-t'ai and Wang Yang-ming

who denounced Buddhism and yet practically adopted several of its

distinguishing theories.

In his own life Chang Li-hsiang exemplified all that he taught.

With him filial piety was the root of all virtues and he possessed that

in an eminent degree. It was not alone by the daily service before the

tablets and the yearly worship at the tombs that he showed an affec-

tionate remembrance of his parents and grand-father. For a long time

he wore sackcloth under his ordinary dress, and still when the days of

his father's and mother's deaths came round he kept them as solemn

fasts. In all the relations of life he was true-hearted and self-forgetful,

never forgetting a kindness and never alienating a friend. He had

no sympathy with the restless, ambitious, and unprincipled seekers for

wealth and power, and by the world generally he was quite unknown.

His path has been that of the perfect man, which, the Chung-yung
says, proceeds from obscurity to distinction. Though the tiny circle of

village praise long since ceased it has been succeeded by the ampler

circuit of enduring fame which includes him among the Confucian
immortals.*

» Tang.ynan-hsien-Bhteg-ch'uan-obi (^^ ffl 5l5^^ ^).
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64. T'ang Pin (^ ^). S. K'ung-poh (JL fS)-
T'ang Pin was bom in the year 1627 at Sui-chow (B|m a

District town of Kuei-tS-foo, in Honan. His father Tsu-ch^i (|| M)
had held office under the last rulers of the Ming dynasty. He was a
man of good parts, affectionate, and careful of his son's education
though very poor. With his own hand he copied out books, marked
them off in chapters and sentences, and wrote down the meaning and
pronunciations of words: One day he had copied out twenty sections

and his arm became pained. Pin was only ten years of age at the
time, but he could never in after life take up these twenty sections

without shedding tears. When Li Tzu-ch'eng and his rebel army
besieged Sui-chow and took it the garden of the T'ang family was thd
scene of a battle. Pin's mother, a loving tender-hearted woman
possessed with a spirit of pure devotion and self-sacrifice, was slain by
the rebels for her courageous loyalty. His father now fled from the

troubles of Honan and went to Chekiang where he remained until

1645 when he returned to his native place. In 1652 Pin became a

Chin-shi, then a Bachelor of the Han-Kn, and afterwards a Graduate

in the Department of State History. While holding this rank he drew

up a paper in which he urged the Emperor to order a collection to be

made of all the local Histortes and Biographies of the Ming period.

These works were then to serve as the material from which the annals

of that dynasty were to be compiled. He also brought forward the

precedents of the Sung and Yuan Histories to show that these annals

should contain records of those worthies who had from conscientious

scruples refused to give in their allegiance to the new dynasty. For

this proposition certain high officials thought the emperor should deal

severely with him as encouraging rebels, but His Majesty held a

different opinion. He promoted T'ang to be Taotai of T'ung-kuan, in

Shensi, and in 1659 transferred him to Ling-pei in Kiangsi, where he

distinguished himself by helping to crush a rebellion. Soon afterwards

he heard of his father's illness and at once obtained leave to go home.
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The old man revived a little at the sight of his son who nursed and

tended him with affectionate assiduity. It was only for a short time,

however, and in 1664 he had to mourn the loss of his beloved parent.

When the required period of retirement was over T'ang did not

care to r«tum to public life, and having heard of Sun Ch'i-fSng as a

great teacher in philosophy he went to the "Hsia-fSng Mountains and

became his disciple. He led the quiet life of a student and afterwards

ffll a teacher also until 1678 when he was called to oflB.ce by the

Emperor Kanghsi. After an examination he was made a Sub-Expositor

in the Han-lin and appointed to assist in the compilation of the Ming

annals and to edit Shun-chi's Edicts. Afterwards he was made a

"Sub-Chancellor of the Grand Secretariat," and helped to frame the

Ta-oh'ing-hui-tien. The Province of Eiang-nan was now in a wretched

condition and an able and upright Governor was needed in order to

bring it to peace and order. The Emperor selected T'ang for this task

and sent him to Soochow with many marks of his favour and con-

fidence. T'ang's- administration of this province was eminently

successful in every respect. He drove out wizards and sorcerers,

destroyed the temples and images of unlawful gods, purged the land of

licentious ^books, and checked immorality of all kinds. In order to

provide for the permanence of his reforms he obtained from the

Eipperor an Edict forbidding the people for ever to return to their

evil ways. This Edict he caused to be engraved on a stone which he

set upon a hill. But it was scarcely needed, for when the people saw

that their dreadful gods did not harm the man who had thrown down
their temples and cast away their images they went back no more to

their foolish worship. T'ang also adjusted the taxes which had been

the cause of much trouble, afforded speedy and efficient relief to the

sufferers from flood and famine, and taught the people the advantages

of furgality and temperance..

In 1686 Kanghsi called him to the Capital to be Tutor to the.

Heir Apparent and made him a President of the Board of Ceremonies
Next year by a little stupidity he incurred the Imperii displeasure,

and his enemies at once came forward with accusations. The charges

were referred to the Board of Censors which recommended, that T'ang
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should be degraded from. ofE.ee, but the Emperor only took away his

titles and retained him at his post. Shortly afterwards he was about

to make him President of the Board of Works, but T'ang was attacked

by sickness and begged leave to resign. He died in 1687 and the

news of his death caused deep sorrow to the Emperor. "When he heard

of his iUness he sent his own physician to him, and now he ordered his

coffin to be carried to Honan by the Post-road, and restored his full

title. He also decreed sacrificial honours to him at his tomb and in

Halls dedicated to the worship of great statesmen.

The literary name of T'ang is Oh'ien-ngan (j^ ^), and his postr

humous epithet is Wea-cheng (^ J£). Further sacrificial honours

have been decreed to him and in 1823 he was canonized. Besides his

contributions to the historical and other works mentioned above T'ang

wrote a treatise named Lo-hsiie-pien (^ -^ |g) in which he developed

the teachings of the great Sung philos&phers. He composed also a

number of Essays and Poems which he collected and printed, at the

Emperor's request, with the title Shi-wSn-ohi (^ "^ ^). His official

papers. Letters, and other Miscellanies were collected and edited by
some of his disciples, and published as the T'ang-tzu-yi-shu (^ ^
jg ^). Some of the Essays and Memorials in this collection are very

interesting, specially those which relate to T'ang's measures at Soochow

against immorality and religious imposture. The Lives of his father

and mother are beautiful as well for the piety and affection which they

reveal as for their simple and graceful narratives. The work contains

some of his Letters to Sun Ch'i-f^ng and the Preface which he wrote

for Sun's Miscellanies. It includes also the Essays and Poems of the

Shi-wen-chi, or at least a number of them.

T'ang Pin spent the greater part of his life in office, and he was

throughout a zealous and faithful servant. He gained the afeetio>i

and esteem of the Emperors Shun -ohi and Kanghsi, and he carried o\it

their wishes in winning over the people to contentment with the new

dynasty and healing the wounds made by war and rebellioiji. Being

himself a good scholar and an orthodox philosopher he exerted himself

to revive learning and restore Confucianism to its proper position.*

* T'ang-tzii-yi-ahu ; T'ang-ohien-ngan-ohi (^W^ ^)' edited by Ghang Poh-hang.
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65. Luk Lung,ch«l (^ Pi ^). S. Chia-shu (^ ^).
Luh Lung-ch'i was born of poor parents in the year 1630 at

P'ing-liu (2g ji5|), a town in the Kia-hing, Prefecture of Chekiang,

As a boy he was not elever or remarkable in any way except that he

was fond of reading all kinds of books, and truthful and honest. His

education was acquired by steady perseverance maintained for many
years in the midst of hardships, and he had to earn his living as a

private tutor. The key note of his life was struck when he told his

first employer that he was not anxious to have a lai'ge salary.

It was not until 1670 that Luh was able to obtain his Chin-shi,

and after that 'he had to wait five years before receiving an appoint-

ment. He was then made District Magistrate of Chia-ting (Ka-ding)

in Eiangsu, a place of great importance and hard to be governed.

Here he endeared himself to the people by his unwearied labours for

their good. He was of infiexible virtue and without reproach in all

his ways, and he set the people an example in sobriety of life and

diligence in business. His heart was set on having his District free

from crime, but he had not much experience of the world, and was

too indulgent in the matter of tax-ooUeoting for he loved the people as

his children. The Grovernor of Kiangsu, not satisfied with Luh's

conduct, proposed that he should be transferred to a. post more suited

to his character and abilities. The Peking Grovernment, however, de-

graded him and ordered him to remain iu charge of Chia-ting. , But
just at this time a serious murder occurred within his jurisdietionajid

his management of the case called forth severe censure. The Emperor
now dismissed him from office to the great sorrow of the people over

whom he had been presiding. Luh would not sue for pardon or allow

any one to intercede for him, though a deputation did actually go to

the Governor to pray that Luh might be retained. When he was
going away the citizens thronged the streets and weeping tried to stop

Lis sedan. After he was gone every household set up his effigy and
gave bim the worship due to a parent.
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In 1678 Lull was, on the recommendation of a high official,

again summoned to the Cayital, but before the day of Examination

came his father died and he had to go into retirement. His next

appointment was that of Magistrate at Ling-shou in Chihli, a post

which the Emperor selected as suited to Luh's high moral character

and small administrative abilities. Next year the Governor General

was able to report that already Luh had effected great improvements,

and that it was his duty to recommend him to the Throne. Ling-shou

was a poor district and its inhabitants were rude and lawless. Luh
encouraged agriculture, diffused learning and established the laws and

customs of orginized soeiety. His hands were never soiled by a bribe

nor his conscience wounded by an unkind or unjust action.

In 1690 he was called to Peking and promoted to be Oensor for

the Circuit of Ssu-chuan. One of his first acts after reaching the

capital was to petition the Emperor to remit the taxes due by the

inhabitants of Yuan-shan who had suffered very severely from con-

tinuous bad seasons. The prayer was answered by the remission of

the taxes for a year and-a-half. Shortly afterwards he besought His

Majraty to forbid the Governor of Hunan to remain in office while ob-

serving mourning for a parent. If the Governor were allowed, he

said, to do this his conduct would become a precedent and thus work

great mischief. This request also was granted and without delay.

Next year the military operations of Kanghsi required large sums

of money beyond what the ordinary revenue afforded. The expedient

of selling offices, promotions, and official pardons was now resorted to

though not without opposition. Luh Lung-ch'i was among the officers

appoint to deliberate and report on the matter.. He proposed that all

purchasers of office should be considered on trial for three years and

that, if at the end of that period they were not recommended by their

superiors, they should be dismissed. This was shown to be impractic-

able, and as Luh. persisted and was opposed to the sale of office under

any other conditions he was accused of wanton and perverse attempts

to injure the national finances. His accusers recommended that he

should be degraded from office, but the Emperor more just and

humane, proposed to give him a new though inferior appointment.
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Lull would not continue to serve, and having resigned on the plea of

ill health he went to his native place. Here he lived in poverty and

sickness for a few months, and died in the winter of 1692.

Luh was admitted to the Temple of Confucius in 1724 and in

1736 the epithet C'hing-hsien (}f| ^), Pure and Intelligent, was con-

fen-ed on him by the Emperor Chien-lung. > The Ceremonial Code of

the dynasty did not allow of posthumous honours being given to

officials of the Fifth Rank, but the Emj)eror got over this difficulty by

conferring on Luh the rank of a Sub-Chancellor of the Grand Secret-

ariat and Vice-President of the Board of Ceremonies. His literary

name is P'ing-hu (2|^ jjSB) or sometimes Tang-hu (^ j^), the latter

being the old name of P'ing-hu, Luh's birth-place.

The personal character of Luh Lung-ch'i is uniformly described

as very excellent. He was without genius and without ambition, but

he was settled in principle and faithful in conduct. Also, first and

last and above all he was a student and teacher of the great works of

former Sages. He was a Confucianist of the strictest orthodoxy and a

thorough follower of the two Ch'eng and Chu Hsi. The services which

he rendered to the cause of learning were great though he was not a

profound or original thinker. He assisted in the publication of several

books for the use of young students, among them being the Hsiao-ssu-

shu or Four Books for Boys, a valuable little treatise. His labours on

the Classics extended over many years and their results are given in a

number of books. The Sung-yang-chiang-i (;^ ^ ^ ^) is an elaborate

commentary or rather a series of popular lectures on the Four Books.

It is the substance of his discourses to the students at Ling-show
arranged and edited by himself. In another treatise on the Four Books
he gives notes and comments derived from a great variety of scholars

with occasional reflections by himself. Besides these he wrote several

other works on the Classics, compiled an official account of Ling-show,
and compcfsed several other treatises. His Letters and Remains were
published with the title San-yii-t'ang-chi (= .ffi, ^ ^) to which an
addition as "Wai-chi was afterwards added. This is not a book of any
peculiar value, but some of the Letters and Essays are interesting for

their- criticisms on "Wang Yang-ming. Luh never misses an opportu-
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nity of attacking Wang whom he treats as a Buddhist in disguise, and

whose theories he regards as utterly pernicious. This book is of value

also for the many short notices and observations it has on the works

and authors of the Ming and other periods. Luh was of a very

practical and methodical turn of mind and he was wont to write down

reflections which occurred to him as he read, and to copy out passages

which he regarded as important. Some of his extracts from Chu Hsi's

writings have been printed as a separate book under the editorship of

Chang Poh-hang who seems to have had for Luh a veneration like

that which the latter had for Chu Hsi.*

* Kno-oh'ao-lisien-chSng-shUiao (W M ^ JE ^ ^) ch. 9 ; San-yii-fang-ohi

;

Ch^ng-yi-t'ang.su-chi, Ch. 4^ Tu-ohu-sni-pi (^ jfe ^ 3^)- Preface.
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The Ch'ung-sheng-t'zxj (^ ^ |rI)

OR Temple to Ancestors glorified as Sages.

The Ch'ung-sMng-t'zii is a chamber pfoperly at the back of the

large Hall in the Temple of Confucius, but in many of his temples

throughout the Provinces it is outside the main building and adjoining

its eastern -wall.

In the year 1008 Sung Chen Tsung ennobled Confucius' father

Shu-liang-ho with the title Ch'i-kuo-kung (^ ^ S), Duke of Ch'i,

and at the same time erected a temple to his honour at Ch'ii-fou (^ J^)

in Shantung, The Emperor WSn Ti of the Yuan dynasty in 1330

conferred on Shu-llang-ho the higher title Ch'i-shSng-wang, Sage-

producing Prince, and erected a temple to him at each Government
College throughout the Empire. Under the Ming dynasty, in 1437,

the fathers of the Four Associates and afterwards the fathers of the

great founders of the Sung philosophy were admitted to share in the

worship offered to Confucius, father. The name of the Hall was also

changed to Ch'i-sh^ng-wang-tien. In 1724 other progenitors of Con-
fucius to the fifth generation were made Princes and Sages and placed

beside his father in this Hall which had its name again changed, being

now called the Ch'ung-sh^ng-t'zu. This title indicates that the build-

ing is devoted to the worship of ancestors, that is, in the first place of

Confucius' ancestors, and that these men owe their saintships to the
merit of their descendant.

The Hall is dedicated to their worship and their tablets are placed
in a row at the upper end. They are called Cheng-ssu-wu-wei (jE iffi

5 ^), the Five places of principal worship. They are, beginning with
the middle.
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1. Chao-shdng-wang Mu-chin-fu-kung {a^^'^^^'ij^ ^).
Chao-sheng denotes the Sage who founded the family, that is, the

most remote ancestor to whom Confucius' merits have been allowed to
extend. Mu-chin was the son of K'ung chia (JL M) a high officer in

the State of Sung. A minister of the same State named Hua-tu (^ §)
fell in love with Mu-chin's wife and in order to obtain possession of

her killed her husband in the year b.c. 709. Nothing beyond this is

known of his history. His titles and those of the three immediately
following were conferred by the Emperor Yung-chSng in the year 1724.

—

^ • ^—•

On the left hand of Mu-chin is

2. Yw-shSng-wong Ch«i-fu-kung (^ H I ff ^ S).
The name of this man, who was a son of the above, is also

variously given as Kao-i (|^ H) and Yi-i (^ H), but the Yi is gen-
erally said to be a mistake for Kao, though some consider Yi-i to be

the correct form.

On the right hand of Mu-chin is

3. I-sMng-wang Fang-shu-kung (S^m3E.WM &)•
This man, son of Ch'i, was the first of the K'ung family to settle

in the State of Lu, whither he fled to avoid the powerful enmity of

Hu-tu's descendants. In his adopted country he soon received official

employment, and he was for a time Chief Magistrate of Fang (jSjf), a

town near the site of the modem Pi-Hsien (^ 0,), in the Yen-chow

Prefecture of Shantung. His proper name has not been handed down,

and he is known only as Fang-shu from his connection with the

above town.

On the left hand of No. 2 is

4. Ch'ang-sheng-wang Poh-hsia-kung {^ M ^ i& M. &)
Poh-hsia was a son of the preceding, and nothing more is known

about him except that he was the father of Shu-liang-ho.
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On the right hand of No. 3 is

5. Ch'i-shSng-wang Shu-liang-kung (^ HI ^^ &)•
Shu-liang-ho was for some time Chief Magistrate of Tsou (5|[)

another town situated within what is now the Prefecture of Yen-cho'vil'.

He is represented in tradition as a man of gigantic size and of extra-

oidiiiary strength, noted for his military prowess. His wife, however,

bore him only daughters and nine of them, while a concuhine gave him

a son who was a deformed cripple. After this one does not wonder to

learii that he became " austere " and married again. When above

seventy years old he asked a neighbour named Yen (^) for one of his

daughters in marriage, and Yen, who had three, gave him the young-

est, the Cordelia of the family. Sse-ma Ch'ien says that Shu-liang-ho

and Yen's daughter, whose name was Cheng-tsai, only met in the

country, but he is not to be bejieved. Perhaps he meant, as one

suggests, that they were uneq(ually yoked as January with May, or the

two characters may be misprints. The young wife prayed and so

became the mother of Confucius, but. the old father died when his son

was ojily three years of age.*

At the upper end of tbe East' wall and apart from the others is a

tablet inscribed Hsien-hsien-K'ung-shi-MeiLg-p'i (^ ^JL RjSt &)•
' M§ng-p'i, known also as,Poh-ni (fg ^;, was the son of Shu-liang-

ho by a concubine ^nd so nearly half-broker to Confucius. He was
deformed in the feet and consequently could not take office. Nothing
is known about his life except that he had a daughter whom Confucius
gave away in marriage to a good man named Nan-jung. Meng-p'i was
admitted to this HaU in 1857, and in some temples his tablet is smaller

than the others, a hard-hearted way of recalling his bodily defects.

* Legge Ch. 01. 1, Proleg. Ch. 5 Bee. 1.; Chia-yii Olman 9, oh. 39j Hsiaiig-taiig.t'n.k'ao

iMI^M ^). ChB. 1 & 2.; Shi-chi, Oh. 6, p. 77.
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The Four Associates succeed. These are placed and arranged in

positions corresponding to those of their sons in the principal Hall.

1. Hsien-hsien-Yen-shi (^ g ^ J5).

Yen Wu-yao (^ |ffi ^.) or Yen-yao. S. Chi-lu. (^ ^) or Lu.

When Coniucius.began to teach in his native place Yen Wu-yao,

who was only six years his junior, became a disciple. When his son

Hui died he asked the Master to sell his carriage and give him the

proceeds to buy an outer coffin for Hui's corpse. Confucius refused,

and little more is known about the life of Wu-yu. Posthumous

honours and titles were conferred on him at different times, and in 1530

he and the three who immediately follow were made the Four Associates

in this Hall.

2. Hsien-hsien-TsSng-shi (^ R "l R).
TsSng Tien (§ Ifi) S. Hsi (^) or Tzii-hsi.

Tseng Tien, or as he is more commonly designated, Ts^ng Hsi,

was also a disciple of Confucius who apparently held him in some

esteem. But he was not a man of any great merit or abilities, and

was said by Mencius to be one of those who Confucius said were reck-

less (" ambitious " in Legge's translation), that is talking wildly about

the ancients and not following them in. conduct. When the Master

on one occasion asked certain among his disciples what were their ain;is

in life, Tien who was among them at first did not care to answer.

Being pressed he said, " In this, the last month of spring, with tl;ie

dress of the season all complete, along with five or six young men whp

have assumed the cap, and six or seven boys, I would wash in the E,

enjoy the breeze among the rain-altars, and return home singing."

The Master gave his " approval to Tien." Titles of honour were con-

ferred on him also during the T'ang, Sung, and Ming dynasties.
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3. Hsien-hsien K'upg-shl (^ ^ JL J5)-

K'ang Li (JL ,ti). S. Poh-yii (ffi f.).

Li was the only son of Confucius and the father of Tzu-Ssu. He
was bom in b.c. 532 and the name Li was given to him in honour of

Duke Chao of Lu who sent the Sage a present of some carp (Li ,||)

on the occasion of his son's hirth. Of his life we have only a few

incidental notices, and it does not seem to have Keen in any way distin-

guished. His father observed " a distant reserve" towards him, and the

only teaching he is recorded to have given Poh-yii was a warning

against neglecting the Odes and Ceremonies. The warning caused his

son to study these treatises. When Confucius' wife died, though she

had been divorced from her husband Poh-yu mourned for her piously

until his stem father ordered him to desist. He died before his father

perhaps in the year 482, but there are conflicting accounts of the

length of his life. He was first canonized in a.d. 1267 and the usual

honoray titles were conferred on him at different periods.

4. Hsien-hsien MSng-sun-shi (5fe ^-^M J5)-

M6ng-sun Chi (i£ ^ W)- S. Kung-yi (^ g).
Kothing is known of this man beyond the fact that he was the

husband of Mencius' mother, and that he died while his son was an

infant. It is not quite certain even what was actually his surname.

Titles similar to those of the three preceding were conferred on him,
and in 1436 he was first admitted to the Confucian Temple.*, *

Legge Ch. CI. I. Proleg. Ch. V., 1. p. 179, 112, II. p. 375 &c; Chia-yii. Ch. 39.
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FORMER CONFUCIANISTS.

1. Hsien-ju Chou-shi (^ M M J5)-

Chou Fu-ch'eng (H ff ^).
The date of Chou Fu-ch'^ng's birth is not known nor is anything

recorded about his early life. He became a Chin-shi in a.d. 1015

and soon afterwards received an official appointment. The rest of his

life was chiefly spent in, the public service and the last position he held

was that of Magistrate of Kuei-ling {^ ^) a town situated within the

present Prefecture of P'ing-lo in Kuang-si. His reputation as an

efBcient administi-ator was very great and he was highly esteemed by

all who knew him. He was twice married and it was his second wife,

named ChSng (^), who was the mother of Lien-ch'i. Fu-ch'^ng died

in the year 1031, and was posthumously promoted to he a Censor.

His tablet was placed in this Hall in 1595.

2. Hsien-ju Chang-shi {^M^^)-
Chang Ti (51 ^).
Chang Ti, the father of Tsai, was the son of a scholar who rose to

high position in the State. The dates of his birth and death are not

known and little is told of his life. He held office during the reign of

Sung Jen-tsung, a.d. 1023 to 1063, and died while in charge of Fou-

chow {\^ jlt|) in what is now the the Prefecture of Chung-king in Ssu-

ch'uan. He was buried near the town of Mei (f5) in Shensi, and his

tablet was placed in this Hall in 1724.

3. Hsien-ju Ch'^ng-shi (^ || jg J5)-

Ch'^ng Hsiang (ig Jl^). S. Poh-wSn (f6 ?&)•

The native place of Ch«^ng Hsiang, the father of Ming-tao and

I-chuan was Lo-yang in Honan-foo, and he was born in the year 1006.

His father and grand-father had been men of merit and distinction in
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the public service and through this he received his first appointment,

a subordinate office at Huang-p'i (^ ^) near Han-yang. After some

time he was promoted to be Magistrate of Hsing-kuo hsien in Kiangsi.

This was a place of bad repute for the disorderly character of its inhab-

itants and their love of litigation. By gentle means Ch'Sng in a

short time reformed the people and his prfsons bec3.me empty. The

law-suits about land which plotting knaves had raised and complicated

he settled with off-hand decision. It was here 'that he met Chou Lien-

ch'i whose great abilities he was the first to discern and make known.

So highly did the people of Hsing-kuo esteem Ch'eng and his services,

that when he was removed they had a temple built in the town for his

worship.

The next place to which he was appointed was Kung-chow, in

Kuangsi. The chief of a wild tribe near this place had lately been

executed and a report now arose that the chief's ghost had ordered the

people to build him a temple. The people were about to do so when

Ch'eng quashed the affair by causing the tablet of the intended

divinity to be thrown into the river. From Kung-cliow he was trans-

ferred to P'ei Hsien in Kiangsu, where he saved tlic peasants from

famine during a flood by having beans planted over a large extent of

country still under water. When the " new measures" of Wang An-
shi were set on foot Ch'eng, who was at the time Prefect of Han-chow,

in Ssuchuan, though almost single-handed, opposed them with energy

as bad for the country. By this he incurred the displeasure of the

Imperial Commissioner appointed to enquire into the working of the

measures, resigned ofiice, and went home. Here he died at the age of

eighty-four in the year 1090.

Though Ch'^ng had written his own epitaph and enjoined on his

sons not to ask for a funeral eulogy two of his old friends reported his

death to the Emperor and praised his purity as an official and his self'

restraint. He was buried at the public expense and received posthu-

mous titles. In 1530 his tablet was placed in the Hall of Confucius'

Ancestors.

The gentle and stern virtues were happily combined in Ch'^ng
Hsi^ng's character. He was affable and kind-hearted but at the same
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time strict and firm. His house was full of little ones, sons, grand-

sons, and nephews, and he was always anxious to have the young
people and the servants happy and comfortable. If any one did any-

thing naughty, however, he was certain to be punished. Ch'^ng out

of his small salary helped all his poor relatives who with his own
family shared his care and affection. He had an abhorrence for all

heresy and would not even run to see a blazing Buddha. His aim in

life was to do what was right and this he taught his two illustrious

sons, introducing them also to the teacher whom he loved and esteemed,

and who, he knew would guide them in the path of true philosophy.

4. Hsien-ju Chu-shi (3fc fit ^ J5)-

Chu Sung (^ i^). S. Ch'iao-nlen (^ ^).
The birth-place of Chu Sung was near Wu-yuan in Auhui, and

he was born in the year 1097. As a child he was remarkable for

unusual cleverness and in youth he became a wide and miscellaneous

reader. But becoming a disciple of Lo; Tsing-yen and Yaiig-shi he

turned his attention to philosophy and became a devoted student of

the ancient Classics. Having obtained his Chin-shi in 1118 he received

a small appointment at ChSng-ho (^ ft) a town of Kien-ning'foo in

Fuhkeen. Here his father died and Sung hg,d to go into mourning;

He was too poor to h^ve his father's remains carried back to Anhui

and so they were buried at ChSng-ho.

On his return to public life he was sent to Yu-ch'i (j£ ^) also

in Fuhkeen and here his son Hsi was bom. From this subordinate

office Chu Sung rose through a series of appointments to be a Secretary

in the Board of Civil Office, and in all gave satisfaction. But when

Ch'in K'uei came into power and urged peace with the Kin invaders

Chu opposed him vigorously, and by so doing incurred the enmity of

Ch'in. Malicious charges were brought against him and he considered

it to be his wisest course to retire from public life. Accordingly in

1140 he resigned and went home to Kien-chon where he died in 1143r.

A posthumous title was conferred on him, and in 1530 he was admitted

to this HaU.
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The literary designation of Chu Sung is Wei-cLai (^ ^), 'vrhicli

is derived from the name he gave his study. Wei is a leather belt

and is here used in the sense of gentle restraint. Chu was himself

disposed to be desultory in reading and impetuous in thinking, and he

took thisi word as the name of his study to remind him tltat he must

proceed gently and exercise self-restraint. He was man of great learn-

ing and of a quiet modest disposition, born to poverty, and' living and

dying poor. To his son he gave all he had to give, a good example

and the foundation of an education, and on his death-bed he provided

for his futui'e training in wisdom.

5. Hsien-ju Ts'ai-shi (3fe M ^ Si).

Tb'ai Yuan-ting (^- jq S)- S. Chi-t'ung (^ Ji).

Ts'ai Yuan-ting was born in the year 1135 near Kien-yang in

Kien-ning a Prefectural District of Fuhkeen. In boyhood he was

distinguished for his love of reading, his power of learning quickly,

and his very retentive memory. His father, a scholar of some repute,

gave him the writings of the two Oh'eng^ Shao and Chang, telling him

that in these flowed the true doctrines of Confucius and Mencius.

Yuan-ting studied these works carefully and throughly, taking them

with him to the Hsi-shan or Western Hills, where he lived for a time

as a hermit. Hearing of Chu Hsi's fame he went to that philosopher

resolved to become his disciple. But Chu finding that he was man of

solid learning and profound genuis refused to call him disciple and

made him a friend and fellow-student. The two philosophers lived,

together and thoroughly enjoyed each oiher's society often prolonging

their conversation on the deep meanings of the sacred hooks until long

after midnight. They worked together at the correction and explana-

tion of the texts of the Four Books and other Classics and at the com-

pilalion of the great National History. Yuan-ting sketched the out-

line and drew up the draft of the work which Chu afterwards

elaborated into the Chi-mSng.
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Though repeatedly recommended for office ho refused to accept

any appointment and when Chu Hsi went away he returned to the

Hsi-shan. Persecution arose against him and he was falsely accused

of teaching false doctrines. The charge was actually levelled at Chu
hut Yuan-ting was also involved. He was banished to Tao-chao in

Hunan, and thither he proceeded on foot attended only by his affectionate

son Ch'en. Chu Hsi who was again at home, along with a large party

of friends gave him a farewell entertainment, and when the friends

wept he kept his cheer. We clasp hands, he said to Chu, and part

witii a smile, and do not cry Hke children. At Tao-chow disciples

came from far and near to hear him read and expound the old canonical

writings. Nor did he forget those whom he had left in Fuhkeen, but

wrote counselling them to be true to themselves and not be frightened

by what had befallen him.

One day in the year 1198 he said to Ch'Sn, Decline all visitors.

I want to have peace and quietness while restoring to Providence (my

maker) its old property. He knew the end was near at hand and after

two or three days he died. Posthumous honour was conferred on him

and he received the epithet Wen-chie (]!tlS)) Accomplished and of rigid

principle. His usual name in literature is Hsi-shan (|f jlj), from the

name of the mountain, the still cold peaks of which he chose to be his

place for undisturbed study. His tablet also was placed in this Hall

in the year 1530.

Ts'ai Hsi-shan was one of China's greatest scholars and profound-

est thinkers. Not only did he know thoroughly with the understanding

and the heart the literature of Confucian philosophy but he was also

well acquainted with history, astronomy, arithmetic, and other subjects.

He left manuscripts of several works in a more or less unfinished

condition, the most celebrated being that of the Hung-fan-chie which

his son Ch'Sn afterwards completed and published. Chu Hsi says of

Yuan-ting—^Accurate in knowledge, unique in abilities,, inflexible of

will and inexhaustible in argument, Jiis like can never be seen.*

* Chon-Lien-ch'i-ohi Cli. 10; Shang-yu-lu, Ch. 11; Chu-tzfi-nien-pn, Ch. 1; Shang-yu.

In, Ch. 18 ; Hemg-li-ta-ch'nan, Ch. 24.
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It is understood that the subject of the followiDg'^brief notice has

lately been admitted to the Temples of Confucius, but up to the time

of printing this the official announcement of the fact has not been

published.

Chang Pai-hsing (5| fg fj). S. Hsiao-hsien (^ ^).

The native place of Chang Pai-hsing was I-feng (^ ^), a Dis-

trict town of K'ai-feng-foo in Honan, where he was born in the year

1651. Of his early life little seems to be recorded, but he tells us

that while still young he lost both his parents, a statement which is

at variance with the official biography of Chang. In 1685 he ob-

tained the Chin-shi Degree, and was thereupon appointed a clerk in

the Grand Secretariat, but soon afterwards he was transferred to the

Imperial Patent Office. The death of his father obliged him to retire

from office for a time, and he returned to his native place. Here

when the period of mourning was over in 1699, he made himself

useful by organising a band of workers and repairing an embankment

to the north of I-f6ng. This brought him to the notice of the Gov-

ernor General of the Huang Ho on whose recommendation Chang

was appointed to duty in connection with that troublesome river. AU
through his Hfe he had a liking for hydraulic engineering and

evidently took great pains in studying the subject.

In 1703 Chang was appointed Taotai of C'hi-ning in Shantung

and held that post for three years when he was promoted to be Judge in

Kiangsu. The Emperor Kanghsi visited this Province in 1707, and

was much pleased with the good reputation which the Judge had

achieved. " I have ascertained, " he said to his Courtiers, " that

Chang Pai-hsing administers his office with great purity, such as it

is very difficult to obtain ; he is thorough and sincere, and not afraid

of his enemies." Accordingly the Emperor promoted him at once to
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the Governorship of Fuhkeen, and in this office Chang not only won
golden opinions among the people, but also made himself an immortal

fame. One of his first official acts at Foochow was to obtain the

remission of the Land Tax for three Districts in Formosa which had

been afflicted with a continued drought. In the same year food was

very dear in Fuhkeen and he obtained from the Imperial Treasury

50,000 Taels which he used in the purchase of rice from other pro-

vinces, selling it to the people at the ordinary price. Next year,

1708, he f.rayed the Emperor to make permanent the increase of ten

to the number of Chii-jen Degrees allowed to the Province. The

petition was granted and the number of Degrees was fixed at 84, to

the delight of the literary class which was increasing with very rapid

growth. In the meantime Chang built a college for the use of

advanced students, and collected in it many rare and valuable trea-

tises. Here also he superintended the studies of those aspiring to

literary honours, and occasionally lectured to them on the old learning.

Moreover he organised a Committee for reprinting a number of useful

treatises which were out of print or hard to be obtained ; he revised

these works, corrected errors, and contributed to nearly all Prefaces

or Introductions. It this time a nefarious custom prevailed in parts

of Fuhkeen of selling young girls into perpetual slavery, and Chang

set himseH vigorously to abolish the custom. Many other goods works

also were wrought by him among the people of this Province and the

memory of them stdl remains.

In 1709 Chang was transferred to Kiangsu, and here his troubles

commenced. The Governor General, whose name was Koli Jf^ ^
was a Manchoo. He was an accomplished, clever man, but devoid of

all principle ; he sold official protection, the subordinate posts in his

Provinces, and the Chii-jen Degrees. The trouble which arose in

connection with this last crime made it necessary for Chang to accuse

Koli to the Emperor. But Koli made up seven charges against the

Governor and submitted them to his Majesty also. Commissions were

sent to Kiangsu to investigate the matters, and the men who composed

them, coming under the influence of the Governor General, decided the
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that lie was innocent and the Grovernor guilty. But Chang submitteS

a long memorial to the Emperor in which he took up the seven charges

in succession and refuted them. The Emperor set aside the verdicts

and recommendations of the Cominissions, degraded the Governor

General, and restored Chang to the post from which he had been

temporarily removed for the purposes of investigation.

In 1714 Chang did a good service to the people of his jurisdiction,

specially those concerned in shipping. This consisted in obtaininj^

from the Emperor a Decree requiring that every war, merchant, and

fishing Junk should have its number and the names of its Province

and town displayed on its sides aft, and that every master of a vessel

should always carry with him his Certificate of Registration.

About this time Chang came into collision with the Provincial

Finance Commissioner whom he accused of harbouring a pirate.

Again commissions were sent to make inquiry and again Chang's

enemies declared him guilty. They even pronounced him worthy of

i^th, but the Emperor knew his faithful and tried servant to be in

fee right, and brought him to the capital. At first he was appointed

to do duty in the Imperial College of Inscriptions, but he was soon

entrusted with more diffcult work. He had risen to be a Vice Pre-

sident of the Board of Revenue when Kanghsi died and Yung-cheng,

in 1723, came to reign in his place. The new Emperor, obeying the

promptings of filial piety, showed honour and kindness tothe faithful

counsellors and upright servants of his father. Among these was
Chang Pai-hsing whom Yung-ch§ng promoted to be Pi-esident of the

Board of Ceremonies. But Chang was now an old man, and the years

of his dog-and-horse-iserviee were nearly ended. His heart still owned
the noble debt of gratitude, however, and he would not vacate his

post; At the beginning of 1725 illness came upon him, and he soon

knew that the end was at hand. His last thoughts were for the good
of his eonntry, and shortly before dying he drew up a memorial for

the Emperor. In this he -prayed His Majesty to go on as he had
begun—to keep good ministers—to encourage pure officials by liberal

salaries and repress the avaricious by setting forth the laws—to foster the
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kind and gentle and send away the rude and violenfe—and the memorial
ended with an earnest prayer for j$fis Majesty's eternal welfare. It

was in the second month of this year that Chang died, and the

Emperor decreed to him a public funeral and posthumous honours.

The epithet he selected was one which the deceased had well deserved,

Ch'ing-Ko (jg ^). The former of these words means pure, that is,

unsullied by the acceptance of a bribe or the influence of a mean
motive, and the letter denotes earnest attention to the duties of one's

office or position.

Chang Pai-hsing was not a man of brilliant genius or great tact,

and he had by no means a yielding disposition. Self-sufficient and

self-possessed he recked little of the good or ill opinion of others, and

did not fear the power and influence of his superiors. To himself he

was strict and rigorous, abstaining- from many of the ordinary comforts

and luxuries of life, and devoting much of his income to the relief of

the distressed." To serve his ruler and his country faithfully was the

one study of his life, and his idea of service was not limited by any

narrow bounds of official rule or custom. It embraced everything by

which the welfare of the people in the present and for the future could

be promoted. ' It was in this spirit that he applied himself to learn

the nature and circumstances of the lakes, canals, and rivers in Middle

and North China in order to help in the prevention of out-breaks and

overflows. IJnder the title Chu-chH-i-te (J^^^^f^) he published a

collection of essays which he had written at various times on these sub-

jects, on the general principles of hydraulics as laid down by the ancient

sages. His thoughtful kindness extended to all classes and conditions.

It raised the despised female child from the rank of a chattel to that

of a human being ; it softened the severity of men and gods towards

the homeless vagrant ; it helped the poor student by smoothing some-

what the path of learning and enlarging the hope of the great reward ;

it sought to give purer morals and simpler manners to the people, and

to extirpate all heresy in philosophy and religion. His memorial to

the Throne respecting Roman Catholic missionaries and their converts

may still be read with interest. The chief objectiops he urges against
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Christianity are - that it teaches phildren to forsake their parents and

follow persons called " spiritual ^lather," that it divides between

Heaven and Heaven's ruler making these two, that it forbids the

worship of sages and ancestors, and that so it shows contumacy to

Heaven, contempt towards the sages, and opposes the traditions and

customs of the country. He recommends that the foreign missionaries,

except those employed for astronomical purposes at the capital, be

0»rdfered to leave the empire Tvithin a fixed period, that the native

converts be required to return to orthodoxy, and that the chapels be

converted into free public schools.

In philosophy Chang Pai-hsing was an earnest and thorough

follower of Confucianism as taught by the school of which Chu Hsi

is the representative. It was in the teachings of Chu and his masters

that Chang found the true exposition and development of the truths

held by Confucius and Meneius. The plain, moderate, practical

character of the philosophy of these men also pleased Chang who
would have no learning or wisdom that was not attainable by man and

which did not aim- directly; at man's improvement. Hence he op'posed'

with vigour and earnestness the philosophy of Cli'Sn Pai-sha and

Wang Yang-ming as vague and unprofitable. On the other hand he

was ready to spend time, study, and money in order to extend what

he regarded as the only true and useful learning. His contributions,

to literature and philosophy are considerable and are all published iji

the Cheng-i-t'ang collection. The Lien-Lo-Kuan-Min-Shu -J^ j^ |f

M M> which appeared in 1709, contains extracts from the writings

of Chou-tsu (Lien), the two Ch'eng (Lo), Chang-tsii (Kuan), and

Chu Hsi (Min), and the extracts are accompanied by notes and com-
ments from the pen of Chang. The Tao-nan-yuan-wei (J^ j^ j^, g),
which was based on a M.S. "Work of Chu H^ng {^ §[) a great

scholar and statesman of the Ming dynasty, is a book of considerable

value. It gives detailed notices of the Confucianists who carried on
Yang Kuei-shan's work of spreading Ming-tao's teachings in the

South, that is, ehieflyi in Chekiang and Fuhkeen during the Sung,
Yuan, and Ming dynasties.. The Esiao-htei-lei-pien {%MW.%) is
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a large collection of extracts from the recorded sayings and the writ-

ings of eminent philosophers, intended for the use of students in the

public schools. The Yang-cheng-lei-pien (^ jg '^ ]^) is a short

treatise on the conduct of life also compiled for the use of the young.

Chang's Letters, State papers and other official documents, Essays,

and Memoirs are contained in the Cheng-i-t^ang-ioen-chi and Cheng-i-

t'ang-suh-chi. Even a hasty reading of these two collection^ will

show that this man's life was full of active services for the good of

his fellows, and that he well deserves to share the feasts in the Tem-

ples of Confucius. In these modern times few have deserved so weU

of the Sage in teaching his principles and in carrying them out

in all the ways of personal, domestic, social, and political life.*

• For Chang Pai-hsing's life and work see the Ching-i-t'ang-ck'uan-shu-tsung.inu

(IE IS ^ ^ ^ ^ @)' and the ChHg-i-t'ang-wen-chi "^ ^ and Suh-

chi (^ m)-
















